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Paul Pickering

\

Wild About Harry

III

1PAUL PickerinJ, • journalist
:speci.alisina ill South American
:politics, bu written a tremen,doul
lint novel, a pacey
'mixture of adventure, farce,
,eocumentary and diaturbina
iluuestion. His decent Major
'Harry Copeland-Smith is growing HT roses in the Paraguayan
jungle, longing to go home to
Surrey with a nice knighthood which be deserves, havina been
: left for yean guarding a Nazi
.' war criminal, IUpPO~
only.by
a primitive Indian tribe which
he bought wholesale. His efforts
to let discbarged are frustrated
by local and &Iobal mayhc:m:
there are rival drua-traffickina
warlords - a priest with a black
i' helicopter erewed by homosexual psychopaths, and a
corrupt and crazy police chief;
not to mention the CIA and the
Fat Man from the Foreign
Office all with their own
reaso~s for preserving the status
QUO.Who is the prisoner - the
Angel of Death Or Josef (who IS
the real-life Mengele), or Harry
himself?
The most fantastic upects of
this story are likely to be the
, true 'bits. A "sordid deal"
between the Allies and the
Germans stopped Or Josef'from
being brought to justice; even
before the war was over,
"Cambridge double firsts bad
swapped red files with Harvard
men late at night across leathertopped desks" in response to an
approach from the ~
himself, Nor was It NIW
information they wanted, but
the ~t!
of communists and
dissidents extorted under torture in the death camps.
Though the book is actionpacked with poisoned arrows,
bombs in Bibles and assorted
thriller-fodder, it is more subtle
than • tale of goodies apinst
baddies. Harry is a good soldier,
a late example of "Imperial
man doing his duty". It was the
Quiet, obedient aide of the An~l
of Death that bad enabled him
to perform his horrific duty.
Harry obeys "blind".
n<?t
questioning the value of his
task. He could be "made to look
very wicked" by the people who
want him to stay where he IS,
and accused of everythiIII from
slave-dealing to assassination to
"protecting • known mass
murderer".
Like the middle-Il$ed women
clerks from the British security
services who are sent out 10
help Or Josef with hi, correspondence. dutiful and stupid
people
everywhere
elevat~
ignorance into a virtue. Nw
attitudes, in embryonic form,
are in these genteel Home
Counties secretaries. One describes being interviewed for
the Paraguayan job anci being
asked "if I had any Jewish
blood. In my veins. I very
nearly lost my composure".
What finally happens to Harry
and Or Josef is 50 far-fetched as
to be goonish - yet frighteninaIY
believable. Human nature, not
just the Gennans. made the
death camps possible.
Mr Pickerina can write with
peat pressure of eneI'i)', which
15 half the battle. There IS a
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WILD A.BOUT HARRY by
Paul PickeringJWeidenjeld
£8.95 pp2]2
NO WORD OF LOVE by
.A L Bar~/Chatto £9.50 ppl90

Victoria Glendinning

I

virtuoso description of 8 party
given by .the incomin$ British
Ambusador. The rottmg residence, built in "North Finchley
bastard ,othic", is o~ the ~se
of.a festering swamp into which
dead things plop. The palm
trees rock with the weight of
attendant
vultures.
"The
steamy thickets were alive with __
~tures
enthusiastically waiting for others to drop dead." At
the end of the evening the only
lUest remaining upright is a
baleful raccoon eat1~ the
middles out of the sandwiches.
A L Barker's stories are, in
contrast, understated; "a gentle
relish" is about the strongest
positive emotion displayed,
She's a fine writer, but if you are
Boing to keep your light under a
bushel as she does it seems only
fair to the reader to put in a
lOO-wattbulb. No Word ofJA)n
is not a dim collection, but it is sometimes obscure. The stories
are mostly about peculiar sexual ,alliances and COnsplTaCJesbetween father and daughter.
brother· and sister, priest and
nun the deAd and the living. the
I8n~ and the mad - which an
anxious third person glimpses
but cannot plumb. The central
characters, . who are usually
excluded from centrality. are
eavesdropping
on
hidden ~..-.~
emotions, and often shocked or
disappointed, being "still un- " t
aware of the preponderance of
wrong over right, still expectina
justice".
Fiction
writers can be
powered by something hidden
even from themselves. While
these stories purport to be about
love, it is the death and dymg In
them that impresses most. A
lover immobilised by a stroke, a
priest dying in a hospice, a
&nndfather, the memory of, a
wife paralysed from the !"alSt _
down - all leave the survivors
confused, with "a secret sickness", longing for miracles.
Paralysis from the waist
down is, sexually, the keynote.
A helpful hand on the bottom 1S
treated hysterically, as an
outrqe.: Yet there ':lre frequent
imqes of women 3:hvefrom the
waist up - mermaids, thrusting
figureheads, Venus rising, from
the sea. There are passionate
paSl8$es about the sea, •• like
silk live and gloriously rich". A
1Barker forces the reader into
the position of her puzzled, i
alienated
characters,
since .
everythina that really vibrates
seems walled up, like the
defective mediaeval airl in the
story called "A Communications Failure", But there's no
failure in this collection, just an :
eerie talent for writing round:
the edge of a vision.
I
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The best of death
Dunns Conundrum. By Stan Lee
Joseph £9.95
Wtld AboUT Ham'. By Paul Picketing
Weide nfeld £8.95
Blood for Blood. By Julian Gloag
Harnish Hamilton £9.95
Fatal Beautv. By John Godey
Methueri £8.95
'The Crocus List. By Gavin Lyall
Hodder £8.95
Skorpion's Death. By David Brierley
Collins £8.95
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The Shortest Way to Hades
By Sarah Caudwell
Collins £6.95'

The Day the Sun Rose Twice
By Donald Thomas
Macmillan £7.95

Our Fathers' Lies. By Andrew

Taylor

GolJancz £8.95

On Suspicion. By David Fletcher
Macmillan

£7.95

Briarpatch. By Ross Thomas
Hamish Hamilton £9.95
A Stare of Corruption. By Paul Geddes
Bodley Head £8.95

The Long Journey Home
By Michael Gilbert
Hodder £8.95
In this prese ••l best genre of novel-writing.
and
in all the time I've been reviewing it here,
never a quarter
with so many outstandingly
good thrillers as this one. and among the best
of all two first novels. Dunn's Conundrum by
Stan Lee is one, a first so excellent that there
can be no dubiety about using that carefully
hoarded epithet. In Washington,
the so-called
'Library' is the think-tank,
with all-data input,
and a game-playing called OFF, which when it
reaches 9R per cent probability
means that
we-that
is. they, the U5-can
go for the
ultimate risk. But there's the garbage-man
WaIter, the only Librarian
capable of true info
ingestion. He knows that it's with this generation that the buck has to stop, and almost
single-handed
he manages. Dunn's Conundrum
is w:::y. original. clever, sespenseful,
memorable. moral.
Readers not really attracted
by the thriller
per se tend to assume that the nearer the
thriller to the art novel the better it is. This
isn't so. It is the perfect co-ordination
of novel
art with thriller that makes for excellence
and
\~. another of this amazing quarter's
exampies is
, \ the fITSt novel Wild About Harry, by Paul
Pickering, set In South America,
topical to a
degree the author can never have expected.
Is
Jl as good as Graham
Greene? Yes, it is, and in
some. ways better.
such as there being no
conflict between theological
tract and fiction,
but not derivative, except in being in a nearly
great tradition.
Incidentally,
the better
the
thnller. the harder to describe it without taking
some edge off. For this one, you must trust me.
, Julian Gloag's Blood for Blood is another
fine example of the true novel-thriller.
good

thriller,
good
novel.
each dependent
on,
permeated
by, the other. This is first-person
narration
by Ivor , almost irreparably
damaged
by personal tragedy, now drawn by the need to
find the murderer of his barrister friend Vivian
who had saved him. Viviari's cold mother, his
circle of friends and the people he left money
to are all. involved in the many guilts that lvor
doggedly, unhappily, discovers.
The Fatal Beauty of John Godey's title is
June's, wife of rich, self-made American,
in a
New York hospital after a heart-attack;
and
mother of Michael, seemingly kidnapped
with
his industrialist
employer by an Italian terrorist
group. For a Jewish mother, aJI that is possible
is to go to her son. But others are moving in
too, all ostensibly good, some very bad; and.
apart from Juno and Orlando the Italian policeman, all have been engaged
in pitiless betrayals. A good thriller, this. really good.
In Gavin Lyall's The Crocus List, old sins,
long shadows;
old intelligence,
isolated
for
terrible eventualities,
and who can wonder if
potentially
button-finger
killings erupt, engaging all the casual-killing ingenuity of our Major
Maxim (now out of No 10), dragging
rich
protected pal George into the terrors of reality,
and discovering through sexual failure in America where loving success will lie. I didn't begin
to guess who really threatened
the Archbishop;
nor will you.
Sangsters
Touchfeather. O'Donnell's Modesty and David Brierley's
Cody, of (this time)
Skorpion's Death-they're
aJl the same girl
really.
the man made girl, toughest
of the
tough, ingenious
as a Girl Guide, decent as
they come and sexually delightful. In this splendid get-me-out-of-here
sub-genre,
here is one
of the best yet. with Paris-dwelling
Cody looking for lost pilot in North Africa. confronting
secretman
Crevecoeur , triumphing
on the
knife-edge of one of those dreadful cliffs of the
mind which are these girls' killing-grounds.
For some terrible reason, and it must have
been a terrible reason,
The Shortest Way to
Hades evaded our notice on publication
last
year, but it's too good not to mention, however
tardily. The creatures
are, as in Sarah Caudwell's first, the group of young barrister friends
with the narrator,
an Oxford Prof of Historv:
only this time the locales are London
and
environs against Greece, not Venice. The high
standard of wit, intelligence and such virtues is
delightful; these women (and men) have other
assets than Cody's. The problem is to do with
inheritance;
accurate suspicion needs, I suspect,
specialisation .
The Day the Sun Rose Twice was, of course,
in New Mexico, 16 July 1945. the first explosion of an atomic bomb. Now, with so much
plutonium
gone missing and do-it-yourselfing
available in brochures,
the threat so long awaited materialises in Berlin. Do this, says old Dr
Anders. and no one of the Occupying Powers
can break him. But-is
one of them really
trying to ? Donald Thomas's is a chilling story,
with a terrifying postscript.
Fascinating the ways ghosts from World War
One are still activating killings today; and so
they are in Andrew Taylors
third and so far
best book, Our Fathers' Lies, and nudging
some intermediate
killings too. The modern
story starts when Celia refuses to accept her
father's
death as suicide. She is. of course,
right, and most interestingly
and suspensefully
do William Dougal. met before, and his engag-

ing father

the old Major.

prove it so
Fletche i
happily realistic story, about Nick
A-levels, life opening out for him. 2
destruction
by the building of distr
trayal by people who should have t
Perhaps his toppling of reasonable r
is too remorseless.
but pit)' is evoke,
The detective
had continued
10
natal city in the US South~:est. ani
killed. The brother worked in Wash
dubious Senator on the make. a USI
ment in Ross Thomas's
good sn
killed the detective in the home to'
the brother
needs to know. and
crooked best-friend
fits in. and wh
where, the Senator.
Briarpoich is
good, well-punctuated.
It's always been axiomatic that
must end with loose ends stitche
Geddes's A State of Corruption delit
effectively
leaves them hanging.
essence, a Vatican thriller (now a
mon sub-genre),
though the pres:
from London, the urgency of known
Gov. high-up
used insider
know
Rome part is attractive.
the sad he r
nice.
For Michael
Gilbert,
The LOI
Home is an unusually
brutal
st
pleasant
peopte-a
Cockney,
;
family--die
horribly so that our here
tionally competent
New Zealand en
show his paces in well-planned
rev,
part is effective, but, whatever the n
casual human wastage in thrillers SI
gullet.

On Suspicion by David

HOLBEI
THE PAINTINGS
HANS HOLBEIfI
THE YOUNGEF
Complete Edition
John Rowlands
Hans Holbein the Younger has alv
been recognised as one of the greare
portrait painters the world has ever
In this magnificent book, John Ro
achievement is to have refmed Holl:
oeuvre so that we are able to see ere.
those remarkable artistic qualities t
produced such brrlliant works of gr a
studied beauty. Holbems entire car
surveyed and set within its historic.
context tracing hiS development fro
early years under his father to his SL
leading painter in the English COUrt.
TIlls is an invaluable study of Ho!
work and a book that should belong
everyone interested m such an OUt~·
anist.
303 x 225mm, 288pp. 321 illustran
including 3 i In colour
071482.3589
Hardback
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White Dust, Red Dirt
Jane Ellison
Wild about Harry
Paul Pickering
Weidcnfeld &. Nicolson 212 pp £8.95
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Eberstadt
173 pp £8.95

THE SCENE is Paraguay. swampy, sinister,
unfriendly. A whisky priest with a criminal past runs a profitable drug-smuggling
operation.
The head of the secret police
practises expert torture on nameless, forgorren prisoners. And in the middle of the
squalor and heat the English major lingers
on, doubting his purpose. forgotten by the
FO. drinking too much and longing to go
home to a peaceful retirement in the home
counties.
All the familiar constituents of a Graham
Greene novel are in Paul Pickerings
first
novel. And yet something is u'ildl), wrong.
If his weary hero, Major Harry CopelandSmith sheds blood early in the plot. his
faulty secateurs are to blame as he prunes
his roses deep in the Paraguayan jungle.
The British
ambassador,
Sir Reginald
Tough.
falls rigid onto the floor after
over-indulgence
at a cocktail parry, while
sinister creatures lurk in the steamy swamp
and a contemptuous
racoon washes the
bread off corned-beef
sandwiches in the
official silver punch-bowl.
Amid assassinations
and threats
of civil unrest,
Copeland-Srnith
struggles uneasily to carry out the top-secret
duties which have
kept him in Paraguay for twenty years,
guarding
a Mengele-Iike
Nazi in the
deepest recesses of the bush with a team of
house-trained Indians. It is a role he carries
out with mindless conscientiousness.
insisting on punctilious
observance
of the
rules of military discipline and fair play.
Here is British phlegm at its most indornit'able and ludicrous .
Paul Pickering
casts an amusingly
shrewd and observant eye over his chosen
terrain, and nearly extracts every opportunity
for farce from the Paraguayan
landscape. The British embassy is continually mistaken for a vet's, populated as
it is by waddling
ducks and struggling
.calves; the previous ambassador called his
rotting,
Gothic official residence 'Dunroarnin'.
an unintended
tribute to the
many animals and men who fell by accident into its surrounding
swamp and are
consumed by vultures. 'The steamy thick-

ets were alive with creatures enthusiastically waiting for each other (Q drop dead'.
Harry ricochets between horrifying interviews with Napoleon
Correz. police
chief and sadist, and the crazy Father
Labuschagnc, the drug running priest who
operates his own private helicopter,
piloted by two gay psychopaths,
veterans
from the Vietnam war. Caught between
these two evil forces. Harry is eventually
outmanoeuvred
by the intervention of the
CIA, while his Nazi prisoner is accidentally converted to Christianity
by religious
broadcasts from Labuschagnes
helicopter
in one of the funniest passages in the book.
Above him the lovers had switched on
the Baptist's sermon: " care not what you
have done in the past', pleaded the Bell
helicopter with a Texan accent. " care not
what you have done in the days of sin with
your face turned away from the Lord'.
The eventual downfall of Harry comes
towards the end of the book with a slight
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CONVERSA110NS
WITH

KAFKA

•
Gustav Janouch • Conversations
with Kafka

£5.95

'I read it and was stunned by the
wealth of new material. , ,which
plainly and unmistakably bore the
stamp of Kafka's genius' Max Brod
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The Magic of Realism
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Harry has single-bandedly kept the old borror
WILD ABOUT HARRY. BfI Paul.P(ckering.
buried by keeping ~ bunters gueIS1Dc with false
::;Atheneum. 212 pagu. $13.i5.·
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~~ nooe otber tIaaD
Ar:aael of Deatll, Dr. J08ef, bighly symmetrical plot development. featurtn.
~Mencele.
" ~." .. ,.
,
, the 1DdiaDI,. revoltJne I18rJeADtaMigned to Har~
If" In e¥bange
for, lDfGrmatioo provided la tbe . ry. some uJl1 A.mericaos and a menacing Para-.
~~
of World ••••
BrlU ad ~ CIA :. pay~ police oftJdal witll an.,.......
ceoterin.
$liave arranged for Maple.
mcarceraUoo ID Par- ,011 b~gIflO8 aDd rural eleatrificatioa.
,.."
•.agwt)' with
at biI keeper. ADd ~·doctor It ~ Wild About HaTTflwill remiDd readen of early'
~not 10 much ~
at a reclpieDt.ol protect1v.
Evelyn WaU&band the eatert:ainmeata of Graham
icut04J, The S900b ,",protec:tloc himlrom Nul
Greeoe. It'. , comedJ of 8ritainI abroad 011I the
't.
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:;+: ;.,...•;;'
the Inill iD American life, this COUD~ bu pro- tr~·,,~.
·.~I'i:;~.~'~,!
·Z:;
.I.::~7~:'::~:·
dueed so few comic novels. The Opposlte la true of
,,:, ;~'-!#.":f'" ~>/.:;~::
.~<io::;:~
.i'i~.-$ ::~~",
England. Corned): is at the heart of the ~glish
/i' -,
,.Z',··~':··:..,::~f.~·i'\5;,:/>:;}~
novel from F1e1dinl and Slerne and Swift lD the ~"1' ;.,d.,\~.:'.,t,,:·;. ,'{<,.3 ..•.
,..,·;::.~;l',:.\l ~~••" r
18th century through Austen and Dickens and Trol- ~~~"::
7'~~
::;;:.~~.;~..~:~";',1\ ~
lope in the l~ up to and including Paul Pickeriog.
tl;f~.,'If't":·~:;.{\.g~~~
·f,r~
..~:1,:~ t.1 ~';:••?:: :~:i~.
Placing Wild About Harrv in such enlted
\'f.~" '?' .~,Jf' :~~ 7J:';;< \:". ~~: .:\f~;
'..~~.,,~
company may border OD overstating Ita case, but it
+I\':~;,:';.:~~~~~N".,i.;"~;~:\~1iiel:·
,~
la a very funny book on • timely topic. For a first
. ~..;,
:.':.L;.!!.' ;,;.";.:';:~~{~~i.~:~,~h',
novel, it is astonishingly competent H.ere we mar
. ~/~ .~., -,',:;"d'f~~1{:;.f~:.f~": 0&1.'
iDfictional form the last pap of British impen- it':';' .\.[..:t,. '.
fi.~~.r~
j ,~:;F.~~"tl:;:~.
allsm·.laugUble side. Presumably, Pic.kenng will R~~?~~'7'·-~::.\~I~"""';A1:;:~J:r~t'A::~t;~:
'f\~;:
be compelled to seek his next book'. sobject matter ~: .•p'{ :f!kJ::;· i;.{~,
l~:"i::,~}:>~:
.:!:~
closer to bome. One reader. at least. is anxious to ;!; ,~~''r.!lr~
';.:~:1t~,·,
~'.".,.;.,;J1:~~';~'
~f, ~i
see what this latest in a long line of 'distinguished ~. ;'!t}j.~~
<I,~<' 1~~:·:~·;:.;~\·1t\1,~·
"
Engllsb jesters caD make of the bomeland of
pm ~
,aud Lady Dl
.~:
··~!~':~i;;#~1~~~t:
,"'l',~"
, t:
. .,
, '1~:..r'. ,~'$;'~,~::·'t';:"'7:"; ; r.:.{.":..:.. ~1~t'::
.HK Monroe ~
taught IIUTature and ~.
~r!~\ 1;/~.':1:'·;:,~t'~'!'
~:fi:1i'~,~,;.·)1;
viewed .boolu, filfr} and dra~
He avor:'"'" ~~~tr~i}~~'1~~;"~;,'
maT#cetlnQ!or
the JournaL
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rarner gooc. wOO(], alter all, IS a
master of strong, lively sirnplification. But no, The telly. I
ass~me, cannot bear too much
reality, and Wood produces a
fatuous "answer"
(duly iffed
and butted), the consequence of
which
is that a promising
volume joins the Van Daniken

Was Jesus realty a Mushroom?
school of sci-fi pseudo-history.
One's only hope is that it makes
more people read Homer
.
Those wl1b want to understand
the real' issues ,and
complexities about Troy Ihum,
or Wilios as we should all call it,
must
turn
to the
British
Classical
Press collection
of
papers from, the 1981 Greenbank colloquium. They will find
no pictures, long bibliographies,
demanding
papers
intensive
,
discussion (excellently
edited),
~nd no conclusions. 1I is not
Just a matter of gathering the
evidence but of deciding what
,
questions can be answered by it.
In what sense do archaeological
data answer historical
questions, or "tell stories"? (Not
much.) If the Iliad is an 8thC
literary creation, but one dependent
on centuries
of oral
tradition.
what cultural
and
political,
let alone
literary,
transformations
might it not
have undergone. and how does
one boil out a "Trojan war"
fro,:,! t~is mighty amalgam?
(With difficulty.) What IS the
precise
relationship
between
Homer's
Greek, later <!~k
pla,ce-names"
and
Hittite?
(HllJhly ambiguous: ev~n the
fact that Homer occasionallr
called th,e, place "Troy" rat~er
than Wlhos tells us nothtnl
hi~tl?rically) Can ,~ne date the,
Hittite "evidence
for Greekson the mainland? (Only very
~en,talively.) F~w are the tufts of
solid around In these treacherous, fascinatinlJ quicksands.

r alSe O~ OSana
\\e.~
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"God appeared to be otherwise
engaged."
So Major
Harry
Copeland-Smith
found as he
prayed to be released from hismadhouse
in Paraguay. God'
instead seemed to descend on
the Major's clandestine
prisoner the infamous Anlel of
De ih
Or J
f M
I
a 't--' b' thOse8 . , chnle ed,
prot~ ~
y
e nu,s a~
American
secn:t, services
In
exchange for ~pllh':'lJ the beans
o!, h~s. Naz~ friends,
Paul
Picketing s WIldly funny first
novel, WIld About Harry, does
to Graham Greene's Honora!,),
Consul what Grouch? Man did
to Hegel :- stand him on hiS
head for, a Joke.
.
God IS no Catholic sense of
'I 10
' PiCk enng
" s patap h'ysica I
IJUIt
Paraguay. H~ IS severally a Boer
drug-smuggling pn~ t, a homosexual psychopath
In a black
h I'
r: I
bo b '
e Ic.oPt~r, a ra se
m In a
Jesuit bible, and t~e force that
converts ~enlJele himself to the,
~ays. of nlJhtt:0usness and, t~e
identityof MaJ~r Harry. This IS
a hllanous,.
inventive
black
comedy that Inverts, ~II values
an~ mock~ the .rehgJou~ spy
thnller set,!n exotic parts In th~
world of c~oa~ ,an~ stagger,
Even the MaJ?r s Jl?b IS.so secn:t
that his classification IS classified, and he end~ on the WTo~g
Side of, the 100klnl-lJIass as hIS
own prisoner.
Nicholas Freeli':'l is k,:,own
.for hiS psychological thrillers.
~ow he tnes, his tortuous hand
10 A CIty Solitary on a drama of
kidnapping
in the Pyrenees,
where a cantankerous wnter IS
tormented
and robbed by, a
young pnlJ. refuses to live
'evidence
at their trial. then
h~lps, the ringleader esc~pe i~
hIS nllJht to the border WIth hIS
woman lawyer. The novel is a
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Andrew Slnclair
WILD ABOUT HARRY
Pa I Pi k .
By u e ennl
W tidm/rid

cl NicolSOlt, t8,95

A CITY SOLITARY
B Nkholas

Y

Freelin

'n In
Ht' t ann, 18.50

I

PEARL

By Anne Leaton
ChaJlOcl Wmdus/ThtHogar/h
Prns, [9,95

A T RAVE LL ER 'S ROOM
By Elspeth Da,ie
Hamisn Hamilton. [IJ,95

icris5-C1'OSSof love and ambivalent feelinlJ with a bloodbath at
the end as if the only way to
blast
the
knot of tangled
loyalties were by bullet and
blood.
The title of the book comes
from a penitential psalm in the
lamentations
of
Jeremiah.
"How doth the city sit solitary,
that
was full of people."
Freeling .has, concerned ,himself
with the mtncacies of come and
relationships in the wildernesses
of cities. Now. he. transfers
himself to c.onslderln~ urban
manners set In the solitude of
the country and motor cars,
carryinlJ
the
incompatible
towards a shared and necessary
catastrophe .. He, is !I strange
writer, illuminanng With flashes
of inner lilht, then dazzlinl
with pyrot~Mi~
of motives
until the dIsplay IS lost In the
fireworks. Yet this il a haunting

i

I

""cv

010000alns
.

and obsessi ve novel, not to be
forgotten.
"
Pearl IS a ta,nlY and witty
book about the life and umes of
the daughter of Belle Starr, the
~utlaw and d ml~res~ o~, Cole
ounger an ot er ,~ltS
In
America after the CIVil War.
Anne leaton was born in Texas
and lives there. She has a talent
for evoking period and place,
also for the terse phrase. Her
dialogue is so spare that one
word does the work of ten.
Pearl's protracted dyinlJ on the
Mexican border is explained in
original aphorisms that might
be folk sayings. Fear wears you
out _ Dead women travel slow _
It'
t
h t t
di
A
00 qualities
0
0
nne
lea5 ton's
arele. particularty suited
to brinlJinlJ a
Western legend down to earth
ith t be'
ba I It'
,
WI ou
109
na .
15 praise
in Texas to be called as
common as an old shoe. Anne
Leaton is. with 1J0ldbuckles on.
Elspeth Davie's collection of
stories
A Traveller's Room
shows' a scruple and a judge:
ment in each sentence. Yet a
touch of the fey and a sense of
the anarchy of things provokes.
the reader into a fresh consciousness
of an everyday
society. In ''StranlJe Growth' a
wild ~en
sprouts on a man's
head ID place of his hair. In 'Out
of Order'
two old friends
question the very idea of order
because nothinlJ works in their
city, yet they end by collcctins
glass splinters to put in a bel in
a ludicrous, infinitesmal eontribution to world order. And in,
'Kiosk Encounter' the worry is
all about the 100t words unsaid
into telephones
that do not
function.
E1speth Davie describes important themes and
whole lives in a few palJes.

1.11UI1U~1 ,

drips and
leaks
Philip Howard
THE POWER OF THE
FRESS?
By Louis Heren
Orbis.Llt)

'
.
The ans~er to the question m
the mle IS,r.ot a lot, old thing,
and not m obvious ways. I
n~ve,r ~ the POlOt of Rudyard
Kipling s slogan, about power
without responsibitity:
harlots
d 0 not seem to me I0 h ave
much of either. But the days
when, the Lord Ch~ncellor could
describe
the Editor of The
T'
h
rf I
t1ne~ as t e most powe u
man 10 England are long, gone,
and arose because The Times
had a monopoly of new~, and
~as
starting
to e~erclse
It
independently.
LOUIS Heren,
splendid old newshound, argues
that It was never the thundering
leaders, always the awkward
and adventitious news that gave
newspapers influence.
The drip of news about
Watergate~ not the. rhetoric,
forced Nixon to resign. The
reporting
of the horrors
of
Vi~tn~m, not the opposition
editorials, made JohnS<?n decide
not to run for re-election. You
could argue that It was not
Dawson's
famous
leader
in
1916 that persuaded Asquith to
cut and ~n! but the l~ak!nlJ of
the negotiations that indicated
Lloyd-George
could
not be'
trusted. But eve.n a~ hard a
newsman as LoUIS might have
to admit that it was Detane's

i ~~~ f~m ~~~

Cri:e~s~~~~
brought down the Government.
This is a sensible and lively
survey
of the history
and
present state of the press by' a
grand old pro. Quarter of a
century on It covers partly the
same territory as Francis Williams's Dangerous Estate, but
also takes in the American press
from Bennett to Kate Graham.
If i••.••.
,..""
••."'" ""'&1"""",. anA

r amasy, [
"An excellent colleague and one
of the few ilreigners I know
who is like ill practical welleducated E~
gentleman, , ,
onc of the mG!&moderate but-at
the same lilK most practical
men I have ever had to do
with," said r..d Clarendon in
1856. "As .nprincipled
a
politician as ~er existed", one
whose word could never be
trusted and
had "ruined
himself in the opinion of every
honest mae", said Lord Cowley
in 1859.
They were IIIking about the
same man: ea.tille de Cavour,
prime min""
of Piedmont,
who became the first prime
minister of luIy and shares with
Mazzini and Garibaldi - two
men whom lE both feared and
despised - tbrcredit for having
brought abolllltalian unity. Yet
Italian was 80t his mother
tongue - he -"er achieved the
same nuency la it as in French and, accordilll to this new
biography, as late as 1855 he
"had no thotlllJd at all of Italian
unity unless _
until he could
discover whctIIer the idea was
practicable
_d
well
supported".
Profoundly
anti-revolutionary, he was ~rmined
not to
let Italy faD
the hands of
,radicals. •••
it was largely
thanks to ••• that the Italy
which el1lCl'Jlll in 1861 was a
centralised.
constitutional
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Marmalade

magic
Shooa Crawford
Peole
THE lOOK OF
MARMALADE
By C. AIme Wilson
CowabIt. [6.95

11 I
II

J

f;
C. Anne ~n's
work is a
scholarly •••• readable exception to the ••
in food titles
that the defilillC article seldom
ml'lI n. Wh21 iI~vc The RooJ.·nf I I
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Yetanother world
exclusive
first with the news. ] am
proud
to inform you. exclusively, that the silly season has arrived. Once again it is time for idle
speculation. and I thought I might idly
speculate about the Booker. There
does seem to be plenty of scope for
speculation this year. The race is. as
they say. wide open at this stage.
I have been speaking to some
paperback
publishers. Their suggestions can be divided into the partisan
and the objective. although I was
impressed by their efforts to show the
latter quality. And I don't see that one
necessarily has to discount everything
a publisher says about his or her own
books. Not always.
At the time I spoke to him. Corgi's
Patrick Janson-Srnith was involved in
an auction for Safe Houses by Lynne
Alexander (Michael Joseph): far from
sure of winning. he nevertheless admitted. 'I adore that book.' He also
enjoyed Paul Picketing's Wild About
Harry (Weidenfeld). but 'I wouldn't
say it was a top contender'. Simon
King (Fontana),
who will be publishing it. would. 'Astonishingly good:
he says. Mr Janson-Smith's hope from
his own list is a book he describes as
'a modern day Candide', The Therapy
of At'ram Bloch by Simon Louvish
(Heinemann).
'The goings on in recent years:
observes Simon King. 'show that you
can never tell what the judges will
choose.' Mike Petty of Abacus thinks
chairman
Norman
St John Stevas
might
like
Peter
Ackroyd's
Ha .•••.
ksmoor (Harnish Hamilton) .. although I'm not sure that either of them
would take that as a compliment';
high hopes. too. for lane Gardarn's
Crusoe's Daughter (HH). 'Both have
the right smell about them.' He would
like to think Anthony Burgess' The
Kingdom of the Wicked (Hutchinson)
stood a chance.
You can't blame Nick Austen for
backing Anita Brookner (Family and
Friends), Doris Lessing (The Good
Terrorist)
and John
Fowles
(A
Maggot) (all Cape). Of the Fowles he
says: 'It is a stunning piece of work
combining the mystery of The Magus
with the historical grip of The French
Lieutenant's Woman: A lot of people
seem to think that this could be
Fowles' year.

A

LWAYS

~t,

Pan's
Sonny Mehta is backing
Jonathan
Raban's
Foreign
Land
(Collinsj-e-tan
absolutely
wonderful
novel and I'm lucky to be publishing
it'-and
Keri Hulmes
The Bone
People (Hodder).
Some disinterested
recomrnendations: Mike Petty says Every Day is
Mother's
Day by Hilary
Mantel
(Chatto, bought by Penguin) is 'a
terrific first novel': Nick Austen surprised me by suggesting lain Banks'
Walking
on
Glass
(Macmillanl
Futur a): he also tells me Hamish
Hamilton
considers
Barry
Unsworth's
Stone
Virgin
a strong
contender.

Publication delayed
OSE ElIiot's COMPLETE
VEGETARIAN COOKBOOK was to

R

be published on 10th Octobu,
However, Rose, who also writes the
horoscopes/or HERE'S HEALTH. asked
her editor. Robin Wood. to postpon«
pub&ation: it seems that
moon is
in conjunction with Saturn on 10th'
October. and although this is a good
day for launching' diTty books' on
sllCn subjects as car maintenance and
agricultural engineering. cookery
must wait/or 17th October. when
the moon is in conjunction with
Jupiter. Collins has generously asked
me to pass on tlris information to
other publishers,

w

Three cheers for
book clubs
From Mr Peter Rig
EAR Bent.-You
remember mv
daughter lane. the one with the
mauve Mohican and spik y-haired boyfriend? Well. she seems to be getting
a little more respectable. The other
day she picked up my World of Books
catalogue and insisted that I order her
In Search of the Trojan Wars and an
illustrated edition of Grave's Greek
Myths. of all things.
While I admired her economic good
sense-reductions
of £2·75 and £4
are not to be ignored-I
was a little
surprised at her choice. Some of her
previous selections from my book
clubs have been Barrv Norman's Film
Greats (£2·25 otT from the Leisure

D

Circle). Arthur C Clarke's World of
Strange Po .•••.
ers (reduced by £2·75
from the Literarv Guild 1 and a double
otTer of the three Wilt novels in hardback for only £7·95 from World
Books.
All worthy titles and at great prices
as you can see. but perhaps not quite
so upmarket. So last week I asked her
about this sudden interest in culture
and. with an embarrassed
grin the
truth came out: the poor girl has a
crush on Michael Wood. and for the
time being has gone potty on Greek
Mythology.
Silly me. I might have
guessed it from the way she'd sat so
glued to the box during the series.
So it looks as if my serious cultural
aspirations for the family will have to
rest with Dan. He has been delighted
with the new Oxford Companion to
English Literature.
which I ordered
for him at a marvellous £4 reduction
from the Guild. and fascinated
bv
some of Philip Howard's observation's
in The State of the Language. from
the Leisure Circle reduced by £2·45.
But he is still not sure whether he
wants to be a writer or a walker when
he leaves college. Secretly. I think he
would like to become another Eric
Newby and combine the two. He was
imrnenselv excited bv some of the
spring offers: for a start there were
Newbys Journey A long the Shores 0./
the Mediterranean
at £4 otT from the
Guild and Angus
& Robertson's
South America Overland at half-price
from the Readers Union. The latter
also had David & Charles' handsome
Long Distance Paths of England and
Wales for £8·20 instead of £10·95.
and the BBCs R iuer Journeys reduced
by the same amount.
Mary and I returned from an Easter
break in the Lakes to find him
sprawled across the living room floor
planning various trips here and there
inspired by these titles. Even though
I do say so myself. it is a lovely room
to plan trips from as we have recently
redecorated it using some of the ideas
from the sumptuous
House
Style
Book. on otTer from the Guild at £5
otT. and from the Complete Interior
Designer. cut by £4 by the Readers
Union.
However.
I couldn't
stop
myself from asking him if. while we'd
been away. he'd thought of making a
trip to the garden. possibly taking the
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and si.ades. a set of char acteristics not seen
before in quite the same fashion. Thus Levi
has. I think. stunted his collection b~
omitting the medieval period: this was a
decision taken for him by the publisher.
though he condones it by saying of the
medieval world that "it is hard for us to
feel at home in that strange and clear
atmosphere". What is brought out in contrast bv this exclusion is the individual
intensity. the subjective character. of the
main lines of religious feeling in poetry
from the Renaissance onwards: not only
Donne and Vaughan. but Spenser and
Milton too abound in "dramatic soullanguage" (Levi's phrase). So does Hopkins. But Hopkins. like Herbert and unlike
Donne , is capable of dialogue and of
listening for an answering voice.
There are some odd choices which make
the book all the more interesting. HA
Lyke-Wake Dirge" makes a splendid beginning, but the thrill of a Robin Hood
. fragment is the sense of glory in a ballad
society rather than the Christian spirit.
The elegy on the accomplices of Anne
Boleyn seems to me a poor poem saved'
only by the resonance in the familiar
use of proper names which always- increases with the passage of time. Herbert
rightly has more poems than anyone else.
Nine pages of Anrius MirabiJis seems a
puzzling waste. The Ancient Mariner
shines out as the major and convincing
Romantic representative in this unusual
context; and Coleridge's moving epitaph
for himself also finds a place. The Amold
of "Dover Beach" and some poems by
Larkin seem to have been caught up from
the proofs of a Penguin Book of Agnostic
Verse which Levi is also editing; and the
inclusion of translations of Villon and St
John of the Cross suggests another possible
confusion with proofs of an Oxford Book
of French and Spanish Verse in Translation, Levi again responsible. But there you
are, an anthology reviewer has no gratitude: he enjoys the flowers and then goes
on arguing about the boundaries of the
garden.
Roger Sharrock

Beyond our ken
Healing for You
Phi I Edwardes and lames McConnell
Thorsons, £4.95
But for the fact that the Koestler Foundation hopes to finance an independent
scientific study of Phil Edwardess talent
for direci healing this book might go sadly
unnoticed. It is written almost as "reportage", with only a few medical references.
and its picture-cover positively coos for
reproduction in one of. those cosy magazines provided by the hairdresser to while
away time under the dryer.
Nevertheless it should be read, taken
seriously. and considered in various contexts. As Or Priscilla Noble-Matthews an orthodox doctor who has worked with
this healer - points out in her foreword. it

549
is of ere at value a •. a sraternent of facts. a
record of cures which. thouuh i hev cannot
yet be explained. are a•."natur;t!,,'as those
achiex ed by chernic.rl and technological
means.
In the first part of the book Phil
Edwardes outlines his life. Born out of
wedlock. of anonymous parents who
proved hard to trace. he was adopted and
mothered by a strict but loving woman who
cared for children. Someone unknown paid
for his unhappy education: two years at a
prep school with sadistic masters. then at
another where his illegitimacy was discovered and ridiculed by the boys. and finally
at a public school which he left at 16. In all
these places the religious teaching both in
class and in chapel seems to have dealt
mainly with damnation. and charged the
word God with such appalling associations
that he now prefers to speak of him as "the
Guv'nor". interested in all men (not only
Christians). and origin of the healing channelled through his hands. He is not. he
insists, "an ascetic. a guru, or a holy man",
and labels himself neither "a spiritual
healer" nor "a faith-healer" nor a "nature
healer". just "a healer". and one who is
delighted that the Department of Employment now lists the work of healers as an
"accredited occupation".
On leaving school he spent restless years
in a variety of jobs here and overseas,
ending up as a busy garage proprietor in
England. By chance he found himself
healing this person and that, but not till he
was 47, happy with his growing family and
in the discovery of two siblings of his own.
did he begin full-time work as a healer,
helped financially by a win on the football
pools.
Eighteen of the cases he has handled are
described in the second part of the book.
compiled by lames McConnell. who has
checked each record with the patient concerned. The conditions treated include not
only ailments in which mind-body interaction plays a part. but also long-standing
injuries to bones and joints caused by car
crashes. riding accidents and arthritis: and
long-endured pain is relieved. All this
material is available for study in the
context of complementary medicine.
It seems probable that much unexplained healing falls into two categories.
One works through explicit or implicit
suggestion, enabling the mind to ignore
pain. or to stimulate from within the body's
. own physiological powers to resist infection and to heal itself (as when new skin
grows over a cut). The other may be
connected with the release of some unknown energy which renews these powers.
recharges the batteries so to speak, speeds
up the processes involved. There may be
some analogy here with the fact that bone
healing can be accelerated by exposure to a
magnetic field.
It is interesting to look at Phi! Edwardes's own procedures and sensations. He
explains to patients that he is only a
channel for healing. which comes through
him not from him. After a period of
relaxation: '" ask the Gov'nor for help"
putting "the whole thing in his hands". His
own hands experience "a kind of trembling

and tingling plus a feeling of heat" and
begin tu vibrate. He! passes them over the
sufferer. aware of a "force travellina
through him". sometimes like "a highvoltage electric current" sometimes quite
weak. The cure does not depend on its
apparent strength. The patient too though often. as with other healers. vividly
conscious of the heat in those hands - may
have little or no perception of the healing
force: even, in one instance, walking without realising that she had been unable to
do so for years.
Such data as all these surely need to be
examined very carefully. with a detachment uninhibited either by the assumption
that "these things don't happen because
they can't happen" or by the attitude
mocked by Voltaire in another context.
when he suggested putting up a placard
inscribed:
De part du roi. detense s Dieu
De faire miracle dans ce lieu .
Renie Haynes

In search of Mengele
Wild About Harry
Paul Pickering
Weidenfeld, £8.95
They called him the Angel of Death in the
camps. What does Dr Josef Mengele do
now? Who has protected him all these
years? Who loves him?
.
Paul Pickering was sent to Paraguay for three months while working for
Now magazine in 1979, on the trail of the
Angel of Death. Pickering did not find
Mengele, but he drank in the sleazy,
creepy, down-at-heel atmosphere that pervades unpleasant,
part-German,
partIndian, part-Spanish Paraguay.
He serves up this atmosphere superbly:
"They came to a small gatehouse and were
waved in by a man with bare feet and a
dappled pig, both standing by the brokendown shack. From the shack to the redbrick house, built it seemed fairly recently,
probably by a German who had seen
pictures of North Finchley Bastard Gothic,
was an avenue of rippling palms, a kind of
oil palm which anywhere else would have
had a pleasant effect. But no palm is at its
best when a dozen or so black vultures with
greasy white necks and evil beaks are
gathered in its fronds."
The squalid atmosphere makes an apt
backdrop for the idea behind the book:
that the Allies did a deal with Mengele
after the war, swapping the information be
gleaned from his operating/torture table
for protection by an agent of HMG, Major
Harry Copeland-Smith. It is an awful
thought. Picketing picks over this idea with
black bumour and beautifully-tempered
prose. We are travelling in Greeneland. of
course. There is adultery, a crooked police
chief, a defrocked priest. Wild About
Harry is by turns witty. sobering, farcical,
chilling, bizarre and bloody, and it repays
reading.
JoIuJS~
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Thrillers

Question:

CHRISTOPHER PYM

What do Maurice Saatchi,
Lord Weinstock, Sir John
Sainsbury and Lord Forte
have in common?
Answer:

The .

WinnIng

Streak
Find out what makes a company
successful in the brilliant new book by

Waiter Goldsmith
and

David Clutterbuck
In Penguin

£2.95

TH E PSEL"DO~T~OL"S
x.c. Conand his her creation. the
tough
sentimental-cynical.
foulmouthed.
conscientious
"half
hunkie-half dago police chief of an
industrial Pennsylvania town. Mario
Balzie. have become something of a
cult in the l.nited States. where distinguished critics have classed the author as "one at the four best American
crime writers now active.
Author and character make their
debut over here in Always a Body to
Trade
tHodder and Slough Ion
£8.95 I. and although the novel establishes a good grip on the addict of
tough-talking cop-and-crook yarns it
would be a pity to place the author
yet. as the blurb does already. alongside Hammett and Chandler in the
calendar of canonized crime-writers.
Balzic has to screw a confession out
of at least one drug-trafficker if he is
to collar the rest and he doesn't care
how he does it - bullying. near-torture or trickery. or all three. will do.
~eanwhile he has to spell out to the
naive. newly elected mayor the morality (for that is what he considers it I of
ends justifying means. He harangues
the soul-searching dignitary into acQuiescence. as I hope he wouldn't harangue me. but it is impossible not to
want to know if his methods work.
"His dialogue sounds as if he had
spent years with a tape-recorder in an
Italian grocery." one admirer has writ·
ten. Yes. but a few days out of those
years could well have been spent on
editing the tapes.
Ruth Rendell gives us an altogether smoother ride in An Unkindness of
Ravens iHutchinson £8.50 I. a rnurder mystery in which a somewhat hyperactive women's liberation coven.
consisting
largely
of sixth-form
schoolgirls. would seem to be involved. The problem is pretty plausible. the red herrings seductively
pursuable. the solution sufficiently
surprising - a good deck-chair book
for a summer holiday. One has to take
the author's potted version of Freud
as reasonably accurate. which would
be all the easier were it not for her
cavalier way with Quotes. She not only
wreaks havoc with Housman's words
but mangles his metre. and what her
Chief Inspector
Wexford tells us
about fighting the good fight is not at
all what the Authorized Version (given specifically as his authority) tells
us that Paul wrote to Timothy. How
sad that so cunning a contriver of
crime fiction should be so slipshod.
Mark Hebden is considerably more
convincing. Although an Englishman
writing about French police work in a

stantine

Burgundian city - not Lyons: Dijon
perhaps'
- Pel and tbe Prowler
(Ham ish Hamilton £8.95 I rings true:
student life. the bars of the quartiers.
and all. This is the ninth novel about
Chief Inspector Evariste Clovis Desire
Pel. as well-rounded
a character as
~aigret or Van der Valk, but the first
of his cases to come my way. Please
God - or the publisher - the other
eight will turn up in paperback.
Nearer home - all too near home is the setting for Field of Blood i Collins £8.95) which. although with all
its violence. treachery and sudden
death. qualifies it as a thriller. is much
more than that. This is a major novel
about the urban guerrilla warfare
waged day and night as these words
are written and these words are read.
in a Belfast physically ravaged by
bom b. rocket and rifle-fire. and spiritually by fear of death and betrayal
and the frustration
of poverty and
unemployment
Neither goodies here
nor baddies: Gerald Seyrnour looks at
Taigs
and
Prods
and
Brits.
supergrasses and cops and proves and
private soldiers with the eye for detail
and the objectivity of a trained reporter and sets it down with the skill of a
story-teller of stature. All is as realistic
as can be. down to the numbered battalion of the named regiment. and the
county where most of its men come
from: I would bet that any man of the
2nd Battalion of the Royal Regiment
of Fusiliers just back from foot patrol
would say that this was how it was.
Meanwhile. as they say. in the Paraguayan jungle. Major Harry Copeland-Smith MC, of what used to be the
Scots Greys. strives to remember to
resent that the ministry that sent him
so long ago on this most mysterious of
missions has long forgotten to fix him
up with the hoped- for K. all the while
his sergeant, the toad-like Hindle.
sometime of the Creenjackets.
wallops his half-naked. wholly illiterate
bog-Indians with a swagger stick for
not understanding
the orders barked
at them in an alien lingo. Death is
done. drugs are smuggled. and a regime is overturned
in Paul Pickering's Wild about Harry (Ifeidenfeld
and Nicolson £8.95 l. a novel sometimes reminiscent of Waugh, sometimes of Creene. sometimes of A Good
Man in Africa. stuffed with such bizarre characters as the pedigreed Paraguayan with a "penchant for elegantly exposing
himself'
during
parties "with a delicacy born only of
frequent practice and good breeding."
It is I suppose, a sort of a thriller, but
basically it is comedy - as black as my
hat and twice as funny.
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London becomes ensnared (through misunderstanding) in the clutches of terrorism
and the IRA. It's not a thriller exactly, more
a chilly look at how idealism can become
fatefully translated into action; and it takes
a horrified look at the wasteland which so
much of North and East London has
Comedy
become. It was runner-up to the David
Genuinely funny first novels are rare - the Higham Award in 1984. The prize went to
combination of confident wit and sophisti- James Buchan's A Parish of Rich Women,
cated technique they require is not some- in which moneyed young Londoners (partything that springs unbidden from the ama- ing, shoplifting from Harrods, bored with
teur's pen. Sue Limb's Up the Garden Path drugs) are pictured as doomed in the same
was doubly unusual in being hilarious and way as the inhabitants of Beirut, where the
written by a woman. Its broken-backed plot, hero, Adam Murray, is a foreign correspondin which a flappy young teacher goes to bed ent. James Buchan (grandson of John) used
with several ill-advised people, before mov- to be the Financial Times stringer in the
Lebanon and his first-hand account is lething in with her ex-lover's family and learning basic feminist common sense, tries too ally accurate; the Beirut car-bombs that
hard to have it both ways. But its chaotic
greet Adam's return are echoes of the motorenergy and high spirits are most appealing.
bike that killed his raffish friend Toby at
Another witty woman writer is Sylvia Mur- home. Buchan's parallels are telling and
phy whose The Complete Knowledge of Sally
clever, although I found the story unduly
Fry builds up a portrait of today's harassed
hampered by an excess of compression - it's
woman through the use of definitions, inter- often difficult to know what's happening
JohnWalsh
spersed with remembered scenes from the from one moment to the next.
past and recipes from the present. It's the
Paul Pickering sets his first novel, Wild
While first novels offer the obvious fasci- novelistic equivalent of a Cosmopolitan arti- About Harry, in the jungles of Paraguay,
nation of seeing a new writer's tentative
cle by, say, Jilly Cooper.
where Major Harry Copeland-Smith, a relic
first steps in print, they have an intrinsic
Among the men, humour has more to of Army correctness and control, anticiinterest beyond that, one that can be split do with farce and social shenanigans than
pates his hoped-for knighthood and tries to
three ways. First-timers have to choose pre- with wit. Guy Kennaway, son of the late
keep the locals in line. What begins as a jolly
cisely the rightkind of story to tell, to suit novelist James, contrived to publish his first- portrait of expatriate weariness becomes the time and their own self-image (will they two novels in the same year. His first, with the discovery of a Nazi war criminal
be serious, flippant, engage, satirical, social- entitled I Can Feel It Moving (a splendidly
sheltered in the jungle - a serious mediist, unilateralist, Buddhist or sexist"), They reptilian title);is a first-person account by a tation on public morality in a taut style that
must somehow choose a style in which to dumb-but-sexy American woman of her trip resembles early Graham Greene.
express themselves. (will they be James
through England, Paris, Chelsea, family
Several women writers - as though in
Joyce? Nabokov? Kingsley Arnis? Martin
retreat from the 'women's novel' tropes of
seats in the country, lovers and predators.
adultery in Hampstead or passion and bodiceAmis?). And thirdly, they must go out of It was unusual in featuring an author-photo
their way to impress, to shock and be remem- that's the wrong gC!!-lf:·, and l! text that's ripping on the Spanish Main - adopted a
bered. (Shall I set the plot in El Salvador?
littered with sudden CAPITAL letters for newly radicalized tone of voice to good
Shall I kill off everyone in the penultimate
greater EMPHASIS. Max Davidson's The effect. Jill Tweedie,long-standing polemical
feminist and stalwart of the Guardian
chapter? Shall I have two endings?) WorkWolf is a genuinely funny look at the mores
Women's Page, surprised many people with
ing out these obsessions, first novelists tell and disappointments
of a modern-day
us an unusual amount about the times we Lothario. Constantine Phi pps , a gilded Bliss. Its itutial premiss was straight out of
live in (after all, what does the new literate
Mills & Boon - gorgeous lissom socialite
youth who bears the title of Lord Mulgrave,
Lady Claire La Fontaine marries cruel-butgeneration of British writers consider the had a go at the spy spoof-all sex and secret
handsome President Raul from a South
most important things to write about?). formulae - in Careful with the Sharks.
American banana republic - but its realizThey comment, implicitly, on the way they Another equally well-connected writer,
regard fiction,literature, the act of writing
ation became a smashing story in which
Adam Shand Kydd, related to Princess
itself (who are the role models today"). And, Diana on her mother's side, brought out environmental rape was assimilated to sexin trying so hard to get our attention, they
Happy Trails, which likewise mingles the ual politics, and Jill Tweedie managed to
tend to produce works of unusual 'look-at- jeunesse doree With international terrorism,
settle a few scores with Fleet Street and
me'vigour.
male chauvinists everywhere.
rather hampered. by its inconsequential
Jane Rogers produced Separate Tracks,
Beyond which general reaction, there's
style. Nicholas Coleridge, a balding Old
not a great deal that literary commentators
Etonian with an acid journalistic pen and in which an inert and deprived adolescent
known as 'Orph' finds his way into a comcan do to anatomize the new creative souls an inside track on High Society excesses,
mune of disaffected students, becomes the
before them. Literary criticism seems inap- wrote about the convergence of some witty
propriate to a one-off production. The devel- haut-mondaines with the world of drugs in puzzled, unblinkingly loyal spectator of
demonstrations and police aggression, and
opment of themes, characterization, evoc- Shooting Stars. In many of these books
winds up kidnapping a policeman. The
ative power, moments of drama or comedy, there's the unmistakable
feeling that
prose style, personal quirks - these are the they've been written for the delight of a few book's predictable tragic plot and terminally glum hero were enlivened by the
components that can be judged in deciding
selected friends, even though their humour
on the 'best' first novel. Intimately, though,
is calculated to appeal to the generality of author's busy, cinematic technique.
novels are always something more than the middle-class Londoners in the same way as
. Nasties
sum of their parts, a fact recognized by a does Time Out or the Tatler.
A strain of inventive fictional nastiness - a
number of judging panels that seek out new
gloating on excessive, brutal details of
writers for special praise: the David
Politics
viscera and violence - characterized sevHigham, the Somerset Maugham, the John
While the society wits twittered and
Llewellyn Rhys, the Betty Trask. So, in shrieked, many first-timers of the same eral novels that were otherwise impresselecting my forty.ood· titles, published
generation elected to deal with the en- sive in technique and tone of voice. The
trend supposedly began with the works of
between January 1983 and December 1985, croachments of political violence upon their
Martin Ami;' and Ian McEwan at the end of
I shall simply choose the most interesting,
lives. Best novel in this regard was probably
well-received or promising works, or those
Sebastian Faulks's A Trick of the Light, an the 1970s (Dead Babies and In Between the
that seemed typical of their time. A personal
absorbing story of destroyed innocence and Sheets especially), and has added several
political cynicism, in which a naive and more acolytes along the way.
lain Banks's The Wasp Factory caused an
John Walsh is a freelance writer and critic
guilt-ridden French youth en vacances in
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selection
will invariably
leave out
someone's favourites; but, given the number
of first novels published these days (at least
forty in 1985 from mainstream publishers),
you'd need a whole series of articles to cover
them all.

)~

. be tedious to list all the wavs in
Art of Captaincy can be put to
se , in almost all areas of life. Cer.rs. prison officers. company manne ministers and possibly even
iren could learn from it. Viewed
book. rather than as a manual or a
1 he admired
with almost no reser• anecdotes are vividly indiscreet.
1IS frequent and fearless (who else
ented unfavourably
on the caplutton and May and Cowdrey and
and Close and Botham
and
nd yet the pervasive tone is genial

1
lore. if a furthermore is needed. it
ith wonderfully dramatic illustrawn favourite is of Lillees alurninlcluding its venomous bounce on
vhile Lillee himself glares after it
facing page) and the captions
minating and witty little essays in
: one or two blemishes-a
lumpurrent analogy between profeseters and travelling salesmen. and
latches of prose so preposterously
:hat they might have been written
wanton himself. But such lapses
v part of Brearley's overall stratstnt forget that during one of his
uional
victories
a spectator
11 gesturing
the sun into a more
isition, and wrote to the news,g serious questions about his sta-

earth.
3rearley, like one or two other
kers. knows what that kind of
can lead to (crucifixions. and so
is trying to calm us with tactful
.urnan frailty.

of Narcissus
mal Self' psychic
troubled times

11

r Lasch
-back 0 330 28996 9
lack 0 330 28997 7
IGNATlEFF
Lasch is a gifted American critic
le no man's land of post-Freud.-rnarxist social theory. a proistory at the University
of
id the author of highly regarded
American family and the cul.can narcissism. In The Minimal
zmpting to rescue what he calls
i Narcissus"-feminist,
radical
critics of industrial societyvn excesses: a rnystifi, ation of
e feminine. a critique of instrun which ends up condemning
-t to master human and non:. and a reckless condemnation
sm which devalues the selfs
ike and fashion itself.
rk is riveting as a dissection of
, capacity of American social

science-s-even
its progressive.
radical and
feminist contingent-to
say stupid things
with statistics and a straight face. It is a guide
to the folly to be found in books-the
selfimportant emptiness of social psychological
studies of stress. the bogus feminism which
traces all roots of contemporary
violence to
the male principle: the grotesque exploitation of history and horror in the American
Holocaust industry. the pervasive influence
of the metaphor of "survival" as a legitimation for jungle ethics in daily life.
It is when Lasch is describing the social
world as he sees it-rather
than the folly of
how others see it-that
he sometimes seems
to lose the capacity for surprise. He wears his
pessimism about contemporary
culture a little easily and allows his scorn for the folly of
others to blunt his curiosity.
Instead. for example.
of thinking hard
about the strange persuasiveness
of consumer culture-the
genuine pleasures which
most of us get from our possessions and from
buying them-he
treats us to a forceful but
wearying polemic on consumption as alienation. What the book needs is an open-minded
social anthropology
of buying and selling
which would allow Lasch the freedom to be as
inquisitive about the charms of consumption
as he is about the American self.
The following passage is vintage Lasch,
highlighting both the rewards and the exasperation of an encounter with his work:
"The artist has adopted the voices and
eye~r
blindfold-of
a survivor,
not
because he wishes to enter imaginatively into
the survivor's ordeal but because he already
experiences his own version of it in the collapse of the artistic traditions on which he
depends. including the tradition of modernism itself. The survival of art like the survival
of everything else. has become problematical. .. because the weakening of the distinction between the self and its surroundings--a
development
faithfully recorded by modem
art even in its refusal to. become representational-makes
the very concept of reality,
together
with the concept
of the self,
increasingly untenable."
These important generalisations
leave one
restless for evidence. How does Lasch know
that the distinction between self and reality is
weakening in contemporary
culture? Who is
being talked about-who
are these artists,
who are these people who can no longer chart
the boundaries of their identity') What historical time-frame is being assumed? Reality has
been problematic in art and literature at least
since the rise of the modem novel. Lasch the
social theorist sometimes leaves Lasch the
historian behind, leaving a reader to flounder
in the wake of generalisations
about the postmodem self which presuppose some unspecified time in the past when self was self and
reality was reality, and never the twain were
confused.
Yet to condemn Lasch for lack of historical
evidence
would be like condemning
the
prophet Jeremiah for exaggeration.
Lasch is
writing here not as a historian. but as a moralist working in a culture which prefers its moralism cast in the language of psychology and

psychoanalysis.
The fascinating chapters on
'The inner history of selfhood" and "The
politics of the psyche" can be read as an
attempt to develop an account of conscience
as the basis of moral and psychic health out of
the Freudian theory' of the superego.
The
moral drift of Lasch's project becomes evident when he takes after conservative
cultural critics like Daniel Bell who call for a
return to stricter moral standards in American life:
"Instead of attempting
to transmit and
exemplify a clear idea of moral conduct.
those who hold positions of moral leadership
would probably do better to teach survival
skills. in the hope that resourcefulness.
emotional toughness and inner ego strength--as
opposed to the security of an inherited morality-will
enable the younger generation
to
weather the storms ahead."
Lasch never quite tells us what "survival
skills" are supposed to comprise. yet the drift
of what he is saying is clear enough: if the
social world is too full of conflict to permit us
to share a stable set of moral rules, we can at
least teach our children character. Instead of
moral principles, we can teach them dispositions: self-restraint.
courage and candour.
Lasch seems to have reached--by
a Freudian route-the
same kind of position Alasdair
MacIntyre
has reached through Aristotle,
and ludith Shklar reaches through
Montaigne. What makes Lasch's discussion
of
character different is that he tries to situate it
within a post-modernist
problematic;
how,
he asks. are we to teach character to our
children in the absence of a public life which
allows virtue to have a public dimension?
It is political or religious belief which
defines the range of strangers whose moral.
fate we regard as our business, which moves
conscience to extend its scope beyond the
self, beyond the sexual partner, beyond the
family, to embrace the fate of strangers. In a
political world like our own, where the IaQguages of public virtue are in crisis=-socialism and liberalism alike-a
guilty conscience
risks spiralling in upon itself. Guilt itself
becomes another means of retreat from the
public into the private world of narcissism.
Lasch knows all this. of course, which
makes his concluding defence of the social
necessity of a guilty conscience both moving
and mournful.

Harry's secret
Wild about Harry
Paul Pi eke ring
Weidenfeld & Nicolson £8.95
0297785729

DAVID WHIT£
Most people. know only one thing about Paraguay. It is the probable hiding place of the
"Angel of Death," Josef Mengele, the Nazi
doctor who carried out appalling experiments
on the inmates of concentration
camps.
Round this grim fact, Paul Pickering has
written a very funny first novel. One of the
best things of its kind since Scoop. Like
New Society 7 June 1985
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J Waugh.

Pickering
gathered
much of his
material
from a foreign assignment. Shortly
.
before it closed, Now.' magazine sent him to
Paraguay
to do a Mengele
story. Like
Waugh, he has created from his experience a
'
world that is picaresque yet entirely plausible. A sort of moral enterprise zone.
The starting point for Wild about Harry is
the idea that. after the war. the British guaranteed
to protect
Mengele
from Israeli
execution squads. They sealed him up in a
valley in Paraguay. near a place called Paradiso, and set Major Harry Cope land-Smith to
guard over him.
Now. 20 years on. Harry dreams of retirement. a knighthood
and England. But his
dreams are disturbed bv the arrival of a nosv
British ambassador, who wants to know whit
Harry actually does (his job is so secret that
its classification is classified).
Harry also falls foul of the chief of police.
who plans to provide-at
a price-s-every
pueblo in Paraguay with flushing lavatories.
On top of all this. he is strafed by a helicopter
sent against him by a South African priest
turned drug-runner.
The helicopter is a present from the Baptists. and the air attacks are accompanied by
tape-recorded
sermons.
The voice from
above. besides turning a horrifying episode
into something blackly comic. converts Mengele to Christianity.
The born-again
doctor is determined
to
make amends for his atrocities, and sets out
to write letters of apology to the relatives of
all his victims. To humour him, the British
send out a team of typists under the command
of Miss Agnes Garnett from Berkhamsted (a
dig at Greene?).
Josef. entranced by her
chatter. proposes to Agnes. Not so much
beauty and the beast as banality and evil.
Evil is hardly the right word, though. How
do you paint a picture of a mass murderer?
Picketing doesn't try. Instead, he does the
lightest sketch of a testy gentleman
with
right-wing views who would have been at
home in the Home Counties.

the mental and material life of the past: but
he evaluates it. morally. summing up entire
cultures as though he can tell at glance what
thev're like'.
The medieval air. he says (patronisingly).
was filled with the "stench of poverty and
disease" and the "screams
of madmen."
Because
the
conditions
of life seem
degraded. Carroll insinuates. emotions were
too. "Civilisation"
and courtesv onlv emerged in the 18th century. along with "the great
advances in hygiene": using handkerchiefs
and forks. shaving off lice-ridden hair.
Well. the poor in Durham in 1570 had
many "civilised"
pleasures
and very nice
manners. One elderly couple spent the evening "sitting at the fyer side" listening to their
son and a "long dier trend playing of a pair of
claricords." When their neighbour dropped
in. he said. commenting on life's hardships
and pleasures, "a little mirth is worth moch
SOTTO."

. Poverty and politeness were not incompatible though these artisans and labourers
probably had lice in their hair. Many British
people did, well into the 20th century.
Besides. looking for nits was an expression of
courtesy; it was a neighbourly service performed with great dignity by peasant women
in 13th century Montaillou and 17th century
Northumberland.
I could say more about delousing-how
it
was an occasion for gossip, discussion of
heresies. daydreams
about witchcraft.
sex
and political
subversion--but
it's -rather

.-- __
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John Carroll
Routledge & Kegan Paul £20
0710203578
MIRANDA eHA YTOR
Is a history of guilt possible? I'm not sure that
emotions
have
histories,
and guilt is
especially difficult because it dissolves if you
look at it closely-into
remorse, dread or a
sense of failure. These feelings must have
.always existed, though the situations which
prompted them have changed over time. And
language. without which emotions have no
social meaning. alters as well. It would be
useful to know when guilt-presumably
a
term
created
in legal
discourse-first
replaced shame in everyday speech. I suspect
emotions change their significance when they
are given new names.
John Carroll is strangely incurious about
New Society 7 June 1985
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1htl'd5tJ1ttd Woob
Human Reproduction in a Polluted World
By the author of Sun Traps
£14.95

The good life?
Guilt: the grey eminence behind
character, history and culture

remote from guilt. The trouble h. ,.' r- m",t
of this book. which is not about ~iII!t hut
something
much muddier: the lIl"r;d ,(;11'
dition of past and present societies
t 'all,,11
maintains that history can be uivided into
good cultures and bad depending on" hcthc r
they sublimate guilt constructively.
Thiv. at
least. gives him an excuse for searching uut
the moral essence of everything.
For instance: "Euripides
W<l~ a low . -ctthating genius": "the Swedish nation h~t~ 0':<':11
remarkably
successful
in the economic
sphere"; lane Eyre and Bunuel's Bell" du
jour both have heroines who imagine their
sexual desires will annihilate the man thev
marry so they are afraid to go to bed with him
until he is a cripple; "Freud was too inquisitive"; "Kafka thought himself ugly ... and was
afraid to look in mirrors"; "Truth is never far
from beauty."
I have given up trying to comment
coherently on a book full of statements like
these, but it troubles that sometimes Carroll's
stereotypes
are perceptive
enough to persuade and give pleasure. A footnote to the
last chapter acknowledges
that most 01 the
book is "unreliable"
and "beside the point"
Carroll hasn't scrapped it. however. becau .•e
he believes he has a moral vision which will
"signpost the road to the good life ...
It's a sadly banal one: "What a transitory
speck of nothing is one man in the face of the
eternal ebb and flow of the ocean crashing on
a beach." And worse: =shame is the guardian
of all s:..:rl'd orders," we must arm ourselves

·"..ft.."'·.·~.~.-'.ze..,.'.7.~·.r..
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Leading WeideDfckI's list is a first
novel by Paul Picltering; set in Paraguay, Wild About Harry (April,
£8·95), is a 'hilarious farce with a very
serious theme'.
A Fanatic Heart (April, £8·95) by
Edna O'Brien is described as the first
full selection of the best short stories
written throughout her career and
includes four new stories and an introduction by Philip Roth. Beau Bumbo
(May, £8·95) is an irreverent and
ebullient look at London in 1984 by
Andrew Sinclair, in which he brings
.•back to life the hero of a previous
1 novel, The Breaking of Bumbo,
Psychiatrist David MacSweeney offers
a 'riotous black comedy' in Jesus Mar)'
Delahunty (February, £7 ·95). In AlIen
Synge's Bowler, Batsman, Spy (June,
£7·95), a satirical thriller, the KGB put
England's cricket to the ultimate test.
Four women find their loyalties divided
by family, politics, religion and race
in Roger Cleeve's novel of love, tragedy
and revenge, Daughters of Jerusalem
(May, £8·95). Famine victims long
dead and a frightening and mysterious
ritual are the ingredients of Cast A
Cold Eye (March, £7·95), Alan Ryan's
ghost story with a vivid Irish background. The River (March, £8·95) by
Stephen Bauer is based on Robert
Dillon.s screen pIay of the film starring
Sissy Spacek and Mel Gibson and is
the 'gripping' story of a family's
struggle for survival .
I
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A60J>r I#/i. a first

novel by PA UL
PICKERING is the
leading title on
Weide"relds IISI
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Eric Hiscock's

Book of the Month
was in Glasgow, in the Collins
I
factory in Cathedral Street, that
I first made acquaintance with
T

F Scott Fiugerald. I had been sent
there by Sir Godfrey Collins (Billy's
uncle) for six months to find out how
books were made, and the afternoons
of my busy days I spent in the file
room, which contained every book
that Collins had published down the
years, Included were early Fitzgeralds: Flappers and Philosophers,
Tales of the Jazz Age, This Side
of Paradise, The Beautifal and
Damned, and The Great Gatsby. I
read them all, delighted by my
discovery of an exciting author who
was then practically unknown in
Britain,
That was in the early Thirties.
Fitzgerald disappeared until the late

F·Irst R eport

·MAJlGoUETFORSTERis
moving
Chatto, following Tom

Peter Baker of the ill-fated Falcon
Press reissued The Crack- Up, Tender
Is the Night, and The Last Tycoon
after World War 11.
Since then, and after Fitzgerald's
death, there has been an eruption of
literature about his life and works.
It would be reasonable to surmise
that there was now 00 room for
another full-scale life.Invented Lives:
F Scott cl Zelda Fttzgerald; by
James R Mellow (£15·95, a Condor.
Book from Souvenir Press, 21 st
February) proves that surmise to be
false. It is unequivocally the best
portrait of the sad pair painted so far.
It chronicles Fitzgerald's life and
the' Jazz Age from an angle rather
different from the usual and the
result is illuminating. James R
Mellow is the author of Nathanie!

Maggie Pringle

immense detail various children and
their illnesses and treatments AI well
~Rosenthal's departure from Seeker,
as providing a mass of .utistical
~ number of publishers wanted her
information (agent Aboer Stein).
~ew book; in the end it was a tussle
Collins and Footana have
.between Cbatto and Hamish Hamilbuying energetically, Susan W
~, The agent is Tessa Sayk.
and Andy McKillop paid
'Two books are involved: a novel,
£35,000 for wbat they descnbe~ed
lrivcue Papers, .• saga about a
Cbinc5e Gor1cy Parlc.. Wrl-while
Yidowed mother 1U1d beT three
Ilobert Stuart Nathan, the
ught.ers and the IDCIl in theirlivc5,
.et in China ~y
and d .
': hicb
be published in 1986.
Jut war, ...nh. Chineae.'1wyd;
~
.• uthor is also working onatrying to 10ft out a riddle of
'ograpby ·.of E1i..z.abcthBarrett
-eones. It has a very Itrotli po'1noe
rowniniand ~aJ
background. .In
':UghJ G Penny tArtdle has beee a
PQgoda of Bowls was offered 00
'wry big Idler for Coronet; now it
very Jonj Iynopsis, whicb read like a
:bs made certain of keeping Maevetnmcated
vusiOD of the novel, and
:':Bincby with • ~
large (undisCollins, which established a lloor,
:e:loIed) offer for papcrbackrights in
bad to outbid Hamisb Hamilton and
.;her second IIOVe! Echoes, which
Sphere. Bantam is the US publisher;
tury wilJ publish in April. Again
Elaine Markson handled the sale,
'De background is Imand; the DOYel.3'om
Keene,· formc:rly '--with
-:- about the marriqe of two people r Penguin; ha,s also moved 10 CoDins/
m~
different backgrounds and .... Fontana iD • twcHx>ok deal (agent
their au~~-£ti.fficulties.
-it -is ;,carole lUake). "Ille ~ book. Prv/iI
a dual maml:boioe for BCA. '.."
·..tJ1rout ::Honour, ....-boat*.'JIu
~antam'Press
~d
Corgi:ileve ..;.~
industry,CId bua
bought a massive faction, ChfJdrrn's . laboratory experimenting Mth nerve
Hospital; by PeUY AIldenon. the
gas and working on a beart drug. It
author of Nurse. This describes in
has already beeo bought by BBC
to

..m

Hawthorne in His Times, (the
1983 American Book Award) and
Charmed Circle: Gertrude Stein cl
Company, In lnvenied Lives he
reconstructs the author's early years
at school and Princeton, his marriage
to the Southern Belle Zelda, their
days and nights spoiled by her mad
jealousy, her belief that he was in
love with a beautiful film actress,
Lois Moran, and her subsequent
death by fire in a madhouse.
Fitzgerald's doting mother and
his pathetic, nebulous father contributed much to the man he was to
become, playboy and serious artist,
drunkard with a highly developed
literary conscience. Although Mellow
does not spare him his outrageous
escapades on the Riviera (where even
the kindly Gerald Murphys barred
him from their borne) he sets down
in all its poignancy Fitzgerald's
slide to eventual death,
He makes copious quotations from
Fitzgerald's letters (probably the
most open and appealing letters in
American literary history) and they
add considerably to our understanding of a writer doomed to
destruction.

.Footana
Scotland. 1bi5 will probably
original, hJtCollins

be a

.m

hardcover
K
DOvel,
.Rlmner
as
viet
00
run in this a:>U11try.
ootana has bought an interesting
fint novel, Wild Ghout Harry, by
'. youqg journal.ist, Paul Pickering .
Set iD Paraguay, it is about a major
·~ose secret duties have kept him
from England for 20 years
he tends his roses and dreams
. >or ~me «Dd a knighthood. The
'. ..nter -has been likened to William
seven paperback publishen
-'~id for the book., which went for .•
'fiJurelUJn. Weidenfeld • the
.'UK hardbacker.
Another f'ontaoa purcll
. e by Helm Fruer, is of emark.ab
book, h
from
.l¥at~r
,
Jo
avid
Morley.
an a.ccoun of a young
.' .-&glishman coming to grips with
• Japan: Money has invented an &her
:-"Clo "" -cSeacribewhat happeDCCIto
_1Um OD his ~vch. A.tlantic Monthly
,"hu 'bought it in the States and the
""';Swu1ay.Times caJour supple~
.boU&ht cxtncU WIld lpCCWIy
.:'cxvnmiWoDed ~5
'to CO
...nh ~ text.. FODtan~ bought the
book WIth a pre-empnve five-figure
'bid from Caroline KDox at Deutsch,
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Wild Abolieliarry/(Weidenfeld & Nicobon, £8.95)
is a black comedy set ip
Paraguay which freelance
journalist Picketing visited
in 1979. He was sent by the
since-dernised
magazine,
Now. to track down the
man with more· than £1

!-" ..,
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. Paul Pickering
million on his -head. the
infamous Auschwitz Angel
of
Death.
Joseph
Mengele.a
He came so close to findi;-: .iim, too. for he met
m:iny of the doctor's
, ,\.ends within the closek n it German
ex-pat
community.
Said- Picketing: "People
said w!';oata nice mannered
man he was.' He visited
;?,ngele's
reputed haunts
.- m Hohenau. 10 southern
Paraguay. he stayed in the
Hotel Tyrol and slept in
the bed which was said to
be Mengele's own.
Picketing describes Paraguay as "like a fascist
Fawlty Towers.
It's an
incredibly wicked place but
....•• also incredibly exciting .' '
And by exaggerating traits
he has skilfully transmuted
his South American experience into a mocking and
very funny novel.
The inspiration for the
book. which took nearly
two years to write, came
because the author found
Paraguay "such a surreal
country with crazy types of
people. I just couldn't get it
out of my mind."
Picketing. who now lives
in London. was born in
Rotherham
and went to
the
now
demolished
Meadow Hall School.
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FICTION
W¥ !"curt Hlrry by P"\BClsed't'Eoot,n. t? $O!
TN Radlltl ~.
by .ranee
Vere WIlrta (Fuwrl,
£2.50)
ltar Tvm. by N.gel Williaml (Fatler. £2.95)
An Afte_
f'rocIom LimtIo. by Broan Moore (Deutsct1. £3.95)
TN C•• uarina
by W.SomerMt Maugnam (Odore. £3.95)
NO,-·FIC:ION
Collected Poem. 8nd ~.
by Harolo Prnter (Metl'luen. £3.95)
In The Raml_.t.
by CattlIInne C.utfoeld (PICador. £3.95)
TM Nof'ttI Ameroc:.en S&e1chn of "..a.C~m
Oraham. ediled by

T,...

JoM V'iall<er (SAP.£:7 .50)
Me<no •••• and GhMpMl, by A.L. Rowse (MetI'Iuel'l.£6.9S)
Wllllam Mom', Hia Lite, WcIrt aIICI FriencIa. by Pnihp HendertOn
£7.95)
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THE ROSE TJU:E. By John

-

Broderick.
Marion Boyars.
£8.95 in UK.
SOCIAL SECUlUTY. By Nicola
Shulm01n. Heinemann. £8.95 in
l1K.
THE JUNIPER TREE. By
Barbara
Comyo.
Methuen.
0.95 in t1K.
MlSS PEABODY'S
INHERI·
TANCE. By Elizabeth JoUey.
Viking. £7.95 in UK.
WILl> ABOUT HARRY. By Paul
Pickering.
Weideofeld
&lid
Nicolson. 0.9S in UK.
rescer
THE GWRY. By
Emma Drummond. GoI1aDc:z.
£8.95 in UK.
BlaTHRIGHT.
By Josepb
Amiel.
Hamish
Hamilton.
£9.95 in UK.
lliERE
ARE mixed forces at
wart in thi$ week '5 novels: from
the lepcy of terrorist atrocity
&Dd the eoesequences of uncontrollable
grief attendant
on
bereavement, to bomosexualiry.
aWe and female, latent, rampant
&Dd occasionally couchant. To
Intelligence-ccunter-intelligeaee
of an order and complexity that
will make John Le Carte look to
his laurels, and to a mischievous
little handbook that marks the
cards for well-bred girls entering
.mut
London
socie ty u
WlCIDployables.
John Broderick and Barbara
Comyn are respectively mu.ter
aDd mistreu of an euy-gotDg
narrative
style that conceals
deptbi of dark surprise beneath
itl matter-of-fact p~eu.
Both
of them are thoro
y accomplisbed in tbe art 0 presentins
terrible eveoll without undue
dnmatics.
John Broderick's new novel is
one of his darkest to date, with a
deoouement of almost Gothic
horror
bidden
beneath
the
secluded J;vC5 of an Irish father
and da~ter
who have recently
taken up residence in a village
near 8ath,
in the west of
Enlllftd,
ft is c:Iear from the beginning
that tbere is something wrong
with May. At the least, she has
had a nervous breakdown which
leaves her unfit for normal social
intercourse. and her only companions at the outset of the story
are her father and a ferociously
protective Alsatian dog.
Better had it stayed that way,
though the writer feels thlt there
.is no escape from the taint of
corruption and therefore none·
possible for May. He e~unds
his
grim
thesis
With
a
remorseless logic that for all its
l o w-k e y e d
and
oblique
expression,
leaves the reader
praying desperately that none of
.u is founded on fact.
There are (hstinct shades of

I
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NOVELS OF THE WEEK
By Marese Murphy

Dark Surprise
Nlocy
Mitford
in Nieola
ShulmaD's campaign to put the
"U" in unemployment,
and
locilr
seeurtty
combines
a
plethora of insouciant advice 011
the options open to the unfunded
person - modelling and what
NX to say to the pbotographer,
workin& m fashionable department stores ("if you want a
place iD the Harrods sale, You
have to be put down for it at
birth"). and 10 on with a
KM of kuons
calculated to
take the upper-class pi throup:!
every likely lOCial siruation WIth
aplomb.
There are precise instructions
for the correct procedure for
watching video-nasties: for serving drugs, bard and soft, for
l1IJIIe..oropping, fOTassessing the
financial standing of the men in
one's path, and it is all a great
deal of joUy nonsense.
In "The Juniper
Tree,"
although
superficial
emphasis
rata OD the narrator, the central
fiIw'e is rea1Iy a man rendered
irrevocably desolate by the death
of his wife.
In happier days be and she
have befriended the narrator, a
young unmarried mother whose
life has hitherto been a lonely
affair without much rhyme or
reason. With Bernard and Gertrude , BeUa finds the emotional
aDd domestic support she has
licked
since childhood,
and
when Genrude dies Jivin$ birth
to ber only child, the WIdower
turns to the younger woman for
comfort and practical help.
"It is inevitable that they shall
marry, and inevitably I mistake:
because Bella has fallen in love
with a man who is now an
emotional cripple and she cannt?t
accept the hmuatioes of tbeir
union.
In John Broderick's
book
tragedy is contained in the personal history of his characters:
in "Tbe Juniper Tree" it is
reciprocated by malevolent circumstance. But in both books it
is shocking and irreversible. and
its magnitude is too great to
allow the optimistic Iftermath
contrived by each of the authors
seem other than incongruous.

* * *

IN THE SE!'-ISE that all novels
provide a vehicle for vicarious

~sperience,
"MiSl Peabody"
Inberitance" ia a briltiaIIt dOu·
ble exercise and irrniltably
c:omi-tTaJic as weU. At the initial
level, few would care to identify
with MW Peabody's lUburban
ipimter ezistenee, divided u it
ia between care of ID invalid
mother and an BDOnyMOWfunction as I typist in I London
office, But Mi5s Peabody ha her
priVlte channel of escape, in her
eorrap<>ndence with an Australian novelilt whOle re.ponse to a
fan letter has developed into a
••teady esehange of letten living
:information about the other's
'perlOnal life and work 00 her
:Dcxt novel.
The latter concerns •. girls'
Kbool owned and eccentrically
John Broderick
dominated
by Or Arabella
~e,
wbose mind i5 I splendid rllbag
of miscellaneous
into a comfortable
victory for
learning and whose manner of
her heroine.
speech inclines towards such
mized EnllishWm u" Is"and
."orf," ana "deah" ,of"gron."
IN HIS FIRST novel, Paul
'The ac:hool hI! a bra-burning
Pickering walks a fantastic tightcerelDOll)' (DOt eompullOry "and
rope
between
the kind of
we oa/y bum old ones you
bumour that illuminated "Our
\lDdentand"). but this is nothing
Man in Havana"
and the
comeared to what Mis.s Thome
elaborate contortioas
I?ractised
and "'ber adjutants, Miss Snowden
by such virtuosi of the rmaginaand the whining Edgely, get up
tion as John Le Carte and Len
to when they go off to European
Deighton.
on holiday, taking with them a
The evocation of Paraguay and
lumpish schoolgirl who hu been
its o u rla ndis h lifestyle
is
abandoned
by her father.
hilarious and often ghoulish "Naughty" is I word much in
the squeamish and anyone who
play
b e t w e e n tbe
three
cares tor cats, should skip the
1Cb001rnistrC51CS,and there is
description of tribal rites before
plenty of naughtiness in their
battle - but tbe result is a black
relationships.
. extravaganza of comic propor-'
As one instalment after anlions not to be resisted. One
other oC Diana Hopewell's novel
hope~ Paul Picketing can do it
arrives iD London, the effect on
· again.
Miss Peabody is cataclysmic, It
, This week's remaining two
least iD terms of her previous
'novels belong to that mediocreexistence. She takes to joining
·to-bad
categorisation
that
her fellow-workers in the pub on
·ensures
••••.
ide readership
and
Friday evenings, with disastrous
scant notice. "Forget the Glory"
results: she SCOIln London for
is a torrid love story about a
the fictional Or Thorne and her
daredevil officer and. 3 troo~r's
companions. and when at last
woman during the Cnmean War.
her mother's
death and the
"Birthright" is of the blockbuster
hilarious culmination of aftercalibre and de als with a rough
work wassailing
combine
to
young woman whose creation <?f
release her from the constraint
a powerful financial empIre. IS
of home and office. she embarks
motivated largely by her passion
fOT Australia. At this point,
for vengeance against anyone
Elizabeth Jollev shows a sudden
and everyone who mayor may
and humane cleverness in turnnot have wronged,
or eve n
ing the bathos which has so far
slighted her. during her pambeen kept at ba) with drffirulty
pered youth.

* * •

11 Horthlu,..n
Street
LDndon EC1V QJL
01·251451.
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Harry! That', for &be reader to decide
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WILD ABOUT HARRY is a superb
first novel which could easily be
'- reviewed with general fiction. It sits
~- quite loosely in the thriller category but
~.I am delighted to have read it.
Harry Copela!ld-Smith is a Foreign
Office man living in an isolated area of
PanlgWly where he has been, for
"more than twenl¥ klb& years,"
engaged iD a top secret operation the
true nature of which is revealed as the
novel progresses.
. He is guardianJpro(ector
of Dr
Joseph Mengele, the Nazi war crtrnina1
who
specialised
in
genetic
experiments. 'The doctor struck a deal
with the allies at the end of the Second
World War whereby he is allowed to
live and work in Paraguay in exchange
for his information and secrets.
The Americans are worried about
.~. this potentially explosive situation in
what they see as their own backyard
and they have very little faith in Harry
- . I and his band of Indians to keeP it
secret.
The book is very well written with
an excellent balance of tension and
humour. The South American back·
ground and atmosphere is reminiscent.
of Graham Greene but the humour is
much more black and amoral than
:.;. Greene's ever is. The ending, which I
could not be bribed into revealing, is
breathtaking in its surprise, producing
1.l an involuntary mixture of laughter and
tears. Five or six years ago wortting as
a joumalist.
Paul Pickering was
involved
with some
Paraguayan
dissidents in an abortive attempt to
find and kidnap Dr Mengele. His trip
...•
e4l- was not wasted.
-...
or:TbeCrocus List" .s Gavin Lyall's
third book featuring Harry Maxim, who
in this readers mind's eye will forever
be Charles Dance after the splendid
BBC television series of "The Secret
t<,

----------

..•

~

. '" .

found new inspiration since he created
Maxim and is writing better than in his
earlier books. Sadly the same can not
be said for Michael Gilbert. He has
·often given pleasure in the past
.(especially "Smallbone Deceased") but
~e
Long Journey Home" is aptly

Nazi
.keeper

named.

. It is a strange book giving the
feeling that it has been around for some
time and was very quickly given an
ending just to get it out of the way. The
hero, John Gabriel Benedict, 'is a
millionaire New ZeI1Iander who has
just sold his computing company and is
Hying home from London. When the
plane stops at Rome he decides, at the
last minute to stay there. The plane
crashes (fairly graphically described)
and because he is still on the passenger
list he is assumed dead.
Calling himself John Gabriel hE
starts to walk through Italy, stopping at
farms and staying long enough tc
repair tractors and cars, etc. He
encounters the Mafia in a very nast)
incident and when they realise that tit
has survived it the pursuit begins.
It transpires tha t the real vilIairu
are
the directors
of the giant
computing finn to whom he sold his
company so he heads back to London tc
have his revenge. There is something
old-fashioned about the writing and thE
story making one feel that the hero~~
name should be Richard Hannay.
However, the villains are villains
and not political opponents in the Cok
War, which is what we are back to ir
·Windshear" by Julian Savarin. This is
an enjoyable thriller with lots of actior
much of which takes place on the Isle
of Skye. Two disenchanted Britist
agents trying to decide whom to trus
in "The Department" 8IId in Russia.

.~113

WI.LO ABOUT
HARRY. By •••••
Pick.;ng. £1.'5;
Weklenfeld
•
NIcobon. THE CROCUS UST. By
Gevin LyaII. £8..5;
HodcMr •
Stoughton.
THE LONG JOURNEY
HOME. By Mic:hHI GI'-t.
£1.15;
Hodder •• Stoughton. WlNOSHEAR.
By Julian SaYwin. £1.15; AI*'" ••
au.by.

Servant" in which he played Maxim.
This novel does not disappoint. We
quickly
come
to
an
apparent
assassination attempt on the American
President
in Westminster
Abbey
resulting in the killing of a junior
Minister from the Foreign Office.
Maxim soon decides that this was the
intended victim and sets out to find
why.
.
This takes us to America, to Berlin,
and for the start of the climax, even to
Eastbome.
He
involves
George
Harbinger and Agnes AJger from the
previous books although he is no kxlger
wortting with theml and gradually the
Crocus List unfoldS, revealing ndt the
traditional enemy of the cold war but
treachery among friends.
Gavin Lyall has always been a
competent writer but he seems to have·
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WILD ABOUT HARRY

In his first n!"'L1, Wild About Harry, British
journalist Paul Pic+vring cor Ironts th!, duemmn How do YOII cMnri!J€
\I, nung
about real
pc·"plt· and Im,,&'na.)' people, true situations
ar.d ncuuous ones, when trutb and fiction are
equG!!) outrageous'
i'ldcr:ng's
method is to keep his prose cool
and lIbh1ly controlled, [,is perspective blackly
S,,!T1C
In the manner of Evelyn W&lJgh 0;
Graham Greene, and to never let his material
b~'rorr:,' either too overwhelming or melodrarnc.uc. In this he is largely successful, but to
ch (' such a radical style is to automatically
elic'I:;;,lc Ihe virtues
of many others. Wild
AI>Out HuTT), pays an aesthetic price for these
choices .
The novel concerns a 6C'ish British major,
Hatry Cr.pcland-Smtth, who has spent the last 20
F~'S or, a IO!,S(o(T('\ assignment - gllardill~ an
ir.Iamous Nazi war criminal (variously referred
to as Doctor Josef or "The Angel of Death") In an
ob.cure Paraguayan village. Harry has long since
ceased to find his assignment exotic or interest,
Inf: and dreams of retiring to England With "a
well-deserved knighthood."
A multnudc of circumstances in the novel's
ovcrcomplrcatcd plot conspire to thwan him, the
chief one being his prisoner's sudden religious
conversion and desire to write apology notes to
the victims of his war crimes. Other threats to
Harry's well-being are posed by the police chief's
sanitation campaign, competing smuggling gangs
who each suspect Harry of betraying them, and,
perhaps not surprisingly, the ClA.
If the reader is curious about how much of this
is true or based on btstoricel feet, the publisher'S
press release attempts to answer some of those
questions. It Slates that the novel was Indeed
inspired by Pickering's interest in Josef Mengele.
In fact. a British magazine for wbich he was
working sent Pickering off to Paraguay In 1979 to
try to find Mengele. There he met a community
of old Germans who discounted the idea that the
Paraguayan
army \1,'85 protecting Mengele (beIieving the military would instead turn him in
for the reward).
One source suggested, however, that the Brit-
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Paul Pickering
Atheneum.

212 pg. S13.95

Paul PickerlDl
ish and Americans were guarding him - an
idea Pickering discounted until he began work
on his novel. According to the publisher, Pi~kering now finds this thesis "disturbingly possible:' especially In light of British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher'S refusal to release
secret files penaining to Mengele.
If this sounds confusing, preposterous
and
sketchy, so are the events of Wild About &rry.
Vet they don't significantly detract from our
enjoyment. One realizes fairly early that Pickering's book counts neither as a contemporary
bistorical novel nor I novel of political Ideas.
His vlsinn is far too om!nous for him to endorse any country or Ideology_
The author'S enemies are greed, corruption.
and selfishness, and they lie uneasily in every
heart. Accordingly, Wild About Harry contains
a lot of violence. But since Pickering deals
with caricatures more than characters.
the
violence is like that in cartoons - it never
deeply affects us, and we never fully believe in
It.
. Consistently admirable, however, are Pickering's precise use of dialogue, his vivid prose
and social observations:
"The DaVincf was the place for Paraguay's
idle young ricb and bad a balcony overlooking
the Calle Palma just off the main square. Tbe
clothes were quaintly behind the times; one of
the two girls asking for banana milkshakes at
the bar was wearing flared jeans and worse
still were the shapeless Paraguayan copies of
Vogue chic .
"But the DeVinci did mike a stab at being a
place for the young. The American football
shirts behind the chromium-plated
bar, the
posters of Debbie Harry and the Rolling Stones,
and even the Snoopy doll were an attempt in a
bare concrete sheIJ to transplant the customers
to New York or Europe for the length of time it
took to drrnk I milkshake, yet something ~1·
ways disturbed the plan. Harry was the disturbance today. But on others lepers had wandered
in from Cbacarlta, tbe sprlwling
riparian
slum, or poor Indians who had escaped from
the Association de Parcialidades Indigenes reservanons and pathetically tried to sell little
bows and arrows to nonexistent tourists, or
policemen with small jealous eyes and with
large guns which they propped against the bar:
all these were enemies of DaVinci's potential."
Wild About Harry is not I novel that offers
believable characters with whom one can empathize. Scarcely capable of being more intelligent, it could easily be more compelling, It
does, however, showcase to often brilliant effect the author's impressive comic sensibility,
Richard
Bur{in's books include "Conversations With Jor,e Luis Bor,es." He is the editor
of Boulevard, Cl literary
InQlazine
based in
Philadelphia.
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.On the Byways of
:Graham Greeneland

;'1

1'5 curious

, dor's residence in Asuncion (a vulture-b.aunted DWlIion
built over a swamp)ends with. CIA IDVUion:
,

'''Other revellen wbo,like Sir Rqinalc1, had eaten DU~ pastries were stacked in Deat piles by the secret aaenu
Tf'!illeone liberal assembly member wu quietly mocked UQ
, ~ious
by Karl tor retUIiDCto aop IC:r'eImiIl&It what he
Jaadseen in ~e n1m.lJliDl pool..

, ~ the novel concentrates men on Harry', plJ&bt,1ts
, , - ,to~ turns 5erlous but De'Vtr ••• ita blackly bWDOC"OUl
touch.

bow much current tiction from England
takes place out ofiiand.
Paul Pickering's "WILD
" Tbe out-of·Engla.nd Enilisb DO\'elaett1zI.ItUt', aped.tJ.
ABOUT HARRY
eneum, 212 pages, $13..95),tor
example, takes us '~Paraguay,
wbere Major
Iy popular these days is, of coww,lDd.i&. Noy, th. booonble
Henry CopelaDd-Smithhas spent 20 years coddling a major
~onal tradition stretcbin& from K.\Plina'l -K1m- to PauJ
,Nazi war criminal on beh.alf of Her ~jesty's Secret Service.
Scon's "The Jewel iD the ero ••-n- •• Aot euct.l)' C'OrO~
but if. at lust Uinketed by Rosemar)'" KlnpLand'l- AlTEa
'While Harry is relatively happy there with his mistress,
'w~t be r~y yearns for is a knighthood and the chance to , THE BALL WAS OVER" NikinJ,l11 paaes. I1U61 Guclhi'smovement and other serious poUUCalC'OD('etUJ an wtl
,"mu.ggle down in an EDelilb armchair" in a cory fiat near
wunentioned in this romp that •• 1ft dUel)' iD lbt .••••
Hyde Park. Fat chance.
most of its \ensions art IUicU)'Ia\&Il.
Mucb of Pickering's appealing tirst novel wanden the
. Ki.ngslandtakes us to a to••"DIh1p.' bet't Ibe Itr1Ua cram
familiar byways of Graham Greeneland -like DWlyof
'"Datives"to run the JUbcootmml'i nJlroadI &DdOQ
Greene's prougonists, Harry isa semi-&lcobolicBriton on
wbole prefer intramural adwwy to tiau hW1llD&- Tbc1r
,th~ ~r:tnk 0.( burnt-out ea.sedomin ~ ~y~JoUc-\pQ)e.
An4. students at the insUtllte; ~
I1ram of at 41) ••••
;c..:lJ;~ :... .(..g", .l·';l
",'
, •earl)' on, Pictering suppU~ some b~\
blac~ QOqaedya la
-;.
.,
I«~'
l,"
, EyeJyn Wau&hwben a &lwtly pany It the Br1liIb ambaa·
,

u..
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THE ARTS~~~~~

By Stephen Glover
TowarD the End of &he Morning. By Michael Frayn.
(Harvill. £9. 95.)
Wild· About Harry. By Paul Pickering. (Weidenfeld.
_ £8'95.)
Tbe Guest House. By· Peter de Polnay. (W. H. Allen.
£9·'95.)
The Rose Tree. By John Broderick. (Marion Boyars.
£8·95.)
very seriouslv. For my tastes
the running' tags sit a little
heavily. Mr Picketing
owes a
debt
to
Graham
Greene
in 1967. i& commonly
re- (which he acknowledges
in a
srarded as one of the two or slv allusion in the final chapin tbis
three
classic
novels
about ter) but his humour
extremelv
accomplished
first
journcHism.
And
certainly
there
are jokes which nar- novel is 'more opera bouffe.
tit'ularly
delight
journalists.
such as the •• freebie"
air
trip which never arrives at IN ONE WAY or anoth~r. most
itsdestination,
or the furtive of the inmates
of Clarissa
•• rather fat man in a shsoe- Allnm's genteel ~est house io
IE'''s ra~OC'(l~t ;md a shaoeless
Nice are escaping
from tbe
trilhv h:>t •• who turns out to past.
Clarissa herself has a
handsome husband in England
be the Editor,
whose sexualitv revolts her. Dr
But more than this the novel Sillett has forsaken
Hastings
is. I think. a very good joke for the local whores. Constant
aninst
the swin~nl!
'sixties FarneIJ is a young man whose
which it demvtholngises,
John father was hanged for murder.
Dvson. tbe head(}f
the crossThese
characters
are also
word and conntrv dia-v dpPlIrt: quite
extraordinarily
prement, wants to be a 'sixties ner- occupied with sexual matters.
son. He and his wife are would-be This gets a bit tiresome. though
trendies but thev buv a bouse Peter de Poln av in this post.
in IIn area which remains reso- humons!v
published nO\'pl i< on
lutely unfashionable.
the whole tactful. C1arissa has
The one true', 'sixties 6(U~ the first enjoyable flin£: of her
m this seedy and essentially life with a barman. There IS
comic
world
is Morris.
a scarcely a whore on the COte
smooth
and
serious-minded
d'Azur who escapes Dr Sillett's
young journalist who joins the attentions.
Even
Constant,
newspaper.
Naturally
Morris's though
burdened
and
congirlfriend is a pop star. Dvson strained
by a terrible
guilt,
yearns to be a television per- finally girds bis loins.
sonslitv but is displaced (havThouzh the purposes behind
ing been delayed by the 'abor- •• The Guest House"
are not
tive •• fr~bip"
air-trip) by an. clear to me, Mr de Polnav does
eyer
plausible _. and
well-in- establish a certain rather shal·
formed Morris, the representalow symmetry. Clarissa's young
live of aJl unpleasing Ige.
son, Jererny,
invanably
described as ••pure and innocent."
is almost put in the same position as was Constant, which is
MAJOR Harry Ce~land·Smith
is I British Intelligence officer to sav that murder is done. But
is determined
that
who lives iD Paraguay.
Rather Constant
Jeremv should not be made to
unusually,
he has a private
bear the sa-me burden.
army,
composed
of Indians.
whose purpose is to help guard
a prisoner
of immense
irnportance .and secrecy. The new
PAT CARRO:-.1 and his dauahBritish
Ambassador.
Sir ter May settle in an Enztish
Re~iiiald
Tough . (known
as village.
mysterious
fu~itives
stuffer"
because. of hi~ profrom Ireland. The talk in the
pensities as a taxidermist)
is village is of incest at the grand
anxious to find out what Cope- house Carron has bought.
In
land-Smith is up to.
fact May's oddity (which takes
its
most
extreme
form
in
nocSir Reginald's
residence
in
the capital, Ascuncion, is situ- turnal fits) bas another cause.
·ated by a swamp ~here vultures
May is prettv and it is natural
eagerly
await
casualties
of that
Peter
Duncan,
son of
riotous, drug-infested
parties. Lldv Vi, should show In inAfter ODe of these. Cope land- terest in her. Un-fortunately his
Smith is suborn ea by the Cbief nastv
and
sadistic
brother
of Police.
Napoleon
.Cortez George is more pressing in his
(" Call me Nalli Of) who is feud- attentions,
with
deplorable
in( with -Father Labusehagne, consequences
for the neurotic
an Afrikaner
priest and drug and lovely May.
baron. Labuschagne
enlists the
••The Rose Tr~" is nine
help of two homosexual bapnsts tenths
••The Archers,"
one
wbo~e helicopter
blasts
out tenth
,i The . Hunchback
of
hvmn~ n it attacks Copeland- Notre Dame,"
After all the
Smith's .headquarters.
.
rath~ tiresome and predictable
of village life John
Thou~
it may be sai.,. tlllrt minutiae
has ID impressive
Paul
Plckering'
has
uwie Broderick
denouement
up
his
sleeve
unlikelv . use of·his knowledae
which concerns the I R A and
of South _Amer1ca. it is ~tty
expl.tll5
~y
),fay
went
clear that we a~ Jlotmeut
to take ••Wild Abcm BIn'J." rather crackers.

MICHAEL
FRAYN'S
••Towards ·the End of
the Mornin~," first published
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Timothy Hutton

in •• The Falcon and the Snowman."

THEATRE I

.

A smug set of

THERE IS something suspect
about Arthur
Miller's
apparently serious play •• The Archbishop's
Ceiling,"
given
its
British premiere at tbe Bristol
Old Vie a questionable
eight
years after it was written.
It begins so excitingly, I felt
I was in the hands
of the
master
dramatist
Mr Miller
has been. Then his plot became tortuous, the talk desultorv, and soon I felt he was
trivialising
a
momentous
political issue by serving it up
as a melodrama.
ThE' situation
is ingenious.
Ed Bishop, as· an American
writer,
visits
an old flame
(Mauree n O'Brien) Iiving in an
archbishop's
former
residence
in an East· European
capital.
He mentions the secret cache
where their friend (Ian Lindsav), a great novelist
out of
fi!cvour with the
authorities,
has hidden his new book.
She contrives to inform him
that
her
ornate
ceiling
is
bugged. Their every word. has
been overheard
by the secret

police.
Soon
the
nove lis
arrives with news tha-t his M!
has been. stolen.
A sinister Alan Dobie DO v
lights in from London, anothe:
intimate of the trio but also ,
government
azent.
Evervom
presses the burly, shock-hairer
novelist to quit tJbe oountrv
arguing
their
fears
for hi,
future from a regime w hi cl
dearly wants him out.
A wordv debate ensues. 1:
the genius' will Dot go, he wil,
be put OD trial=-perbaps.
If h~
does. his M 5 will be returnec
-perb aP'S. But neither N!ree~
nor rumours alterbis
mind. HI
wants to stay in his homeland
Hatred of the dictatorship ma~
be the inspiration
he needs.
Mr Miller. though SUCCl'ssJu·
a first in evoking the shudder
ing apprehensions of the hunter
and . victimised
seems l'lwa:l'!
a-bout to spring
a surprise
which never comes. Weak a'
an action thriller. the play i!
even weaker in ideas,
Yet ·in an earnest programml
note, he poses good questions

Caribbean dream bar
of a so called Caribbean dream
THE SHRILL hopes and. fears
bar and brassily .talkin,e: a bou
depressions
and
wisecracks,
with hard voice:
aspirations
and banallties
of themselves
four young cocktail waitresses
and expletives.
provide
the
tileme
of
The talk is shallow and .tire
"Shakers,"
toe little comedy somelv mindless without beinj
bv John
Godber
end
Jane particula-rly
funnv. despite thE
Thornton at tbe Kings Beld,
enl(agin,e: youthfulness.
V\'earE
Islington, This late-st product
I(iven impresslOns of varrou:
of
the
enterprising
Hull tvpes of customers. high anr
Truck
Theatre
Company
low fatuous supermarkl't
con
doesn't come up to its usual versations, the filthomless c~m·
energetic standard, or to that
plications of the art of shak ins
of Mr Godber's
" Up 'n'
a Screwdriver or a Mar" Stuar
UDder .••
cocktail.
the
morbidly.
one
o:
It has plenty of vitalitv in I track nature of men-and
mild sort -ef way, with the four course the success of one gir
gi~ls i~ _white shirts. cherry in zetting' a stagl' audition.
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NOVELS
JANICE ELLIOTT

Bumper crop

HAPPY
FAMILIES by Nrigel Gray. Maomillan, 200pp,
£8·95.
\\lLD ABOrT HARRY by Paul Pickering.
Weiden,feld.
'2] Zpp, £8. 95.
BIRDSONG
bv Jernes Whi<te. Methu en, 145pp, £7· 95;
paoerback,
£2· 95.
E warned.
The title of misery in the only ~ay to hand.
Nigel
Gray's
Happy
The last ~plsode IS me~t poig. .
.
Fli
. g nantlv tragic, The rest IS true,
f am llires IS
rrornc.
ippm
all true
though
as woe is
backwards
and forwards
In. heaped "upon woe the book
time, by page 32 Its hero Paul hovers on the edge' of selfhas been seen in the process
parody. So, come to think of
of mur-dering'
hi'S daughter.
it, does life.
.At 19 he has got two women
pregnant
(married
one), the
Let us assume 'with Paul
..-:... husband
of the second has
Pickering that in the course of
.......•
__
.. tr ied to kill hi mself, the perfectly
possible and cynical
same mistress
has had Ger- rappro.chements
between
the
man measles while pregnant,
west and the higb Nazis. Josef
Mengele survived under Amerihis cat has-in
ftashbackbeen put down and Paul him- can protection in Bavaria and
was thence removed to Paraself has attempted
suicide.
guay. Here in a nasty, damp
The gas cylinder was empty.
and secret spot he appears in
But it is unfair
to send Wild About Harry as the conup this impressive
first novel. tented prisoner of long-suffering
It is ~Ium. obviouslv, for Mr Maior Harry Cope land-Smith.
Grav is writing in zeneral about
Harry. ye-arning ior Enzland,
the plig-ht of the arowina num- foiled in every
attempt
he
br-r of nohopers
in our societv. makes to. return to roses and
in particular
about the effeot roast lamb, thinks more than
of the deprivation of ID\"!" upon once of Mengele : •. What was
his sympathetic central charac- horrible was tbat he was not
ter.
unique. not a monster. and that
For Paul ••hope had been any ordinarv man could replace
utiLated, love murdered ~' long him." He is. as it turns out.
20 in his. brutalised
childhood. hilariouslv
and horribly close
nd it is on 1)" amazing that he to. the truth.
.urvives and struggles heroicIn what fashion it would be
. 11\' to break the chain-most
rotten to. reveal, but even with...,otabh' in hi s intense love for
out his mostingenjous
final
.1 is second
child and his brave twist. Mr Pickering would have
tternpts at a good re lat ionship written a V('I'\' funny and pleasvirh Sophie's
mother.
Sheila.
ingly frantic' first novel. The
Sheila is rog ere d bv Roger flavour is William Bovdish but
he pottery teacher and pro- more
knowing-e-a
touch
of
eeds to. the mental hospital. Theroux perhaps,
a dash of
h arge d with assault, his dole Greene. ADd a sense of tretopped,
Paul
releases
his mendous energy and invention
augbter
from the cycle of as this horrid country and )t.

B
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Lord Weidenfeld:
simply wild about Harry

.amson

Macueen
, left
irness.
had
-re e
'ith
'he
ar-

Lord Weidenfeld is particularly Wild About Ham'. The
other day he threw a luncheon party for Paul Pickering. his successful first novelist. who wrote it.
Since the book. which was
flatteringly
reviewed.
was
alre adv on the way to a
reprint Pickering. a freelance
journalist.
deserved
to be
feted
in
Weidenfelds
Thameside Chelsea flat.
After Cl lull. new fiction is
burgeoning again at Weidenfeld under the guidance of
Victoria Petrie-Hav, who was
there not only to keep an eye
on Pickerinz.
but another
novelist.
CliH Baker,
His
book.
The
Damnation
Game, will be hard backed bv

Weidenfeld
in September.
and he confided that he'd
been out to buy a new pair of
shoes for the occasion.
Meanwhile
Fontana's
And)'
McKillep
was also
keeping an eye on Pickering.
whom they will paperback
next ve ar . Amid
all this
creativitv
Lord Weidenfeld
was expansive
He tells me
that "major
new developmerits" are under way which
will involve a link between
Weidenfeld
here and the US.
and result in a "much bigger
company."

pop-up people are presented.
At an embassy party raccoons
eat the sandwiches and vultures
wait hopefully in the drained
swimming-pool.
Napoleon
Cortex
of the Departamento
de lnvestigacio.nes plans to plumb, liter-

allv, the whole country. equalled
onlv in his insanity bv Labuschagne,
the violent Afrikaans
priest with his evil, black, drugsmuggling,
hymn-singing
hehoopter.
Miss Agnes
Garnett
arrives from Berkhamsted
via
Whitehall. a very British spinster whose destiny is none other
than the Angel of Death himself. Reformed.
The thought strikes me now
that Mr Pickering might well
have been mockiuz the Mas •
ter.
For the great
Greene,
Paraguay was the edge of darkness itself. For Mr PickPrin~ it
is a beastlv place of stin kin i(
swamps, voracious
wickedness
and bone-rattling comedy.

every

.. "!'."'1.•
-~ .. , -~ick
(Corgi) he

"":ade this otfer
Janson-Smith
replied.
'Well.
Edwin. I didn't think you
were going to charge me for
it"."

In these davs of near musical
chairs as senior publishers Hit
from house to house. agent
John Mcl.aughlin recalls the
davs when stabilitv was
stabllitv, In 1961 tie wrote to
E. f. Bozman, then head of
editorial matters at Dent.
looking for a job,
He received the m~erial
reply: "We do not have any
vacancies in the editorial
department at J. M. Dent
and do net anticipate having
any fer a further the years."

he added. "I get offers
week but I'm not sell-

ing."

------------,.,-----!~:
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Birdsong,
another
debut. ft
Jarnes White's touching, deceptively simple elegy for an era
(the 19605) and a place (smalltown America). not exactlv lost
but somehow frozen in time.
No swingers here. Nice Alice
a~d Dewey have been dating
and it fellows that at 17 they
will marry.' Both are virgins.
Dewey will go on working at
his stepfather's
store, Alice will
keep house,
That's the idea anvway, but
as they prepare for their evening wedding, worrying about
furniture,
fending
off family
tensions, thev plot. once wed,
to run away to college in Tennessee.
Will they make it? Probablv
not.
But - Mr White captures
precisely the essence of small
realities, the reality of dreams.
Yet another
winner
in this
year's bumper crop of fine first
novels.

"But I shall remain in control."

1

-.,
I
•

I

Lords. In 1902 he succeeded
his uncle, fa:uU tit mie1u:. al
Prime MiDlster.
Here, undoubtedly, Balrout
proved that he had antennae
.-1 weU AI brain&, navilatiDg
fUilfuUythrough the minefield
lef aectarian preuure&. GenerlIl1y, bowever, politive action
'!aIr.any kind aroused in him the
eepest antipa~.
Though he
t up a Royal Commission on
e Poor Law (with Beatrice
ebb •• a member), hi. own
ttitude to IIOd.aI rerorm wu
st indicated in a letter to the
ing's private ~retary
in
901: "on the IUbject of the
IUed Poor there 15 an overwItelming
renon
against
attempting
anything
at the
present moment - the reason,
Damely, of~."
HaVlIll warmly approved the
anti-union
TafJ' Vale judgment, BaIlour was surprised
:though not particularly upset)
.. to be Iwept from office in the
~lection
landslide of 1906.
----.
Although he wal never to be
Prime Minister
again, his
career was far from over. In
Asquith's war coalition,
he
e- served
as Fint Lord of the
., Admiralty, in charge during
·,the Battie of Jutland
and
eavily reliant - characterisically - on official advice.
hen Asquith fell, he moved
winIy disproving
the
heory, which Macny seems to
upport, that he was without
ersonal ambition.

t on diplomacy
ense during his first months
Foreign
Secreta ry, or
~.,ndeed that the interests that
-""le was defending were l>artic,iJlarly those of "Britain. Much
pf the time he seems to have
~een
cantankerous,
peevish,
. nd ill-tempered
- towards
he Americans, the Russians,
nd his colleagues.
What emerges
from the
ecord is that British interests
, ere in fact but dimly pereived. The fog and confusion
C·,. at surrounded British policy
~-'8nd American as well) made
:-:3evin and Byrnes rather easy
"''';:ame for Molotov, who was
~-vell-briefed throughout these
'?;'~ostwar conferences
and a
onsistentiy sound debater.
Bevin, for his part, appears
.s an imperialist in an heroic
nould, happily
carving up
hunks of Ethiopia for the con-enience
of British ad minis_.-('ators, enlisting Stalin's suport for the continuing British
ccupation of Egypt, and keepng secure the lifelines
of
mpire, even when rebuked by
.is own Prime Minister.
But at least he understood
be matter of the Great Belt
letter than the American Sec-etary of State. When quesioned by Molotov, Byrnes said
'he knew nothing about it"
~JI s

- does not Hem like the
iork
of a masterlllind
riminai
who lindehanded
arried out this "veat crime
f the century."
Kennedy's
investigation
'-.~_.
1 ••;..1 __
~.:._...
..a,;~

taken

to - invent

.- - ----his Declara-

tion." The pro-Zionilt decision

was already virtually an aslumption;
At the end of the war, Balfour backed intervention
in
the Russian civil war (thotlgh
without ChuJ'(:hill's crusading
fervour). Thereafter,
he was
largely eclipsed
in foreign
policy by Uoyd George, whom
he supported - unsuccessfully - against opponents in 1922.
-In the same year, Balfour
accepted an earldom. He died
in l83O, having received as an
eightieth
birthday
present
from both Houses of Parliament the gift of a Rolls-Royce
aymbol, indeed,
of his
career.
What
did
he achieve?
Biographers
always ask this
question, as though writing a
school report. Mackay is much
concerned to find "constructive" policies but is, in fact, hard
put to point to any. The truth is
that Balfour was not only a
Conservative with a big C. he
was also deeply conservative
with a small one. ~ a mandarin or diplomat, he would have
been ideal. ~ a political leader, his smooth, elegant passivity was frequently disastrous.
This carefully-researched,
though somewhat drilr-written stud)" helps to explaIn why
the British
ruling
classes
found it so hard to adj ust to the
harsher political realities of
the post-Victorian world.
.

I

KGB, CIA,
CND ...
by Anthony B ·rnett
Double
Exposure,
by E.
P. ThompsoD
(Merlin

Press, £2.50)
THIS book starts
badly,
misrepresents
itself
and
confuses the reader as to its
purpose
but turns
into a
thoughtful
and
wellmeasured
contribution
of
great importance.
'
It deserves
to be widely
considered,
and is essential
reading
for
the
peace
movement.
As Thompson
says, not a single missile has
been
st oppe d
in
its
deployment.
But the peace
movement
now counts
in
those closed discussions
of
councils,
politburos
and
cabinets that decide the fate
of Europe. Its effectiveness,
however, is in the balance:
what will it count for in the
future'!
This is the implicit question Thompson
addresses,
through
a retrospective
on
the last five years. He.started
to write the essay as an
introduction
to his collection
The Heavy Dancers but it
outgrew
that
role.
Thus
Double Exposure begins with
an apology for its existence.
It . then describes
the way
both Washington and Moscow
have
villified
the
independent"
"'peace
movement,
'and
E.
P.
Tbompson in particular.
About
tbis
the author
theatrically
complains
that
he is "fated" to brin& down
••••.•.•••••
~ •• I.'a n.,n ".,hit ••

who has been too still fat'~oo
long. The deliberately colourless hero, an old soldier sweating on his retirement, ha. dJe
jobofguarding
an ex-Nazi war
criminal; and the resolutiQBafter all, there has to be onesettles for macabre fantasy in
the manner of early Waugh.
Miles Gibson's Dancillg with
Mermaiis appears to have no
doubt about its intentions, but
can we be sure'! A dream ish
seaside scene decorates the
jacket, conventionally surreal
except tbat the huge Chagalllike apparition dominating the
climop
is wearing
horn.
rimmed glasses; it is these that
provide the j'rUscm. "The sea
,hrank from the esplanade,
Whelk Pier stood bleached as
bones marooned in a shallow
waste of water, its hairy legs
alive with crabs . . ." And so
on.
.
.
Well, most little sealide
towns are edd; does this one do
more than raise the stakes a
bit? Magic and spells abound;
there's a clairvoyant awaiting
the return of her husband,lost
at sea, whose crystal ball" harbours demons. But when somebody comes knocking on the
moonlit door, any normal cotta~er can make the neck-hair
bristle.
For all the conjuring it's the
impact of ordinariness
- the
ex-wrestling
pub-keeper,
the
normally delinquent children,
the travelling
man from the
Caribbean - that establishes
the novel's
considerable
appeal.
General from the Jungle is
the last of the six "jungle novels" that B. Traven, who died
. in 1969, wrote as a chronicle
and celebration
of the Mexican revolution in which native
Indians, many years earlier,
. took revenge for their exploitation in the mahogany forests.
The "general" was a youth in
his early twenties who proved
a genius at guerrilla tactics,
though the success of his tiny
army seems to have been
almost entirely due to the official arrogance that regarded
them as a mutinous rabble
rather then the organised. versatile force they had trained
themselves
to become. The
strength of this account lies in
its remarkable
narrative
drive.
British protest fiction may
have lacked experience
to
sharpen its edge on. though a
few of the stories in Lean Tales
sound off glum echoes from the
social realism of the thirties.
They are not typical of this
Scottish collection.
Its context. as the title implies, is one
of deprival in which poverty
and unemployment
are the
norm. Yet, if one were driven
to generalise
about a highly
various set of pieces. it's the
lack of protest that might be
judged the remarkable
thing
- a pasaivity almost.
"The faces of the councillors
. peered anxiously out ·of the
Town Hall windows while we
all booed loudly," one of Agnes Owens's pieces recounts.
Thev have little cause for their
anxiety, as it turns out.
Do the stories suffer from
this lack of social bite? Perhaps, but they gain too - in
range of mood, exactness and
honesty in the face of experience which is less often heroic
than (in AlasdairGray's words)
"confused, shabby and sad."

Blood for Blood., ),y JallaD
Gloa, (Ba.111l Ba.IU •• ,
a.t5).
Wild Aboat Harry, by Paul
Plckeri.,
(Weidellfeld,
£8.15).
DaDciDg .JUt Mermaids, by
Miles &JMoa (BeiDemann.
£8.15) .:
GeDeral from the JUDgle, by
B. TraveD (AllisoD 11: Busby,
£8.95).
Lean Tales, by James KellUll, Apes
OweDs and Alud.air Gray (Cape, £8.t5).
.

JULIAN GLOAG'S new novel
opens with a funeral, a rich
lawyer
being mourned
by
lawyers, a solemn. scene unexpectedlyenlivened
by" a smattering of marvellously pretty
women like birds in a petrified
forest." A promising end and
start, as you might say, but the
book doesn't entirely live up to
it
Nobody could complain that
Gloag's way of writing lacks
grip; indeed, so vicelike is his
steering clamp on the elbow
that I for one began to feel
nervous. Perhaps the trouble
with Blood for Blood is that it
takes on too much.
The book is part psychological thriller, part conventional
novel with serious intent, and
there seems some conflict of
interests.
Death, in proper
novels, tends to be a grave
matter;
in thrillers
it can
hardly
avoid
a frivolous'
aspect, emphasised
in this
case by the fact that the central
character has not merely been
murdered but stabbed sixteen
times.
Not that this precludes
a
basic seriousness
of intent;
after all, Julius Caesar wasn't
exactly a frolic. The victim, a
barrister
who has defended
rapists and murderers but not
obviously the sort of man who
would himself
attract
violence. seems to have been
-expecting his death and left a
trail of somewhat coquettish
clues in the form of bequests;
the
narrator,
a dried-up
novelist and close friend, is
one of the beneficiaries.
I found myself not caring
much about who did the killing
except insofar as it cast light
on the dead lawyer. an enigmatic fellow indeed. Layers of
cover are stripped away, showing how little the narrator
really knew his old chum, so
that it's a self-exposure too. A
complex ambitious aim. which
the formal mystery set-up obstructs at least as much as it
supports.
.
Paul Pickering's interesting
firSt novel, Wild About Harry,
also seems to stumble between
genres. We are on the diplomatic beat- in rundown Latin
America, as befitting our reduced status in the world and the stage seems all set for
farce, horror or some modish
mixture of the two. With vultures, smugglers and secret
police anything on those lines
looks possible.
But Pickering doesn't hurry
to show his band. His tone
lacks inflection, as though concerned to leave his tale poised
to take off in any direction. He
has a gin for the static which
provides memorably sinister
moments, as when a vulture
makes
a tentative
move
towards some minor character
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-----"'WIll About H.".," by
Paul
Pickering
.IWeidlnfeld
and
NicoIaon, £8.95) is set in
loutharn
P.raguay
where, in the run-down
village of Paradiso, • Britiah Army major dreams
of • kinghthood, • police
chief'l IInltation
campaign causel • spot of
bother Ind the newlyarrived local "head of
atate" is aIao looking for
honours. Throw in drugwnuggling and a furtf'ler
weird and wonderful colIection of characters and
the reault is • knockout
novel.
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NOVELS
JANICE ELLIOTT
HAPPY F AMlUES

Macmillan,

200pp.

£8·95.
·212pp, £8 ·95_
BIRDSONG by Jernes
paperback,
£2·95.

V,lli,te.

Pickering. Weidenfeld,
Methuen,

14~pp. £7·95;

The title of misery in the orilv ~ay to hand.
Gray's
Happy
The last episode IS mo~t porgtragic. The rest IS true,
ill· Iis ironic . Flipping _ nantlv
f
all true, though
as ••••.
oe IS
backwards
and forwards
In heaped
upon woe the book
time, by page 32 its hero Paul hovers on the e dae of selfhas been seen in the process
parody. So, come to think of
of murdering
his daughter.
it, does life.
At 19 he has got two women
pregnant
(married
one), the
Let us assume with Paul
husband
of the second
has Pick ering that in thr course of
tried
to kill
himself.
the perfectly possible and cynical
same mistress
has had Ger- rapprochements
between
the
West and the high Nazis. Josef
man measles while pregnant,
Mengele survived under Amerihis cat has-in
flashbackbeen put down and Paul him- can protection in Bavaria and
was thence removed to Paraself has attempted
suicide.
guay. Here in a nasty, damp
The gas cylinder was empty.
and secret spat he appear s in
But it is unfair
to send Wild About Harry as the conup this impressive first novel. tented prisoner of Ionz-suffering
It is zlurn. obviouslv, for Mr Maior Harry Copeland-Smith.
Grav i~writing in zeneral about
Harrv, yearning for En aland.
the plizht cri the I(rowiIi!! num- foiled - in- everv
attempt
he
br-r of no-hopcrs in our society. makes to return to roses and
in particular
about the !"/feet roast lamb. thinks more than
of the <k>privation of love upon once of Mengele : •. what was
his sympathetic
central charac- horrible was that he was not
ter.
unique. not a monster. and that
For Paul ••hope had been any ordinarv man could replace
nutilated. love murdered " Iona him." He is, as it turns out.
I!!O in his brutalised
childhood. hilariously
and horri·bly close
md it is only amazing that he to the truth.
survives
and struggles
heroicIn what fashion it would be
rllv to break the chain=-most
rotten to reveal, but even withiota hi v in hi s inten se love for out his most ingenious
final
li~ second child and his brav-e twist. Mr Picks-ring would have
irternpts a<t a zood relat ionsbip written a very funny and ple-as.vi-th Sophie's mother, Sheila.
inalv frantic first novel. The
Sheila is rogered by Roger fuivour is William Bovdish but
.he porterv teacher and pro- more
knowing-a
touch
of
:eeds to the mental hospital. Theroux
perhaps.
a dash of
::harlled with assault. his dole Gre-ene. And a sense of treE warned.

Bam .Nigel
es

*
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Bumper crop

by KtigeJ Gray.

WILD ABOCT HARRY by Paul

iSSUE
OATED

pop-up people are presented.
At an embassy party raccoons
eat the sandwiches and vultures
wait hopefullv
in the drained
swimming-pool.
Napoleon Cort e z
of the Departamento
de Inve stigaciones plans to plumb. lit erallv, the whole country. equalled
onlv in his insanitv bv Labuschagne, the violent Afrikaans
priest with his evil, black, drugsmuggling.
hymn-singing
helicopter.
Miss Agnes
Garnett
arrives from Berkhamsted
via
Whitehall, a very British spinster whose destiny is none other
than the Angel of Death himself. Reformed.
The thought strikes me now
that Mr Pickering might well
have been mockina the :-.1aster.
For tbe great
Gree ne,
Paraguay was the edge of darkness itself. For Mr Pickrrin~ it
is a beastly place of stinking
swarnps.. voracious
wickedness
and bone-rattling comedy.

*

Birdsong.
another debut. tt
Jarnes White's touching, deeeptively simple elegy for an era
(the 1960s) and a place (smalltown America). not exact lv lost
but somehow frozen in time.
No swingers here. Nice Ali,,,
a'ld Dewe v have been datin ~
and it follows that at 17 they
will. marry. Both are virgins,
Dewey will go on working at
his stepfathers
store. Alice will
keep house.
That's the idea anyway, but
as they prepare for their evening wedding. worrving about
furniture,
fending
off family
tensions. thev plot. once wed,
to run away to college in TE'n·
nessee .
Will they make it: Probabiv
not.
But - Mr White captures
precisely the essence of small
re alitie s, the realitv of dreams.
Yet another
winner
in

•
,

Thompson
its founder
and
surgeon
to Queen .Victorla
lived)
it met
with
and . had
Ight
leaden
Indifference
from
ioth
the
planning
authorities.
'oor
Some say it was squeamavid
on
their
part,
.int- isnness
others
that
u . was a
'Urn. practical
objection.
The
auld
house was shortly to be let
lonas
doctors'
consulting
sex.
rooms. It was thought
that
and
a blue plaque
with
thE'
one,
cheery
message
'Cremaon
matron started here" would
part
not be in the best possible
who
tars, taste.
een.

-ster

.now defunct
NOW magazine in 1979. .
Although
Pickering
failed
In his quest he did meet
many members
of the German
community
in the
south of Paraguay
who had
met
Mengele
and
even
managed
to sleep in the
same
hotel bedroom
favoured by his elusive quarry.

)!lce

"

blay

t a
,

a

ts~
e ot
the
as
was
.rse.

THE Dulwich Collere Picture Gallery, the oldest
established
public gaUery
in the country which gets
no rrant except a meaere
£6500 from the GLC. is
sending
36 masterpieces
on what is hopefully
a
fund-raising
expedition to
the United
States
next
week. The exbibition will
be shown at the National
Gallery of Art in Washinrton
durilll;'
the
summer, and at the Los
Angeles County Museum
next Autumn. It is hoped
that
as a result
the
Gallery will become more
widely known
and encourage benefactors
as a
result.

Now Piokering has turned
his
research
to
good
account
and
transmuted
his experiences
into a novel
revolving around the plight
of a Nazi war criminal
living out his days in Paraguay. Wild About Harry, a
black
farce.
is published
next month by Weidenfeld.

No sign
of Josef

ONE OF the City's
most
prestigious
status
symbols,
and
my near
namesake .
The London
Diary. which
has
entertained
and
Informed
our
captains
of

!!

.s a
he

on
The
mtred.
the
old
:1ng
t a
teld
lay.
ard
the
_'eat
ved
it
:led

nve
>ale
nry

Mencele-bedmat ••

Diary's fate
determined .

THE other Saturday
the
Frankfurt
public prosecutor
placed
a full-page
advertisemen t in a Bavarian
newspaper
offering
a
£ 2.0.000 reward for information leading to the capture or' one of the world's
most-wanted
Nazi
war
criminals,
Jose! Mengele.
Sadly it drew a complete
blank.
Hardly
surprising
though, given that for many
years
now
the
infamous
Auschwitz
Angel of Death
Is thought
to have
been
living in Paraguay.
•••• -~,~~.
-tt.
One man whom the public prosecutor
might
have
been well-advised
to consult before placing the ad
......• ':..
Is
32-year-old
freelance
Palace
TheatN
writer
Paul Pickering
who
~~t.onctonWl
spent several months
lookOt.•• 7 •••••
~IamDITca.DS01.•• 7 bHlHt ••••
IDg for MengeJe
in Paral!Jay while working IQr W

commerce
for the pa st 30
years.
has
just
changed
hands .
The illustrated
desk d;ary,
a compendium
of information a bou t the met ropol.s.
City life and business.
has
been acquired
by a subs idiary of the International
Thomson Organisation.
Professional
Publishing
Ltd.
The diary. price from £6
to £22. and its st ablerna t e,
The
Building
Societies
Gazette,
were
previously
published
by City publishing company
Franey
and
Co.. which
has been sold
by the heirs of the firm's
founder,
George Franey
Mrs Alan
Chr ist mas. the
wife
of a Slough
priest.
and John Forbes.
a priest
in South Africa.
The former is understood
to be planning
to set up a
charitable
trust to help the
disabled
with the bulk of
the money.
HALFWAY
through
his
prison
sentence
for
bringinr
cocaine
into
Britain,
Stacy Keach is
not
idle
in
Reading
prison. The star of the
Mike Hammer
television
series has been keeping a
daily diary
of cell life
with a view to eventual
publication.
His Hollywood
agent
sa rs
that
several
offers
have
already
come from l'.S.
pu blishers.

"THE MUSICAL TO MAKE
YOU FALL IN LOVE

·WlTH SHOWBUSlNESS"
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JAl\fES LASDUN [New fiction
--.-~

Massacre of innocents
AT A TIME
when
the
politics of the Left. have
fallen into disfavour. the
reissue of Tg nazto Silone's
cl ass i c .
FOSTAl\1ARA
(Dent. £8·951. comes as a
sharp reminder of how and
~
why these politics
came
into being.
~
Poverty-strlcken.
explcited
by lawyers and priests. innocent of all ideology,the Irihabl!t t ants of the little village of
Fontamara in southern Italy
,. stand as powerful representatives of the earth's oppres: Sed. Threatened with starvation when a land-owner diverts
~.,~_..
their water supply. the vil~rs
attempt to take matters
into their own hands. only to
find they are up against the
institutionalised brutality of
t~cism.
~
A beautitully-c 0 m p 0 sed
tragedv (the cost of political
awareJless for these villagers
is massacre), Font3warn. is as
fresh now. and moving. as it
must have been when first
•. published in 1933.
.
LIYES OF THE POETS by
~. E. L. Doctorow (Mi c h a e 1
'f. Joseph. £8'%1 is an exercise
,;: in artful disorder. FIve enigmatic stories. connected by
little more than a vague bleakness in the matter of human
·relationships, lire revealed in
the sixth-e-a novella-as
byproducts of the mental prooesses by which a successful
novelist is trying to make
sense of his marr-iage. and ot
his life, ill the chaotic brew

t

I·

of emigrant nationalities that
make up his own society.
Buried. as if by chance in
the appropriately chaotic drift
of observations and ideas that
comprise this novella, are the
starting points - the tnsp.rational Images=-of the preceding stories. A ~limpse IS thus
offered, into the mysteries of
literary creation.
The device is t00 visible to
be completely eft'ecti\·e. but
this general weakness is redeemed by the eerily brllnant
polish of Doctorow's prose.
Stylistically, he seems incapable of putting a foot wrong:
and therein, I suspect. lies his
limitation as an artist.
WILD ABOUT HARRY. by
Paul Pickering (Weidenfeld.
£8·95) starts off as an efficient genre novel, of the secretmission - in - seedy - South
America variety. as Har rv, our
man in Paraguay, does his
bumbling best to protect his
mystery prisoner in the jungle.
and looks forward to retirement back in Blighty.
The pace is sure; the de-tailing of Paraguayan political
murk vivid and believable. But
once the prisoner's identity is
revealed (he's a notorious Nazi
war criminal), and suspense
gives way to political ethics as
the axis on which the plot
turns. the book ftounders.
Pickering hasn't quite the
incisiveness to pick his way
through the moral minefield
he has created for himse It,
and he resorts instead to the
over w orked routines of black
farce to tie matters up,
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Ambassador and the CIA. Harry i~
coping well until the local warlord
attacks his secret stronghold, and everything blows up. TIle ClA moves
in. disastrously. and HalTY is trapped.
This could be the plO!of a serious Graham Greene novel or of a funny one
like an early Evelyn Waugh.
This book is. I suppose. a blact
comedy. but very black indeed - too
much blood.
David Hollo~aJ

WILD ABOUT HARRY b) Paul
Pk"ering (Fontana. price £2'50) Harry Copeland-Smith. of British Intelligence , guards a mysterious prisoner held in the Paraguayan jungle.
All he ha\ to help him are a sergeant
and some local Indians. He has been
doing it for 20 years. and he just wants
10 go borne. No one will let him. Enernies surround him - the local police
chief. shady smugglers. the British

.

• Wnd .uopt
t&. El 5(h. ,.
t aovel

1IarTy"

(FOD'

~plished

auJ

, IS

.
iJor
ar o
ope:and·Smith
has
been posted for 20 years on a
secret
Government
mission
Ambassadors.
chiefs of police
and Nalj war criminals
are
involved with him in i danse
macabre; it is black farce with
ecboes of Waugb and Greene.
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1985: a personal
selection
Iy David Holloway

EACH
year.
whether
there

wonders
will be a
Book of the Year, Most years
there isn't. And ]985 is no
exception. Ooe thj.ng I am
willing to bet on (the official
figures, will be published
next
week) IS that there will prove
to have been more books to
OD~

h

oose
mo!,~~

f

t

rom

hi

year, even
record of
51.0;>0 titles published.
It is quite impossible to live a
comprehensive
survey of t~A
whole publishing scene, so th:
must be essentially a persona
survey, Obviously.
not III of
those mentioned here &re books
that I have enjOj.'ed but it would
be wrong to omit titles like John
Grigg's
"L)o}'d Georce from
Pure
to War,
1912.191'"
(Methuen), which) thought everdetailed.
or Alec Guinness's
"Slessings i. Discuis.e" (Hamish
Hamilton)
which would hue
been a much better book if it had
been ri&orousl~' ~it~,
, .
) ~ust even fi,nd••a place for
Roland Hunrford s Shark~&o.
(Hodde:) which I thought '<lve I·
distorted prcture of tbe. c:reat
explorer, .but I wonder If It 15
graClolts
or Indeed _wise 'to
~ remind anyone that ]98:> was the
~\E'ar
ID which
Anna Ford pub,
lashed her d~
survey, "MeD"
('~idenfeld),
C

than

I~

19E14s

ber to be too cUt~d for offenD( to
a publisher after tbe war, It has
DOW appeared from Macmillao
andis a cb.nnin& period piece,
T~
(!"Ut
~mes
produced
books ) found disappointiDC:
"Quiax:' ••(Faber), bl. LawreDce
Durrell:
A Manot
(~~)
by
John Fowl~, In~ '1'he KIDcdom
.r tlte ",cked
(Hutchmson),
An'hony Bur&ess It his most
excessive, On the t>tber band
some brilht Dew talents arrived,
~mon~ them Ja~e Elli~n with
Fine bttSS (Seeker); Paul
lCke;'InC ~jth "Wild .~o.t
arT)' (Weldenfeld) ADd Grace
Ingoldby
witb "Anon
'lie
Wal.er" (M~
J05eph).

mcmnc collection of poems writ,
ten sho"1ly after his "'ife had
died, "'Ele{i~" (Faber) and the
dlild.ren'~ boOk, "Tbe S.ture of
CItelast"
(MacRae) b\ Janni
Howker.
'
It was I Cood vear for letters
Ind d ia rre s . The one that
attracted the most attention war.
-The. Leuers of ADn Fleming"
(Collms/Han'i/!),
edited b\ ~tarh.
Amor~',
Perhaps
this
"'a~
because of a certain prurient
desire for ~limpses of hi/!h life.
At the opposite end of the scale
were the remarkable set of letters
of
the
eccentric
artist Edv',ard Burra whicb wen:
publi,sbed under the title. ""'ell
Dearie~" (Gordon Fraser). edite<i
by William Cbappell.
"Tile Collrrtrd
Letters
.t
DylaD Thomas" (Dcnt), edited b\
Tbe ·two most impressive
Paul Ferns, show the poet as i
books in tTanslation ~re
One~dger
but .I~
fitful'" IS ar
huge (Vasi)y Gmssman's
"Lif
chanter, while "Livi'nc wilt
aDd Fate," published by Collins
oestler:
Mamaine
Koestln'!
Harvill) aDd one very short (last ~tten"
(Weidenfeld), edited b\
year's Goncourt winner,
~lia
Geodrna». underline th!
Lover" b~' Marguerite
DUTaS, difficulties of sharing life ",it I
published bv Collins), 1lte Gross· someone touched by genius,
man.' posthumously publi~hed. is
a vast Russian novel, smuggled
out after being banned bv the Loconic alOry
Soviet authorities.
ci\'ini "the
best picture ever of what it ""as
like to fieht on the Eastern front
"Siegfried
Sassooll Diaries
in ]941.
l!23·2S" (Faber). once agail
T'
,;mpecc~bly
edited bv Ruper
. he Amencan ""ork of fi('t1~n I Hart-Davis, -..w on the readc
enjoyed most was Alason Luries
h
•.
account of Americans in Eng. as e, eets used to the poet'
land. "Foreiln Affairs" (Michae.J Iace nic st}'le U I diarist
J
h)
ADo~ber poet, Stepben Spender
osep .
5eIlSlbly allowed his diaries to b
. Tbe
literary
biocraphiea
published in one large chunk a
included Maynard Mack's judi- "JOllrlllls,
1939-B3" (Fabe r)
esous assessment of "Aleundu
edited by John Goldsmith. Jame:
Pope"
(Yale UP); "Dorothy
Lees-Milne continued his circui
WordswonlJ" (Ot.j,})) by Robert of country houses and fashioD
Gittings and Jo Manton, Tim able dinner tables and share:
Hilt0!l's vel)' well written "John wi~ the reader bis enjoyment 0
Ituskin: tbe. Ear]y \'nrs" (Yale this ""ay C:,f life in "Midway 01
UP), and Mlchael Meyer', won· &be Waves (Faber) to the eMl!
~erfl;llly ev~n.handed
study of 195Os. That same world was pre
Stnndbert"
(Seeker), One dO~se.nt~
over a longer period 0
not talk of" first biographies"
.
une ID Hugo Vicl..,ers's ~Cet'i
quite the ume. way as. firs aea&on:. l.he AuthoTlzed BIOCMl
novels but Sehna Hashccs's
phy" (Weldenfe.Jd).
~aD(')' Mitford" (Harnish H~mThe travel book has al""lY~
ilton) made the most IDte~s1lnc been a particular glory of Brit:st
mbember of tbat ever-writtenwntlnR ADd 198.5 produced a rid
a out famIly seem fresh and crop. My favourite amooe tbem
et
~~""h' Yh sadder thiln pemps
a!ld J am glid to say this was •
g t ave been expec1ed,
.
VIe"" shared by the Judg~s for the
In the centenary ye.,. ., ·D, H.' Thomas Cook 'pnze, was Patnd
Lawrence's birth there .were eat- Marubam's account of hIS jour
u~ally a .number of mhrll
and Deys b~' bus through the troublec
biographical studies, Tbe most countries
of Central Amenca
eruoyable. though by DO means -so Far Irom God" (upe),
the m0S! I!rofound: was ~nthony
. The other. one that J cot the
B~rgess s 'Flame Into Bel DC:the createst enjoyment from seem:
Ltfr !nd ,,"ork or D. H, ,Law. to b ave pleased
few o t he :
renee
(Hemernann).
An iater- people, I maintain nevertheles:
estlDC book a~ut
one of the tbilt William
Golding's
"Ar
more, extraord,maI,l'
Of. Law- E(yptian
Journal" (fa ber) W~'
ce 5 eirrle was, BreU, f,ro~ one of th~. funniest ann-trave
(H~d~sb)a...ry£,!! ~~:
Mu,re
books (he did DOt enJoy hiS tnp
er ~ ~n .••.••n.ett_ .. --- ,-.J bYe eYer read: _ .. _.
' . '.- ...,
Den.'la ¥ufllhy was -on cooe
0
I
'lif . r.: :
form while she was ha\'inl! <
ne-vo ume •. ,.
tougb time "Muddling Througt
MadaglScar"
(Murrav).
I hac
Amolla: the' biographies. pride enjoyed
Gavin YouDg'S firs'
f
•• hr .• .n •••• on In
Philin instalment.
··Slow Boats t r

Smuggled wart

--n.e

V

~re
F,·cf,·on u-Jer
no n.
This was tbe year when the
800ker McUlnnell Prize for Fic.
tion came under its bottest fire,
It w~s unfortunate ttln ODe of
the judges could not be at, the
final meeting arid it was peritaps
ud that there was 'SO much
show-biz razzamatazz
attached
to the occasion, but it would be
hard to argue that the Prize
",het her given to the ri&ht book
or Dot, has not greatly iDCTeued
the interest in fictIon,
Indeed, I case could be mlde
for I SQIon df.'S r~fustl
to
publicise
those novels wbicb
should have made the Booker
short list but did not, It would be
quite easy to put up an Iltema"
tive "short
list" at least as
5trong as the one produced by
the Booker judges, For this )
would certainly nominate Barry
Uns •••.orths
"StollC
Virlill"
(Hamish Hamilton) and Peter
Ackroyd's
•. Hndlsmoer"
(Hamish Hamilton),
Both these novels present a
subtle
mixture
of past aDd
present, Mr Vnsworth tells of a
painter who feels contact with
Renaissance
Venice. while Mr
Ackroyd an a bleak and ~metimes violent W'~' combines tbe
early ]8th century Wltb a contemporary series of murders. Mr
Ackroyd, by the "'a}, b#s been
nominated as a candidiate for the
••••••••••
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Search
sparks
best
sell~ng
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Rail excursion
ita the. past

Golden
day for

Paul

- . He is ben to see p/.my of tormIirs
eM GttIer -.-abilio
of tile exhibition of
Menta" StatiOll, buitt by 8_1,
and .•••
ppedl.
lot of itItereIt frompeople wt.o
re•••••
tU old nail.
.
.. "WheII JDII left c.m c-t _
tile
liidge MorIaia Castt. was ..,.:
rec:olla
Mr I-. "Moriai. Castie roll UI•.•••••
Mr Jonn w4to is publicity ~ fOf Cefn' ,.. c.astIe, w4tich was • WUfDrt to atop
Coed Mol. V_e Choir, aed to be·o steam'
II.ecoe arttt. tIIie •••. •
.
train fiFe-'.
'.
TU wltale _
i. ,..Ient
with lIistory
first engine f went 011 wos the
aIOftQ tiI. ol~ Roman rvn'ao~
will be
MorIai. Castle built of Swilldon in 1933
c.efe6roted w,tIt 0 aocSern
011
ond withdnnn frOIl! H"ice in Septltnber
Augat 17, wt.id! will end up ot RIr,d,car
1963," he told tile. "It coYered 1,438,862
uiaure Cetme, MettItyr, tit joil! ap witII
mil•• and IlKied up in Newport as ICrap I' otMr ••• nts.
can _ Moriois Costle from m)' house ~ I
Anyone wllo COlI CIOIItribute to tU
berY. Q.speciol reason f~ rem.mbering the
·MertfI)'I'eahibitiOll con contgct Mr
at
old etl9ine. The otiler big one WOl The
4~ocIrer
CoecI, Cefn CGed, Merttt)'l'.
loci), of tile Lak., built in 1913. I cb't
crelepll_ Mertll[l' 73842) Of Ma EDDIE
know what happetled to Iter."
IRILL of Mertilyr Town Hall.
B ILLY "ENGINE" JONES, of Cefn
Coed, Merthyr, wants to remind
railway buffs that the hunt is on
for material for the railway exhibi.
tlon at Merthyr on Saturday of
llext weelt.

-n.

la,,·
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A YOIlDl Fleet Street
jouma.l.l.lt who hu been to
South JUnertca on the
tra1l of uAngeI of Death"
JoNt>h •••••••• hu captured his memories in a
best-seller ... and former
Card1tf. friendJ are forecaatIng a br1lliant career
for
Paul Ploke,I ••
(above), who once lived in
.Roath.
•
Paul - now 32 and
llving in London with b1a
journalist
wife AII.on
., 8eckett - wu in Card1tf
:(,. in 1975 as a Thomaon
•
graduate
trainee.
His
mother's family (name of
'Orocock)
came fro'm
Card1fI'buthe admits that
he doesn't know much
about the l1nk.

CARDIFF'S Lord Mayor,
Coun •••• 8uttie and Lady
Mayore •• , Coun Betty
.uttl., were dellghted
this week wben their
eldest vandwn. lS-yearold PeuI "atole the
J1melJght for a day.
Paul and bia mother
tnlvelled
to 8t Jame.·.
hllce,
London, on Wedneaday,
wbere Paul received hi&
Duke of Edinburgh Gold
Award. _ . a proud oeealion for .the Buttle and
Reel fam1l1ea.
Paul1a about w t.alte hla
A level.
at Hieheate
School.
London,
and
hopes to eo on to umverait)' to read med1c1ne.
.

••...-.et ..•••

A NEW RENAULT la
FROM £36*A WEEK.
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He /mows much more
about Bavarian Joseph
Mengele, the AUlChwitz
"Angel ofDeath."1n 1979,
s-:
while w~
for the 111>"
fated NOW mapzIne, he
;.'
went off to Paraguay in
search of Menaele.
"There 11 a 1.25 mfll10n
dollar price OD h1a bead
now - tt wu cmlJ 50,000
dollarl 1rtJen I wu look·
ing for hIm," Paul wld me.
__ "J .pent
a couple of
month.
tn
Para·
guay ... tt'. tbe kind of
place you don't foreet
easily."
When he penetnted the
German community there
he was fed with titbits of
information but"denied a
mee~
with Mengele.
One wntact claimed that
Mengele wu practl81nC u
a vet but had worked
woncleJ'l with Prnldlllt
atroe_ IF'. hare-llp. and
Paul even slept in what he
was allured
had been
Mengele's
bed at the
Tyrol Hotel In Madacal
Esta Garrtba.
He returned
With
enough faac:tnatlnc factA
to prompt a riotous blact
, farce of a ftrst novel called
. WUd About Harry.
~.
,;
~

-

;
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If you're thinking of buying a nf!NII Renautt 18you've picked
the right moment. Because from novv until May 31st your
local Renault dealer has the flexibility to offer an exceptional
. ~i'_ finance deal.
Just pay 20% dePOsit-using your old car as a trade-in for exampleand you can benefit from really low repaymet Its..
Oleck the details in the example and then visit your local Renault
dealer: Hell be happy to discuss similar schemes on any new
Renault 18 saloon or estate.
~l~l1Ml
As an added bonus, hell even give you free Renault Care
~~]

IISilil

~~~~~~=~tne31stMay.

4•750Ao

Int~st
rate p.a.

TYPICAL.EXAMPLE:
c:.ShPrice
Onc. estimat.d

on the roed cx.ta)

9.2%~~
RENAULT 18TS

_. , I

£6140.00
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presented with HEM
!don. to Mr Back
,ver thc medal at
: a.ard •• beIq
lItIoa of the work
anioa oIBdaII at
Mr Back (~3),of
altby.
Maltby la 19~5.

laavin&lervcd an apprentloesblp •• •
carpenter and then doina bla National
Service. Within a year he bad
andertakcn the tralninl needed to
become a coal-faceworker.
All aedve ;"ember of the NUM
brancb at the colliery,be ftrIt served••
a committee IDClllberfor four yean
and then became branch dele, ate for
darec years. He &rat .tood for the

PoaItJoa 01 branch accretary at die pit
·ID .••• 1911,..cI •••• beea re .Ie~
to die pM( ewwace.
Mr Back. • IIttIIlber of dte M.atby
'BrancIa of dae Labour Party, ••••
ICnM •• a JP OB Rodae"-m BeMb
for the put tbur JearI. A
•••••• Mr Buck w.. acco.lpaniecl at
the ceremoay by bI. wife Betty, ad
their two'married daaaJaten.

....n.d

~'SWIFE

~'sten
ears

VIOLENCE and vDlainyin South A
(orm the dramatic b.ckcloth for Cbetint BOveI,Jgst
pabU.bed, of a former Rotberbam aum, who 110•.
&eeJance.for papen aach •• The 11mea.
CaDedWDdAbout Harry, the book la a black
comedy with aDthe dementi of latripc - a toprank Nazi in bIdlna, cocaine .maaHnl' J1IIlI aDd
belicopter••
The writer la Paul PlckerlnJ, whole widowed
mother, Mn LorDa N~
Dve. in Klmberwortb
Road, Rotherham. Paul (32), a &eelanceJoumaIlJt
Brinl in London. told The Adverdaer that mucb of
the research (or the book came &om ilia
cxpericncc. when he "cnt to Parquay for James
:y shared a bedroom Philip were to continue
Goldsmith'. No.r m•• adnt to track do••• a Nul
Idseparate beds, said livingwith their father.
olficer.
'all.
Ta blet s f 0 un d by
"Parquay make. an 1DcrecDb1e
Impreuloa
Easter Monday, Mr detectives in Mrs Wall's
on a vi.ltor. The ordinary people are very fiiendly,
woke to find his wife cardigan pocket were later
but It'. a vcry nasty and vcry violentcountry in thc
Iy up. Seeing the analysed as paracetamol.
.ay It laran," •• y. Paal.
endoor leading to the
ONLY A TRACE
He "as educated at Kimbenrortb Infant and
~e ajar he went
Meadow HaDJunior .chool •• and later at a Royal
gh to investigate.
Pathologist Dr David
Ma.onic IChoolin Hertforshire. He Ialned a Int
5 wife, dressed in a
Slater said there was only
clan honoun' depoee in p.ycboloay at Leicester
gown and cardigan, a trace of the drug in Mrs
University, and " •• accepted by the ThomlOll
iangingfrom a beam, Wall's system. Death had
OrpniutioajournaJi.t t:ralnlDJICbeme.
i footstool nearby.
been caused by hanging.
He worked for the Hemel Hempltead Echo
restioned by the
He said it was possible
and Poat for two years aDd then weat freelance,
ner, Mr Wall could she had been hanging for
worldna (or papers such •• New Society aDd The
:xplain why his wife only a few minutes before
Observer, and he then .ent oa the ItaI' of Now!
I herself.
she was found.
Ma.nlne.·
, has puzzled me. It
Recordinga verdiet that
Jut over a year
be marrleclldl cbIIcDIood
surprising and out of Mrs Wan killedherself,Mr
Iweetheart, AliaonBeckett,.hOe 011 ho6day in tIN
acter. She had never Potter concluded: "Why
$cycheDea.AliJoo, whOlt parutl Ivc ill Wood
:d she might harm she acted in this wtry is a
Lane, Wickera1ey,la an arts salel correlpOlHleet
elf,"he said.
mystery. She obviously
with thc DaDyTeJearaph. The couple'. home la la
aren told the inquest was on the point of making
London.
vas going to live with a Completebreak with her
Wild About Harry I. pabU.hecl by
nether for a short time husband. She did not
Weldenfeldand N'lChollOlJ
at £1.9~.
she
settled
her- appear to have any
fiaLwas
Then
shein an~d~p~artJ~·:cul~ar~w~o~rn~·e~s~."
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'Target
Tigre'
appeal
ROTHERHAM
folk
are being asked to support
an appeal to help farmers
in famine-hit Ethiopia.
The appeal, to be
launched next week by
South Yorkshire County
Council chairman Terry
Concannon, is geared to
providing a long-term
solution.
Called ~arget Tigre'
the initial aim is for
£25 000 towards tools and
food for farmers in the
Northern province of
TIgre.
.
War on Want. the
British charity, willuse the
money for an agricultural
scheme,
Charity workers will
provide the link between
South Yorkshire and Tigre
and Rotherham, Barnsley,
Doncaster and Sheffield.
councils will also be
involved.
Yorkshire TV's film,
The Unofficial Famine,
willbe shown at the launch
next Tuesday, the last day
of
Councillor
Concannon's
term of
office, at Cathedral Hall,
Sheffield.

Too much
water at
the pub

THERE'S NOWT so
queer as a pub without
beer, the saying goes, but a
shortage of beer or any
other kind of liquid as not
the problem of the
Waverley, at Catcliffe.
The landlord was awash
with amazement when he
descended into the cellar
of the Brinsworth Road
pub and found it flooded.
After a torrential
downpour, water had
crept into parts other
liquids had failedto reach.
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Ach~.~: ,~Jtat MengeIe probably, ii~etl.:·
.

-

"

ON'. Saturday a :full-p·a:·ge. advert appeared' in ~the. local
paper
at
Gunzburg.· . the '
Bavarf nn.horne ctown-of Josef
l..•.
lengele,· ··,·the . : .: Auschwitz
"Angel
of Death, It did not·
wish him a happy' birthday
(tt was 'his 7~th) but offered'
a reward, of .£270,000 .Ior information' leading 'to' his', cap-:
.' ture. Seldomv-has
a, stable'
· door' been bolted: so . loudly;
so late.
.
Mengele, of. course .. spent
the first five 'years after the
war unrcmarked 'in Gunzbur.g
and nowvlives
in :Paraguay.·
· He. is guarded' by .a .British'
·Army major .and a: band' of'
Ache" Indian
slaves
pur·,
· chased' with 'Foreign . Office
, funds -. lIe still. experiments

with the odd snake,' but is.
ing for the ill-fated
NOW
apparently
assailed.' by such
magazine in 1979 .. The' foot. remorse -that he Insists on
note to an 'anthropological
.writing to all, his surviving
article
suggested
that
the
victims. The CIA are anxious
doctor was up to his' old
to assist.:
.. .. :.
tr ictcs in Paraguay. A contact
At 'Ieast, thls .is +hc sectold him that Mcngcle had
nario.
in .. Paul
Picke rina's
• been hastening the extinction
"
of the Ache Indians wi.th inbook WH<bAbout' Harry, pubjections of TB bacillae.
lished·
on
. April
11·'
P.ickering
sdolF
for
(Wcidenfcld.. £8.95). ·It is a
Mcngclc's
reputed haunts in
fine Piece · o~" \rritirrg, rcmiMcngclc's Paraguay where the
rusccnt
0E
.ra lam Grccnc,
(;crlllan community fed him
which focuses on the pligll.l
titbits but clammed up at his
of Mengclc's
elderly
guardsuggestions of a meet. Accord.
ian whose dreams of a gong
ing to one informant
Prcsi'and
a rose
garden
arc
dent
Strocssner
owed"
thwarted by local hocum .. ·
Mcngcle a debt of gratitude·'
Pickcrlng,
32, a freelance
f.or 'his personal ministrations
writer,
first
stumbled'
on'
jn the early 19705 ..• Mengcle
Mengele's
trail white work. mainly praclised
as a vet:'

.':

they' wouldn'tTctc.him
: touch'
them.' But. -hc . worked .wori ...
dcrs with" ·,the· Pr esidcntc's.
hare lip."·· .. :::.. ,';:.:
:.' .
In a' place' called' Ma risca I
Esta 'G~rriba he came across
the : mfamous . Tyrol
Hotel,
and slept· in' what he. 'was
I
b d
. assurcd. was. Mcnge] c's. ,e ~.
. This establishment
was' run':
bv a :fonner Waffen.SS-'ser·
gcant who' had a . soft. spot
for the' British," 'Particularly'
the. RAF.··" He was recovering from ..an-airvraid.
in-nos- ..
. pital when there. WJS .anothcr .
air .. raid: 'He··· wa:s" 'blown .:
through'
the'Aloo'r ·..'to. .thc .
ward r.underneath.: on-to: his.
Euturc ' wife;.:,'l'hey
:immcdi··
atclyIcll
in .Iove."

THE GUAROIAN

1960'
MA.llCI[
23:
Tile
United
States regrets "the tragicloss
of Iif'o " resulting
from the
mcasu res taken against Af ricans demonstrating
in South
A[l'ica.
The State
Dcpurtmcut
in
Wash i nrttun
issued
a state'<mcnt last nighl, read hy ils
spokesman.
Mr
Lincoln
White:
"Tile
Ulli.lcd
States
deplores
violence
in all it';
Iorms anr] 'hopes the Africun
people o[ South Africa w: It
he able to. obtain redress Io r
Ic~~ililllale'
grievances
p cnct-Iu l means.
\Vllile

hy
tile

United St atcs as a 1I1'1[tel' of
ice does nut ord i na ri Iy
<.:0111111<':01. on Llrc
Int cru.rl atpiact

In irs
which

or

gnvcrnrucnt-,

with

iL cujoys no.r111;1I rclaLions, il cannot
help
hut
regret the tr;lgic loss of life
resulting from the mea ...urcs
t a kcn
al;ainst
llll' demonstrators in South Atric».
fn the SOllth i\rrir;11l 'Pal'1j"

•• ,H.,.

I.., ... " ...

Fiction

"p, T.

J.. {.

Local war-lords
Wild About Harry
by Paul Pickering. Weldenfeld
k Nicnlson, £8.95, 212 pages

Tb e Th erapy 0f Avram BI0k

by Simon Louvish. Heinemann.
En 95 328 pages
". .
Deep in southern Paraguay,
surrounded by a private army
of clapped out Indian warriors
bought
from
a Portuguese
trader
for I dolllr
I held,
Major Harry
Copeland-Smlth

4. ~;BY NICHOLAS BEST

From an Inland Sea

garden, cricketing tie and e~rV1k1nl, £8.95, diminishing hopes of a knighthood and early retirement
He
The Burning Shore
keeps
Mengele's
secret
for
reasons that are clear ,nough
by Wilbur Smith. Helnemann,
to his ••cloak and stagger"
£9.95, 435 pages _
superiors,
though not to Sir
stands guard over the most Reginald Tough. the new British
notorious war criminal of our ambassador, late of Hong Kong,
time, Josef Mengele, the Angel ••knighted for being the only
of Death.
diplomat not on the take." Nor
He has stood thUI for %0 to the local warlord, Father
years,
complete
with
rose Labuschagns - a refugee Boer
predikant
whose
helicopter
gunship broadcasts hymns over
the jungle - nor to Napoleon
Cortez, the drug-smuggling head
of the secret police.
The only man on Harry's side
is Chambers, our man in Rio, a
deliberately
Greene-like figure
who prides himself on being
Rio's answer to Harry Lime.
The only woman is Mabel, the
embassy's amorous girl Friday.
The embassy itself is often mistaken for a vet's, to which the
peens herd their querulous
livestock.
As a spoof on the
· k .
P
I
genre,
au P IC enng's ambitious black comedy loses its WIY
at times, is occasionally heavy
handed, yet is funny enough.
Another first novel, another
black comedy, another appearance of Dr Mengele. -.Jl;leit
en p4U(mt. Simo. Loumh'.
The7'Aerapv of AWIIIIl!lloJt is
the irreverent story Qf.1ll eyeryday Jewish
boy, .tubbonily
withholding
his faeces as a
child, ,erving unheroically
iD
the Israeli army, sentenced to
28 days' psych1atrte observation
in a Jerusalem clinic for DWting
a few observations of. Ma ~WD
through the bedroom wiDdow
of Mr· and Mn FrledmaD..
There 11 DO plot I! rudL -The
book be.os
wittJ the 4ra~
of • p~
Ind
• to'DOrola
.p~
from •
ChiDes,
fortune cookie.
The result Is highly iDtelUgent and very funny-but
Ilso
overwritten, ill-disciplined, unstructured and alapduh.
Drawings of the inside of Blok'l
brain have DO place in a novel;
nor do the feeble hieroglyphics
of page 261. Tilt! author hu
been indulged by his publishers,
perhaps because the tuk
of
editing
this
demonstrably
talented work might easily have
provoked a riot in the house.
More restrained, in fact very
elegantly written. is David Harsent's first novel From an Inland
Sea, an odd little tale about the
neurotic relationship between a
pair of unnamed levers, five
years together, who spend most
of the book on holiday at various
spots in the Mediterranean. and
most of their holiday travelling
lavlshly around each other's
bodies.
Infidelities exist - a visit to
by David Harsent
18'2 pages

--=~~---------------------""j

David Harwnt: couple wttt.out
nama

a prostitute,

a pazs Itt I h0U38
guest-but
are relatively ~
portant both to the ston' and to
the couple's
ultimate
affair.
What matters Is the continuing
interplay of emotioos between
the two. Each loves the other.
Each is hurt. angered and irritated by .the other too. ~ot •
particularly
original ltory on
the faee of it. but wlfully pr&sen1ed. by #le author. whose
taleat for .woro--he
..la • ~~
lisbed poet-is
PUt to good
effect. Ultimatety though. ProtII
cm Inl4nd SeA eatisflel only up
to
•
poillt~e
a : lion
d'oetlm"e than I mda ooune.
A maiD. CQWWe UId.& half Is
WUbur - Smfth's 'The Jhtrnmg

·~lwre.· lat_ hi •••.

JlDe of

emouldertng eopies clm1:1Dg the
fOrtunes of the CouI'tQeY,!amily

et South Atric&. -ne".:.ettkw

~

F'ranee ~
time, dlri'tDr the
Firrt World War. Se-. Court~
•••
aeoeral. ~
nePlt!'W
J4.i~et~ally·bh.oD..
old
readen..tU
kDOW iI • .pIlot in
the RO?II FiytDg Oorpa. .
MicMel eraebe& la
Is

a--.

by beauMoI adita<nt
Centaine de 'Ib1!'y, who obligingly takea off her It1rt to put

ft8CUed

bI.m out -rbe
barD at midnight,"
.be wbispers. Later
Micbael is k!Hed tu a duel with
one of the Red Baron'. ~uad·
ron, Centaine sets 01£ far Africa
bearing bi. ehild. but is torpedoed, attacked by I shark,
hunted by the Ovambo, eaten
by •. nen, She gives birth first
to ~ bael's son, then to another
by a ~an
Beer who saved
her from the lion. One is left
with the fei!li~ that these two
boys will not get on at all Wi!ll
in Wilbur Smith's next volume.
He ~
as entertainingly
as
ever, but there is an unmistakable drone in the air of ID old J
pro on auto-pilot.
. r
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Black comedy
Andrew Sinclair
Wild About Harry (Weidenfeld
& Nicolson £8.95) is the black

comedy of the year in Paul
Pickering's original and entertaining novel set in Paraguay.
Joseph Roth's Confession of a
Murderer (Chatto & Windus
£8.95) does for the modern
secret agent what Conrad once
did - a Central European
introduction to a world of
conspiracy, necessity and moral
doubt. Peter Ackroyd's Hawks- moor (Hamish Hamilton £8.95)
intrigues by its ambition and
. style, cutting between 18th
century and modern London,
~ but -the late Humphrey Jen3:· Ainis's ~maginattve history" of
,.: the British Industrial Revel", uti on, Pandaemonium
(Andre
~~ Deutsch £9~95) is a masterpiece
.,; of collage that reads like a novel
~. as it illustrates the change of
man's vision during the past
300 years.

I
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Editor: Genevieve Stuttaford
Fiction: Sybil Steinberg
Nonfiction: Genevieve Stuttaford
Paperbacks: John Mutter
Children's Books: Jean F. Mercier
Associate Editor: Karen L. Gray
Editorial Assistant: Evelyn Etheridge

.FICTION
HARV: A Novel

Don Robertson. John T. Zubal (2969
W. 25th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44113),
$11.95 ISBN 0-939738-69-4
Robertson's
14th novel (Paradise
Falls, Praise the Human Season) is
an autobiography of one Harv (no last
name), a native of Cleveland. Born with
a heart murmur that keeps him from
World War 11, he earns his living as a
trucker for the Great Lakes Cartage
Co. Divided into 40 epiphanic vignettes
ranging from 1922 to 1985, the narrative
recounts Harv's life and the events that
stand out in his memory-the
Depression, the shooting of Dillinger by the
FBI, the Korean War, Kennedy's assassination, Vietnam. Harv is neither
particularly sensitive nor romantic but
always alert and commonsensical. His
life, however, is less than engaging and
compelling not because it is unimportant and for the most part uneventful
but because it is humorless, untouched
by irony. The prose is nevertheless facile and the personae are the people we
glimpse every day tending shabby motel desks, drinking beer in stale and
sour bars. This is one way to know
them if not make them convivial
friends. First serial to Northern Ohio
Live.
[October 1]

to these recently "discovered" papers
speaks of "large-scale fraud, perversion and homicide," and other suspicious events attending the death of her
husband-cousin Sir Charles Brandon.
As we approach the heart of the mystery, appearances dissolve; nothing is
what it seemed. The tale is cleverly
tricked out as biography, replete with
letters, transcripts of the coroner's inquests, notebooks, collected-and-edited papers. This splendidly written literary game is steadily engaging, slyly
sustained, and wholly delightful. Foreign rights: Chatto & Windus.
[October 8]
AN ARK ON THE FLOOD

Anne Knowles. St. Martin's, $13.95
ISBN 0-312-04920-X
Rachel and Tom Adams, the Cotswold
veterinarians who first met in The Work
of Her Hands, are now a husband-wife
team, with a busy practice meeting the
needs of the English farming community they cherish. Rachel's career takes a
new turn when she is confronted with
the prospect of motherhood. How she
deals with husband, family and the daily events of theclose-knit village is told
with heartwarming charm and simplicity by a novelist whose fictional adventures with animals rival the real-life encounters described by James Herriot.
Reader's Digest Condensed Books and
Christian Herald Family Bookshelf selections .
[October 15]

THE BRANDON PAPERS

Quentin Bell. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, $15.95 ISBN 0-701-12856-9
Of distinguished artistic lineage and
himself an accomplished artist and
writer best known in this country as the
biographer of his aunt Virginia Woolf,
Bell has now produced a tour de force
in this imaginative novel. It purports to
be the first full account of the shocking
truths surrounding the life of Lady
Mary Brandon. She died in 1942, full of
years and honors, justly celebrated for
her scientific work, her endowment of
the Brandonian Institute, and for her
career as a suffragette in the age of Mrs.
Parkhurst, for which she was branded a
radical and a crank by her "respectable" peers. Yet Bell in his Foreword
SEPTEMBER 6. 19B5

GROUND ZERO

cold romance with Susie, Tom acquires
an antique jet-fighter and the temporary
identity of a British aviation buff. He
modifies the fighter plane, works out a
split-second attack plan, disguises target practice as an accident and fends off
mysterious sabotage. The continenthopping pace is swift, plot intricacies
delightfully eye-popping and technical
detail solidly convincing, as Tom brings
his mission to a roaring climax-and
surmises who his employers really
were. U.K. rights: Seeker & Warburg.
[October 15]
TO RIDE A TIGER

Matthew HeaLd Cooper. Vanguard,
$13.95 ISBN 0-8149-0903-5
A historian turned novelist, Cooper
(When Fish Begin to SmeLl) here draws
a portrait of an arch-villain of the nuclear world, the MM-munitions
manipulator-a fiend possessed of a soul without pity and a heart without allegiance.
He is Thomas Carlyle Hayter, who, because of his club foot (and as one might
surmise from his name), detests himself
and the world. Hayter, a polyglot Englishman, trades up from howitzers to
jet fighters to processed uranium. His
skill at blackmail can reduce a Bolivian
general to tears or make the President
of the U.S. lose his temper over a
threatened holocaust. Tracking this
criminal is John Nowak, CIA agent, far
from quick-wined but steadfastly determined. "Who rides a tiger cannot dismount," says the Chinese proverb.
This fast-paced spy-fi races toward the
climactic question: Will the world get·
the tiger of nuclear devastation off its
back? In this case, it all depends on
whether Nowak can get Hayter off the
tiger.
[October 18]

Richard Cox. Stein and Day, $14.95
ISBN 0-8128-3043-1
This new title from airman, ex-paratrooper and author Cox (Sa m 7, The
KGB Directive) is a top-notch thriller.
Tipped off by a beautiful airline hostess, Susie Winter, unemployed ex- ~WILD ABOUT HARRY
RAF fighter pilot Tom Lloyd answers a Paul Picketing,
Atheneum,
$13.95
mysterious want ad. An international
ISBN 0-689-11622-5
oil company has a special flying assignAfter leading a relatively uneventful life
ment: to blow up (on the ground) a of tending roses, rubbing shoulders
plane carrying an atomic bomb from
with politicos and smugglers and runPakistan to Libya, thus preventing
ning a private army of Ache Indians
Qaddafi from using the weapon to dein Paraguay, 60-year-old Maj. Harry
stabilize the world, to say nothing of Copeland-Smith dreams of the time he
disrupting the oil industry. Involved,
can retire and return to England. But
but not distracted by a baffling hot-andtrouble begins for Harry when a newly
55
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BEST SELLERS
THE BEST SELLER list is based on the
number of copies sold to readers all round
the world from our BookposT Centre in
London throughout 1988.

FICTION

9. Hotel du Lac Anite 8rookner
Marvellous
miniature concerning a romantic novelist exiled 10
Switzerland by her embarrassed Iriends.
Gretton pl92
IEJ
FMM546 [2.95

'

10. Winter
Len Deig/llon
The dramatic role
played by one family in the rise and fall 01 Nazi
Germany is charted here. Frightening. compelling
and sublle.
GSA986 r3.95
Gretton p544 IEJ

1. Moon Tiger Penefope Lively Claudia
Hampton. popular historian. lies dying in hospital her own life is revealed to us through her memories
as she embarks upon a history onne world as she
sawi!.
Penguin p224 IEJ
GRA394 0.99

NON-FICTION
1. Classics
for Children
and Young People
Margery Fistier For anyone who wants a check list
01 books lor their children from learning-Io-reacf
stages onwards. Each book is briefly described with
suggestions on suitability.
GNA360 [3.95
Thimbte Press p80 [i;J

2. Perfect
English
Paul Pickering
Set in
Nicaragua. this is the wickedly funny story 01 an
Englishman uneasily abroad. atternptinq to impart
the rudiments of the English language to foreigners.
Flamingo p226 IEJ
GMA 144 [3.50

2. Turn Right at the Spotted Dog Jiffy Cooper
From Hunt Balls to Henley and Margaret Thatcher to
Princess Michaet. Jilly Cooper is as provocative.
outrageous and affectionate as ever.
Met/wen p 116 IEJ
GRA84 1 [2.95

3. The Radiant
Way Margarel Drabble
Three
women who were at Cambridge in the 1950s
reassess their achievements and futures amid the
social and political confusion of Britain on the eve of
the 1980s.
Penguin p400 I£J
GRA401 [3.95
4. An Academic
Question
Barbara Pym A
keenty observed port rail 01 academic lile and of
motherhood - laced with sublle wit. Caroline
Grimstone worries about the prospects for her
etnnohistorian husband and her own role as wife
and mother.
Gretton p 192 I£J
GMAl42
[2.95
5. I Am England
Palricia Wrig/ll A Georgelle
Heyer Award Winner. The story of a Sussex village
from AD70 to 1589 as seen throuqh the eyes of tile
humble Wealden people.
Corgi p409 I£J
GNA226 [3.95
Mary Wesley
Revelations of the hidden life tilled with love and
passion that lies behind the conventional exterior 01
Rose Peel- carrying on her erratic affair for over 50
years.
Black Swan p280 I£J
GRA846 [3.95
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4. A Dictionary
of Eponyms
Cyril Leslie
Beec/lillg
Entertaining little book d~Iining 400
eponyms and providing. in each case. an account of
its history. originator and claim to immortality.
DUP.
p214 IEJ
GRA 130 ['4.95

3. Asterix
and the Magic
Carpet
R. Goscinny:
tnustreiea by A. Uderzo Asterix. Obelix ano
Cacolonix set off on a rescue mission to tile Ganges
valley. to make the rain lall and to save the beautilul
Orunjade. (8+)
Hodder p48 Cl
GNA499 0.95

7. Make the Most of Your Mind
TonyBuzan
Reissue of a classic book deploying schemes for
improving the memory. strengthening logic and
argument. plus essays on the brain and its methods.
Pan p208 [i;J
GPA966 £3.99

8. The Songlines
Bruce Cruuwin Stirnulatinq
quest Into the nature of knowledge. with particular
relerence to the aborigines of Australia (who sing
their Ancestors' songs to recreate tile world).
Picador p336 I£J
GPA883 [3.95
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CHILDRENS
i. Draw 50 Animals
Lee J. Ames Step-by-step
sketches which oulline the basic shape and then the
details of all sorts 01 animals - both lun and
encouraging tor the young artist. (7 +)
Kingfisher p64 [i;J
GNA482 [2.95
2. Funny Stories
Cnosen by Micnee! Rosen
Here. Joyce Grenlell. Roger McGough. Gerald
Durrell ... are all gatllered together in one volume.
embracing every kind of humour. (5-12)
Kingfisller p254 Cl
GRBI65 [6.95

6. A Brief History
of Time Steptien Hawking
About space as much as time. and moving from
Aristotle to superstrings -. a briet introduction to
modern ideas on rhe nature of the universe.
Bentem pl92 Cl
GR8J59 ['14.95

7..Private
Accounts
Ursula Benl/ey An
absorbing and amusing tale of an American woman
who wants to turn smug Swiss society on its head; 01
Kirstin, whose German husband won't let her work or
have children; and 01 Geraldine. who married a
Swiss.
Sceptre p315 I£J
GNA262 [4.50

L,IIV's/lrlllllfl/s

3. The Blind Watchmaker
Richard Dawkins
Lucid arguments showing that creation is due more
to Darwinian natural selection than divine
.
craftsmanship. Perhaps the most important book on
evolution since Darwin.
Penguin p352 ~
GNA354 [4.95

5. The Silk Road: A History
Irene Franck and
David Brownsione
Rich and colourful story 01 one
01 the greatest of the ancient trade routes. which
stretched 5000 miles frorn Antioch to Xi'an.
Fects on File p356 [i;J
GNAl09
['8.95

6. Not That Sort of Girl

rruIT1/(v/I/lI!(/1

8. The Book of Ingredients
Philip Dowell ami
Adrian Bailey: tnuoaucea by Jane Grigson
Marvellous colour pictures of almost every
conceivable type 01 raw rnaterial - herbs, sugars.
vinegars. cheeses. eggs. vegetables. pulses - wilh
explanations of origins. nature. properties and uses.
Mermaid p296 [i;J
GNA319 £'12.95
9. One's Life: A Cartoon
Biography
of HRH
The Prince
of Wales
Cherles Knevitl: Foreword
bv Spike Milligan
Everything from his education to
his alleged habit of talking to plants is gently
mocked - side-splillingly
tunny, and royalties qo to
One's charity - Inner City Aid.
.
MichaelJosep/r
pl60 ~
GSA834 [6.95
10. Twilight
in the Forbidden
City Reginald
F.Jo/lnS(On The personal story 01 Reyinatd .
Jonnston. who served as tutor to the lost emperor of
Crnna. P'u-i, between 19t9 and t924. wilhin the
Forbidden City.
DUP.
p49G [i;J
GPA845 ['1.95

4. Little Big Feet fngrid and Die/er Schuoert
A
tiny witch with big leet is laughed at because her
magic won't work. but Maggie. who has big ears.
understands and helps her to get it back. (3-6)
Beaver p32 ~
GPA951 ['2.50
5. Draw 50 Aircraft
Lee J. Ames In the same
series as Draw 50 Animals. but lor those who would
rather draw planes. (7 +)
Kingfisher p64 [i;J
GNA484 [2.95
6. The Whispering
Knights
Penelope Lively
MystIcal. dark forces Irom hundreds of years ago
are released when Willie and Susie concoct a
witches' brew. (9-12)
Pul/in p155 [i;J
FPB42-1 £'1.15
7. Kenneth
Lilly's
Animals
Joyce Pope
Paintings 01 over 60 dittereru animals. yroupe(J
accoroinq to their habit at. Tile detailed pictures arc
supported by a relaxed but inlormative text t)y"
naturat history expert. (7 +)
Walker p92 Cl
GSB499 ['12.95
8. I Want My Potty
Tony Ross Since 'nappies
are yeucn', the queen introduces the lit lie princess
to the fun side 01 using the potty. (1-3)
Fon/ana p32 ~
FSA 181 ['2.25
9. The Snow Spider Jenny Nimmo
1986
Smarties Prize Winner. 'Time to lind out il you arc a
rnaqician!', says Gwyn's grandrnother. All
extraordinary account of battles against evil and
other worlds of snow and silver. (9-11)
Magnel pl44 [i;J
GLB2G3 L'UJ5
10. Matilda
Roald Dent; tIIuslra/ec/l)y Oucutiu
Blake Matilda is a modest Iiule girl. who lust
happens to be a genius. Here. she avcnqes nersen
on her crooked car-deating Dad and a9in9
marshmallow Mum. (8-12)
Cape p2!1O Cl
GPNJ54 [H 50
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CRIME
By John Welcome
"A Datb To Remember."
By
Roger
Ormerod.
(Const able
Crime
£8.95
in UK)
SOCIal
security inspector Cliff Summers
is knocked senseless when investigating suspected financial Iiddling. Loss of memory and hospitalisation foUow. Returning.
with
memory blank, to home base he
fmds himself without a job. under
suspicion of having taken bribe
an d all
sorts
of unsolved
mysteries surrounding assault Bit
by bit, he puts missing
pieces
together. aided here and there by
girl who has taken his place and
Job. Portrait of mind in turmoil
fighting for recollection done with
src3t skill, and this is a highly
intelligent, well-written and wellworked out who - and - whv
-dunnit - cum - thriller. There's
nice twist at the end. too.
"A SingJt Death;" B
Eric
Wright. (Coll.ns Crime Club £8.95
in UK).
Nancy Cowell.
social
worker. is found strangled in her
apartment.
Lived alone. divorced,
lonely, has been advertising
for
company.
Charlie Salter. inspectcr of Toronto police , alerted to
case by re-entry
of first wife
(women's-libber)
into his life.
Was it a weirdo, oDe-ni~ht-stan~

a

killing. or did one of the previous
men in her life return (0 avenge
an old or fancied wrong'
After
probing deceased',
character and
past. Salter one by one tracks
them and their possible motives
down. Puzzle gets a bit lost in his
musings over their motivations,
his own two marriages
and his
thoughts, on his coming Christmas family reunion;
but ifs a
smooth, quiet and undemanding
read.
"Th.
Last
Man
O ••t or
Saigon."
By Chris
Mullin.
(Gollancz,
£9.95 in UK). The
vastly improbable
premise here is
that MacShane of the CIA is sent
under flimsy cover to Saigon, to
remain behind after the evacuation.
His task is to organise
resistance. fOU back Communism
and to achieve
success
where
"two-and-a-half
million
soldiers
and two hundred
and thirty six
billion
dollars
of hardware"
failed. He is blown almost immediately,
captured
and
brainwashed;
lives like an ordinary
Vietnamese
and falls in love.
There are betrayals and counterbetrayals, ann a vivid picture of
another w ay of life. but there IS
no real nar rative and i"s more a
documentarv
than a novet
"Premium
or Death;" Bf Roy
1.<" is t Cullins Crime Club. £~.95
,,' L;K). Arresting
look at nasty
.:::·'ifi~.;:·"n in acceptance
houses.
rli'':: cr.a!lT
banks and marine insur.. mce brokers,
all on the shady
S!d: of sharp. Eric Ward, New(,"Js~i~'solicitor come up from the
"i,,~, and the coat as a copper to
r.u-rry rich ••••.
iie. finds himself
unwillingly drawn into above to
protect
her
iortune
and
his
rnarrrage , Opening
half-brilliant,
but (hen ccdL;nses a bit with
...u.Idcn introduction
of new villain
and !hrillerish
elements.
But it's
back on course
••••
ith the final
boardroom
battle .••••. htch
is
splendid.

I

"P.rfKI
EOllub_"
By Paul
Pickering
(Wc,denfcld
and
>;ichol;on
£9.95
in UK). Let
not.xJy
read this one who is
starry-eyed
about the Sandinistas
In Nicaragua.
Johnny
Morgan,
outspoken
idealist,
joins American do-~ooder
force
"Perfect
English,'
operating
out
of
vt anagua,
for tbe
purest
of
socialist principles.
Learns to. his
Lost that
neither
it oor things
Jt>out him are what they set-m or
\\ hat he has been told'. and tbe
r.cuer ""\lOC. as be thouaht it. can
"rrear
tc be the ",0,,1. His
I'\H~'=!"')" ir..noccnze
and dircct~
.·f spc ech bring wO! inro confli.a
with the 'pro~IlP ;.:.ne ~hci: leader ••
r(ie:a
If(,:rl the
[r in g e s of
(:r!'cnc:b:1d. The J'..Ithonlll:S are
. !IC-:' him. too, as he Lnds him!Clf
" ••0
one pickle after anotber.
: ne-e are scenes in this c!aq
.:\,mC'd v-thrill-r rer.l:niscent of the
.:Jrh' 'Wau&h bUI in the .nd,
"r;"<kin~
tru~ ,., it does, ~
ml1r( (n~t1tenin~ than funoy.
'.,

or.
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•
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IN PAUL Pickering's Perfect §
English
(Weidenfeld
& §
Nicholson, £9.95) - certainly §
black. though not necessarily a §
comedy - Johnny Morgan. a §
politically innocent young grad- §
uate. arrives
in Nicaragua
==
(advertised as the country of de- §
licious surprises) to work for the §
Sandinistas against the Contras.
§
He finds the most depressing §
conditions. physical, social and ~
political.
and trigger.happy
soldiers, police and rebels. He :;
undergoes fearsome dangers.
deceit, treachery and betraya] _
but everything is recounted with
a. :","onderfully satirical comic
vision.
. ... '
.
. _
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Beauty of the Blay;
PII;TI;R OMlrrr'. love artalr with Moreaunbe Bay belJUl In 1919 when be
•••
a .&udent at Lanc.aster Unlnnlty, He tnok photo~ph"
there la
every .~re
moment ~d thou,..t of
,eae clay dola& a book.

UNI.cjuare mllM of COfttll7
•••••••••
la" .ky ••••• d and _le
-~ ~',...
1be Bay Il.hermo!n
Ptatured at
work, prominent &mOll' ~
Oedrlc
Robln_, the Guide to the 8aed., who
Ia"t y_r ellCOrted the Duke of EdInbur&b •• he made the ftrst bonMIWeU, here It ••• And DOt only ha.
drawn Cl•.••••• , 01 tile Ba.J '01' mOre
tile n-y_r-Gld
taken
the
photban a century.
.:.:
top-apb., be'. written the word., de• I
, uC1Mldthe pal'M &Dd publl.hed ,the
With the aid
Cltear'and _el.e
book blrn.eUI
mAps, an affedloDale and highly
, re.dable lext, and a colleetion
.hlnIt all add. up to a Iovlarlook at one
Dllllly evocative colour photop-aph.
et ••••••••• wllderaeseea of Enltland Mr Cherry bas done the Bal proud.

0'

•

On Morecambe Bay by Peter CMrry -

Lf.B.Br.~1
~: ca:lti5iiJ!li.rWn*f" '/

'"

•••

0'

Peter Cherry ((a,80I,
I.

('

)

• tt.rfec:t EngI.h. PeuI PIck ••.••• IW_
denfWd end N~,
£1.15).
YOU thought the Issues tn Nlgaragua
were clear ... good v bad and you attach the labell accordlog to pollUcal
potnt of view! Well, you had better
thing agalo 1£Plckerlog's splendidly
black novel la to be believed. The
place la a moral .wamp where prtnetples never
outron
expediency,
treachery la endemic and viclousness
away of We.
Plckerlng has been a joumaUst out
there and 80, perhaps, should know.
But this book shows him to be much
more than a reporter. Interwoven Into
the background 15 a story of innocence awakened and almost slaughtered, a tautly drawn tale which high.
lights
the
deadly
cynicism
of
Sandanlsta, of Contra, and of CIA
man alike. 'there is no redemption for
them - or anyone else. This Is a tale
of hopeless comedy, and confirms
what you always suspected, and yet
remains curiously Invlgoratlog.
• SwaNOng. Rk:herd Fr.nds Cec.n.,
(10.151.
B,:,!~rN in the ~1I80S~.~,!~.d!)~rI!!,e

i

-

In theI moral swamp.
AtlanUc - you probably recognise
the scene. But you will not have seen
it pictured tn this saUrlcal, rich and
beauUfully observed manner betore,
Francls' book Is occasionally over-m, lrIcate and over.wordY - but the can·
vu la wide, the humour sharp, the
focus clear and the momentum suf·
flclent.
•

even .a, It 11only alight value at th1a
price,

•• ~
Chrome - •••••
Olbeon
CGoI.nc:z. (1.161.
TEN .hort stories from the new Ame·
rlcan darling of .cl-fI and author of
the highly.rated Neuromancer and
Count Zero_
Hla atyle In .hort tales Is the same
I
• The n-.
Mualcet•••. Retold by bitlng, Chandleresque, almost punk
klod of wrlUng which has already en"""CM.tt.u.1. [1.15).
deared him to a whole new generation
ANOTHER lo the Great Tales From
of young SF fans. '
Long Ago series - and admlrably
Glbson writes Jlke the tum Blade
suited to telling your youngsters the
Runner looks - and that can only
real story behlod Dogtanlan and, the
Three Muskehounds, Boldly WUII. mean stunnlog. Unlike much science
fiction, his is a world of social and not
trated by Suaan Hunter.
merely technological problems and
• Wetch The Bt.n Come Out. Md , his characterisation never plays sec·
lewlneon COtcMrd Book •• [U5J..
,
ond fiddle to hlB ht-tech Imagery,

i

M."....

ONE to borrow from the library
nU,pr than bUy. The tale of a Europe.
'migrant ~ the USA lIaJmply

.creenplay
'or a IBM .cI·tI movie
from America. Star·gulng
David
Gardlner &pot. a space.hlp craah
'land log In the wooda but no one be,Ueves him. When the adult. check it
out they return actln« really strange
- and with strange scratche. on thelr
necks. LIke Splelberg'. Ie.T .• creenplay, this stmple tale of alien la·
, keorir has a dJstlnct feeUnc of youth
apJnat adulthood. Not surprisingly,'·
th1a la the ne-m book to a forthcoming
adventure movie.

•

From Mwa - Ray OartGn
fGnfton. t1..J1'1
\ST.MOVlNG
.tale.... almed
- at- older

trw ••••.•

ycind••••••••.••

- 1,..

w••••.•

fHoddar end 8Ioughtan. tll.151
LYALL Watson's sequel to the millIon
seller Supernature. In It he trie8 to ex- .
plaln some of the atrange thlogs that
happen In the world clearly and conetsely. He offers no euy IOluUona to the
phenomenom of the paranormal . . .
but he does make you UUnk.

.1(011 ••••

- ..•••••• Luaea toNhan
Book., U-I5l
STRICTLY for World War Two buffs,
this hlBtory of Germany'.
lpeclal
force. detalls the dramaUc story of
80me of thelr m04lt notable, or .hould
I ay notortoua, exploit •.

• ••••• , ••••••••••••••••
ot
0IIeg0w ttun.MIr - •••• , ••••
wIIh
Ale. MItdIeIICo •••table;-O..Jl'l.
GETS off to a side-splittingly tunny
start with an acid descrtptlon ot
"Glesca" types - bachJes, nyatfs and
d.reeps - not easUy understood by
anyone unfamUlar with that No Mean
CIty. Unfortunately, Baxter, one of
Glasgow'S tunnlest IOns, doesn't man·
age to keep up the comic pace and by
the middle he'. reduced 1.0proflllng
hJa comic heroes from the elty, Ni·
cely·packaged,
though,
with
interesting pictures of our hero and U
you like Baxter, well, you'U buy Jt

-
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The best of this week's new books in hardback and paperback. Edited byAnne Billson.
TALKS & SIGNINGS

PICKERING PROSE
Paul Pickering: 'Perfect English'
(Weidenfeld, £9.95).
Paul Picketing's
second, triumphant
novel is a sustained
yet fragrantly, written fart aimed at dangerously naive
~idealists everywhere,
and the soft-toy
factory Christians, ponce-Marxists
and
well-heeled
champagne-guzzling
poseurs of Nicaragua's
'Internationalista' set in particular.
L-:Kerui!!l, whose absurdist eye was
sharpened
by the Royal Masonic
Schools and freelancing on Fleet Street,
plunges innocent liberation theology enthusiast Johnny Morgan into the savage
contradictions of the Nicaraguan revelution. No simplistic cuckoospit about
good peasant souls trying to withstand
the mighty Yankees here: Pickering's
hero is propelled through a series of
finely-sculpted if revolting adventures,
taking in priest-bashing,
Sandinistafighting-Sandinista
by mistake, the revolutionaries' oppression of an Englishspeaking,
pirate-descended
minority,
cannibalism and child-butchery,
which
leaves Morgan a wiser and sadder man,
etc, and the reader breathless
with
laughter and admiration
at just how
wicked Pickering's prose can get.
Add that to some really clever stuff.
where he bounces the Sandino-cult
against the Holy Family, and you have a
classic text of black comedy. Some may
think that Pickering's fiction/portrait of
this revolution is OTT, but from my
armchair
his cocktail of moral confusion, chaos, blood, spilled guts and
corpses smacks of the real thing.
foh n Sweeney

GENDER BENDING
Emmanuel Cooper. 'The Sexual
Perspective' (RKP, £19.95).
In the early '50s the painter
John
Minton wrote a letter to the New Statesman listing the great artists of the past
who had been homosexuals, so causing
a ripple of dismay and consternation to
run through the artworld. Thirty years
'Nude.' by Tamara De Lemplcka.

The Philip Larkin Memorial Exhibition.
which focusses on the life and work of
the late poet and writer,
opens at
University
College, Gower St, WC1
(387 7051) Wednesday
Nov 5-Dec 5,
lOam-8pm weekdays. Admission free,

Gerlld Scarfe will be discussing
his
work with Michael Kustow: leA, The
Mall, SW1 (9303647). Thursday, Ipm.
Admission £2 (+ 60p day pass). Scarfe
will also be signing copies of his pictorial
autobiography
'Scarfe By Scarfe ':
Hatchards,
150-152 King's Rd, SW3
(351 7649). Saturday.
12.30-1.30pm,
The Wortd Of Jean.Pau1 Sartre: Annette

HoUywood film buffs can cleigtrt in the
Iong.• waited paperiNldi relelse of seyeral
Octopus titles cieaing in detail wittl TInSeltown's prodigious output of years gone by.
'The MGM Story', 'The Universal Story'
and 'The Warner Bros Story' coyer, year by
yur, all the films produced by those
studios, giving brief synopses, cast ..cl
credits, Ind snappy lif not IIwIYS 1nt·
hand) critical judgements, not to mention I
picture for every moyie. Best of the bunch,

howeyer, is Clive Hirschom's 'The Holy.
wood Musical' 1£9,95), which is I lushly
ilkrstrated and informative reminder of all
those moments - both dire Ind delirious
- that made the musical perhaps the most
perfectly escapist fantasy genre of la. AI,
of course, Ire primlrily reference books:
but IS collections of facts and photos, they
are essential fodder.
Geoff Andrew

on, Emmanuel
Cooper's
book does
much the same thing. Starting with the
Renaissance, skipping to the aesthetes
of the nineteenth century, then continuing in more detail to the present, he
gives short biographies of the men and
women known or thought to be gay. But
he inunediately runs into problems not
just with sorting out rumour from fact,
but with the very definition of homosexuality, especially amongst women
who have tended to keep their sexual inclinations extremely private.
He includes Gwen John, for instance,
even though 'she was never attracted
either spiritually or emotionally to (lesbians)' on the grounds that 'apart from
Rodin who was over 30 years older than
she, it was only with women that she felt
any deep spiritual and emotional attachment.' In order to include her, the facts
have had to be massaged. Her unusually
passionate affair with Rodin, whom she
enlisted as her mentor as well as her
lover and whom she bombarded with
daily letters for many years, has had to
be written off as an irrelevance, while
her close friendship with the poet Rilke,
which lasted more than 20 years, is ignored altogether.
The twice married
Tarnara de Lempicka is included on
equally tenuous grounds and with no
mention of lesbian connections because,
as well as pictures of men, she painted
exaggeratedly
erotic female nudes.
Don't misunderstand
me. The problem is not one of naming names - it's
more fundamental
than that. What's
missing is an analysis of the ways in
which sexual interest and involvement
influences
an artist's
imagery.
Do
Lempicka's nudes Question, confirm or
extend the tradition of the female nude?
And one would like a comparable discussion of masculine imagery. How in
pre-Raphaelite
circles, for instance, do
.the male nudes of the homosexual
Simeon Solomon differ, say, from those
of Burne- jones or Rossetti who were
heterosexual.
Emmanuel
Cooper's
book can be
compared with the excellent work done
by feminist art historians in the '70s who

attempted
no in-depth analysis,
but
brought to light the enormous numJ:lers
of women artists that have .practtsed
through the centunes. But discussions
of gender and sexuality have advanced
considerably in the '80s, a fact which a
book with sexual difference
as its
central theme can't afford to ignore.
Bringing
homosexual
artists to our
attention is useful, but an evaluation of
their contribution to our changing concepts of sexuality
and its portrayal
would have been far more valuable.

Lavers and authors Judith Okely and
Mary Evans will be discussing Sartre
And Women: ICA, The Mall, SW1 (930
3647). Thursday,
7.3Opm. Admission
£1.50 (+ 60p day pass).
Robyn Archer will be discussing and
signing copies of her new book 'A Star
Is Tom': ICA, The Mall, SW! (930
3647). Wednesday,
Ipm. Admission
£1.50 (+ 60p day pass).

BEST.
·SELLERS'
Hardback

I

1. 'The Old Devils' by Kingsley Amis
(Hutchinson
£9,95).

'Be
' The Wood A d The
tween.
s n
Water' by Patnck Fermor (lohn

2.

Murray, £13.99).
3. 'Bolt' by Dick Francis (Michael
Ioseph, £9.95).
4. 'Gabriel's lament' by Paul Bailey
Oonathan Cape, £9.95).
5, 'Anthony Eden' by Robert Rhodes
Iames (Weidenfeld & Nicholson,

Sarah Kent

£16.95).

INTERGALACTIC A-Z

Paperback

Douglas Adams: 'The Hitch
Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy: A
Trilogy in Four Parts' (Heinemann,

1. 'Is That It?' by Bob Geldof
(Penguin, £3.95).
2. 'Hawksmoor' by Peter Ackroyd
(Abacus, £3.95).
3. 'A Taste For Death' PO Iarnes
(Faber, £5.95).
4. 'The Periodic Table' by Primo
Levi (Abacus, £3.95).
5. 'Paradise Postponed' by John
Mortimer (Penguin, £3.50).

£9.95).
You've read the paperbacks,
you've
seen the telly shows, now just try to hold
this giant, one-piece 'trilogy in four
parts', which contains the entire, unexpurgated contents of Adams' creative
combination of science fiction and our
Sell Out pages. It's all there - 'The
Restaurant at the End of the Universe',
'Life, the Universe and Everything', 'So
Long and thanks for All the Fish', with
the hapless Ford Prefect
stumbling
through a series of adventures and enlightenments.
In a relatively brief foreword, Adams describes where sprang
the inspiration for his first work 'The
Hitch Hikers etc'. Apparently, it was in
1971, while he was lying drunk in a Austrian field, after having unwittingly
crashed through a deaf and dumb convention (of course). Its original form
took that of a very obscure radio show,
which became a much less obscure
book, which became a ... you know the
rest - success and instant credibility
among long hairs and flat-tops alike. At
the end of this foreword, Adams has
kindly furnished us with the number of
the Pope, NASA and the White House,
and it is this action which is perhaps the
strangest of them all. Why, oh why, is
Adarns's own number missing?

GRANT

&
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-----------------------------The best cfthis week's new books in hardback anti paperback. Edited byJohn Gill
SF Metaphysics
lan Watson: 'Evil Water'
(GoUancz £10.95)
Apart from the late Philip K Dick. no
SF writer is as adept as Watson at
picking at the loose threads in the
weave of reality to see what, if anything, lies beneath. Like Dick, Watson
writes metaphysical fiction rather than
science fiction but there the similarity
ends. Dick always passionately identified with his hapless protagonists indeed he and they were often interchangeable - whereas Watson treats
his characters coolly, keeping them at a
safe, British distance. And by the time
the universe delivers the inevitable
coupe de grace (the majority of these
stories end with the protagonists suffering some ignominious fate, from having their soul stolen by a predatory
angel to going down the tubes via a
toilet bowl) you get the feeling Watson
has become emotionally disengaged
from the proceedings. That said, he remains a genuinely original talent and,
though variable, this collection of
recent stories is a good introduction to
one of the best British SF writers
working today.
John Brosnan

Tupperware Party
Denis Johnson: 'The Stars at
Noon'

THE KING AND I

'famous Last Words', tM c:ontronnW
no•• 1 from Can.di.n writer nmothy
rllKlley, is • cWk Md menKing dIae
.-ound Wortd W••. Two Europe with tM
Duke MId Duchess of WllMlsor headin& ••
mrming cat of rul-ife cMrKters. But
lIS rJlldley told John Gill, the raI culprits
IMY in fact be RoMId MId N.ncy Reapn.
Findley's wartime Europe resembles a
restrained version of The Zone from
Pynchon's 'Gravity's Rainbow', where
the continent becomes the backcloth for
a monstrous conspiracy and where
strange and terrible things can happen
almost of their own volition. But far
from Pynchon's paranoid fantasy, these
are real people who in real life may have
done some of these things. People like
von Ribbentop, Mussolini, Pound,
Hemingway and the If-year-old Lana
Turner.
It begins and ends in a room in an
abandoned resort hotel high in the Austrian Alps, where the (fictitious) narra·
tor Hugh Selwyn Mauberley is hiding
from the advancing Allied forces. His
frozen body, and his diary of the war,
scribbled on the walls of the room, are
discovered by an American soldier. The
soldier begins transcribing the diary, uncovering a plot among moles in various
European governments to destabilise
the war, bring the Nazis to power and
crown the Windsors as puppet King and
Queen of all Britain, perhaps all Europe.
Findley's book was first published in
Canada in 1981, and the possibility of
libel action by the Duchess of Windsor
kept the book out of Britain until after
her death. Findley is 'shocked' at the
suggestion that he, or Mauberley, might
be putting one over on the gullible reader by grafting a conspiracy theory on to
a few basic facts. Indeed, as he says, the .

circumstances of the story are secon· point is, they almost did.'
Rather like the Reagans, I suggested.
dary to the moral consideration central
'But they made it,' Findley says.
to the novel. Writing through the
medium of Mauberley, who 'knew' the 'That analogy was in my mind while I
was writing it. It's grotesque, but
characters, Findley explains their
motives, 'How did they get from one they've made it.'
And who dare speculate what dread
place to another? How did these people
hands were on that particular steering
come to~ether?
'I don t say (the Windsors) were fas- wheel?
cists,' says Findley, 'but they were wil- Timothy Findley's 'Famous Last Words'
ling to use fascism, and they did lend it is published this week by Macmillan,
£9.95.
credibility.'
One of the characters refers to their
being among the 'lost generation', and
Findley followed that through to 'that
fear aspect. People reach for ideals
because they are afraid. It's shoring up
the world and keeping other people out.'.
The book ends with a date in 1945.
The soldier has finished his task and the
Allies are preparing to blow up Mauber·
ley's testament, although it has now
leaked through to the soldier's notebook
and, of course, Findley's novel.
'Look at the date,' Findley says. 'We
thought it ended there. It had only just
begun. We believe in the symbolic end
(of war). It is still here and we are it.
People don't want to see that.'
The allure of fascism is indeed fright·
ening. and Findley - while no paranoid
- sees its beginnings in the Americas
and in Europe. 'You hand over to stronger hands some of your freedoms,' he
says, "which might be all of someone
else's freedoms.'
The blur between fact and fiction will
never be resolved, but Findley has written an engrossing but plausible story
about contingency alliances and everyday evil.
'People asked, "Why use ditzy people
like the Windsors?'" Findley says. 'The
point is, they didn't make it. The other

(Faber, £9.95)
It is hard to believe that the author of
the excellent 'Angels' is responsible for
this. In Nicaragua in 1984 'a North
American female prostitute-drifter
with a press card' hooks the British rep'
resentative of an oil company who has
leaked vital information to the bordering Costa Rican authorities. Trailed by
a couple of would-be sinister agents,
they flip, but because they are both so
obtuse it is difficult to feel any syrnpathy for them; and the fact that the
sorry saga is related by the taker of
cash for gash precludes any narrative
tension. She uses a rotten rhetoric 'He of the weightless, invisible cojones!'
- .and although she does manage to

~t~,,~~

evoke a debilitating atmosphere of
attenuated hysteria, her striving for
effect is often risible. This bad novel
covers much the same ground as Paul
Pickering's brilliant 'Perfect English'
and. if the dubious morality of its
wallow in oerismo were not damning"
enough, the last-ditch attempt to wrest
a religious parable from its sleaze
certainly is - it has all the resonance of
Tupperware.
Mark Sanderson
TIMEOUT
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Weidenfeld & Nicolson 1986 £9.95 (0297 78952 X) 208p
Those who were wild about Wild About Harry (Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1985) will probably be pretty keen on this one. Paul Pickering's
second novel is just as black as his first, although perhaps not quite
so funny. There are some gruesome twists, with heavy intellectual
overtones, which are even better than Harry's metamorphosis into
the Angel of Death.
Set in Nicaragua, the novel is concerned with the activities of
Perfect English, a Californian educational charity practising 'liberation theology' which sees English as 'a valuable unifying tool in
poor countries; a new Latin for revolutionary ideas, not just the
linguistic monopoly of Imperialism'. Johnny Morgan, Cambridge
graduate, is the organization's newest recruit; his motives are just
a little suspect since he has joined the beautiful Catherine America
Hope, 'of the Boston meat-packing Hopes', with whom he fell in
love at Cambridge. Turbulent (and liberated) priest, Father Anselm,
leads the group whose purpose, after suitable military training, is
to take English to the pro-Contra Miskito tribes to wean them back
to the true, proSandanism,
faith. Other members range from a
would-be martyr (and he was) from Bournemouth to a writer on
Marx, both of whose paternal grandparents had affairs with Vita
Sackville-West. As a meaty reminder of the cosmopolitan history
of South America there is the murderous, ear-eating bandit Palm erston, self-styled Prince of Miskita. Everyone in Nicaragua is a fall
guy, Johnny and Catherine particularly
so. Even the masterNew Fiction

iurg, ne re' :'-'.{.f V' ~IHH:1 l.() LT(1L"t' nrs HllIlll) Wlu J"UUt,.::),
lis cousin Lothar and together they track down another relation
by marriage), Krarner, a fO!"IIIerNazi who has applied Aryan eugen.cs tc I?cats and, incidentally, bumped off a few Jews. When Lothar
and Fat rice find the reclusive Kramer, Lothar shoots the goats, by
'ar the most sadistic punishment for Kramer. Time elapses ..Fabrice
neets and develops a passion for Annie, a ravishing French bourgeo:se and gourmet. but suspects her of infidelity when Lothar comes
:.0 visit. them in London. Lothar has brought the gun he used to kill
Krarner'c misons d'etre, and Fabrice tarns it on Lothar Or does he?
Juil~ ., refuses to edit.the uneven, vague jottings, sometimes overwritr-. . sometimes underwritten.
whicl, belie Fabrice's self
proc.a .:,;:'.
:...1 poetic vocation; and this failure, fo- which we can
hold p,!: ·~rJulien or Rud olf Nassauer responsible. is what prevents
this book from being more thar ;}coli ec: ; )~1of short episodes linked
by a £i.;,;ulated mental collapse. Richard Bates
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of sides. Perhaps the most telling and abiding image in the whole
book is of Christ portrayed holding a Kalashnikov AK4i rifle.
Perfect English is very good; it has colour. pace and wit. The
conflicts, treacheries and whole tragedy of Nicaragua. torn apart
from within and without, are present on every page. and make
compelling reading. Clive Burch.
.
Piers Paul Read
The Free Frenchman
Seck er & Warburg 1986£10.95(0 436 40966 6)tl76p

Written in the style of a historical novel, The Free Frenchmn»
CO -,·:·fl;; iulJre than fifty years of French history, from 1890 to the
period immediately after the Second World War. The hero, Bertrand
de Roujay is a civil servant from an old distinguished French
farmlj Be marries a lively, intelligent girl. Madeleine, the daughter
L?VTI'enceOsborne
of 2. radical, -Iewish professor of history who is a Marxist. After a
Ania :-1alina
fpv' YP"t'S the marriage has become a reflection of the political
Cape isss £9.95 (0 2~4 0?290 ;") ~J8~
storms 'agiTl€;in Franc- becaus.. of the Spanish Civil War and the
rise tt> power of German Nationalism and the Nazi party. Intid,,;,.;:ln e F;'··;:--.::h
hospital in 1!:h-4 ••.:. i.:.giistJJ:o<.,':..an ie Le vecraft, meets and i~rt ;.1pai.iblljl.:' l':;c;L! t,.:, the znnulment of the marriage. and,
and bt:f:i.!.'nds~ stran=e fi."t.ee. year-old i'···lisn girl who has been
after ,t.!: fall ot Fran. t, :j,:,r~r8!H::.escapes ~') London to' !'.:' ~h",
hu- ;;') ''\1'1air raid .•Iam.e ;;'l~ ··~dydis-.ns: t,.: ~ by the discrepancy
exiles who are fighting unuer de Caulle AJl.)WiJ1g nirnsel-' '" :;a7"~
bet\_~·!·,:.r.e beac t,' r." ~h. r":,.<,: L•• .; ' .. ' .' :': Cl"..-: ~;',i:'violence of political .:h:.;er,·ar; 1.•.• ;>:~.',.< -. r. '; ·'.1:..·.~'·~t •".~..•.
:.1 •. ,.tt: ~.I(",:: ~:;f
I)f
war. becomes increosn.giy obsessed bj Arl'A ~ withdrawn girl who
power. like opium, ~'.~ ~."I:!tJ~t!,:~'.~:~j-sat.:: ,~cst.G..~:i, the ,:~r...a~":Jt:;01"
sper.d her time cutting O'J~ fig .res fr·.IIT.IiJ.ht·••··;nes: for she, in her righteousn- ...;S. nke physical '·,.g0\il'. can mdu=e i.,,, equal and mere
turn, ;.; obsessed by the t:~ef;!1"'.. :P. ",i' t. ". ~' .••-~ .•. ' z: raginary world of lasting : .aion'.
fashi :rl and the ciner.u., fu:>.li~':;by mp.r;,·~.,to•••, l.; her older sister's
In E:.gL .. o, Bert.f·;~:Jri.
.'.-.?. !e':"<~.n,: .narri ;... n young Englisn girl,
allegecny glamorous hit with Gen ..l :'.....!I....:~.:
oi-i- doctor. Kessler, butthc ir ." .. _<, ....~ ·'.·.-.w:~·.·~;·L.>tL;', -':'i,~: r.: .::11~;cll(~;.ui1bciiJj:::jy.
n
is obsessed in a different way, He de :;.i:•. At.:;! ir, the hospital 011 :Jp. h;" t•.• . to France before (.ht:".'.)·~Hti'm. Bert rand ,S throi .••.
the gi"·...nds that she has v disease he v. .: ~.I:.t mn .. But when the bp 'K in:', ~"('T!·t.ji,ltt.ingt~,at ch'l"",rt:,rfT.!·'·:,
Io'!'enc;hpolitical behavwa- is o+er it is through Kessle: that Jar.
;~.. ~i·, .0 flee with h·;, :'v\.·· ..: ... : :.,.; . 'u' .....: . 'y. ,':11''';" :.~n" '.}.t' stability of the Resist
on IJ doomed journey through sou.hen. Eurr .•)':. -nd .ater, to wto .'.'}. ';. :.,;. ·'i··i,. \.:::.,!!); nunists, P".t.';,:;!:f and criminals str uggling for
her deterioration in a Polish sanatoriuo .. F·' 'if:.: ..•.•.. !,..•IiT: .r., i-<!'.",~". '~'hlSis ~ well-re-earcoed bc •.•k and a cO;·"i>""",lItn arr ative,
natur, of'Kessier's interest and the tr&g, -:'Te<!W:,':")r1, 07ralie, I.1L,On but despite its length and derail ic is thin on develcp.nent and style.
This J.~ 211 extraordinary ana distingurshc-l n IVc1,!. rr,~_
•.,~sc~nt Lf Philu: Smc.;
C,ci.w noc only in it<. theme but also becs.isr. of the shimmering
----. _ .. .... ------,-- ..
p.•...
se ~~!+hich It is writter s , as l1L::~n&.!iv€..visual and /rt.,:. of chche
Michael Schmidt
01'. N.1J:..,kov·s.Lawrence Osoorne. a young writer educated »t.Can.
The Dresden Gate
bridge and Harvard whose first novel tins I::.is in love with words. r; Hutcrunsc» i~ 1i.:J.J:.r :,i.J JS 16;:5HI 2) lOOp
know ledge of French. German and Italian will help readers (though
these languages
art not essential to appreciation of the book's
Mrchael Schmidt is a prolific critic and translator as well as being
",btl<:!T1PS).
Not everyone will enjoy A.,.ia Malina; it moves slowly, founder On.';"l~anet h'ess anJ the Impo.;...:ultvcTj~i'::7'!, PII.! Rrriei».
··"all-:-,·~llg in melancholy. and the Tid.r"A1.·;fthread 1. b.lk..di •.•...
;· 'I"'.')l•. ;,of ,:,x"i ''K .,"') is an intense and sccomplished vision oi'a divided
I o luscious
descriptions and a Baroque ~,leasUt·t'in exoticisrr, and fl1lT,::i:' under t:,,, joint pressun ,,; ,;~ :u~tary and cuirure in R ;p!'i .ific
!~eer ~0fe;gnness, 8J:, the action moves tnrougl. France Italy hIlcl runt:: bl~t1 place. It is "et :lJ'l arl ~s1ate in Mexir.o on tlH~ eve of the
revolution lii. .::;;~ccj,{;!,,-ul1i; ,;.Ftb.;; ;:,entury a·u'! tbl;:q1;-;iiil}';;;f the
I}reece ~I.. Poland. But. water, t.lus writ.t:." ht. b ar. art.ibt wid.
\io·(·rcb.
,;. M Mn·.,broj
de&criprj.: = •.• ,·h~;:-.g ~ives ·.he :'el<uera ~t.roq',l{ 'r..riJ<i; se~se {\~\vic:ic,
Ulct".".ng landFo'~foe.:;
alJl-lt.ir.'·,i.'1.J'.d d'1 .•>;tc·:)phobic reldti.)u~:.lips
.
,
..
..
Du,' Raol, 'patr, Io" ,,< •.1-,.:;
estG.t~,:of La En('anmda ha~ inh<:T·.t::-d
}'aul I";·~kering
i-'erfect English
the estaLe from tin .. ~~lJ Europ€!lr.. family, the OheTTl'''JI~n. WilO
brol..&ght.')( .•• >.;; '.Lt magnificent example of Euro~.",a1l crafts·
W••idenfeld & Nicolson 1.9&£9.95 (0 29', 7895:' X; ~~
lY,,,,;,;!,.r11I'.~ <:!rr.blerr.
u~·i:·;~ .•••eight of European cultHT~ - the
Those who were wild ahout Wild Aocu: Hc.rry r'W eldeiitt:!<1 ~ (~·i(;,-:- DJ ~i.., •. rl:lle '..0 fr.t e-.;iate. fior.. fu>0!';; wife has reLrmed tr E1L"(fpe
ar,o ~he '-"I. fa;.ls t,(,resoive hi~ )"elati~)nship W1t!; hi" father. SP.ekin~
~on, ~98.5\will probably bep~tty k:>f!n 011 this one. Paul f'll~!.~g'f.
I!=eondr;ovellS just as b;ack as his tin '.,~:,:..:.:,;;
'I;~' !-~,~... ... ..:. ,,1.•..Ifflo>: ••.. :.••. 'if
the sor. read" f>~.ge7"ly
and listens to his heroi" but
::l:v lllg' wi;:!", Tht: ~n seeK:..;~~ j.~<.Jj"! ~u!dbIlc::ebut refll.';e&t,( 3.clrr,;r
r.ll funn.>' There are t;()me gruesome twi,,!.~.".-:tt> h-.a ':. i;,:.dI·.'u..:....:
:.e ha.:. ".IU.•..!.. ~•. :; ::
, ~nizes that the prie!'t was yet d1lothf.>r
'.wertones, which are even better th:.u. t::..,,'_'::'t'. i,..,;. : ~II·. ')SlOe ~\'-'
·g'.nde whn Lc·,)k hI! •• l"': furth':'l from himself, The alienation con,
t.ht Angel of Death
Set in Nicaragua. t,1e ·,l N~; 1"; <'()J ·:E'T1·~.clw.t"t: .:~:.. 8., i nt.ies of tln<l~" rt-i':'llgh illObS..ind his disinheriUt.nc~. Resolving to kIll his
ti?".ht.:f and sidt· with th., ~'/o!ution, the son is paraly!'~ by doubt.
Perf~ct English, 1\ Ca,li'''! ;:.•.,~.e<' '. :J'\.:. Jr..1- ~• ·i.;,l'it·,·•.•.
<:'l'.:.tis.I'I~ 'liber·
atioJ'l tl.e:-ok~" whic+ 6e>~~ }>:~:.·~'~h
a '~.tt!~~ ~,tte'll'1if: nf tool U. 'He han '! I'hoic.!: h~ '.:. ·..:..;cl !;'.) ,lov,.lJ.he could sit still'.
Tht t'.IJ;hI.lT is pa,ti.:;.!la;::' successf1!l in convey:ng the sense of
poor CO:.J.il~'1CS; a ne\o: !.,:;",'~,
...1<! ).-,.' ..•..:'.:.;".:. ,,;•.4:. r,o'.jw.t tilE
I'll:, c~\'Fl;,..ndspiritual darkness of the family and its fate, This novel
linguistic monopoly of lml-'et~Iili!<n:.·.f(,iJ .. ;~ Mu, b" .•• Cambndge
i~ np.RT!Y cinem:atic
ir. the de~ity ofvisua1 detail and a nlenlon:tbl~
graduate, is the organization's newest. recruit; his motives are just
and troubling vision of a family's exile from Eden. Simon Newton
a htde suspect since he has joined the beautiful Catherine America
HopP.. '~rthE' B0st(l~ ::It.~t-~,,,.Jk,,,;!;.}'t:S', witL wi •..••.. he fell ID
...
.•.
Magda Sweetland
love at r-ambi-idgp.l\l1'bult.nt\oold EbeT1l1ed)pnes1., F<1th. Anselm.
lead: d,c grc.upwhose p~t.
afl.:'r s0t.Q.~·I~mili·.>uy training. is The Connoisseur
to take f.ng\ist: :.0 th.;pro-f..':oYJtrai\lj,,;.. it.ot.ri~b t., .•••t..>J. ~nerubark
Macmillan 1986£9.95 (0 333 42241 4) 222}'
to the. troll". pro-S"r.dani,,-.I>. faith OU·..:::·11.<!mh,.l: .,-,:...t'~t? fr •..•
!L a
wou)I1,t./-:r:l'lrt.YT (an:! ~" WilS) b·o:"::B(lumerr.:.ll'~' I', s .··rit""ron Th~ underlying theme oftms ",eh·written novel is that of barter: rl c
Man.. b,·.th of ,,,host: paterna! grl!;:)dJ>Nents had. x.fbi.;.·~with. ...: i.t".o ;·1I.change(whether generously or exploitatively) of time. a~tent.ion,
••ff..,ction and services that connects and COll,'crn£ al' f!1f!
Sackvilll'· We>t. A.,,>
Ii meat.y remind •.!' 0; the :.('IiI"L. 'i-"- L!.r.;~ffi:..~"i"j
ofSo\.!th. America th(~rf'is the murderous. eBr-fo.f.l.;.r,g
bill'.d.\~Pa:.TY'."t· dllll1l(.'ters
stol~, ...:,l~·otyledPrinc:· of Mi8ki!.8..Everycn£ U! ~i(,al'ligt:.~ ig " ftill .. ';'he connoi~Ul' is Innes Hamilton, W',!} owns an antkp~ !:lh,j:; in
Edinburgh, where he deals in porcelairo figurines. He lives aJc.f'.:;>
in
guy, J(,.tc:.r: .•. 8..'d (;atherim, partic"J.l8.Ily &0. Ever, the rcas~r·
t •
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ARTBEAT

THE TRAGEill

OF PERU
Duncan Wu
The Real Life of AJejandro Mayta
by Mario Vargas Llosa
Faber £9.95

T

he main character in Mario Vargas
Llosa's latest novel is an unnamed
author writing a fictionalised account of
Alejandro Mayta, a rebel who, twenty five
years before, led an unsuccessful (and forgotten) revolution in the Andean town of
Jauja. He meets those associated with
Mayta at the time of the revolt, and listens
to their contradictory accounts of what
happened.
His interest dates from when, living in
Paris, he and a 'group of cafe revolutionaries' read a report of the revolt in Le
Monde 'from which we in our imagination
reconstructed' the exciting spectacle'.
This youthful belief in a political utopia is
viewed ambiguously; when Mayta, a tired
man in his forties, meets the army lieutenant, Valleios, he is inspired by the younger man's zeal for action, 'that
adolescence in which politics consists
exclusively offeelings'. Against idealism,
the author places the inheritance of Mayta's revolution: Peru in the near future,
full of casual and arbitrary violence, ruled
by an extreme right-wing government
fearful of imminent invasion by the
Cubans.
The tragic character of Peru is constantly emphasized. When the author
encounters starving beggars on the steps
(Ifthe Museum of the Inquisition in Lima,
be sees himself sandwiched between violence and hunger, 'the two sides of Peruvian history. And I understand why

, .iosessively on my

'"L.

May ta's .actions
, focus rus country's history partly because
Jauja itself 'was the first capital of Peru',
designated as such by Pizzarro during his
Homeric trek from Caiamarca to CUlCO
along one of those four Inca highways that
went up and down the Andes in the same
way the r••vr.1;'tionary columns snake
their ";':') n., ; ays.
Placing him alongside the Conquistadores (and, apparently, Ulysses),
the author turns Mayta into a tragic hero,
and his revolution into a glorious fight once again, applauding the belief in an
ideal; the comparison is further reinforced by the fact that many of those who
joined Mayta were descendants of the
Indians once allied to Pizzarro. But the
author is also aware of how Mayta's revolt
parallels the Cuban invasion of his own
time (itself a result of the Jauja revolt). So
inward-turning are the book's convolutions that the Cuban invasion is
claimed to threaten the novel itself: 'Tell
me the truth', the novelist says to an informant, 'help me to end my story before this
homicidal chaos our country has become
eats both of us up.'
This is a beautifully written and meticulously worked out book but the indistinct presence of Llosa himself is what
gives it force. When, for the second time,
the writer recalls the exhilaration of reading in Le M onde 'that the Mayta spelled
with an i... was my Mayta', one knows
that his hope was once Llosa's. With him,
we also feel the despair of discovering, at
the end, that the Mayta of the near future
(now in his sixties) has, like everyone else,
'given up hope as far as Peru is concerned', admitting the inevitability of
'more hunger, more hatred, more oppression, more ignorance, more brutality,
more barbarity.'
,_.L1J.'
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INTERNATIONAL
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SHORT STORY
COMPETITION
Our third competition, with £1,000 first prize, runs
from 1st October 1986 until 31st March 1987. The
judges will be Angela Carter and Jack Trevor Story.
For leaflet, send s.a.e. or one international reply
coupon (two for airmail).
179 Wingrove Road
Newcastle upon Tyne NE4 9DA, U.K.
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BITTER
HUMOUR
Mark Sanderson
Perfect English by Paul Pickering
Weidenfeld & Nicolson £9.95

T

he title ostensibly refers to a dubious
American charity - into liberation
theology -. whose aim is to uplift the
downtrodden by spreading its own
amalagam of Christianity and Marxism:
Christ the freedom-fighter will lead them
to revolution.
[ohnny
Morgan, a
Cambridge student, flies to Nicaragua
(via Moscow) not only to assist this group
and help the Sandinistas in their struggle
against the US-backed Contras but also to
be with his girlfriend Catherine. Our
blond blue-eyed hero, blindly in love,
soon has his eyes opened by a series of
unexpected events that contains some
superb setpieces.
All are derived from conflict. Agents of
the state stone representatives of the Catholic Church (the children prefer mangoes
bristling with razor blades). Intemationalistas are mistakenly attacked by
Sandinistas who turn the SNAFU into a
propaganda coup and in the process lionize Johnny whose only achievement was
to splatter himself with possum blood.
The members of Perfect English - who
include a pair of lesbians, a text-book revolutionary from Bournemouth and the
sinister priest Anselrn (who seems to have
the hots from Catherinej-lurch from
fiasco to fiasco most of which are caused
by Johnny's ignorance and innocence.
His ingenuousness provides the mainspring for an ingenious plot which demonstrates that it is impossible to separate
good from evil, that compromise is essential, that perfection, being absolute, is all
the more desirable for being unattainable.
In the same way is it impossible to separate the seriousness of the novel from the
comedy. An eccentric duo of undertakers
unearth the sugar-coated corpse of General Sandino, the remains of which are
unwittingly eaten by Johnny and
Catherine. This impromptu sacriliegious
mass is hilarious but also a further illustration of the inherent ludicrousness of
institutionalized belief. What the lovers
consider to be tortilla chips prompts salivation not salvation. The Saviour of Nicaragua is now merely a savoury.
All-consuming passion, cannibalism
and oral sex - each a matter of taste ensure that the pace remains unflagging.
Conspiracy and piracy ensure that both
sides of the political battle are portrayed
and betrayed. Captured by the pro-Contra Miskito Indians, Johnny witnesses the
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truly horrifying marine crucifixion of a
Christian Scientist photographer. This is
only the opening stunt of a bizarre annual
summit of Miskito families that is
abruptly terminated by a full-scale Sandinista offensive.
Yet for all its frenetic action Perfect
English also succeeds in depiciting the
enduring tragedy of Nicaragua - whose
denizens include such ironic figures as Mr
Bliss and Captain Happiness - where
good deals are perverted for vile ends and
where 'suffer the little children' takes on a
terrible connotation. In this baptism of
fire religion, politics and romance have
been fused and lanced with a bitter
humour. Brilliant.

AN EARLY
PERMISSIVE
P hilippa Toomey
'Elizabeth' The Author of Elizabeth and
her German Garden by Karen Usbome
BOO1eyHead £15
t last a full biography of 'Elizabeth' of
the German Garden, who was, in
succession, May Beauchamp, the Countess von Arnim, and Countess Russell.
Though she played three .roles in life dutiful daughter, wife to a Germanjunker
and mother of five, and then again a dutiful wife in a most unhappy and mistaken
second marriage, she retained a powerful
sense of her own value and, following her
early feminist beliefs, her own worth.
Though the author has a fairly rough
way with the English language, this is an
interesting book to those who have not
read the biography by Leslie de Charms
(the pen name of one of Elizabeth's
daughters). Much of the material was purposely destroyed in 1957, but much
remained, and good use has been made of
diaries, letters, and biographies of figures
of the early twentieth century - Katherine
Mansfield (who was her cousin), H. G.
Wells (a lover), Bertrand Russell
(brother-in-law and possibly closer than
that), E.M. Forster and Hugh Walpole
(both tutors to her children), Rebecca
West, and many others, who knew Elizabeth and were part of her life.
Marriage to a German Count in the
1890s seemed a tremendous step up the
social ladder - and it would have been,
had he not been virtually bankrupt. Fifteen years older than she, and a widower,
he longed for an heir, and the fifth child
was a boy. Elizabeth did not care for the
formal life of Berlin and discovered peace
and happiness on one of the von Arnim
country
estates
in
Pomerania,
Nassenheide, where she made her famous

A

Elizabeth Von Arnim

garden, the subject of Elizabeth and her
German Garden, published anonymously,
and an enormous success.
From then on, her books (there were 20
of them) were a valuable contribution to
the family fortunes, which, during her
husband's
lifetime,
were
always
precarious.
She took the children to live in England
during the first world war, sending HB
(her son) to Eton, with not particularly
happy results. The children had to contend with divided loyalties to Germany
and to England, all their lives, causing
much pain and dissension. Often half the
family was living in England, and the
other half in Germany. While Elizabeth
was an amusing and attractive woman,
and the children adored her when they
were young, she was also a difficult and
self centred character, who could be very
unkind.
She was an early exponent of the permissive society, having a number of
affaires, and also being unable to live happily without the admiration of a lover.
Her marriage to Francis Russell, chronicled in appalling detail, seems quite inexplicable, and she had a long and fraught
relationship with a man thirty year her

junior. A. S. Frere had come out of the
1914-18 war in a poor state, and fell desperately in love with the attractive, witty,
worldly and literary woman who looked
20 years younger than her real age.
There was a chalet in Switzerland,
where she entertained constantly, houses
in England and the South of France, and
the money flowed while she wrote. Old
age was sad. Lovers departed, friends
died. Like other beauties, she found it
hard to come to terms with old age, and
had to leave everything behind in flight
from the war. One daughter was married
to a German, and lived in Germany - her
youngest daughter, a Nazi supporter, had
died, ill, alone and estranged. The other
three children were in the United States,
where Elizabeth died in 1940.
She was a big best seller, now almost
completely unread, though a number of
her novels are very lively indeed. Virago
has published Elizabeth and Her German
Garden, The Enchanted April, Frau
Schmidt and Mr. Anstruther, and promises
Vera (an accoun t of her second marriage)
and The Pastor's Wife.
She would be worth a second look,
though much must now be re; ~.·,.5 period
pieces.
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PerfeCt EngUsb"fi)y''-P,aul
:by Mr. :"I)ic"key.';tbat ,Iome
Pickering(Weidenfeld.
': '''contras'' would see themselves
£9.95). '
:-.~;'·t·:f'; .."'·. as ~est~rmtroo~,of
a future
WltbTbe
. tci.itai:· 'A .•US m.vulon·ofthis tiny coun~
,.
that offen: DO threat to '.tts
Reporter
In tbe ~":ilds I)f . Deighbours:,l;:~~.. "', '.
. '"
N!caragua
by , ·Christopher .:', paUl PiCkeriDa~ author of the
Dickey (Fabert -£12.50). '. .. -::xcellent W"I/d .About Ban:!.
RONALD .Reapp5tandsalone.-:
tiavelle4'to~J'Jicaragua
lo
in regarding' the '''contrast. ;as -: research· ..-~.;f;late$t ''laovel. 'It
akin to the Founding Fathen of . c:oncerns"two ~cloven
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Mr Die.ke! .also exposes the:
The United States is isolated .
fact that It 15 .pure propaganda . in its support of the "contras",
· .put :!ut by th,~1rUS backers that . and i'tis divided internally on the
t,he c:ontras have any popular
issue. Surely here is an issue
support. They have as mueh . w her e the
E u r 0p e a D
chance of wmrn~g the hearts of . lovemments can .exert their
, the. people of NIcaragua as ~an strength and stem the tide of
i Pal~ley has ~f becoming
rhetoric with some direct and
Ta~)J~~aeh. Their ~urder~us.
effective .pressure. If they are in
activittes have no more. ~iDt
doubt, I urge them to read'
· than to Ilt~ the Sandinistas . Christopher Dickey's indictment
- from spreading health care, of all the "coatras" are held to
.adult literacy,
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• must by now have reached her m~d-fi~ies.
All this reminds me of the patient In the
Terry Southern novel who comes into th,e
:11: doctor's surgery with an elastoplast on his
leg. He insists on recounting an exhaust~ve
1:1I and exhausting history of the blemish
beneath the plaster. How he scratched himself in the first place, the initial colour and
texture of the sore, how it came and went,
what bizarre and extraordinary things he did
with it and how it responded and so on and so
forth. Eventually, of course, he takes off the
dressing to reveal ... nothing. Just a perfectly ordinary, boring bit of leg. The doctor
gets up, walks round his desk and behi.nd th.e
patient, lifts a heavy object and bnngs It
down on the man's head. Kills him stone
dead,
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Contra flow
PERFECTENGUSH
Paul Pick.rina
Weidenfeld & Nicolson £9.95

S£AN FRENCH

Johnny Morgan is the latest in a long line of
diffident, well-meaning English literary
heroes. There are many examples but they
can al\ be traced back to the protagonist of
Decline and Fall, Paul Pennyfeather, who is,
. ~ suspects, an object of alliterative fellow
.eeling for the author of Perfect English, Paul
Pickering. Fresh from Cambridge, Johnny
arrives in Managua in order to assist the

SIGMUND FREUD
THE ESSENTIALS OF
PSYCHOANALYSIS
The definitive

New Society 3 October 1986
Sandinista government. His participation in
the struggle is inspired not so much by revolutionary zeal as by his devotion to the beautiful
Catherine. The two of them are working for
an organisation called "Perfect English,"
which seems at first to represent a peculiarly
hedonistic brand of liberation theology-a
small piece of California transported to
Nicaragua.
Life becomes tougher for Johnny when he
is made to become a coffee picker. One day,
wben he has skived off work in order illicitly
to cook a possum, he and an American
eo-worker are attacked by Sandinista troops
who mistake him for a Contra rebel. He
emerges from this incident as a hero and is
then propelled on a series of farcical,
increasingly dangerous, incidents.
Even at its most comic-and this book is
often very funny indeed-Pickering's
portrayal of the Nicaraguan scene is grittily
authentic. However, as his title suggests, the
narrator's vision remains deliberately that of
an outsider: solidly English throughout. Pickering makes no attempt to echo the Latin
American subject-matter in his style-there
is no experimenting with form, character or
point of view.
Picketing's masters are Greene and
Waugh, not Marquez or Vargas Llosa.
Greene's influence is felt in the sense of Nicaragua's squalor, and gently parodied in the
character of the Catholic priest, Father
Anselm. Waugh can be sensed in the deliberately ludicrous plot in the course of which , for
reasons too complicated to explain, Johnny
mistakenly eats a revered revolutionary hero
and is then almost crucified by a tribe, working for the Contras, that claims allegiance to
the British crown.
Perfect English has its Haws: the transitions
from absurd humour to harrowing violence
are not always effective. Nevertheless Pickering has succeeded in writing both a skilfl:tl
comic novel and a powerful account of this
dismaying conflict.

collection of
Freud's writinC

Selected, with an
introduction and
commentaries by
Anna Freud
Containing The
Question of Lay
Analysis. Three Essays
on the Theory of
Sexuality. On Dreams.
The Ego and the Id
and Beyond the
Pleasure Principle and
:Ifteen shorter pieces.
this is the only
selection of Freud's
work available.
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REVIEW IN BRIEF
CHILDREN OF SOCIALWORLDS
Martin Richard. and Paul Liatrt (.ditor1)
Polity Press £25

Ten years ago Martin Richards edited a collection on The Integration of a Child into a
Social World, whose title was a kind of manifesto implying a criticism of the way developmental psychology studied the individual an,d
ignored or trivialised "social factors." This
new volume draws on a number of specialisms and includes some outstanding contributions, like those of Jane Lewis on the
evolution of government policy towards the
family in this century and Barbara Tizard on
the impact of the nuclear threat on children's
development (see the latter's article in NEW
SOCIETY, 12 September).
Several contributors touch upon the convergence of opinion on the autonomy of the
family from the New. Right. and the lib~rtarian left. Others stress that Just as the child
is not an isolated individual, so the family
itself is part of a wider network of relationships.
.
Coli" Ward

LETTERS
Scrutiny mutineers
SIR: It is refreshing to read that the Law

Centres Federation has rejected the
government's Legal Aid Scrutiny Report
("Scrutiny mutineers," Voluntary Action,
26 September). I was beginning to think
that the debate over the legal services was
just between a government bent on cutting
expenditure and voluntary bodies anxious
to extend their boundaries.
Having worked on a council estate for
ten years, I have some experience of
meeting people with legal needs. I have
been particularly involved with low income
parents faced with the prospect of losing
their children into public care. They require
solicitors who both understand the
complexities of child care law and who
appreciate the traumas the parents are
undergoing. In addition, I argue that low
income persons should not have to be
vetted by any intermediary body before
obtaining legal help. Like more affluent
citizens, they should have direct access to
lawyers of their choice.
It is of no interest to me who gets the
government millions for administrating the
legal services. What I do ask is that
upholding the needs and dignity of the low
income consumer becomes the prime
consideration when decisions are made.

Or Bob Holma"
110 Southdown Road.
Bath

The Irish divide
SIR: The extract ("Just another Friday
night," 19 September) from Geoffrey
Beattie's latest book Survivors of Steel City
just about sums up NEW SOCIETY'S r~cent
attitude to Northern Ireland-those
IDthe
North are a bunch of drunken, bigoted
morons that live in wee back-to-back
houses with smelly outside toilets and apart
from the demolishment of the "smelly
outside toilets," have not improved greatly
during the past 17 years.
.
Yes, indeed people in Northern Ireland
(particularly the working class) do tend ~o
live in segregated Protestant and Catholic
areas; they do tend to vote for Unionist or
Nationalist parties and sectarian violence
has increased since the signing of the
Angle-Irish Agreement almost one year
ago. But, to represent the problem in s,uch
a sensational, apolitical light, is bordenng
on racism. Imagine the outcry if the tribal
conflict in South Africa was explained away
in such a manner!
NEW SOCIETY would do far better in
educating the British public about Northern
Ireland if it pinpointed one of the reasons
why Protestants and Catholics are so
politically divided-that
is, we can only
vote for CatholiclNationalist or Protestant!
Unionist political parties. We are not
allowed to join or vote for the n~>n.
sectarian, class-based parties which function
and are enjoyed in the rest of the UK.

. NEW FICTION
Perfect Enclish. Paul Pickering
(\f'eidenfeld £9.95). Ever since
.'I,O'UO! magazine sent him to' the
jungle to find Dr Mengele, Pickering has been tramping about Latin
America like Graham Greene with
a smile on his face. W'ild Abovt
Harry was the well-deserved bestselling debut of Pickering: ••... as
black as my hat and rwice as funny"
- Punch. And ••... does to Graham
Greene's Honorary C01ISul what
Groucho Mane did to Hegel" - The
Times. TIUs new novel gets at the
trendy Catholic priests, and their
starry-eyed "followers,who are busy
.. -ddling a political Jesus to the
-or of South America. In a surprising opening scene native
Nicaraguan priests, thought to be
Right-wing, are stoned by their fellow Catholics, with Pickering's
Ampleforth-educated
English
hero, Johnny Morpn, throwing
one of the stones. What a pack of
fools the Left-wing, do-gooding
English and American Catholics
are in Pickering's satire. And what a
welcome relief it is to read some
Right-wing comedy about Nicaragua, which has had more than its

share of Leftie propaganda on Tv.
The odd thing, reading of Johnny
Morgan's Candide-like
travels
through the Marxist nightmare, is "
how like Islington life in Managua
seems. It is all grey and downbeat, full of envy and suspicion,
although
Managua
has gone
beyond banning Hucltkbmy Fimr
and sackini "racists" This is black
comedy - some of it rather near the
knucltle - but it is a fast moving,
almost always funny moral tale that
should establish Paul Picketing as
the Michael Frayn of the Eighties.
Love Unknown, A.N. Wilson
(Hamisk Hamilum £9.95). Mr Wilson is a curious, old-fashioned son
of a cove, He not only uses the apostrophe before 'phone but also
writes 'bus, demonstrating I suppose that he still thinks of it as the
omnibus. He has at the same time
no relationship whatsoever with
the chap from Oapham on the 'bus.
Mr Wilson's world is rarified smart London, I reckon you'd call
it, and academic Oxford. His men
and women are awfully wellheeled. and even if one does come

Jane Walmsley

HARRAP
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down in the world, like the Rev.
BanIe Longworth, who loses his
living, or Madge Cruden, who is
only an ex-fashionable publisher,
they seem to do quite nicely, guzzling drink and not really worrying
about money. I find Mr Wilson's
England most pleasant. I like it
when his characters consider "the
hire of a motor" and get on the 'bus.
It has nothing whatsoever to do
with the plot of his novels but it is
English English, NOT Yank. Love
Unknoum is a farce about adultery,
a rather "womanish" almost Mills
and Boon yarn about three girls
who are friends from their days of
sharing a flat in N.W.2 some 20
years before the main action of the
novel It is very good stuff, but
perhaps a bit too subtle for the
other reviewers who seem to hPe
got awfully Yank lateJr.
A Mic.aJljance, Anita Brookner
(J01UU1tan Cape £9.95). Was this
some son of clever joke. I wondered, this ridiculous tale of Blanch
Vernon, "one of those discreet,
smart women one sees in restaurants alone"? What I thought
was this: here we have Anita
Brookner, who has won the Booker
Prize, who was Slade Professor at
Cambridge, who is an "international authority" on eighteenthcentury painting and teaches at the
Counauld and here she is writing
about a pathetic little woman who
is pathetic because, well, because
she has never won the Booker and
is not an international expert on
anything
very much except,
perhaps, failure. I thought Miss
Brookaer might have been making
fun of all the poor women who are
not her. But then surely no one
could be that selfish, that selfcentred and that cruel. It onJy looks
as if Miss Brookner is.

ground (England and China) that it
i.5 impossible to jot it down in •
short review. This is not a "tricky"
book like Flaubm's Parrot, it is
whlt they call approachable, it is
also undoubtedly much too good to
win the Booker Prize.
Perfume: The Story of a Murder, Patrick Suskind (Hamuh
Hamilum £9.95). TIUs is the big
bestseller of Europe this season,
like 17u Na7fU of W Rose the other
year. It comes from Germanv and
although put into simple English
by in translator John E. Woods,
that is all that is simple. Set in
eighteenth-century France it is the
bizarre tale of a dwarfish monster,
Grenouille, who is born with a
super gift of smelL Wc get a nosefuJ
of the Slench of Plris in the ancierl
rrgime, but then our dwarf hero,
like something out of an S.J. Perelman fantasy, goes into the perfume
trade. I mean, with a nose like that
who wouldn't? And are we to take
this seriously? Yes, very. Grim is
the word. When it is not deadly or
earnest. But boring also springs to
mind as Grenouille letches round
seeking girls with special odours..
He kills, I reckoned, 2S of them to
get their essence. Are we perhaps in
AJlegoryIand? And who cares?

Mefisto, John Banville (Sedter&
Warburg £9.95). Mr Banville writes
in English so he has not had the
benefit of getting a translation into
straightforward boring Yank by
John E. Woods or John E. anyone
else. What we have here is a Fausrian tale full of poetry and
metaphysics, with a hero with I
most romantic
name, Gabriel
Swan, and a mysterious figure called Felix. The only thing down to
earth about Mr Swan is that he is a
mathematician - but is that downto-earth these days? No, there is
Starinl At The San, Julian
nothing
down-to-earth
about
Barnes (Juruulwn
Cape £9.95).
Mefisto. It is set in Ireland, in a son
Having dropped a bundle on Juli.an
of Celtic Twilight son of Ireland,
Bames's Flaubert': Parrot in the
and it is - after all this has been said
Booker Golden Guinea Stakes two
- beautifully written, with a care
and concern for 'words that only a
seasons ago I sec he has let me
down again. He is not on the list.
few poets and hardly any of our
This is, however, an extremely
mouth-breathing novelists possess
imaginative piece of writing - the
today. There is nothing grey in
John Banville's sentences. His
lives and loves of Jean Serjeant, ID
English is the same language James
old woman of incredible age, looking back from the year 2020. It does
]oyce and, I suppose, Ronald Firbank used. Wonderful stuff, but the
rather confuse matters awfully to
ay that the title comes from a " son of thing you have to read more
Hurrican pilot over the Channel
than once, which, of course, has not
in 1941 seeing two sunrises. The
endeared this excellent novel to our
mouth-breathing reviewers,
~
plot, although always simple. no. ~nse,
real-life stuff, covers so
STANLEY REYNOLDS
many years .nd such a lot of
PUNCH October 11986
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uft, PAUL PICKERJNG's
second notel 'Perfect English'
heads Wei4Dtfellls list in October,
ut in Nicaragua in a Californian
educational charity. A first adult
nooe! by children's writer J1LL
PATON WALSH (",ltt) is
'Lapsing', a loee story concerned
with deep moral problems

Ritltt, a gen/le 101)(' story ut in B~1s
and Italy. Other Weidenft!ld titles in
this section include 'Shallows' which
won Tim Winton tM 1984 Miles
Franklin Award, aNi 'The Last
Pharaoh' by F M Ortas, a 'I(1f)('loftM
Sponish Civil War
uft, PAT BARKER heads Virago's list
with 'The Century's Daughter', while
ZHANG ZIE (Nw.) offers a portrait of
daily life in modt!l7f China in 'Leaden
Wings'
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sore on the world's conscience, depicting
all the misery and the bitterness and the
humiliation within the frontiers of one
estate'. Although 'depicting; seems the
wrong word, the remark reveals how it
can be that a country where things are Robert Fraser
going badly can yet be in a sense good for
its writers.
Exile from the home country is The Bridge
another matter. The best things in End by lain Banks
Papers are all comments on the plight of Ma.cmillan, 259pp; £9.95
the exiled writer. The issue seems to ISBN 0 333 412850
rouse in Breytenbach a higher degree of Time Out of Mind
verbal awa:ene.ss, as when he says that by Graham Lord
'South Afnca IS the homeland of the Hamish Hamilton J83pp' £9.95
exile' bitter recognitions of a quite diffe- (;SBN 0 241 11876 X'
,
.rent order from his PEN pronouncePerfect English
ments. As an Afrikaner, exile for by Paul Pickering
Breytenbach involves loss of language. A Wei~nfeld & Nicolson,205pp; £9.95
notebook entry comments sadly 'I am a ISBN 0 297 78952 X
translation of myself, and in the admirable 'Random Remarks on Freedom and
Exile' he says: 'Of couse, one might say, On page 187 of lain' Banks's new novel
you do take your language with you The Bridge the protagonist, in conscious
wherever you go - but it is rather like life a 36-year-old Glaswegian engineer,
carrying the bones of your ancestors
stranded now in catatonic shock after a
with you in a bag: they are white with road accident, muses on the strata that
silence, they do not talk back.'
make up the geology of his slowly unExile is also the subject of Christopher
ravelling self: 'We are rock ... and we
Hope's The Hottentot Room. It is a live the life of rocks: first igneous as
curiously lugubrious tale of a club for children, metamorphic in our prime,
African expatriates in Earls Court, pres- sedimentary in our sedentary dotage.'
ided over by the ageing Frau Katie, Transfixed abruptly in terminal youth
herself an exile from Hitler's Europe.
somewhere between igneous and metaBreytenbach typifies exiles as 'drenched
morphic, Banks's anti-hero crosses and
in self-pity; at odds with themselves and recrosses the foreshortened span of his
blaming invariably "the oppressors" or near-extinct life like the bemused inhistory; petrified in a time warp where
habitant of some cosmic Forth Railway
the reference points are a rosily rememBridge, an edifice moored in the void
bered past; victims to the corruption of between coma and waking, peopled by
suffering; up to their necks in dog-eat- memories, desires, regrets,
beneath
dog exile politics.' These are precisely the whose huge supporting pylons rage inafflictions of the members of The Hottensomniac layers of the rampant subcontot Room. A South African double agent,
scious, breaking surface as nightmare,
Caleb Looper, infiltrates the club to spy ritual, eruptions of an inflamed, guilty
on its expatriate dissidents, but finds libido.
himself infected by its atmosphere of
Discovering a grammar for such disinmoral paralysis. He forms a strange bond tegration is a task common to all three of
with Frau Katie which results in him these novels. In The Bridge, as in
taking her ashes home at last, to the
Banks's two previous books, the gramBerlin she has never really left. Having
mar impresses with its intellectual and
, made this quixotic gesture he dies there
imaginative coherence. As he lies in the
himself, recognising that he no longer Intensive Care Unit of Glasgow Infirmary our comatose Scot imagines himhas a home or a place in history. 'History
simply isn't interested. It was out when self a patient of The Bridge's top-notch
we called. We provided no occasions to psychoanalyst Dr Joyce - the novelist as
which it could rise.'
therapist? - who places before him two
ink blots: one an angular suspended
Hope himself was an Irish Catholic
curve, the other 8 succession of linked
South African before he left the country,
and so already had 'an oblique way of rhomboids. The patient shrugs: 'It must
looking at things' (Interview, B & B show something, but I don't know what.
Yet.' The ink blots are sections of the
October 19851. The indirections of The
Hottentot Room reflect this double de- Forth's two bridges, from one of which
tachment from the homeland of exiles. the dreamer has plummeted to his
The book is amiable, prolix, oddly old- almost-death. When he is about to regain
fashioned, rather falling victim in formal consciousness he pays one final visit to
terms to its static subject matter - the that other, subliminal Bridge and finds it
story of a story coming to a stop.
•
in ruins before breaking through to an

Unravelling

the self

J. M. Coetzee

ings'. But it is also a fully achieved work
of art, no dreary disquisition. And its
South African character is finally all the
. powerful for its apparent removal
; those 'surroundings'. Being con.. crned with the attempt to speak for
those who have no voice of their own,
whether in South Africa or not, whether.
politically or not, it has a force in relation
to South Africa which no laboriously
realistic novel could possess. As with all
of Coetzee's work it is masterfully written. The pastiche of early 18th century
English is less thoroughgoing, more
anachronistic than Peter Ackroyd's in
Hauiksmoor, but it has great shapeliness
and rhythmic distinction. Foe is a book to
return to for the quality of its prose
amongst much else.
End Papers in contrast displays a
writer for the most part ceasing to use
his literary gifts as he turns to political
argument and journalistic reportage, of
the sort others can do as well or better. It
is a rather ragged assemblage of occasional pieces from the last 25 years,
many of them belonging to that most
depressing of all genres, addresses to
writer's congresses.
Quite the worst aspect of all these
conferences is that they encourage pontification about 'culture' and how to
r+oduce it. Discussing 'culture' in this
.;y at all presupposes a grossly mechanistic cast of mind. 'Culture is something
that must grow; you cannot build a tree',
said Eliot. Breytenbach's politics caus«
him to lay down commandments about
what culture can and cannot do which
bear no relation to reality. In 1967 he
wrote that 'As long as we have apartheid ... It will be impossible for South
Africa, or any of its ethnic groups, to
develop a living culture', and in 1968
that 'To have any meaning at all, cultural activity in South Africa will have to
be revolutionary and Socialist'. Unhappily there is simply no basis for such
rulings; they are powerless.
Only a few remarks have more aesthetic sophistication. In a 'Pretext' he
announces that 'South Africa is a sym-·
bol. South Africa is a reality' 'a running

overyday reahty which the novelist has
carefully trained his readers to assemble
from fragments of splintered reverie. At
the heart of this whole surrealistic toccata is a naturalistic narrative which finally, and with triumphant timing, swims
into focus.
The protagonist of Graham Lord's
Time Out of Mind is solid metamorphic
tending toward the sedimentary.
A
bored business executive, alarmed by
this cooling process, he elects to stagemanage an earthquake of his own. Leaving wife and family and journeying towards the equator, he recedes both backwards in time and through a succession
of literary modes which Lord precariously glosses in pastiches of Chandler, Dickens, Pepys, the Elizabethans and, at the
igneous stage, the Authorised Old Testament. Moral-cum-philosophical embroidery embellishes the texture, yet one
cannot avoid the impression that the
course of this particular downward
migration is controlled less by any seismic awakening than by the hero's
favourite reading matter. Like Banks
perhaps, Lord is involved in diagnosing a
crisis in 20th century hedonism, but the
exercise here is a little too self-conscious,
too pert.
Paul Pickering's migrant, one Johnny
Morgan, late of Ampleforth and Cam'rridge, is youthfully carbuncular and
-:till emphatically in the igneous state.
Lured to Nicaragua by his nubile American girlfriend whom he has encountered
at that year's May Ball - 'My middle
name is America. Do you want to sleep
with me?' - he joins a Catholic literacy
team presided over by the magisterial
Father' Anselm. On arrival he is delighted to discover that his bunk contains
Real Live Bugs: 'After all, lice were part
of the "real life" he and Catherine had
wanted to experience.' Through several
. tortured months he struggles toward the
metamorphic. managing in the process
to swallow the embalmed remains of
former President Sandino under the impression that they are tortilla chips. and
to facilitate the slaughter of scores of
Miskito Contras
on the country's
English-speaking Atlantic coast as the
unwitting agent of a stratagem masterminded by Bliss. a fiendishly genial once
CIA functionary now in the pay of the
Sandinistas.
Eventually
Bliss
is
embalmed in place of Sandino: the
regime needs a Lenin' for its mausoleum.
and who better than President Carter's
former emissary to Central America? In
this exuberantly sinister romp few holds
are barred - dismemberment, cannibalism, crucifixion - but over it all floats an
Arnpleforth-educated conscience tenderly anointing its own wounds. Black farce
with Catholic trimmings.
•

Obsessions
Nicholas Murray reviews new
nooels by David Caute, and
John Milne
The spirit of the Sixties - as a casual
glance at any Guardian Agenda page
will confirm. - continues to haunt the
beleaguered principality of contemporary radical chic. David Caute's new
novel News from Nowhere (Hamisn
Hamilton, £10.95) will therefore be
guaranteed the attention of the progressive classes who will instinctively recognise the protagonist, Richard Stern, an
LSE lecturer in political philosophy, author of a book on Sartre, Hon Treasurer
of the vanguardist International Marxist
Group, and member of the editorial
board of what looks suspiciously like the
New Left Review. He is also self-assured,
sexually arrogant, and ambitious.
The novel opens in the full ferment of
the student revolution of 1968 and the
portrait is detailed and convincing.
There are even walk on parts by Bertie
Russell and Sartre during a whistle stop
tour of the revolutionary hotspots (Paris,
Prague, California) by Stern and his
elder academic (and it turns out sexual)
rival, Harry Marquis, who has a faint
suggestion of E. P. Thompson about him
with his rejection of the Communist
Party in 1956, his distaste for the new
structuralist
Left, and his search for
'socialism with a human face'.
While pursuing the revolution at
Houghton Street, Stern is also after the
beautiful daughter of a NATO admiral.
In an incestuous academic triangle he
begins supervising her thesis on Harry
Marquis which leads to his loss of tenure
and marriage to Elizabeth who soon
becomes Beth the militant
feminist
(married to an academic chauvinist like
Stern this alteration is hardly surprising). But Stern's heart - or is it his lust?
- is focussed elsewhere, on Esthor the
equally ravishing white Rhodesian sympathiser with the black cause (which
earns her the ugly racist sobriquet, 'The
kaffir's whore' from the security forces).
Although he admits to knowing nothing
about her pe-ople's cause (one suspects
his intimacy with the British 'masses' is
equally exiguous) he follows her to
Rhodesia during the last days of the
Smith regime, having now become a
stringer for a Tory newspaper which
spikes most of his unwelcome analysis.
It is during this central section of the
novel in Rhodesia that the novel begins
to lose its narrative tension. Caute, a
highly intelligent writer and an acute
observer, isn't completely successful in

avoiding the perils of the political novel
and its dependence on stock types: the
fat Englishman in the African brothel,
the beautiful terrorist, the public school
Trot, the cynical and Joveless journalist,
the drunken expatriate. The material is
promising and Caute's heart is in the
right place but much of this central
section - the dialogues between Stern
and the American correspondent Holzeimer for example - is insufficiently
compelling. We don't penetrate
far
enough into the characters' lives to discover what their motives are. We don't
really learn from all his brilliant exchanges . why Richard
Stern
has
embroiled himself in history, and somehow I feel it matters that we do.

•

•

•

When P C James Jenner has his foot
blown ofTin a car bomb explosion outside
a Middle Eastern embassy in London he
decides to leave the force and, with his
compensation money, set up as a private
detective in Canning Town. For Jenner,
hero of John Milne's new novel, Dead
Birds (Harnisti Hamilton, £10.95), it's
the fulfilment of a life-time's ambition to
be a fast-talking, famous detective. But
the reality is serving writs, minor marital surveillance and recovering stolen
goods in places like Bermondsey. Until,
that is, he gets involved with a murder
about which he has a hunch that at first
no-one else shares. With a motley crew of
spivs, inarticulate Cypriot teenagers,
dodgy coppers, East End crooks, boxing
promoters, "businessmen', and his faithful WPC girlfriend, Judy, Jenner tracks
down his prey near Malaga but with a
twist that robs him of perfect victory.
It's a well-told, pacey tale that unfolds
across London and is thick with topographical references. Jenner, the decent
and dogged investigator, speaks in a sort
of Canning Town Chandleresque, which
deftly conveys the flavour of that murky
milieu where the legitimate and the
illegitimate shade into one another. He
isn't that smart, he just talks the way he
does naturally. He has a wry awareness
of his limitations whether it's trying to
cope with a recalcitrant entryphone or
convincing someone that he really is a
private detective - an avocation that few
people seem able to take seriously.
John Milne has created a credible and
wryly amusing character in James Jenner and given him a nice line in patter.
Perhaps he will be persuaded to let him
loose on further investigations in the
future.
.

.

•

•

Perfume, a striking first novel by Patrick Suskind (Ham ish Hamilton, £9.95)
is set in 18th century France. It is the
story of the 'gifted abomination', Jean-
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C3Notes
again I am pleased to present-as
with the kind help of a
O
mole I have done for some years-the
NCE

list of books submitted by their publishers for the Booker Prize
No doubt some of the titles listed
here are less worthy than others. J have
not read them all, and the full list, of
about 120 titles, is thought to represent
a record number of submissions
But
together they make up an interesting
and useful document, since they will
be the cream of literary fiction for
198~xcluding
of course, books by
non-COmmonwealth
writers.
The list needs a little explaining.
Publishers are each entitled to submit
up to four titles for the prize, and are
also entitled to submit a further four
'for consideration'
by the judges.
These are shown where appropriate
under their separate heading. Additionally the judges can call in further
titles they consider worthy, and these
too are indicated.
ALISON PRESS
FaI6ng AJHU1, Nicholas Salaman
Missing P~rSOllS, David Cook
Tit Free Frt1lCItmtm, Piers Paul Read

W H ALLEN
Tit

War Gwn,

Irene Shubik

ALLISON & BUSBY
M01Iint HoUM, Katherine

Moore

ANGUS & ROBERTSO~
Tit SugllT Factury, Robert Carter
Titir SolitiIT, W4I" Julian Croft
BACHMAN
& TURNER
Orrasmus, John Gartland
BANTAM PRESS
Tit CUJjo" Anne Fine
RrdNck, Howard Jacobson
A CmtWI Mr Td.IlIuuIU. Ann Ireland
.A. lANI Not TMirs, David Marcus
BLOODAXE BOOKS
PUUpIwM, Jenny Joseph
DoUs, David Constantine
BODLEY HEAD
Au(ustus, AlIan Massie
T~/ugtl, Peter Dickinson
Cudoo, Linda Anderson
M, Prrunt Agr, Guy Vanderhaeghe
'For consideration':
.A.I.Mtt Weekoul witJr MlITcel Proust,

Ronald Frame
A J'ocotion, David Wheldon
Abiding City, Laurence Halley
WitcllNl4lUr COWItr" Garry Kilworth
JOHN CALDER
ON, B, Mistd.r,

P J Kavanagh

CANON GATE PUBLISHING
Tu Song offlu Form, Colin Mackay
JONATHAN
CAPE
Tu
H4I1UImtUd's T.Jr,
Margaret
Atwood
GAhmrs l.AntL1It, Paul Bailey
Sttuing 4It tile Sun, Julian Barnes
Cltild"n
of tAr Ruim,
Thomas
Wiseman
'For consideration':
.A. Mis4llUuIU, Anita Brookner
TAL BIIy of Si/DIU, Lisa St Aubin de
"Teran
.
TU Prodigtll F4Itltn, Kate Saunders
(Ad Strelrtll, Bamber Gascoigne
CARCANET
PRESS
A Storm from PlITtldisr, Stuart Hood
Centre-Jour: A Triptyd .fur Pierr«
BoMilTd, Gabriel Josipovici
Xortutdor, Christine Brooke-Rose
Brtllltwood: TIlLStor, of till ObussiDn,
Peter Hoyle
CENTURY
TAL PiWtud C.,t,

Meira Chand

COLLlNS HAR VILL
SuuuIing OriUrs, John Hooker
CONSTABLE
MtIting Birds, Lewis Nkosi
J M DENT
TAL Tricksters, Margaret Mahy
All Absolutt Hero, Emyr Hurnphreys
ANDRE DEUTSCH
TAL lAst EUction, Pete Davies
TIt~ Utln and tAr Liurd,
Jane
Rawlinson
Cluuing •
GiJlkd S/tIIIIow. Hunter
Steele
A New lc~ AI~, Robert Edric
Tit Gmtk Tourist, Jill Delay (called in
b, Isabel Quigl}")
GERALD DUCK WORTH
Filtlt, LMcn, Beryl Bainbridge

F AB ER &: F ABER
An Artist offlu FloIItUtg World, Kazuo
Ishiguro
TIlL M,nn,
of flu Slut6Jv, Stefan
Themerson
A Sttllt of JtuhprNU1ICt, Caryl Phillips
A Test« for D~tllll. P D James
'For consideration':
Tit Atiwlllllrts
of RobUuI, Emma
Tennant
Tidn to RUk, Dermis Potter
TIu GoitUn G4Itr, Vikram Seth

CHA TIO & WINDUS
An InsularPossession, Timothy Mo
J'illCtIIItPossession, Hilary Mantel
TIlL Ptlle ~rgttlllt, James Murray
PriPtl-U Pqers, Margaret Forster
'For consideration':
Devotions. Patricia Barrie
TIlL MtIII for flu Job, Laurie Graham
Hotel Bellnue, Thomas Shapcott

VICTOR GOLLANCZ
Cobwd WlIlJcing. Sara Banerji
~Mg
TlUngs, Frances Thomas
Spllin.x, D M Thomas
Proud Empir~s, Austin Clarke
'For consideration':
TIlL DON TIsing, Patricia Angadi
TAL Lest MtIII Out of SlUgon, Chris
Mullin

ROBIN CLARKE
Common Ground, Helen Stancey

GOWAN PUBLISHING
Two of Clubs, Joan Wallace

COLLlNS
TAL Beast, Sharrnan Macdonald
TIlL GlUM of tile PinJ. P4IIodtz, Roger
Moss
TW Drtltl of flu Body, C K Stead
InNJu1ICr, Pen elope Fitzgerald
'For consideration':
SWtlllWng. Richard Francis
Tit MiNI Md &xl, Slwp, Frank
Parkin

HAMISH

HAMILTON

News from Nowllrrr, David Caute
TAL &wn Agrs, Eva Figes
Tit GIMslwUM, Monique
Charlesworth
lA~ Unknown, A N Wilson
TAL Circk of Reeson, Arnitav Ghosh
(called in by Bemice Rubens)
'For consideration':
Tit Girls, John Bowen
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Breaki", IM Rules, Caroline Lassalle
Tinv DIIf IIf MiNI, Graham Lord

HAR VESTER PRESS
GtdlinuUlf's Gospel, Chris Wilson
ClWIire" DfI tM SJwre, 10 Ridden
CrOUu.f
Water.
Rosalind
Brackenbury
Ltnu.g Emnua, Nigel FOJ(ell

,'u

WILLlAM

HEINEMANN

MICHAEL O'MARA BOOKS
l.«Jl.u.g for tu lAst B;, Tree,
Michael Foss
TIu G/4m Mountllilt, Sharon Sparling

Hope

Aspects of FuN"g, Peter Vansittart
Xrtzmn's GotIIS, Rudolf Nassauer

POPLAR
TIu

'For considera tion' :
Lof/u.g Rogn, Tim Parks
COnUng to Bi"II, Marjorie MacGoye
TM . Dealll of Moislle-GGlleJ, Simon

Louvish
HOlM Grollllll, Lynn Freed

HODDER

Lost Tinv, Catharine Arnold
LoPe/od:. lames McNeish
TIu SIIrapMI Acwmy,
Fay Weldon
Empire Born, Stephen Cook
'For consideration':
Dr GruMr's Dtw,It,n, lanice Elliott
P,u"ring CIASus, Carol lanes
EJUt, Dee Phillips

HUTCHINSON
DiNvr',

SUep,

Stanley

Middleton
LiPe Fhslt, Ruth Rendell
Tu P'iluwpltlyns, Anthony Burgess
TIu Old Dnih, Kingsley Amis
'For consideration':
Tu Womm of GuiMtl UN, Gabriel

•.

Fielding
MICHAEL

JOSEPH
Alison Harding

MACMILLAN
Co/umbo HeG, Christopher Hudson
Tu Bridg«, lain Banks
Tltt Vacillations of Poppy Car,.,." Mary

Wesley
DfI

tM VOMe, .Timothy

Findley

0/

FtIt/tn

Htut1ey,

Robert Wood
QUARTET

BOOKS

Hud wk,
lames Maw
Tu Mosqw, Richard Appignanesi
Tu AbMY Ut tM Wood, Anthony

.

'For consideration':
Tu COfI/IO;suur, Magda Sweetland
TIu Rapture, Patrick Harpur
ArruIM"t witll 11II Eest WUJ, loan

O'Donovan

I

SALAMANDER
PRESS
Do4o, Tony Weeks-Pearson
SEAGULL PRESS
Cow IUId Cow ParsJq, Judy Cornwel1

~.

Wi"ter
Ut
JtrllslUtm,
Blanche
D'Alpuget
'For consideration':
PriNte ACCOlllfts, Ursula Bentley
Across tM Aulllmlt GrASS, G E

Armitage
D,.,,,,,.,
David

Martin

et JACKSON

Gou., HOfM, Freny Olbrich

VIKING
Wbt', Bred Ut tAt &M, Robertson
Davies
A Duk-Adapted
Eye, Barbara Vine
Tu Innocents, Carolyn Slaughter
Tu Wtll, Elizabeth Jolley
VIRAGO
TIu Promise of Rtzbt, Gail Morgan
FiIUMS, June Old ham
Wltllle of. Morning Sky, Grace Nicols
Tu Ce"tury's DtlUglltn, Pat Barker

WElDENFELD

et NICOLSON

EIIglislt, Paul Picketing

A KiNI of Hetdtlty GraPe, Jessica Mann

Pnftct

lULlA

SluUlows, Tim Winton
TIiI AfllntDO#l SM.e, David Pryce-Jones

MACRAE

Tu Sile"t SAore, Rutb Elwin Hams
CampiOfl, Janni Howker

1UI4C

METHUEN
NotM", Ntlturtd, Jenny Diski
A Bit of tl Do, David Nobbs
Tin Toys, Ursula Holden
Prisons of GlASs, Elizabeth Wilson

LapsiltK. JiB Paton-Walsh

WOMEN'S

PRESS

QlUen of tlu Statts, Josephine

Sax ton

ZED BOOKS
TIu SctlffoU, Edward Lurie

HORACE

te:

i

SECKER et WARBURG
Fot, J M Coetzee
Mefisto, lohn Banville :
Tu Nudistt, Guy Bellarny

SmGWICK

Also Georrw...

NOI WGIIltd

PRESS

R",,/iuimr

Lambton

et STOUGHTON

A/t~

-

PETER OWEN

CMtW"t,
lim Crace
&ucA SwUI Cou"try, B Kojo Laing
TtdkariPe MGII, R K Narayan
TIu Hottemo:
Room, Christopher

A"

JOHN MURRAY
A SJuuJow bt tM WeaPe, Michael
Humfrey
TIu Cltristmillt, Susanna Mitchell

BENT
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Where it's happening
Toby Fitton
PAUL PICK~RING

Perfect English
205pp. Weidenfeld
027978952

and Nicolson. £9.95.

X

Except perhaps for a novel about Lebanese
politics, one cannot imagine a theme more confusing in the nice balancing of moral issues than
American cultural benevolence in present-day
Nicaragua. The "Perfect English" of Paul Pickering's title is a Californian educational found. ation that has attracted to its mission camps a
young English Catholic idealist and his American girlfriend. Both are particularly anxious to
serve under Father Anselm, a charismatic (and
indeed sexually attractive) priest who is deeply
into liberation theology, and far from averse to
political intrigue on behalf of the Sandinistas.
"Liberation theology", the slightly doubting

r'X':
'J~L-.S

2. l . ID SZ "

Johnny Morgan is assured, "is where it's happening", and there are plenty of happenings to
prove it in the excesses of some exceedingly
black comedy. A high official in State Security
tells the hero, "Best leave truth to the politicians", a thriller-writer's
cliche that is played
out here in the triple-crossings
of Central
American chicanery and the gradually unfolding layers of theological doubt. Mr Palmerston,
a gruesome
psychopathic
cannibal
leader,
discovered with his pirate court deep in the
jungle, is in the end one of the more plausible
characters in the author's gallery of weirdos.
Father Anselm, so deeply imbued with liberationist theories, is not as fully developed as he
could have been. He has many of the characteristics of the traditional whisky priest - "politics was Father Anselm's whisky; you could
almost smell it on his breath" - and he is putty in
the hands of cynical manipulators able to exploit his idealism. The rich, beautiful American girlfriend, "sick of being a marshmallow
liberal aid worker", is likewise all too easily
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picked on and used by unscrupulous
and illspecified functionaries.
Nice innocent Johnny,
barely out of Ampleforth
and Cambridge,
is
assailed by "damp English doubts", political
and personal, about the priest and the girl, but
lacks the courage of his uncertainties.
He is
lucky to escape with his life.
Perfeet English begins conventionally
with
"an unforgiving sun" beating down on an anticlerical riot in Nicaragua, and ends on "a lovely
summer afternoon" as the young couple go off
to live happily ever after. The events in between are far from conventional. The complexities of the Nicaraguan situation provide plenty
of opportunities
for fairly bleak humour - a
party of "Oldsters for Peace" comes out to
support Sandinista
Youth - but the overwhelming grimness of the political reality
rapidly cancels out these lighter touches. As in
the author's previous book, Wild About Harry,
farce and thriller do not consort well with each
other. The final effect is much more solemn
that may have been intended.
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the classic touch
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WHAT ARE you looking for In your
fiction? So many good novels by the
better names are bursting out this
month that today we offer a guide to
the best.
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PAPERBACK

IlHIlllJl

tached t••• ch .tlltr. If I'
lulreI" know which plr
•• "'Is rlcll. full book j
the mISt Ibnrblng
Adlmson's .Irly S'TUIl
IIft.s.
glm. wlrd.~
",. ".nomt
rows whiel
11ft., HIe filmin" .f aon
"rH, ",. mur•• r .f Jo·
by a Turkhlnl trlb.s
mln, ., his con"nuou
In",lv.m.nt
wl'" lions
All ar. recounted 'n Id
IIIlrably de.r narrativ•.

Peter Kenam

*
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Writer Princess wants
to be taken seriously
PRINCESS
MICHAEL
OF
KENT
seems
determined
to
~:.'ensure that· her
first
book
is
brought ·to the
attention
of
serious critics.

Three weeks before
publication
of her

Crowned In A Far
Country: Portraits of
Eight Royal Brides a

dinner party is being
thrown for her to meet
some of the country's
most
prestigious
literary reviewers and
celebrities like Melvyn
Braggand Dr Jonatban
M1ller.
The soiree,
on September 18, is being given by
Mn Sonia
Slnclalr.
formerly
Lady
Melchett,
widow
of the
boss
of
British- Steel.
Appanntly
the Princeu
1&
concerned
that
her work,
wblch has taken about three
years to complete, may attract
only the attention of 106Sip

columns and women's pqes.
She wants to ensure that It
1& treated serloualy on Its
lltera:y merits.
However,
this does' not
·mean she will be restrlctlnl
promotional interviews to the
Literary RetMw and the Times
LUeran./ Supplement.
The Princess, who stands to
make about £1 mUllon from
the book, haa agreed to appear
on the lobn
Dunn radio
programme
and Woman'.
Hour.
Negotlat\ons have also been
takinl pla.ce for her to appear
either on. TV -am or :rerry
Wopn'a show,
.

Carolyn
produce. a
winner
CAROLYN

WARREN.

daughter

of the Queen's
manager
Lor.d
Porch ester, gave birth to a
baby boy on Thursday.
And on Friday
mother
and child, to be chri&tened-

racing

Spencer'.
picture 01
the Ea.t
HAVING spent £2 million In
the past five years on the

~r~h~~p~f
t~
~~~e.~o~~

CAROLYN:DEUGHTED
Jalde.
were
happUy
sitting up in bed watching
the
racing on television.
.
Father
John,
a bloodstock
dealer,
had only a
few minutes
to nip into
their
room
in a London
hospital before flying oH to
the sales at Deauville.
Carolyn,
24, said: "I'm
delighted.
I have
been
deluged
with
cards
and
flowers,
and
I'm being
spoiled rotten!
"
. Among
the
guests
at
Caro\yn's
wedding
were
her
old
friend
Prince
Andrewand
the PrIncess of
Wales.

Mrs Niarchos 'No. 6?
DESPITE the fact IfIet he hel
five maniagel and
y.al~
behind him, people contlnlle
to try to marry off Greek
ahlpping billionaire STAVROS
NlARCHOS.
.
.
In tha
Pllt
decacfa,
Nllrchol hal been •• id to be
about to tie ttIa knot with
Parl.llnne
locIalttl
ELLEN
D'ESTAIN VILLE, PRINCESS
FIRYAL of Jordan, and PRINCESS MARIA-GABRIELLA
. MAlilNf,: DIVORCING .
Savoy, daughter
the former
KING UMBERTO
Italy.
.ve,
.niat'fllli,ad.
but
None of the.e " manilges " : Nllrctto. I, •••
ow •• Id 10 wish

n

~
..,
~
~
"

0'0'

i

i

0'

to wed one MARINA PALM",
an Italian 41 yea,. his Junior.
Marina-who
I, married
with four children, but In the
proceaa of getting a divorce
-la the wealthy daughter of
an ltalia... Industriali,t,
and
ha,
'pent
much
of the
summer on board Stavroa'.
yaent Attanll •• She la al.o a
close friend of PRINCESS
CAROLlNE of Monaco.
Nlarc:ho.
him,.1f
w ••
travelling around Switzerland
1•• 1 week, and WII unnan·
able for comment. .

Wales's father Earl Spencer is
hoping to recoup some money
from a new book of bi.a
photographs.
Ten thousand
copies of
Japan and the E.ut-a colfeetable book of 248 colour
photographs-have
been
privately
printed
for Lord
Spencer, and go on sale In
three wee!u' time at £14.95 a
copy,
His wt!e Ralne tells me: .
•. We were In Japan for about

statements
and makes VI
vulgar comments
about •
sexual ability of one of t
nation's leaders.
'I am indebted
for tl
fascinating
Information
writer Paul Plckerlnc whe
Iatest·novel Per[ect"Engllsh,
In Nicaragua,
1& publish
next month.
Paul tells me: "I was wilt
lovernment
official when ,
got lost and ended up,
Wlwllli In • cafe where tl
bird lives.
•. The owner immediate
rushed It Into the back ••
refused to brlna It out again
"I
sneaked
back
aD
discovered Its secret. It woU:
certainly have been k1Ued
the oUicial had heard."

Royal. to
dance lor
£1 million

WITH THE Americas CuI
start in I in AU5tralia
Ir
October, the Royal Tharnes
. Yacht Club is stili looking tc
raise £ I mi1Uon to help thE
British challenge.
To that end, they an hold·
ing
a ball
at London '.
" My husband took 700 pieGrosvenor
House Hotel on
tu re s. They
turned
out
beautifuly.
So we thought:
• Let's do a book.'
-it is hoped that the Duke 01
•. Two
thousand
have
York, who takes over shortly
already been sold to book·
sellers, and we'll sell a lot In ·from Prince Charles as Cornmodore
of the Cluh, will also
the shop at A1thorp."
be there.
Lord Spencer says:
The
Around
800 an expected.at
proceeds will go towards the
the ball. but about ha!! the
house. There Is also a special
£85·a-head
tickets remain to
limited edition of 250, which
be sold.
will sell for £295 eacb."

~m~b!.c~
v:~;~:~s~~
gapore,
Nepal.

Malaysia,

Bangkok,

*

~~=~
~:l!:

~p~~~~~

U

The bird JK
that Uvea
dangerously
IN THE TOWN of WiwUU In
northern
Nicaragua
lives a
macaw by the name of El
Presidente which loes In fear
of his li!e.
The problem Is that the bird
squawks out anti-government

JACf;JUEUNE ONASSIS i.!
lacing the indignity 01
being taken to court by a

f::~~~3 ~~~~~:i

~hoA
that her home on Martha'$
Vineyard-her
summer
refuge where she rarely
invites guuts-i.s on /and
granted to them by the
U,S. government!
The
optimistic

Indians

are

threJltening to try to evict
her.

H~.J
'b~,J.I
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A romance with a
,view in Florence
Penelope Fitzgerald's romantic comedy is set in Italy in the
FICTION
~9505. with the English as
spear carriers at the edge of
Philip Howard
things. It happens in and
around the bubble city of
INNOCENCE
Florence. with excursions to
, the harsh South. to a convent
B)· Penelope Fitzgerald
school in Berkshire, and darkCol/ins. [9.95
est Chelsea.' and trips backPERFUME
wards in time to visit the
By Patrick Siiskind
dying Gramsci and take in a
Translated by John
bit of recent Italian history. To
E. Woods
the non-Italian, not to the
Hamish Hamilton. [9.95
maniera born, the Italians
seem convincing people, most
PERFECT ENGLISH
unEnglish. but with 'touches of
By Paul Pickering
nature that make the whole
U·l'idenleld & Nicolson,
world kin.
[9.95
Chiarais the innocent only
daughter of a decayed Florentine Count. with a dilapidated ' with one remarkable .defect
villa looking down on the and one remarkable gift. The
great bubble. Barney, her best ' defect is that he possesses no
friend from the Berkshire body smell. But his powers of
convent, is a jolly-hockey- scent are as those of a Hyperisticks Sloane who is supposed on of hounds to those of a
to be worldly-wise about men. satyr with a cold. He can
• Or Salvatore Rossi. a local follow a scent ten miles away;
: neurologist. is working-class his nose can instantly analyse
, from the South, and an angry the thousand smells of reeking
young man. Chiara
and Paris.
Salvatore fall in love like a
This genius of scent be.
flash of lightning; and the comes a sorcerer's apprentice
main plot is what is to be done, of perfume. and then the
about it, in spite of Bamey's
greatest perfumer that the
help. and the complexities of world has ever smelled. Unthe Italian class system. The fortunately. to make up for the
moral of the grotesque legend heart of non-smelling darkof the stone Dwarfs on top of ness in himself. he decides to
Chiara's family villa is that capture the concentrated estrying to make other people sence of the greatest perfume
happy is not only difficult, but he knows: the smell of budusually a disaster.
ding virgins, preferably redThere is Fitzgerald domes- headed. This essence gives
tic wit about dotty relations, him a power stronger than the
and a couple of ghastly expa- money or the power of terror
triate BriTuscans. "There is a or the power of death: the
sharp little comedy around the invincible power to command
wedding at the family's coun- the love of mankind. This
try estate. And there are the hyped book is strong stuff:
whimsical perceptions
you disgusting in parts powerful in
would. expect:
Florentines parts, a stinkeroo in parts. I
'know their city's paintings in thought in parts it was jolly
the same way that English silly.
children grow up with and
Perfect English is the name
know their domestic animals. of a Californian God squad,
The book is a moving as well promoting liberation theology
; as a witty account not just of in Nicaragua for the Sandys.
Italians in love, but of loving Johnny : Morgan, wimp just
and living for all humans.
down from Cambridge, comes
Perfume is a different kettle out to join his sexy American
of stinking fish: a sort of girl friend in the movement.
Inferno of the nose and olfac- Meet the American priest
to'ry Mein Kampf. reeking hooked on politics, the ex-CIA
with symbolism about the thug who smiles and smiles,
darkness of the soul, and and a cast of do-gooders who
parables about totalitarianare singularly unsucessful at
ism. In 1738 in Paris a fish- doing God's word. It is poor
wife gives birth to a baby in a man's Tom Sharpe, with
pile of fish guts. Her baby, crude red and white politics.
called Grenouille.
survives The cannibalism is wittier
somehow into a hellish life, than in Perfume.
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Sandffiista'
.send-up .

TRUB believen rarely
.
lahoebofrecoenltionw=~':
MAUREEN FREELY
,the IarJetS of •• ~. The Sandinis: PBRFBcr ENGLISH
.
tal and IDtemadonalistu who are
"':
~ PuJ Pitkcrlq
lO,aavqely ridi.culed ~ Paul Pick"'"-flid tl1fd Nieo""" ~9.9S
enng'. DeW DOvel will have DO .'
LAPSING
trouble dimijasjng It u the work cl.
by ]UJ P.ton WaIaIa
a CA~.
'The people who are
JFMnrflld tl1fd Nieolscm 19.95
mOlt likely to take this book to
ONLY YES'fERDA'2'
bean are the ooes who ovenIept
by Ja.llan Gloq
last time they were IUppoeed to
Hamish Harrri/rtm {.9.95
CycieForNic:aragua,andwbobaw
THE DRESDEN GATB
been lest than diligent about buy..
.., Michael Schmiclt
iDi politically correct coffee beaDa.
HWlcJrinson (.9. 95 .
perfect EnglJaJa it the story of' --------- one of their own, I well-meanIna
tbroughfnordertokeeprheirafflir
) young man who leaves behind the
within the narrow bounds pmme pietiel of hit Cambridge Sup.
aibed by the Church would, in I
ports NiWIiUIltUdy
JI'OUP to go
limpler
have won them iIint- aerve the revolution 011 location.
hoodi. But here the heroine Is
His ~~
Ire, to •• y the
oeither appreciated DOl" rewarded
leat, diaillUllooJ.na. ~ed
for her aac:rific:ea.This Is a beauti~ .truggl~ for peace, be 11 sent to fuUy wrltten book. Historically
rifle pracoce. Lectured lbout'the
.·.a:uratcbut
1IeVer tentimental,
YUtue. of 1iberatiOl1 theology, ht . IOIemn but be'rer Itiff, it buildi
ae~ his tint ~pee of a Marxist quietly to unexpected beiahtl.
~t.t.
wild party iD.luxury
JuliaDGloq'.ODlyYeaterdayls
villa.
".
about.
man who interrupts his
He 11drIaed to a demonstrat1011 DUd-life crisis to .pend I weekend
~
told to throw atones, tent to with hit &lema puenta.
The
pick
coffee
~ans
OD •
boredom, the badly cooked meals,
treacherous mo~ta1n alope known
the &1oaina oveT of infirmitiea and
to be in!e!ted WIth Contral, C?~~
old wounds, the endless diacusaions
to Iin& ~th to th~ YIIl9W WIth .bout boapitall, doctorJ, and medit.nds of JOYOUS Califonuanl, shot
all·......... -- faithfully
at by Sandinisw while guarding a -'"
~-~
.~(i"ist:
poeitioa, cat as the
~
here, 10 fa!.thfully that
Jackboot of Imperialism in a play
~ !'Nder 1000 lonp.lib
the hero.
for recaJcitrant
(and doomed)
10 escape to the pub.
India.\ll. ID the end, he bec:omea an
~th
~ IUrfac:e, ~,
unwittina pawn in a nasty bit of mtereatin& thinp ~ 8OUli. 011.
Machiavellian power-brokerina
The old man, I retired architect,
". the fficial ,,-- . -.:hu jUlt finiabcd his life work: a
."or
0
WIC, m ~
__
lA .L._ -lll
'de the
worda. A•• CXlmedyof revolution~t
WW. provt
ary mannen.
thiI Is wickedly
lleffect Imna envu-onment ~
funny. Piclcerina'. ICathini ur!uture ~tioDa.
N~ be la
c:.m is well rutted to the exotic .ready to die. and hit Jl'IDdbackground,
aDd altho\1lh hit
da~~.
who lIal;Dedieahtudent,
• s.ndies' are caricaturel, 6e IUC- is ~
~o.help him. The moluceed. in portrlyina
them..
tiOOIl ch.illina iD the way that the
formidable and danaeroualy &PP- . liaht of the tip of an icebera Is
..una opponenta.
. ch.illina. But one can't beJp thinkJill Piton Walah hu WOIlmany
iDa that JuJian GIoq could have
~
for her children'. books. . made more of his material. This Is
~
her tint adult novel, it
• book for people who like their
lbOut a croup of devout youna
domestic dramu undentated and
CAtholica .t Oxford during the
their epiphaniel interrupted by
mid-Fifties. and it offers a more
Ioai djICIMIioDaabout cauli1lower
.conaidered view of true bclievera
cbeeIe.
than Piclte:rina". Far from bein&
Dreada Gate takeI pP,
hypocritical or adept .t arabbina
improbably. in Mexico. The .tory
any ~olitical
.dVIDt'ae.
M, of a youna boy arowfna up on •
Walsh • characten inhabit I world
.deelyina
turn-of-the-century
that barely hu a place for them.
hacienda, it la In many waY' a
A modern tragedy, this is the
homqe to Oc:tavio Pu and CarIOl
Itory of I )'Oung woman duped by Puentea, and while it Is tecbD'ca)ly
the DUIII mto beIievini that .elfbeyond reproac:h it hu I teCODdaaaifice, obedience and c:hatity
hand feel to it. TbecentralqueatioD
ate virtues, and tricked by the erect
is an inte:restina one: can the boy.
J!nalia.b poets into ~
that
who hu been u tynnniJed by his
love is immutable.
lDtelliaent.
father as has any peasant, be part of
privileged. and polit:ically a-ware. !be peuanu' ItrUiile when they
ahc la capable of thi.DkiDafor bendf
die up apinIt the rulin& c.Iua ?
but convinced tbat the Church
thfa (lUation ptJ IOIt
ahould be ber only ruide. A
.
the chronicles of awirlina
brilliant young priest 11 able to dult and pounding hones' booftl.
dispel her ~
about Sua. Tbere la. of ooune nothina Wl"OIlI
Hun,pry and the Bomb, but be iI. abOut wrltina • ~
in which
Ieu able to adviIe her iD matten cl JaDcu.a&e tabI precedence over
the heart. as be lOOn falla in Iov't plot and chancter, or with havina
with her. Sbe IOCIIl returDI the &Dlrc.betypalberoknownaimplyas
c:ompliment.
• tile boy.' But there is the lun of a
The CODIDrtioaI the caapIt 10 ~
ball about tbiI book .

aae.
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The dos

PAPERBACK
CHOICE
•

•••••• nga In tHeguIM by
(Fomen.
u.tI). A remar1lable book.
oontalning the best portraIt
yet attempted of Eme.t
Milton •• fascinating
account of what made
Tyrone Guthrle tick.
Iffectionate and
uncommonly pereeptlY8
Iketch •• of RichardlOn.
Glelgud. Ollvier. Edlth
Evane and other mighty
pee~1I
thie pull
Guinn ••• In the top cl •••
for theatrical memolra,
alongaide Coward and Ellen
Terry.
• Nancr lllIford by hIfna
HuUnp (Papermee £4.15).
Sober and truthful but
CUrlOUlIy topaided portrait
of a elngular1y unhappy
woman. Sellna Hutinga
eketchee In the pathOl.
bleaknaaa and emotional
"'prMllon
of her eubjec:t'a
Inner lIIe. without
euftlelently emphulalng the
wit encselegance with whiCtl
..,. compenaated h_tt
and frlende for the bitter
cup she drank In private.
• Chen.. Dlc:llena : HIe
T•••gedy and Triurnptl br
Idgar Johnaon (Pengulll
ta.H). The definitive
biography by far, and all the
better for having been
edited and abridged. Edgar
JohnlOn Is no atylie\, but he
•• unequalled as a fact- .
finder. Everything one
nM<I. to know about the In.
of our gre.te.t novell.t
• An Omelette and a a•••
:i !;jm_ !:~!!!Z~beth D•• id
(penguin tU5). For thoM
•••• de,. too young to
...member Elizabeth Oavtd'a
plec:ea In The Sp«tator and
elMwhe •••, or tor those who
know her only through her
recipe bookI, th•• e
oollec:ted plec:es will come
•••••• velatlon : Mra DavlCl
wu one of the beet
joumlll.1I 01 her
generation.
• Burm. : TM L..onoest
War 1M1041 by Loul. Alien
(Dent tl.N). Combining all
the lOureee, Japanese u
well u Brltleh, with a su •••
grup of tactlca and strategy
Interwoven with graphic
Incldenll .nd peraonalitJ •• ,
thl. superbly gripping
account of the Forgotten
Army'. long road from
dtbtcle ID triumph over the
worat terrain Imaginable la
unlikely to be superaeded.
• The Complete
Upmenahlp by ItepMn
flatter (Oration n.1I).The
.wful jacket ••• ms
dMlgned to drive off
purchuera, but the oontenta
(O.m •• manahlp,
Ufeman.hlp, One- .
upmanahip. Superman.hlp)
•••• another matter. Find
here the original eource of
oountl ••• modish Imitation ••
I battle-gulde to •• volr-'a',..
and more than one addition
to myth .nd language.
• Napoleon 1112 by NIgeI
NIcoIeon CWeldenfekl t•.••
).
A muterly account 01
Napoleon', Russian
campaign which m.riled the
beginning of the end. like
HiUer'e.

A* Ouln"...
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One

Tory,

normall

her, maintained
that the reesc
free to oet with what seemed t
of hIs colleagues to be Insensltlv1t:
ingratitude, to both Sir Georfrey an

l:Uu •..•••or

she

relt

many
even
Douglas

Hurd, WR.'1 that ten yellr3 hove CO!
prime-ministerial
system Into
one. He added, with studIed d.
termination to be ncn-judgmentat,
ttu
emce Mrs Thatcher now seeks and gains
highly personal
mandate from the elector.
professional poUtlclMs who serve her mm

vertcd It
presidential

-.':";"
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sat manages to'. be both. entertaining
and
rought-provoking. A famous poet who murers eight of his young 'diSciples, a police-oman who colors !ler skin black for cosmet: reasons
a scientist who invents a mind
robe that can make psycholberapy an exact
:ience are among the characters
in this
omplex.book that succeeds on virtually evry level'

ana

-.

klence,

Medicine and Psychology

ALTERED .LOVES: Mothers and Daugb-rs During Adolescence. By Terri Apter.
it. Martin's, ~24.95,) An analysis of 65 moth<daughter pairs in Britain and the United
tates blows away some old misconceptions
. including the belief that adolescents
ihteve identity through rebeDion, turmoil
.ld separation.'
THE
CHANGING
ATMOSPHERE:
A
IobaIClulJlenge. By John Firor. (Yale Uniersity, $19.95.) A scientist at the National
enter for Atmospheric
Research explains
~ interrelationship
of current en\.:ironmen.1 issues and the combined threat they
'esent to life on earth.
.'
DISAPPEARING .THROUGH THE SKYIGHT: Culture and Technology In the Twen!th Century. By O. B. Hardison Jr. (Viking,
2.9~.) A polymathic scholar and social crit's optimistic synthesis of future technology
Id consciousness.
FINAL ANALYSIS: The Making and Unaking of a Psycboanalyst.
By Jeffrey
oussaieff
MasSon.
(Addison-Wesley,
8.95.) The author's account of how disillumment and disbelief made him "the Antimst in the church of psychoanalysis."
FIRE & ICE: The. Greenhouse
Effect,
:one Depletion, and Nuclear Winter. By
lvid E. Fisher. .(HarperCollins,
$19.95.)
lE NEXT ONE HUND~ED YEARS: Shapg the Fate of Qur Living Earth. By Jonaan Weiner. (Bantam, $19.95.) There is, both
thors assure- us, a scientific consensus
out global warming: it's coming. But someing can be done; they believe, and these
Jelies passionately and credibly urge attenonto a threatening futurethat
many of us
em to have despaired of in advance.
FLOW: "Ibe PsyChology of Optimal Expe!lICe. By Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi.
(HarrColllns, $21.95.) "Flow," according to the
thor, a professor of psychology at the Unirsityof
Chicago,' isa learnable state of
nsetousness that comes with rightly intersttng what we are doing and what is hapIling to us. '
rilE LIFE AND DEATH OF A DRUID
tINCE: "Ibe Story of Llndow Man, an 1\•..•
aeoIogIcaI ~tloo.
By Amle Ross and'
n Robins. (Summit, $19.95.) A fascinating
tument, even if fetched a bit far, about a

2,OOO-year-old corpse found in England in
1984.
MARS BECKONS: The Mysteries,
the
Challenges, the Expectations
of Our Next,
Great Adventure in Space. By John Noble
Wilford. (Knopf, $24.95.) What shall we do
about Mars? A science correspondent of The
Times examines our relationship with Mars
so far and weighs the issues and options for
the future.
.
PIL TDOWN: A Scientific Forgery.
By"
Frank Spencer. (National History Museuml
Oxford University,
$24.95.) Who invented
Piltdown Man back in 1912? Mr. Spencer's
studious compilation of the evidence points
to a suspect ....:..and a motive.
.
. THE SPACE TELESCOPE:
A Study of
NASA, Science. Technology, and Politics. By
Robert W. Smith; (Cambridge
University,
$39.50.) A big book about big science, focused
on the history of space technology and the
development of the Hubble Space Telescope. .
TECHNOLOGICAL RISK. By H. W. Lewis.
. (Norton, $22.95.) A valuable, clearly written
appraisal of what's risky - and not risky - about technology, written by a physicist specializing ID risk assessment
and management.
WHAT KIND OF LIFE: The Limits of
Medical Progress. By Daniel Callahan. (Simon & Schuster, $19.95.) An ethical philosoplier's tough-minded look at the debate about
medical costs and society's resources, arguing for rules that would give far higher
priorities. to prevention
than to high-cost
care in marginal cases.

Spies & Thrillers
BLOOD TIDE. By Robert F. Jones.(Atlaatic Monthly, $19.95.) Double revenge is the
motif of 'this exciting thriller about a father
and daughter who set out in a boat for the
Philippines. The writing is superior.
THE BLU~ GATE OF BABYLON. By
Paul Pickering.
(Random, House, $18.95,)
This blackly humorous espionage novel is
about a young British diplomat in West Berlin who likes women too much for his own
good
.
•
BROmERHooD
OF mE
TOMB. By
Daniel Eastennan.
(Doubleday, $19.95.) A
frightening, action-packed book that involves
the Vatican, a former C.I.A. man anda brotherhood established not long after the death of
Christ.
THE RUNNING TARGET. By Gerald Seymour. (Morrow, $19.95.) A top deskman at
British intelligence is kidnapped by Iranians
in this scary and searing book.
SOVIET SOURCES. By' Robert Cullen.
.(~tl!l.!ltic ~onthly, $19.95.) In the immediate~'
future, an American journalist in the SOviet
Union is set up by the K.G.B. The author has
been a correspondent
in Moscow, and every
."

Answers

to Oui:r

word he writes carries authority.
UNDER SIEGE.
av, Stephen COOOts,
(Pocket - BOOks, $19.95.) Colombian drug
lords declare war against the United States
and send killer squads to Washington. This is
escape reading atits best.

Sports
'BASEBA-LL: The' People's Game. By Har- .
. old Seymour. (Oxford University, $24.95.)
The_third volume in Mr. Seymour's history of
baseball broadly details the game outside socalled Organized Baseball and its capture by
designing institutions.
.. DAMNEDYANKEES:AN~Holds-Barred
.Account of Life With "Boss" Steinbrenner.
By Bill Madden and Moss KJein. (Warner,
$19.95.) A well-told account of the decline and
-fall of the New York Yankees at the hands of
the team's principal owner. .
KAREEM. By Kareem Abdul-Jabbar with
. Mignon McCarthy. (Random House, $18.95.)
'A memoir in the form of a' diary, combining
this amazing player's last season as a Los
Angeles Laker with autobiographical
recollections, mostly. magnanimous.
MEN AT WORK: 1be Craft of Baseball By
. George f. Will. (Macmillart, $19,95.) An ele,ga'nt analysis of'what baseball players actu" ally do, investigated by the conservative columnist with love and curiosity but without
,sentimentauty
or mythologizing.
.

-·~.ravel, Nature and Adventure

THE ANTS. By Bert Holldobler and Edward O. Wilson. (Belknap/Harvard
University, $65.) Two distinguished, articulate biol- ogists reveal everything we didn't know we
wanted to know about ants.
.,
PLAYING WITH. WATER: Passion and
SoUtude on a Philippine Island. By James .
Hamilton-Paterson.
(New
Amsterdam
Books, Cloth, $19.95; Paper, $11.95.) A truly
remarkable lyrical meditation on sea, sunlight and the analysis of consciousness.
SONORAN DESERT SUMMER. By John
Alcock. (University of Arizona, $19.95.) A
handsome, thoughtful record of nature observation and conceptual ecology in a very
hard' place to live. .
TIGERS: The Secret Life. By VaJrnik Tbapar. Photographs by Fateh Singh Rathore.
(Rodale, $35.) An education in tigerology and
a hopeful assessment of their future as wild
animals, even under India's population pressures. The photographs are gorgeous.
. A YEAR IN PROVENCE. By Peter Mayle.
/ (Knopf, $19.95.) When the author, his wife
and their dogs leave LOndon for a sojourn in
sunny Provence they encounter year-round
surprises - icy mistrals, unwelcome visi0
f ::tors, burst pipes and village rusties.
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By New;";';te Callendar ' '
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.
" Starting with ''The Ipcress ,FU~, In 1982I1ndpronage noveL A YllI!III BritIsh diplomat who likes women
ceedin& to such virtuoso pieces as "Funeral In BerUn,~~'too much for his O'I'J1aoociIs sent to West BerUn to run a
Len Delghton has ~monstrated 8pJ.D 'add Main that/"~',borde1lo, It Is 1981;jUllt before the Berlin wall goes up,
he, III a master of the BritISh' (is:, the"'~ ;~ri)i
HIs job, of coilrse;,J!Iit cover. he Is there to get tnrormaespionage noveL 1I1s)latest book" Spy LIN,E:
lion through his pmit/tutes from East German ortlcers.
$18.95), will not disappoint hI!I,admlre~, ".,'
',~, ";",
Things do not tum out well for the young diplomat,
It Is the second volume of a trllOflYthat started with ,'::"and he ends up a e&$toffIn,England until he Is recalled
"Spy Hook," and It features the veteran espJonaae &&ent,'~:for abotber special assignment, Highly literate, broodBernard Samson. As the book opens, SamsOo's..nfe, also' ;~'Ing and sad,,"lbe Blue Gate of Babylon" Is much more
an &&ent,haS iiefected tb die'Rusa_
Sat'nlon'ls. under';;~ than:~,ilPf atory, ~t Is superior literature.
sWlp\c:Iooof treason and hkIin&out In,WelitBerUn.'He Is-~·'·
, :';'" ~ ";';".;It
1::; 'I " ,'.
.
,
.
cleared, grudalngly, and sent baCk to EogIand for whaf '. '
may be a desk Job for the rest of hIS career, Neverthe- ,.;.
An' experienced hand Is evident In Douglas Terless, he soon finds himself In the field, He goes to Vienna
man's ENEMY TERRITORY (Bantam, $18.95). The
to arrange for an exchange of spies with the SovIets.':
plot hangs on a' United slates space launching. Mr.
Naturally,' his hyperactl"" mind starts chumlhg.
11 Tennan was a commander In a launching crew as well
WUI his wife be Involved? Samson Is always'. asking
as a 'puot and mtlltary intelligence orrtcer. He knows
himself questions. Perhaps that la IKiwhe has managed
what he' Is: ta\Idng 'abolit. And he Is a good writer,
to stay'allve as~ong aa he ha&.Espionage agentS have to "sympathetic to his characters, with the ability to malnbe suspicious about everything. For inatance;''Sam.Ion'
talJi'.smoOlh narrative,now,' .
Is invited to a dlniler party given W his supeifH-! He ' "', "nro men come face to face. One is a KG,B. orrtcer,
sees an unexpected face, one that he' vaguely ~rnem-'
'the 'other an American 'pilot shot down In Vietnam.
bers. So his mind stam working.
'!'
",r'l
Captured and brutaUy Inter~ated
by the KG.B. man,
When and where did they meet? The man Is an " the American flnaJly bi-eaks. Back In the United States,
American, Is there a C.I.A. connectIOn? Is this man a
he Is ticked out of the service and regarded as a traitor.
trouble-shooter? What haa he to do with Samson's
'Jump to tOday. A general In the KG.B. conceives a plot
asslgiunent? It Is all veryconvtncing, Mr. Delghton has
that cOUldkill the.Ameri~ space program. It has to do
always known how to get Into the minds of his splea:
wlth,sabotaglng a shuttle l!lunchlng and sowing nuclear
The book sometimes gives the'lmpnuion
of 'just
materfal over a sectkm of the,unlted States. The KG.B.
ambling along, yet there la still a s«!nIe of pUrpose: At 'Interrogator
Is' Sel~.
the operation. Whom
the end we get a sudden burst of bloody lotion and' a
does he run up agalJ)St? "(<ill juessed It.
i
load of disillusion. Perhaps IJ1.
the coiIclucllnC biIoi oI-the
' 'T!Mi Vietnam, part ofiM bQok has a lot to do with
trilogy thlnga will cleat up for poor!&am_" \ 11:(. IJ.I~'.. nytng. 'The ,rest of It ~p1&ce
In Caribbean waters,
".tC,
'H'" ,lr't.'I'~1l
aboard the' AmertcanY'iiLubOat, .and Mr. Terman
,
./',
...,
''','
;", t v,'/'O',
/mOws'os much abOUt iilIl1IniIas he does about flying.
VTHE BLUE GATE OF BABYLON by Paul Picker·"Enemy Territory" Is one of 'those down-to-the-wire
Ing (R~
Rouse, $18.95)Is an unusual, book. Blackly
Armageddon sprints, and IIOfi:e the worse for It consldhumorous, It 18a character study aa well as an esp(o.
erlng, how well ~ author_ l0e8 about his business.

;~rt

I
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There are one or two slight flaws In the plotting. For a
brllUant man, the Russian does some stupId things. To
which Mr, rTerman might reply, well, we're aU human.
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The KG.B. also plays a part In LAIR OF TIlE FOX
by Daniel Pollock (Walker, $19.95). In this flMlt novel"
Soviet canisters of poison gas have been stolen. The
KG.B. dearly wants to getjhern back-out the canisters
fall Into the hands of Kurdish terrorists who take over a
sailing vessel near Istanbul. This vessel Is part of a
planned film, and the actors and camera crew are on '
board. The leading lady, who happens to be In a hotel
when the ship Is captured, is a Jane Fonda type: leftwlnglsh and full of great ideas about the plight of the
downtrodden. She offers herself as a hostage if the rest
of the crew Is released, and she gets Into big trouble.
The ending Is a little pat, but Mr. Pollock knows all the
tricks and has put together a can't-put-down book.

• • •
The Ed 'Fltzgerald series - he's a reporter for a
New York tabloid - continues with A SUITCASE IN
BERLIN by Don Flynn (Walker, $18.95).,It Is not one of
Mr. Flynn's better novels. Ed Is In Berlin to do' a story
about the city's 750th anniversary. He meets a beautiful
young woman, and when Ed Fitzgerald meets a beautiful young woman he Is at her command. All she wants
to do Is steal' a painting from an East Berlin art
museum. She claims that It was painted by her grandfather, was willed to her family and belongs to her.
~ There ensues a series of colossally unbelievable
happenings, Call It preposterous fun. But Mr:' Flynn, •
who la a reporter for The Dally News, tries too hard to,
be cute, and by now his characters have become stereotypes, There Is also some careless wrltlnglt' 'Come on"
I hissed at her." Try hissing "Come on!" With an
exclamation point, yet.
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PAUL PICKERING

Was born in 1955 in Edinburgh
where she was educated until, at
the age of nineteen, she went to
school in England. After leaving
Girton College, Cambridge,
with a First in English, she
worked for Vogue magazine and
later as an advertising
copywriter, and model for Levi
jeans.
Selected Novel: A Case of
Knives
This highly acclaimed first
novel presents a story through
the eyes of four characters:
eminent surgeon Lucas Salik,
the young Cora, their friend the
ice-cold Anne, and the young
estate-agent with whom Lucas
has fallen in love; HaI Darbo. A
situation of increasing
complexity and menace
involving all four is complicated
by their self-deception. But they
are also victims of each other's
deceits, in a viscious cycle of
emotional vivisection, and
finally violence. Written in a
mannered, almost embroidered
style, the mystery at the heart of
the novel is tremendously
exciting and very, very sharp.

Born in 1955, David Profumo is
a regular contributor to The
Sunday Times, The Daily
Telegraph and The Literary
Review. He lives in London
with his wife Helen Fraser, a
television producer, and their
two sons.
Selected Novel: ~ Music
It is the early 1950's. James
Benson's father has rented a
shooting lodge on a Hebridean
island with a party of friends.
As the summer continues, a
curious heatwave persists and
J ames is drawn more and more
to the company of the islanders;
to Alec the lame gamekeeper
and to Rachel, a solitary old
woman with a mysterious gift
Moving between the worlds of
visitors and islanders, this
evocative novel revives the
tragic power of Gaelic myth,
and the rythms of the Gaelic
language; full of the sights,
sounds and lore of the Hebrides.
Written in a measured,
traditional style.
n A VII>
PkOrllMtl
,\/.1

"11'\/"

Born Rotherham 1952, and
educated at the Royal Masonic
Schools and Leicester
University. He has been a
columnist for The Times, The
Sunday Times, The London
Evening Standard and Punch,
and has worked as a journalist
all over the world. Paul
Pickering lives in London.
Selected Novel: The Blue
Gate of Babylon
The twilight world of Berlin
in the 1960's provides the
backdrop to this black comedy.
Its hero, Toby Jubb, becomes
enmeshed in a wintry world of
espionage; Le Carre country
with a surreal twist The hapless
Jubb is put in charge of the Cafe
Babylon only to find himself the
object of the sadistic Captain
Parr's machinations. Jubb's
degree in ancient Persian
involves him in a dream-world
that brings the Blue Gate, King
Darius and his Persian hordes
together in the present day. Paul
Pickering combines bizarre
events in a fast paced, often
hilarious novel with echoes of
Tom Sharpe.

'!atCd

I PHIUP

RIDLEY

Born in 1960 in the East End of
London, where he still lives and
works, Philip Ridley studied
painting at St Martin's School
of Art and graduated in 1984.
Since then he has had many
successful one-person shows of
his paintings, published two
short stories, written a radio
play and has both written and
directed a short film. 'In the
Eyes ofMr Fury' is his first
noveL
Selected Novel: In the Eyes
ofMr Fury
In a London street lived the
Devil, and his name was Judge
Martin. Concord Webster
knows he was the Devil,
because that's what Concord's
mother always called him. But
why did she, who always hated
him so venomously, have the
key to his house?
Concord soon learns that the
key unlocks not only Hades but
a host of secrets which have lain
hidden in the house on his street
for decades.
In Philip Ridley's own words..
his work describes' a past, any
past, we would care to forget'
But before forgetting must come
exorcism, and the reconciling
power of love.

Sea Mus.c
Seeker and Warburg £11•• 5

A Case of Kn'ves
••••••••••••••••••
Sphere £1."

E~~t

043638714X

The Blue Gate of
Babylon

Published.

In the Eyes of Mr Fury
____

0349100802

Chatto and Wtndus £11.'5

ApriI6d!.

070113413 5

•

Originals """
0140 107 320
Published.
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Test read a hardback
WHS launches sales-boosting sampling campaign
WH Smith has launched a new
initiative to encourage the sale
of hardback books.
Sample
chapters
of new
books. at a refundable price of
35p, are available to 200 WH
Smith
branches
nationwide.
When a customer buys a book,
his 35p is refunded.
The idea is to foster customer
awareness of new fiction in an
effort to halt the decline of
hardback books.
The first five authors in the
"Reader's Collection" scheme
have been chosen for their wide
general appeal as well as their
"quality" image.
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They are: Glory by Jack Curtis (Bantam Press, £11.95); The
Bridesmaid by Ruth Rendell
(Hutchinson,
£11.95);
Eva
Luna by Isabel Allende (Hamish Hamilton,
£11.95);
The
Power of One by Bryce Courtney (Heinemann, £11.95) and
The Blue Gate of Babylon by

Paul Pickering
(Chatto
and
Windus, £12,95),
The new initiative was taken
following
research
by WH
Smith which revealed that people are reluctant to commit
themselves financially to a hardback which may not live up to
their expectations,
Graham Nelson, group product manager forbooks, reports
that so far the feedback on the
samples has been good,
The scheme is backed by instore header cards and advertising. plus offers such as a silk
book marker and bookplates
signed by the authors.
•
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Gains,
losses
The following books have
been reviewed favorably by
regular reviewers for The
Chattanooga Times.

~
Can't Dance. By Max Crawford. Athene~m. $19.95. This
novel about the way college
football it is played in Texas is
entertaining, thought-provoking.
Tbe WaterliDe. By Joseph
Olsban. Doubleday. $18.95.
This affecting novel explores
what happens to a family
when it is tom asunder by a
tragedy.
The Hanging of Father Mjgael. By MA Armen. Evans.
$14.95. A legendary gunman
and a man of God join forces
in an exciting tale from the
Old West.
Country Cnred: Reflections
From tbe Heart. By Jerry
BJedsoe. Longstreet Press.
$14.95.A newspaper columnist
offers pieces of wisdom and
philosophy of the kind that
once might have been heard
on the porch of a country
store.
Earth AngeI6. By Gerald
Petievich. NAL Books. $17.95.
Life is tough in the barrios of
East Los Angeles, and this
gritty novel by a former Se-.
cret Service agent shows how
it affects both cops and the
people they are sworn to pro.tect.

The Blue Gate of Bebylon.

By Paul Pickering. Random
ouse. $18.95. Part farce. part
fiction and all entertaining,
this espionage tale set in Berlin in 1960 is a delicious romp
with a decidedly British point
of view.
In tbe Run. By AI Browning.
Rutledge Hill. $16.95. Browning offers a consistently interesting account of the deaths of
two cops in Nashville and the
·nearly two-decade-long FBI
'.pursuit that apparently closed
the case. Or did it?
. Make Sure . You Do Not
: Have Breast OuJcer. By Dr.
: Phllip Strax. S1. Martin's
: Press. $15.95. Information on
'.'early detection of breast cancer and the individual's role in
preventing it make this a use~.ful adjunct to medical exams.
Hostage of the Tblrd Belch.
·By
Fey
Von
Hassell.
Scribner's. $22.50. This poignant history recalls how the '
author and others survived
months of imprisonment as
enemies of Hitler in World
WarIL
Wake Me Wbe.u It's Over.
. By Mary Kay Blakely. Times.
·$17.95.Stress and other factors
put the author in a coma, and
this is the strange and sometimes funny account.
Dear Dad: LetterS From an
Adult CIdld. By Loaie ADder·son. VlkiDg.$16.95. Anderson; a
comic, turns' serious with this
compilation of letters to his
. dad who was an ,i,busive alcoholic.
__
c.~~
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A>spy:qov~i,with~dnight blue twist
THE

~Lm{GATE9F.BABjI1)Ni

,pl~x,;~cnnatchl th~ough' a black froth :,British army captain; and. every deof orgies, spying, drugs, mutilation, : scription of prostitute possible. '
,
By Paul,Pickering,
',,;'
" "
, murder. and cursed artifacts.
As
Their ventures into wild subplots
Random House>
' ,must,
now beexpeeted in ,Cold'War
color the book with a humor so dark
$18.95; 289 pages
"'
novels, the protagonist's most dan- '-it's difficult to distinguish from the
. , ,; '.
',
','",
gerous foes,ar~ the ones who si~ hiD ' .background, As the plot progresses,
:' B)':JEANNFiLE:.BL~C:':' "
paychecks;, I~s. no~ a .qaestlon ()f ,the reader i~ quickly overwhelmed
Toby Jubb is an' ovei1!ized Br~_tish ~hether he s ~ing se.t up, but why.. '
with mysteries unaccompanied by
schol~ turned ..diplOiJlat/spoolt,'coil- :.
Paul Plekenng wields, a deseripclues: Who is dismembering
the
'~pted by his'"country:i ~retrser-'
bvepower
t~at animates a 'city, 'hookers? Are the Babyloilianat,tivice to run~ brothel 10post-war Ber- "awash, in, the greed of the, damaged 'facts found in the brothel realt
Iin. His, miSsion
t~{Wn8rirari'~t
!: and dispossess,e(tHis characters are Whose side are ,aUthese people on,
I German
militarygenius
with l~ye,off.center,
nff eolor ~nd a few are off besides their own? Why doesn't
sex, blackmail or any combination of ' thel~ rockers. There s a hustling little
Jubb's mother ever write back?
the three.
,':'.,",
' :: ,~merica~
'cropk with <::IAconn,~cPickertng's Freudian symbolism
Almost, helPlessly. Jubb drags::t:Us ,tlOns;,~ 'h~ge~ e(feminat~: T,~rklsh ,buzzes!.'so craailythrough
t~is dark
towertng framean.d,an OedipUs
wre$t~~,,\a, ~a~anOid" woma~-hatl~g
world that itso~times
fails to-con" .,',:'
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nect with the action, A parallel plot
, set in ancient Babylon is alternately
fascinating and irritating as it veers
. into and out of contact with the main
plot,'
In the inevitable comparison with
, John le Carre, introduced by Pickerlng's publisbers on the dust jacket, it
is Pickering's characters who suffer.
LeCarre at his best chronicles the unpredictable anguish of ordinary men
, and .how their subtle, powerful passions unravel the most careful strategy,
,
, Pickering's characters are more
oblique than subtle, strangely crippled and given to meandering,
"0'

Nancy Pate
eETWEEN THE LINES

~THE O~NDO

n

S~IJNEL.

Wall crumo es;

the plot thic9k~ns
:

NOVll11B"S

hey were almost at the wall
:
when the beam darted to the
;
north, leaving them momento:rilyin total darkness.... Now he
could discern the wall and, looking
Uflward, the triple stmnd of wire
and the cruel hooks which held it.
Metal wedges, like climbers' pitfms, had been driven into the
brick. Seizing the highest one, Leamas pulled himself quickly upward until he had reached the top
of the wall.

T

.-H is one of the most famous
scenes in spy fiction: Alex Leamas
trying to return to West Germany
in the final pages of John le
Carre's The Spy Who Came in
tiom the Cold. First published in
Ui.63, the novel catapulted le Carre
to fame and spy thrillers to the
heights of popularity that they
still enjoy.
~'Even as all eyes were turned
toward BerlinIast
week, a new
spy novel arrived,The Blue Gate

o.j Babylon"'~.U

-Me.

~,by
English journalist and
novelist Paul Pickering. The setting is Berlin during the Cold War,
ClBdthe bookjacket promised the
~
was in the tradition of John
It Carre and Len Deighton.
It's impossible not to think of
t.pos~two writers when it com~s to~
JJerlin. For many of us, our knowl-:
~ge of that city, our images of
tile Berlin Wall, are gleaned from
~eir books. .
. -::
, Berlin figures in several Le
~arre novels in addition to The
~py Who Came in From· the 9>ld,
!post notably in Smiley's People.
When George Smiley's longtime
4emesis, the Soviet agent Karla,
4t last a~~~<'>'defect,
..~rpiley
;Jnd colleague Peter ~
await
Ais arrival at the wall:~.,,::,-:,;:;;·:·,
-:

i

c •• _

':'-'.~.

. "There was snow on tne concrete teeth that blocked the bridge
to traffic, snow swarmed round
the halo and the pillbox and made
a show of settling on the wet cobble; but the sentry tower was immune, as if not even the snow
would go near it of its own free
will.... It is a place of no compromise, thought Guillam, a place of
no third way. Whatever reservations he might occasionally have
about the Western freedom, here,
~t this border, like most other
things, they stopped dead."
: If anything, Deighton is even
more at home in Berlin, the setting for the thrillers The Ipcress
p'ile and Funeml in Berlin; Winter,
hich is the story of a Berlin farni from the turn of the century to
t e Nuremberg
trials; and the
Clame, Set, Match trilogy featuritlg British agent Bemard Samson, who grew up in Berlin. In last
~'s
Spy Hook, Samson returned _
it» Berlin. to begin a neW series of: C
~~~tures,
,!hich will be eontin-:
~
m Spy Ltne, to be published
next month. The cbnciUsion of the
tfilogy is due next fall .' ':.'
'. .
IDeighton's Berlin is a sad, divided city, and he is never better .
than when describing its World
War IT .aftermath ("a honeycomb
<:f enclosed spaces"), Itsgrim back .
~J.reets,the ways in which the wall .
has influenced the lives of ordiriuy citizens:
. -.<.. ...'. .
.
: "The taller buildings around the
stum~
of huts thatis Check~int Clulrlie give the feeling of
tieing in an arena.. So do the banclers and the slogans. But the beli.p>se themes have gone. It is a
tJrne of retrenchment
The corn1punist propaganda
has abanqoned .the promises of outstripijing the West in prosperity or
ct>nverting it politically. Now the'
q.te~sages stress continuity and se-'
wntyand tell the proletariat to be
~tefuL"
.
. : But that was last year's Spy'
'Ifook. Now the proletariat has rewlted and the wall iscrwnbllng.
I)oes that signal an end to spy
tttrillers?
Are le' Cane and

.

*

J:~~~.;~~c

flIund villains 'other Th8:idi~ SOVl-'.'
~ and East Gennans; the Middle
&sf and Colombia are among the
dewest areas of intrigue.
.
: Le Carre's The Russia 'House.,
bliShedearlier this year; is itIf a tale of spies in the age of
. nsnost, . In a recent· interview'
vfith the WashtnYron Post, le Ccirre';
$id that spying will continue - .
~d so will spy novelists. .
.
I "The possibilities of writing my
I&nd of book have been mUltiplied .
ijy an almost infinite factor," he
'-strid. "It's ~ world in fastand drarftatic change."

i

\\-~~-D)

Offbeat tale inworld
of slippery intrigue
The Blue Gate of BabyloD. By Paul Picketing. Random
House. 289 pp. $18.95.

By BILL HIBBARD
of The Journal staff

Set in postwar Berlin after the city had been spilt by
the Allies but before the' Berlin' Wall wu built. this
imaginative novel involves a plot to induce . an East .
German general to defect to the West.
.
Toby Jubbra young British diplomat who is also a
· classics scholar, has been assigned to West Berlin to open . •
a high-class bordello, for' the quaiTy, Gen. Rollo,-is
· known to fancy fine hookers.
. ..
...
With the help ef ail American coli man; Jubb seU up ..
the brothel In a huge fOrmer meeting hall for the Nazis :
thatthey decorated with the,Blue G~ ofBabylOn.an·:
!;' archeological treasure brought to.Berlin:Wbether
It" the ::.,
.original or a fine replica. Jubb seta out to determine.
Meanwhile, the gate. becomes ·the· ceilterptece of the
lavish productions and orgies·staged at the brOthel. . . ·.e..
The characters who people thfg ~o~el ~ f~natiiil:"
Jubb, who fantasizes about hlIdeadUlotlier.and
IibOu,t·
BabyIon In the days ofDariUS; RoUo, the Impetuous .
general who nearly risks World War ID With .t&1lk. raldi~
··mto West Berlin; Magd&,U1e'IUih, enlJlD&tlc beauty wbo :.
~.captivates both Jubband .Ro1lO;·.Stlgl,theco~te
'" con' man, black marketeer 'an~t: CIA .employe; Parr,' a .
· .former school bully, now a paranc)ld British :blackoopera· .'
"'lions officer who wantBRollodeacL ~ -: :.:: ". ',:.':
.~.:. :_;

a

The novel Is a stream-of-coDlCioumeas &ccount ot
reality and fantasy as experienced by Jubb, whose ptedi •.
. . lectlon ·for dreaming about .the old· days In Babylon 11 .
turned against him by government psychiat:rlsta after z: .Operatlon Roll~ blows up.
.'
. .'
.
-".Paid Plckerlng, wbo·1iu written twopreVtoua DOve~;'
including "Wild About Harry,- manaaes to pullaU theSe·~
disparate threads tog~ther and braid them into a' autpria- .;.
· :-.ingconclusion. .
. .. '.
_.....
..' ...;
. ".In the manner of Len Defghton and John le cam,.
P1ckerlng shows that the arcane business of .undercOver ~,
·.: operations has many.facets, that the. panfclpants some-."
· times wonder who's on their side &lid who isn't· - ;'
· .wonder, In fact. how many sides there are. He !llBopolnts .:
. out how personal peccadiUoes can pervert professional ..
aettons.
.
'.
. .~;
\

Along the way, he has put together ~. offbeat iti:!rj':\
that will keep you engrossed to the end. .
. ..•. J;~
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Will Glasnost Spoil the Cold War Thriller?
By

I
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So far. at least. glasnost has done little
to stern the spy tide. with such writers as
John Le Carre ("The Russia House" I and
Martin Cruz Smith ("Polar Star") simply
ladling in a little perestroika to keep things
current. By far the most vulnerable in
changing times is the British thriller based
in and around Berlin, which probably lost
the little credibility it might have had
when Tom Brokaw strolled back and forth
across a barrier that fictional heroes invest so much time and energy circumventing.
Well, yes, but those of us who have already invested our time and energy in Len
Deighton's "Game, Set and Match" trilogy ralso a British mini-series shown on
PBS) and have started on its sequel trio,
"Hook. Line and Sinker," will most likely
be willing' to suspend our disbelief long
enough to find out whether Fiona really is
a double agent and what Bernard Samson
will do with his new girlfriend, Gioria, if
she isn't.
On the evidence of "Spy Line" (Knopf,
289pages, S18.9.5 J, however. Mr. Deighton
might want to put the Samson saga to rest
at the end of this set. While the book delivers everything Deighton fans have come to
expect, including a likable cast of recurring characters, the whole enterprise is beginning to show some stretch marks.
"Spy Line" picks up where "Spy Hook"
left off, with practically native Berliner
Bernard on the run from his own British
secret service, who have set him up as a
fall guy for the crimes of his wife, Fiona,
(who spent the first three books in the
series defecting to the East and turning up
as a KGB colonel in' East Germany l.
Bernard is sent on a dubious-sounding
mission to buy a stamp at an auction in
Salzburg, which eventually leads to a
meeting with Fiona. who mayor may not
have been a British double agent all along,
and who mayor may not be coming home

now. All of this is, of course, agreeably
complicated, and Mr. Deighton once again
displays his talent for creating atmosphere
and character.
Readers will be glad to spend a little
more time with Tante Lisl in her newly redecorated hotel; to see Bernard's boss,
Dickie, again make a fool of himself in
both official and social settings; and re-encounter Berlin station chief Frank Harrington, who in contrast to the disheveled
Samson, "had a valet to press his Savile
Row suits and polish his hand-sewn shoes
and make sure his Jermyn Street shirts
had exactly the right amount of starch in
the collar." Mr. Deighton is best, as is Le
Carre, at drowning in their own smarrniness the Oxbridge-educated British spymasters who manipulate our hero and everything else not only callously, but often
pointlessly. This is not a new theme, but
Mr. Deighton handles it well.
As for handling change in the East, so
far Mr. Deighton. like most of his col-

m

Bookshelf

"The Blue Gate of Babylon"
By Paul Pickerinq
"Spy Line"
By Len Deighton
leagues with a vested interest in high tension, is being cautious. Even though "Spy
Line" is strangely apolitical while dealing
with highly political matters, we do get
a smattering. Describing the Czech countryside (it's not just the crumbling of the
Berlin Wall that has happened faster than
the spy writers expected I: "Everything
was gray: the sky was gray, the mountains
were gray, the farm buildings were gray
even the snow was gray. It was like a
poorly printed snapshot: no black or white
anywhere. Life in Eastern Europe was like
that nowadays. Belief had gone. Communism had faded, but capitalism had not ar-

rived: everyone muddled along. complying
but not believing.." Then it's back to the
battle.
Which is, of course, the whole point.
These books are meant to divert by highlightingtensions and emotions that, if they
ever really had been so taut, would have
snapped the world long ago. The story is
the thing, and relations between East and
West, and men and women always will be
a story. It's going to take a lot more than
free passage and free elections to put the
Samsons of the world out of business, or
the Deightons. for that matter. So, set
aside the newspaper, turn off the evening
news, read "Spy Line" to find out what
happens to Bernard and Fiona, and wait
for "Spy Sinker" (presumably J to complete the story.
For an even less glasnosty view of BerIin, there is Paul Pickering's new novel,
"The Blue Gate of Babylon" (Random
House, 289pages, $171.It's set in the '60s
and '70s, so it avoids the present-day credibility problem, but in any case its situations and characters are· so incredible to
begin with that nothing Mikhail Gorbachev
could come up with would affect our level
of belief.
The plot Involves Toby, a young British
spy sent to set up a brothel in order to entrap Rollo, a aristocratic and high-level
commie army officer. Both the spy and the
officer fall for Magda, the hooker-with,
heart-of-gold. who'seems to like them both
about equally. Our hero detects (or does
he? I, winds up in a mental hospital, gets
called back to help queen and country, and
on and on. The plot does its best to twist,
but the pedestrian writing too often gets in
the way. Still, if you're nostalgic for good
old fashioned good vs. evil, and don't mind
an alarmingly big dose of half-baked psychology, "The Blue Gate of Babylon" may
suffice.

Mr. Reuzin is the Journal's Paris bureau chief.
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Berlin 1961, la tete contre le mur
Classepar I~ cc N~wYork times» parmi I~sdix m~illeursromans recemm~ntpublies, la Pone b/eue de Babylone »
explique le mur d~ Berlin de maniire totalement delirante.
C(

la minute ou I'express
de nuit
Hanovre-Berlin franchit la frontiere
A
de I' Allernagne de I' Est et que la porte du
~
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. compartiment s'ouvre sur «deux butors
it I'empressement
sournois », Toby Jubb,
jeunc diplomate anglais, special iste de la
civilisation assyrienne et babylonienne,
subodore que son equipee gerrnanique
est ma] engagcc.
Nous sornmes en
dcccmbrc I%0, et les « Quutrc Grands»
reunis ct Paris ne sent pas parvenus a
s'cntcndre sur Ic statut de l3erlin...
Toby Jubb avait raison de conseiller a sa
mere de bruler un eierge avant son depart
pour Berlin. Ce natffonctionnaire
se voit
confier une etrange mission: transformer une boulangerie en bordel, afin d'y
attirer le baron Rollo von Ho!imann,
ex-protege de Rornmel.que les eOI11I11Unistes viennent de libercr. Piece maitresse
d'un picgc mis nu point par les services
secrets militaires britanniques, Toby, dont
le dossier precise qu'il avait la facheuse
habitude d'attacher ses conquetes au lit
avec leurs bas, est fait comme un rat.
Commence
comrnc un roman de Le
Carrc, le livre de Paul Picketing, change
continuellement
de registre. C'est Hitch cock et les Monty Python, Billy Wilder
(celuide One, two, three) et Stanlcy Donnen (celui de Churade ), Lentement, I' etau
se resserre et ce divertissement
plonge
dans le drarne et la terreur. Les filles,

~

~
~
13
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~
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En 1961, les autorites allemandes oeouten: la construction
d'un «rempert enutesctstes» : le mur de Berlin.

«venues pour la pJupart de I'Est glace »,
tendres, sensuelles, sent assassinees sauvagement et le baron refuse de passer a
l'Oucst. Toby, qui a lu Herodote et sait
comment la vcrite pcut ctrc travcstic,
sombre dans un inquietant reve eveille.
Sous les grands anges d'or de la colonne
dc Sicgcssaulc, Berlin dcvicnt Babylonc,
Ses rues: les pieries usees de la vieillc
route des caravanes. Magda, I'arnante :
line reincarnation d'Ishtar, celebre dccssc

de I'amour et de la guerre, qui couvrait la
terre des cadavres de ses arnants. Durant .
les fetes donnees en son honneur, on se
livrait it des danses sauvagcs, i't des mutilations volontaircs et aux plus sombres
debauches.
/{ partir de cet instant, Paul Pickering
aflichc son ambition, la Port» h/(,1I(, de
Babylone n 'est plus un roman d'espionnagc reussi, mais un livre ambitieux.
Entre-temps, un fait maicur est intcrvenu :

violant les accords de Postdam, les autorites allemandcs
ont commence
la
construction, le I J aoCrt 1961, du inur de
Berlin, pour mettre un termc ,i 'la fuitc
des Allcmands de I' Est vers la « libcrtc».
Cette barricre de barbelcs est baptise;
«antifaschistschen
Schutzwall»:
rempart anti fasciste.
N 'allons pas deflorer les coups de th05trc
se succcdant duns le dcrnicr ticrs till livrc.
Disons si IIIplcmcn t qll 'un certain h{)pital
psychiatrique de I'Ox fordshirc y jouc un
role, qu' il n'est guere faci le tie dccouvrir
qu'on a un Iils adultc, qu'il est parfois
plus inquietant d'affrontcr le reve du present que de se revciller all milieu des
furies elu passe. Ajoutons que l'auteur
sait nous Ia ire r ire : la scene Oll un
deuxiemc secretaire du PC se fait devorer par un lion cchappc du zoo et cello Oll
un hornmc chcvauchnnt un ours polairc
passe a l'Est sont des morccaux danthologie, En singulier archcologuc de l'fime
humaine, Paul Picketing nous assene un
coup sur la tete : c 'est I'homme qui a vole
a l'hornmc sa ficrte.jusqu'a lui ravir sa
pcur, qui a chassc l'hommc ...son frcrcde son esprit. Halctant, prophetique,
diabolique.
Cerard de Cortanze
La Porte bleue de Babylone,
de Paul Pickering. Itetiut: de J'anglais
par Guillaume Villeneuve.
Balland, 327 P. 110 F
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D'autres mondes
PAR NICOlE ZAND
LA PORTE BlEUE
DE BABYlONE
de Paul Pickering.
Traduit de I'anglais
par Guillaume Villeneuve.
Balland, coli. « Nouvelles
Angleterres », 326 p., 140 F.

A nons deux, Berlin !
donc le baron avec les forces de
['amour.» Cet etre d'une naivete
incommensurable,
totalement
ignorant des tensions politiques
qui agitent le monde, autant que
des roueries
feminines,
va
commencer par tomber eperdument amoureux de la premiere

prostituee rencontree

H

iver 1960. Un jeune
diplomate
anglais,
Toby jubb, qui a
peut-etre trop lu Herodote, est envoye
purger sa disgrace a Berlin pour
avoir entretenu une relation coupable, a Paris, avec l'epouse de son
ambassadeur. Detache aupres des
autorites militaires de l'ancienne
capitale du Reich pour un poste
administratif de confiance, il apprend d'un colonel americain qu'il
est charge d'une mission delicate:
diriger une maison close en zone
alliee - une «maniere de Nations
unies sexuelles » -,' afin de pieger
d'anciens nazis reconvertis en espions de l'Est, et specialement l'un
d'entre eux, un baron, Rollo von
Hollmann. C'est ainsi que ce dipl6me de latin, de grec et de persan
ancien, passionne d' Antiquite et
de rock and roll, son Herodote
dans ses bagages, va se retrouver a
Kreuzberg a la tete d'un ancien
bordel pour les officiers superieurs
de la Luftwaffe, rebaptise Cafe Babylone pour les besoins de l'lntelligence Service. « L'amour est notre
arme, proclame Toby. Chassons

dans le train HanovreBerlin, Magda, qu'il va
prendre pour une reincarnation de la deesse
Ishtar, la divinite babylonienne de l'Amour et
de la prostitution. n va
ensuite
decouvrir,
ernerveille, dans le lieu
qu'on lui a attribue au
milieu des ruines, un
tresor archeologique : la fameuse
Porte bleue de Babylone,
qui
contiendrait, selon Herodote, une
statue en or massif de plus de cinq
metres de haut dissimulee dans
son epaisseur, Ramenee la, dans le
plus grand secret, par Goering,
pour etre entreposee
dans l'attente de la victoire nazie, cette irnposante Porte d'Ishtar, decoree
d'un revetement de brique emaillee oil se detachaient taureaux et
dragons, va devenir le symbole du
nouveau commerce de Toby.
Magda sera la divinite de ce bordel
babylonien place sous la tutelle du
British Council et qu'il transforrne
en un temple dedie a I'amour, elevant la prostitution au rang de religion. Mais la legende voulait que

la Parte bleue ftl.t annonciatrice de
qui se complait dans les delices de
la chute de Babylone. La raison de
la guerre froide, encore plus decadent et deglingue que celui des
Toby ne resistera pas a cet abus de
Annees folies, oil rnerne Christoreferences antiques. Afflige d'un
serieux complexe d'CEdipe, abupher Isherwood ne retrouverait
plus ses cabarets. Le Berlin d'avant
sant de la drogue, il va sombrer
dans de delirantes hallucinations.
le mur. Aussi exotique, aussi den finira par se prendre pour ... Da- prave que Babylone ...
Un lieu schizophrenique,
capitale
rius et par se
de tous les mysteres et de toutes
retrouver interne
les luxures, que I'auteur utilise
dans
un
asile
comme un terrain de jeu ideal
d'alienes
pour
pour I'echafaudage des fantasmes
vingt
ans
au
de notre jeune fonctionnaire.
moins, incapable
Meme s'il a le tort, apres un debut
de nous dire s'il a
rempli sa mission
sur les chapeaux de roue, de se
perdre - sans doute par exces de
et s'Il est pour
specialisation professionnelle
I quelque
chose
dans les cliches d'un porno sans
dans l'assassinat
volupte et dans les dingueries d'un
inexplique
de la
nonsense anglais qui ne passe pas
douzaine de pensionnaires du Catoujours les frontieres. Mais il sait
fe Babylone. Quant au Mur, n'aunous promener, sans avoir I'air de
rait-il pas ete edifie a seule fin de
faire le guide, dans un Berlin empli
contrecarrer sa folie?
de reminiscences romanesques ou
Ne en 1952"; neuf ans avant la
cinematographiques,
explorant la
construction
du mur de Berlin,
ville d'ouest en est par les egouts,
Paul Picketing, un ancien journasondant la mare de Lulu, l'ours
Iiste du 'defunt Punch devenu romancier, ne se prend ni pour Le blanc d'un zoo amphetamine,
pour en sortir la reserve de came
Carre, ni pour Graham Greene, ni
de I'equipe, tentant d'elucider le
pour Evelyn Waugh. Que, manifesmystere du Sovietique devore par
tement, il admire. Apres avoir traun lion et celui des femmes assasque le souvenir de Mengele au Pasinees ...
raguay pour un reportage qui sera
le sujet de son premier livre, Wild La verve de Pickering, son humour, ne cessent de bousculer l'inAbout Harry, il s'est lance dans un
trigue de ce thriller en rose et noir,
roman d'espionnage
tendance
Monty Python avec une jubilation _ souvent desopilant et completement invraisemblable.
C'est son
brouillonne,
mais·
souvent
charme. Et sa limite.
communicative. Un monde cingle

Un roman

d'espionnage -

tendance Monty
Python

Now stand up for bastards
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PAUL AUSTER is a writer of
great cunning and charm, the
sort of yarn-spinner who might,
you feel, have made his fortune
as a con-man if he hadn't settled
for the less perilous profession of'
novelist. His New York trilogy
had fun with detection; here in
MoolI Palace he's writing over
again the adventure of the West,
starting with a lost soul in the
Sixties and working his way
back in time to dig out the roots
of his disinheritance.
Our questing
hero Marco
Stanley Fogg is a bastard
(mostly, but not quite entirely,
in the sense that he was born out
of wedlock) who finds not only a
father but a grandfather, and
with them a cast of larger-thanlife characters who belong to the
era of exploration when the continent still had 'blank spaces'
and its landscapes - 'petrified
sputum of glaciers and erosion, a
million years of wind and
weather' - retained their lunar
strangeness. The book starts out
with modest realism (penniless
Fogg sleeping rough in Central
Park) and then levitates via a
series of weird and wonderful
coincidences into the wide-open
spaces of national memory and
fantasy, At moments Fogg himself finds it hard to suspend disbelief: 'The hermit's cave, the
saddlebags of money, the Wild
West shootout - it was all so
farfetched'.
However,
the
delights of believing are, as Auster correctly
calculates,
too
intense to be passed up for the
sake of mere realism.
It's a novel that seems to be
about looking for a home and an
identity, but it is in fact about
rejecting them in favour of a
Gatsby-ish dream of potential,
the lost emptiness and otherness
of the New World. That Auster
contrives to make this theme live
again is a startling evidence of
his skill. There's another ingredient too, though - a gift for
self-deception which perhaps all
great yarn-spinners
need, the
capacity to con yourself first of
all.
Gillian Tindall's Give Them
My Love also ponders the
relations between generations,
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MOON PALACE
by Paul Auster
Faber [11.99
GIVE THEM ALL MY LOVE
by Gillian Tindall
Hutchinson £11.95
THE BLUE GATE OF BABYLON
by Paul Pickering Chatto £12.95
THE RAGGED END
by John Spurling
Weidenfcld £1 1.95
THE POWERS THAT BE
by Mike Nicol Bloomsbury [12.95
but there the resemblance ends.
It's a taut, hard, topical story
about a dully decent man who
takes the law into his own
hands, commits a murder, in
order to make sense out of the
moral wilderness he sees around
him. Ms Tindall has multiplied
the ironies by making her
murderer a magistrate and a
school inspector, and by having
him make his own case in
tight-lipped reticent prose. Tom
is ordinarily nice and ordinarily
nasty (a bit of a snob, emotionally cheese-paring)
and takes
himself horribly
by surprise
when he realises he's not going
to accept his daughter's death in
a road accident in France as, in
fact, accidental.
The detail of the process by
which he sifts back through his
life for clues to her killer is marvellously done, so that you find
yourself at once identifying with
him and regarding him with
growing
dread.
Background
reminiscences of the settling of

scores among the French Resistance at the end of the war
underline the suggestion that law
and order are hopelessly fragile.
And Tom's jealous love for his
daughter, which he analyses with
reluctance, adds to the ambiguity of his crime. Perhaps he's
punishing another for his own
guilt, or perhaps (even more
chilling when you think about it)
he is simply making a pattern,
any pattern, because the anonymous cruelties of life are unbearable. A truly compulsive read.
The Blue Gate of Babylon is
Paul Pickering's third novel, and
establishes his talent for black
farce beyond a doubt, though
this' time the farce is mostly in
the first half, with the blackness
taking over in the ,second. We
start off in le Carre countryBerlin in 1960, where young
Toby Jubb, who has already disgraced himself in Paris, is given
the task of running a brothel on
behalf of British Intelligence,
and is caught up in a grotesque

All

Auster: Cunning charm,

Tindall: Taut topicality.

ownership or control but the
poor old King was stuck with his
pledge of abstinence. He complained: 'I've been sold a pup
sycophancy. Gwynne wanted to over this drink question.'
get rid of Asquith: he succeeded.
WiIliam Deedes, who started
ALAN WATKINS
He wanted the Coalition Gov- life on the Morning Post, conernment
to
introduce
conscripTHE RASP OF WAR
tributes a delightful Foreword.
tion: he succeeded here as well.
edited by Keith WilsoD
There are, however, a few errors
Sidgwick [25
Lloyd George was never one in the Notes. Geoffrey Robinson
to underestimate the power of was not born Dawson and editor
political intrigue and advice and the Press. Gwynne began by of the Times 1912-19: Dawson
too little to editing tbe paper. approving of him and ended dis- was born Robinson and editor of
H. H. Asquith described him to appointed, as he always did witb that paper both in the earlier
for greatness.
Venetia Stanley as 'the lunatic his candidates
period and in 1923-41. Gwynne
who edits the Morning POH'. But These included Edward Carson was not the longest serving edithen, Asquith was always calling and, more oddly, Lord Derby. tor of this century: Sir John
h.is critics 'lunatics' and never Winston Churchill, however, he Junor's editorship of the Sunday
loathed,
once
threatening
cared for Welshmen anyway.
Express,
1954-86, exceeded his
Gwynne had no hesitation to stand against him at a tenure by six years. And, while
it is literally correct that Lady
about intervening
in politics by-election.
The
best
story
concerns Bathurst was the 'only woman
himself and in using his paper
for these purposes. In those George V. L10yd Gcorge per- ever to own and run a major
days, newspapers were taken suaded him to give up drink for national daily newspaper', it is
seriously
by
politicians - in the duration of the war, while also true that, before her, Rachcl
Beer both owned and edited The
much the same w~y as. '.hey p'rom~sing himself to take ov~r "t..
",v, __
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intrigue involving Nazi gold,
possible defectors and tbe kind.
of crazed Britisher (venal, bullying, sadistic, tidy) Pickering does
so well, with a little help from
Waugb.
The plot offers an hilarious
alternative account of the real
reasons for the building of the
Wall, and follows Toby through
psychiatric brainwashing
to a
belated and bloody revenge back
bome in quiet rural England.The
cruelty and the comedy do show
some signs of coming apart at
the last, but really the only
problem is tbat there's so much
going on (an escaped zoo, a
revived fertility cult, hallucinations featuring
King Darius,
Oedipal trouble with Mother)
tbat what I take to be his real
theme - the good Brit versus
the pretender - is in danger of
suffocation.
John
Spurling's
State-ofEngland novel, The Ragged EI/d,
proved, for me, all too clear
about its purpose. It's an elaborate, painstaking, not unsubtle
book that traces the meanings of
the loss of empire through the
experience of four men who are
in different,
not particularly
public ways representative of the
new 'realism' or its lack. The
observation is often sharp, but
somehow the burden of having
to be typical, to stand for trends
and tendencies,
takes off its
edge, and James, David, Tony
and Simon seem to come to
sticky ends as much because of
the scheme of the book as
because of the state of the
nation.
Finally, a new novelist from
South Africa, Mike Nicol: The
Powers
That Be is a bizarre,
overwrought set of tales about a
mythical fishing village whose
motley inhabitants, cast up like
flotsam, have contrived to weave
a kind of community out of their
differences. The whole thing is
held together by the alien and
vicious policeman sent in to
investigate - a bitter comment,
whether quite intended or not,
on the distortions of life in a
totalitarian society.

GAVIN EWART: CORRECTION
In Gavin Ewart's poem 'Eyes and
Pictures'
which w.e primed
last
week, the filial line should have
read •For one listening sister and
one reading mother'.

seeks single. solvent and sincere
male for long evenings in front of the
fire. Box 2243
DO YOU READ AOVERTlSEMENTS

IJI([ THIS? Do you ever wonder
what sort of person does, and

where it leads them' LOVE AMONG
THESINGLECUSSES, Angela
Lambert's poignant and
accomplished first novel. follows
the relationship of two people
among the bedsits and lonely
hearts columns of contemporary
London. Now available in
hardback. it is published hy The
Bodlev Head at £11.95.
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An arms'
race ...
for love
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The Blue Gate Of BalJylon
bV Paul Pickering
(Chatto, £12.95)
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, needs even
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force eating into people's out-'
wardly normal lives.
All of these types of fiction
converge brilliantly in her lat'est novel, The Bridesmaid·*.
A man and a woman meet atl
a wedding. Instantly
they
begin a frenzied, engulfing,
erotic relationship.
uo
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in"crime writi.ng

make the central
woman
understandable to us.
The Bridesmaid confirms
that few writers have ever
handled nemesis better than
Ruth Rendell.
Her brilliance lies not just in
throwing together people who
~~J~tal for each other, but iI!

IN 1960, his brains
befogged
by
Jhe
Ancient Persian he
studied at Oxford, a
highly-sexed
young
diplomat ,is posted to
Berlin in disgrace.
At the command of a
nUHy colonel, he' opens a
brothel in a doughnut' factory, where Goering' not
only organised orgies but
also stored Oriental artefacts.
Here, in the front line of
the cold war, our hero's
love is Magda' - a magnifIcent Sally Bowles update.
Their delicious .task is to
lure Iron-Curtain officers
into the erotic arms of the
West. Affection leads to
defection.
Reality shifts
hilariously
between
double-bluff espionage and
sybaritic visions of Old
Babylon.
U it's all rather like lan
Fleming gone berserk, the
writing
is of supreme
quality,
the humour a
taste instantly acquired.

David Hughes

Jet-setter
mayhem

.
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by Paul

,'Secker£i2.95pp266

PiCkeTing",
',"'"

:!;

.

Martin Seymour-Smith.'.

",:\\
, t isthe'beginning
of 1961 and
,
",young" Toby Jubb, brilliant
~< "<Oxford' classicist, 'expert
in
,;' ;,;',;Herodotus and ancient Per-'

';'~1::~t~~~~~6~~~r
~i~:'

s~~~a~~:
, .moved-from'
a "diplomatic
post in
, Paris-toone
in Berlin. He has had a
sultryaffairvwith
an' ambassador's'
wife=-rshe was-tied tothe bed with'
silk!'stockiJlgs' .: "and, although, he'
doesn't know- it, has only been saved'
ftom:' disgrace (charges' of espionage):
by''Coloile!:''Miawinter::'"
,':'
"
:T,hc colonelbelieves
Toby has the"
'. .,Barlhelme: urbane and wjilY::
expertise'torunabrotheland
thus to
:: turns into-another,
one tale crosses:
obtainviial
\'intormationfrorri
ex-"
;; with a 'hew one. Barthelme's great art
Nazi Baron -Rollo; vori 'Hollmari.The '
,: is to create the sense that' beyond
brothel Midwinter has in mind is al::every discourseisa
plethora of pos-'
ready so good that it-attracts soldiers'
I: .sible stories,' stories which begin to
froI.l1:·East:'Berlin;now'it
is to be
,~growas we write; but which no writer'
handed-over "by "the French to the;
",:",-,
: ;','
,, "
: ever has time enough to, tell. "
' , .. Britishr
'If you, want to test whether you
,- Picketing" brilliantly exploits the
would like him, I suggest you try the
fluently headlong manner 'of Evelyn
'story Kierkegaard Unfair to Schlegel. , Waugh'searlyblack
farces in Jubb's
It is one of his most explicit, -and the'
first-person narrative; but his setting
subject or-the story' is irony, Irony,
is the hideously amoral country of le
CUTe's and Deighton's post-war GerKierkegaard suggested, deprives" the
many,' His 'dialogue Is splendid and
object of its reality, because the iron-'
ist says something about his subject
withinonly a few pages-he has given
which is notwhat he means. The
us two' unforgettable caricatures: the
story is a medley, an amalgam, a prohorse-obsessed' cynic Midwinter and '
foundly witty: piece (alas; in the
Captain Anthony SelwynParr, whose
fag Jubb 'was', at school, 'and whose'
present edition it has lost some small
part of the content of the original
"straight-bat, stiff-Tipped defensiveness" is "born 'more ofa feeling of '
publication). It is especially interestinferior; ty : than 'power",
An' ening because the idea of irony it teases'
is the basic stuff of Barthelme's own
counter' on the train with a femme
work, and of many' another modem
fatale, Magda, is less convincing: And
novelist who feels displaced from the
persistent references to Babylon and
essences of his predecessors.'
Babylonian deities, by way of appar. I' need hardly' say that I do like,
ent dream-sequences
or quotations
Barthelme, and regard him as among
from ,Everly Brothers songs, are at
the most important'
of, American,
first puzzling interruptions in the freexperimental writers. He is a writer's
netic narrative; which is punctuated
writer, someone who explores the'
by Jubb's explanatory letters to his
'
"
potentials and limitations of modem ' mother."
fiction, and who - at his best - shows
But we are in more serious territory
the nature and difficulty of our own
than we were in Wild About Harry
creativity as few writers ever do. He is and Perfect English, the author's two
previous novels, This becomes clear,
ilso a' reader's writer, a fount of
uorytelling, filled with invention and
when, disconcertingly, Jubb - on his
way to his bizarreassignment
- sees a
ixcitemem. With this volume and
::'orty Stories on your shelf, you can
statue of Christ being lowered into
place' by a crane: "Christ had been
rave as good a compendium
of the
away for refurbishment,
, , Yet they ,
tate of contemporary writing and its
ileasures as you could wish to find. '" , could 'not change the expression' in'

He

those eyes .. ,
seem~d angry that::
nothing had beenlearned.t',-,
::' ',' :,
"The plot later becomes )vl\oUy sur-.
real. Toby's brothel:plansto:~eIUove::i:
in order -to .get., the ,baron's,' meI.l~Q',i!
defect, Parr is .interested. in .getting
information about-the baron .before,
Midwinter. gets it; Masonry and.farn-:
l"
ily historiesbecome
involved, Yet. .j
the author's control of all this.atleasruntil the middle o(the book.ris quite>
,"
extraordinary; Tb.e)~lu~ Gate9(~a~;r
!
yIOD: jnusrbe-one
'of themost in-e
tricately., and;' rneticulously-jilotted,
novels, to be! published" in: .a-Iong
while:' It-certainly demands.readingand it would certainly do it a' dis-.
service if the plot were
be revealed.,
But I'have two reservati 0 ns which'
bothst'em
from' the' author's' high:
ability: ' ,',,'
"';,".~'
'.:~'
""
'First, the' helt~r~'skelterna:rrative,!
with its focus on amorality.beconies
1
overwhelming, Genuinely funny de-::
tails tend .to getdrowned
in flippant
references' to sexualperversions
most
of which amount only to cliches,
,
, Second, and' more.serious, by using
a picaresque method;' Pickering has
left himself no room to trace the dev-',
eloprnent
of 'his characters: -; in'
particular that of Toby. This novelis
really about amoralityand
a political;
allegory (about the Berlin Wall) and,
is more 'profound than its dazzling;
surface suggests,' It IS not as if the,~
early details about the statue of Christ "
were just a pretentious signal: the in-:
.;
tricate symbolism of Babylon, Ishter.
and the brothel itself is at odds with'
this surface.' The' 'experimental
ele-.'
ment in The Blue Gate of Babylon is :
an auempt
to counterpoint
the;
deadly serious.leven the, puritanical, :
with the flippantly: comic, It doesn't:
quite work, because' the" narrative'
form is inappropriate, .and because;
the book'
tends to .become merely, !
.:
zany,
This is only a third novel, and this,
judgment' is only from high stan- i
dards, prompted by the fact that at an :
in tellectual
level the symbolism'
'
really does work. The Blue Gate of
Babylon is, therefore, not only a:
considerable
achievement
in itself,'
but also a promise of more mature
ones
'come.
'. ' ,
',- - ,
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THE BLUE GATE OF BABYLON
by Paul Pkkering
(Chatto, £12.95)

Gillian Greenwood

(

A

BROTHEL designed to recreate a Babylonian ritual In
which sex is offered up to the war goddess Ishtar seems
like an inventive little number even in a business where
-invention must keep a step ahead of the customer's jaded
palate. Such a temple of love is the setting for the first half
of Paul Pickering's highly entertaining third novel

(

A young diplomat, Toby Jubb, has disgraced himself in
Paris: he has now been moved to Berlin.. The year: 1961.
Toby finds himself running the Cafe Babylon as a cover
for the entrapment of the charming Baron von Hollmann, a
Nazi military hero enlisted by the East in the peculiarly
complicated chess game played by the Four Powers In
post-war Berlin.
The first hal! of the novel is a well-constrocted black farce
in which Toby decides to offer love and affection as well as
'sex in a brothel built around his classical learning. Hard
drugs, ritual murders, bestial Secret Servicemen-one of
whom has been waging a vendetta against Toby since their
schooldays-never really impinge on the Carry On Whoring
scenario which culminates in two naked girls appearing at a
rally of the East German Communist League.
Thereafter, however, the story becomes blacker. Toby is
now at the mercy of the British Secret Service, which subjects him to amnesia-inducing therapy in a mental hospital
in Oxfordshire, from which he never fully recovers.
In this· twilight world a crueller comedy emerges, throwing a light on earlier events, shattering illusions and pointing up even further the novel's concern with moral ambiguities. The story is slightly hampered by its reliance on
classical allusions which must be force-fed to the reader
from time to time, but otherwise this is a well-crafted, very
enjoyable book.
• GILLIAN GREENWOOD is a South Bank Show producer.
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FIXX
by Terence Blacker
(Bloomsbury, £12.95)

Paul Pickering
Mila, a pill-befuddled Sixties singer.
Albeit unwittingly, even his own
daughter did not escape.
Behind the farce is a serious purpose. Terence Blacker allows Fixx
enough verbal rope to hang himself.
"And now, like the winged Sisyphus of
legend, I found that I had flown too
close to the blazing sun ... " says our
hero, getting lcarus confused with the
poor soul who is eternally chained to
the boulder and has the flight capability of a brick.

(

Blacker builds pathos OD Fixx's slips
and lies. One almost finds oneself feel·
ing sorry for the bastard in the end.
By using a straightforward memoir
format Blacker has given himself problems. There is a slight set-piece flavour
about a few of the Fifties, Sixties anti
Seventies episodes.
Too much of the book is in reported
speech instead of dialogue, there is too
much name-dropping.rand the male
chauvinism of the horrible Fixx is perhaps over the top.
But this is a fine debut, reminiscent
of the early David Nobbs. One hopes
for another Fixx soon.
• Paul Pickerinq's third novel The
Blue Gates of Babylon will be pub·
lished this summer.
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W H Smith launches fiction

sampler campaign
In Laura Longrigg's first week at Heine- Hamilton, 23rd March, £ 11·95) by Isabel
mann in January last year Mic Cheetham
Allende.
sent her the manuscript of The Power of
The idea behind this initiative is exactly
One, a first novel by an Australian writer,
the same as has prompted Simon &
Bryce Courtenay. It came in five folders of Schuster to produce its fiction sampler
some 200 papers each. "I took the first (Book News, 20th January): to encourage
folder home that night and was hooked,"
people to try out novels for which they
she says, and her enthusiasm persuaded
might be reluctant to commit themselves
her colleagues Helen Fraser and Felicity to paying hardback prices. The extracts
Rubinstein to read the novel too. Heine- will cost 35p, but this sum will be refunded
mann bought The Power of One with a pre- if the reader goes on to buy the book. W H
emptive bid.
Smith comments: "To ensure the Net Book
When The Power of One is published
Agreement -terms are not broken, W H
(20th March, £ 11·95) part of the prornoSmith has agreed that the promotion
tion will be an attempt to hook the public
should be made available to other book
with the same early pages that ensnared
traders throughout the country."
Laura Longrigg. The first three chapters
W H Smith is taking 15,000 copies of
each sampler. It is refunding 30p to the
have been produced as a 50·page sampler,
one of five that W H Smith will use to respective publisher, but is taking contributions towards advertising.
launch a campaign called "The Reader's
Collection". The four other novels to be
Two further Reader's Collections are
featured are The Blue Gate of Babylon planned for 1989. "It is an attempt to
(Chatto, 6th April, £ 12·95) by Paul Picker- - invigorate the sales of hardback fiction,"
ing; Glory (Bantam Press, 11th March, says Graham Nelson at WHS. "And if this
£ 11-95) by Jack Curtis; The Bridesmaid
doesn't work we'll have to try something
(Hutchinson, 6th April, £10-95) by Ruth else, because we are determined to do
Rendell; and Evan Luna (Ham ish sornethinc tn boost thi< r,~r~:'.t ..

Pickering, Paul The Blue Gate of BabyIon. Nov. 1989.
304p. Random, $17.95 (0-394-57637-3).Galley.
[CIP] 89-3870

There's just no pigeonholing this one. Pickering's novel
recalls Richard Condon's The Manchurian Candidate, but
it's also a meditation on the lies that become our history.
Reluctant British spy Toby Jubb is a well-meaning,
amiably bent classicist-turned-diplomat whose tryst with
a French politician's wife gets him sent to cold-war Berlin.
Assigned to run a brothel to trap a former Nazi who is
now an East German soldier, Toby indulges his passion
for "that old liar" Herodotus and models his brothel on ancient Babylon and the Temple of Ishtar. The brothel
prospers; the operation founders. By turns, this book is
frighteningly real and surreal. It's comedy-as high,
weird, and low as British comedy can be. It's also cynical
and tragic. Pickering's Berlin, circa 1960, rings true-and
the characters are memorably quirky. A terrific novel by a
terrific writer. -Thomas Gaughan

Collins Harvill £10.95
,:THIS BOOK is typical of the new
r' wave of Russian writing, and I will
-try to' restrain my enthusiasm,
"which is extreme, Leonid Borodin
i.has served asix-year sentence in
"the 'campsfor being a Christian
- socialist, 'and another four years
"of aten-year sentence for anti-So-,
-vietpropaganda,
imposed on him
for 'publishing a book of stories
, abroad.
At his best he recalls Isaac Ba\ bet -this book seems to me even
. betterthan Children of the Arbat
'vor 'Quiet Flows the DOll, and in
;:some ,ways' as powerful as Ivan
Denisovich, I am inclined to see in
it. the ,influence of Zhivago; the
plods episodic, with amazing eo'incidences, and there is some of
, that .sccretive word-play which,
. according to Christian Russian
critics, is to be found in Zhivago as
; well, The plot is about sanctity or
, forgiveness; that at least will en, courage and console the reader.
, The" theme of the Siberian
: t~iga; andits destruction by modern man, is much, to the fore. At
, first it figures as a dangerous and
"ihrilling wilderness where one can
be free, bu t later as ruined, in-:
,~ilded woods:" At one point a
.priest is praised for a conserva, tionist sermon. Not long ago I
: shared a dinner-table in a Mos.cow hotel with' two forestry ex:perts, who knew no English, exv

)~'

,

,
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ACCORDING to The Blue Gate of '
'THE BLUE GATE';,'fA'
Babylon, the Berlin Wall was built
.: OFBABYLON:''<::)
when a naked whore was smuggled into the Russian zone to halt
PAUL
.
....
an ex-Nazi East German tank
commander who, infatuated with
Borodin: an imprisoned Christian
onc of her colleagues, planned to
invade the West: "I'm 'clean .and
"
, ' , "',.
f':' \"\;;
cept for the names of a long list of
cheap and my name is Cindy. I'm
its own. The plot then shifts'ta"aJ
trees and the one surprising word
from Dabylon. Build the anti-Fasasylum in England, Thc·:'s.:;ene
"silviculture", Anyone who wants
cist barrier." ,
here are chilling but familiar. de
to know the feel of wild countryPaul Pickering's relentless and
scribing a madhouse;,.,:lIkc:':de
side in Russia, and of life in reimplausible third novel defies
scrlbing sex; has become' a 'sort '0
mote villages not long ago, should
synopsis. Toby Jubb, who suits ,cadenza where' novelists' displa:
certainly read The Third Truth.
his roly-poly name, is a Classical
their virtuosity.' Here 'Jubb :'get
It gives you a taste of Russia
scholar specialising in Babylon;
brainwashed," and married>'Fi
which you will get nowhere else.
despite this, and for reasons not "nally the novel moves to' ccniem
The Christian message is a movexplained, he becomes a diplo-porary
.Oxfordshire .where ,Jubb
ing one, though the sanctification
mat, is undiplomattcwith an am- 'now a.man of propertgbut 'un
of the rough and unexpected hero
bassador's wife, and finds himself,
able' to 'distinguish between Bel"'
takes place during the 25 years of
posted to Berlin.
'
lin :and"bronze-,age
' Ba~yloii
his absence from the narrative,
Here he is expected to run a
tracks 'down the 'villain before
and I could not help suspecting
brothel on behalf of the' secret
taking part ins surprisingly senservices, its object being to lure
timental finale. ' ;:
.. ... :':,.'~
that in real life the unregenerate
in par,; As nlfthis suggests.' TIi~' B4tE
anti-hero would have come to a ' Eastern Bloc soldierssticky end. But the narrative
ticular, the Baron von Hollmann
Gate of Babylon- is nothing if 'nol
moves well, and section by section
- to the West. Curiously" the
ambitious;and,it~nearly:,works.
brothel, which is distinguished by Like his previous, novels,
it has been intricately
and
its proximity to the Eastern secabout Harry and Perfect English, it
thoughtfully put together. The
device, of flash-backs may be antor, contains what might bethe
demonstrates Ptckerlng'sJniagtoriginal of the Blue Gate of Babynation, craftsmanship,' and envfnoying in principle, but it works"
Ion, looted by Goerlng. The Blue .'able' grasp" of the "contemporary
and the suspense is kept up until
Gate' lies at the heart' of the
world; 'ItIs '¥.ell~writte,n'"metlcuthe last sentence. Some of the
lously '"plotted .and' frequently
credit for this stylishness must go' book's complex imagery; ambiguous and pervasive, the allusions'
amusing.' But his explanaUon for
to the translator Catriona Kclly.
which it inspires permeate,' the ' the ",B~rlin:'Wall/ ho~ev~rlhige;
It was not clear to me whether
whole work.
nious, 'leaves us cold ..JI.e;b!l~lex __
this book has been' published in
Russia; if not, I very much hope
Meanwhile Toby falls in love ,pended prodigiousenergy on this
with Magda, a prostitute, and she ,book, but 'a'gap.remains between
that it soon will be. It might be
herself falls in love with 'the
the, rather'polntlesstale.and the
very popular there indeed.
Baron. He seems to love Magda in
enjoyable, sophistiCation:: oC; the'
return, and is prepared toinvade
teUing.·' ':, ':, , ',~' }, -:::";';)':':;
the West to have her. At this point
'"
the Blue Gate bursts Into a life of
"i
""
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There's an unusual lack of bodice-rippers among the paperback,
bestsellers this week. Catherine Cookson's novels have plenty of
bodices but not much ripping and .Jilly Cooper's vice versa.

I

1: Rivals by Jilly Cooper, Corgi,
ElIis Pei~rs (real name Edith
Pargcter), the author of The
£4.95
;'2: Callanetics by Callan
Confession of Brother Haluin
(7),
has won international
-Pinckney, Arrow, £6.99
awards for her contribution to'
, 3~Stark by Ben Elton, Sphere,
:£3.50
, modern literature and has average sales of a quarter of a mil'4. BBC Diet by Or Barry Lynch,
,BBC,£2.95
lion copies. The books in her
mediaeval
whodunnit
series
'5. ~omplete Hip and Thigh Diet
',by'Rosemary Conley, Arrow,
have not received the critical atn. £2.99,'
tention devoted to The Name of
, 6. The Cultured Handmaiden by the Rose, however. This is not altogether
surprising,
Peters's
Catherlne Cookson, Corgi,
, .£3.50~'
:'
'
idea of a mediaeval style is to
,7, Confessions of Brother
': put in a strange order the words.
But these adventures of a BeneHaluln by Ellis Peters, Futura,
£2.99,
dictine monk, (of which this is
the fifteenth volume), have clevB. The:'carusAgenda by Robert
er plots woven around historical
Ludlum,Grafton, £4.50
9. The Coming of the King by ,
fact, gleaned from research into
, NikolaiTolstoy, Corgi, £4.99
the records of Shrewsbury Abbey. Not Eco; but a very good
10. The Green Consumer Guide
read in their own way,
by John Elkington and Julia
Hales, Gollancz, £3.95
Veronica Youlten
Supplied by Publishing News

'One of the masterpieces of rriod~r~ historical \:Vriting~;
F on tana Press
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reration in
) apparent
"Russian
1 as if they
small son
'ers were
ndignant,
on raising
bout lynch
a and ecoI. In 1948,
Id War, he
shortlived
a a hopeof liberty,
ty, It was
za len t of
!s with his
2 months
hanged in
a race riot
doned, if
the local
for years
id unable,
'ame any
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FICTION

'Throughout
the 1950s, in an
atmosphere
of increasing
national
paranoia,
he was
hounded', mauled and baited for
'Communist
'sympathies
he
would not deny. Politically
naive, tactically 'ruinous, rationally untenable,' his faith· in
. Soviet Russia became emotionFAULKNER'S
The Wild Palms
ally indispensable as democracy
asks us to accept that a novel
at home left him less and less
can consist of two interleaved
ground to' stand on. He was,
narratives with no internal cor. more spectacularly than most in relationand scant thematic harthe McCarthy era, morally con- mony: like alternate glasses of
taminated
by guilt and fear.
varietal
wines, they .. co-exist
Neitherblacks
nor whites pro-: 'purely in counterpoint.
Caryl
tested when he was 'officially
Phillips's
Higher
Ground
defined, by the State attorney
extends
a similar
invitation
defending the decision to confiswith three accounts of. an Africate his passport; as "one of the can shepherd turned slave-facmost dangerous
men in the
tor (early 1800s?), a black conworld".
·vict in the American
South
(1960s) and a Polish Jewess
A decade in the' American
refugee in England (1930s-50s).
doghouse
eventually
sueCoerced as a quisling,
the
ceeded, as he said himself, in African helps procure a young.
draining his energy and crackvillage girl for an Englishman
ing his nerve. It destroyed his who tortures,
sodomises and
health along with that obstinate
then expels her from the coastal
belief in human justice which .fort, wh.ereupon
the ~act~r
had so long infuriated blacks
covertly Instals her as his ml~and whites alike. It broke his' . tress. They are. betrayed, a!ld his
motivating spring, diagnosed by terse, unemotional but highlythe doctor who trea.ed him in charged
test.imon~
.ends
his last years for crushing, clini- abruptly (and disappointingly)
cal depression, as "compassion,
on the slave dock.
not ego".
The middle passage, the least
It" the first half of this book effective, comprises homilistic
reads like a rousing, 19th-cen"consciousness raising" lett~rs
tury, rags-to-riches
tract, the home from a black youth serving
second comes closer to a Beck- one-to-life for trying to "~iberett play. Martin Duberman's
ate some bread from a liquor
monumental biography, almost store": you get the period well
doubled in length by its massive
enough but little else. The ~ew'apparatus of notes and sources,
ish refugee of the ~ome straight
is primarily a work of reparahas the I?sychologlcal pr.oblems
tion. It documents in slow, salu- of the dlsl?ossessed, wh~ch. are
tary and laborious detail the expressed In the folded-m jumdefeat of hope by 'experience..
ble of her empty life. .
"Perhaps my watch was fast,"
Each ofthese figures has been
said Robeson, looking back at uprooted and compromised by
the end of what had come to an alien culture, and one also
seem a wasted life, and adding grasps that their locations ar.e
with a last, recalcitrant twinge
the points of the slave-trade triof his majestic
former optiangle. But three examples form
mism: "but most of us seem to a trio not a "triptych", and their
be runningon the same time resonance remains muted.
now."
THE TWIN narr.atives of T,!e
Chymical Weddmg entertain
characters from different centuries dancing an unwitting twostep until they collide in denouement. The dedication page cites'
Borges's "Reality favours syrnmetries
and sltght ana~hr~nisms" - and you might think It
bizarre
f~r ~ d?ubl~-Iength
novel to milk J~st.lficat.lOn from
Corregidora.
the supreme miniaturist.
SymBy Gayl Jones.
metry seems more important to
Camden Press. £5·95.
Lindsay Clarke than proportion.
The Closest Possible
The odd-numbered
chapters
are told by a cuckolded young
Union.
poet seeking recuperative
soliBy J oanna Scott.
tude in his agent's Norfolk cotBodley Head. £12·95.
tage. A dried and rebarbative

Period three-step

.Hilary Spurling

ck magic
I Joanna
higan and
s respecivels-deal
5 haunted
from two
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ad mother
fathered
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aboard a
ve trade.
.se books
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stunning
nger who
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in his father's ship on its way to
Africa. On board, Tom discovers Peter Gray, a girl under'
guise. Most of the narrative is
taken up by the relationship
between Tom, the Captain, the
mess boy and Quince, a "barbaric mulatto African leader".
The novel's blurb describes
Joanna Scott's sleek style as a
poetic attempt to capture thc
tone of the 19th century, and
while this is a serious book,
obviously meant for a specific
audience, I found it hard to take
I.~ I 1....... 1.... •.•..•. r t,.... t .•.•,.1. ,. 'I....... ; ...••~...•.

Higher Ground.
By Caryl Phillips.
Viking. £11·95.

The Chymical Wedding.
By Lindsay Clarke.
Cape. £12·95.
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The Blue Gate of
Babylon.

Eight years 'later",. .P~esid.e~t; "re;
Kennedy
laun~hedhlS",clyli
H(
rights .. Iegislation .. AlJhou~h . to
blacks 'in America .still remain- he
an underprivileged
group.,~spe, . ~E
cially 'economically; 'the-trans-" .n~~
formation of the civil position'is
VII
a vindication of the.Amefican
.At
political system.
'. :
,.~ ~::. vu
In all this Martin .Luther King ~a
was a central and indeed an
e!
essential element.' There. were grr
other leaders and. other heroes po:
_ Ralph Abernathy.l.Medgar
I,n~
Evers, who was "assassinated,
and John Doar- butat the cen- Kas:
tre of the' mass' movement was .- e
.this youngBaptist preacherwho
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By Paul Pickering.

Chatto. £12·95.
poet of the George Barker genoration, with an alluring young
girl in tow, conscriptshim
into
truffling
through
the local
squire's library for the alchemical resolution of the title.
In 1848 the then squire and his
amanuensis
daughter
jointly
incinerated
works they' had 1
written on the Hermetic myster- 1I
ies and the even-numbered
ch~pters
... but you have
guessed. Clarke's
meticulous
mid-century dialogue must have
cost him as much lucubration as
these
Victorian
adepts
expended on their timeless fog,
and his set-pieces - notably an
ice-skating
party - spring
higher than research.
However the fecund theme of
sexual gUil't (in both storylines)
drowns in verbiage: everyone
spends far too much time reading and writing, and the youl,lg
poet's prissiness and stilted literacy grate. In the end, as chez
Ackroyd, one feels that there
are already enough Victorian
novels in print, and that when
their shadow enervates modern
language they should be shown
the door.
.
IN The Blue Gate of Babylon a
disgraced
young
diplomat
packed off to W~st Berlin in
·1960, Toby Jubb IS ordered to
establish a brothel in which to
honey-trap
an Eastie Beastie
tank commander.
It looks very much as though
Paul Pickering set out to write a
black comedy and then became
sidetracked by Ideas. The promise of the opening chapters,
which are poised and deadpan, is
subverted by self-defeating contrivances and ramshackle writing in which one can hear the
rhythm of "hard-boiled"
sentences fighting a losing battle
with exposition.'
.
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BROIHE~
FURTHER SECRETS,OFT

The explosive·seq~el. to Tl
an investigative tour de force which
- .powerful private world 01
£14.95 hard,bi

COLlN AND EILEE

. WarWiv~
. Theunsung heroines of the S,
. . the housewives of Britain
tell their own stories -.'Of aU the tJOt
ab~ut the war in this half-centenary, :
perfectly fascinating as th
.
£13.95 hard be

COLlNWIL

. ..,

. ·;:The·Misti

From the Marquis de S~de to Y~kio ~
. _ Gogol, Swinbu~e, J~.y~e;'~?d
. Cotin:·Wils.on traces the history
.'
. £4.50 paperba

,.--JANET AND COL
.'

,,'

.Modern Mysteries'

Cl

The strange eventlof the:20th'c~
unrivalled chroniclers of .nnexj
:£17.95 hardba

PAULBOC

.French Home C
Paul Bocuse, arguabfy France's m
presents the classics of everyday Frenc
superb cook, but a master of lucid f
£9.95 trade papci
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LlZHODGKI

How to Banish Cel1ll
Cellulite exists, and Liz Hodgkins
how you get it, and how you
£2.99 p'll'crha.

Return of the
repressed
THE BLUE GATE OF BABYlON
Paul Pickering

Chatto & Windus £12.95
Boyd

•

TOllkill

The long-running Spycaichcr farce confirmed .
what a generation of writers already knew. In
our post-imperial twilight, espionage and
Englishness go together as snugly as port and
stilton, or Burgess and Maclean. Right on cue,
Paul Pickering presents the deranged spook as
national archetype, fit symbol for a tired power
masking a slow decline with shabby intrigues.
So far, so familiar. Indeed, much of The Blue
Gale of Babylon'e first half reads as if Pickering
had set out to win some kind of comic novelist's
jackpot by lining up a row of old chestnuts. Atthe
dawn of the sixties his narrator, the soft-hearted
classicist and reluctant agent Toby]ubb, goes to
Berlin to manage the titular brothel on behalf of
British intelligence. Despite rubble, Turks, Nazi
ghosts and the strains of Buddy Holly, the city
he finds still owes more to Isherwood than
Fassbinder.
Toby's cat-house swarms with a predictable
cast of kinky spymasters and kindly whores. As

his bosses clamour for high-level defections and
the East Germans prepare to split Berlin, he
feels "trapped on the set of a spy-film", On this'
evidence, it should be called Carry all up the
Wall.
When the barrier goes up, Toby's plan to lure
a Warsaw Pact hero into his honeytrap comes
crashing down. Then, as if bored with this
well-worn material, Pickering changes tack.
The tone darkens and deepens. Shut away in an I
Oxfordshire nursing-home, Toby is tormented·
into forgetfulness of his dodgy exploits by the
secret service's psychiatric arm. As he rec-:
avers, the plot settles into a long battle of wills '
between the herbivorous Toby-scholarly,
sentimental, fond of women-and his carnivorous foe, the intelligence chief Anthony Selwyn
Parr: all-round right-wing paranoiac, school
bully and probable disemboweller of Berlin pros- i
titutes.
:
Parr's version of Englishness triumphs; but,
not before Toby takes a bloody Babylonian
revenge. What unites the novel's German and
English sectors is a concern with the return of
the repressed. Toby lapses into Oedipal fantasies and dreams continually of his beloved BabyIon. The writing on the wall that cursed that
culture recurs in war-ravaged Europe. A lust to I
unearth buried Nazi gold fires both Parr and the
eastern soldier Toby fails to entrap. "1do so love;
whizzing round and round in circles, " proclaims I
a repentant MI5 shrink as he takes Toby on a
fairground ride that itself echoes the bestremembered scene of The Third Man. Deny the
past, and a cancerous guilt can set in. So runs
Pickering's indictment of a country where the
status quo inters horror and pain "with a narcotic
draft of myths and lies".
Pickering grows funnier as he gets angrier. i
His paraphernalia of spy-scandals in knockingshops comes straight from some tattered
recipe-book. But the English disease in all its i
lurid symptoms, from fey nostalgia to stiff-:
backed sadism; draws a much sharper sting.
from him. Musing over the body of a butchered I!
prostitute, Toby wonders, "where does the
naughtiness of children stop and true evil:
begin?" The novel pivots on that turning-point. !
It marks a welcome, ifbelated, shift from heavy-'
booted humour to fleeter-footed wit.

I

I
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/Darkness

on the edge of the text

Roz Kaveney
KATHY ACKER

Young Lust: Kathy Goes to Haiti; The Adult
Life of Toulouse Lautrec; Florida
306pp. Pandora. Paperback,£4.95.
0~440J496

It is impossihle to read in a way that is not
implicitly political: but the methods of Kathy
Ack ers fictions aim to make possible radical
readings, avoiding the closed and the directive,
the authoritarian
gestures that would seem
paradoxical in texts that celebrate the aspiration to freedom and variety. The novellas included in YOllng Lust are early work: in them
Acker feints at a number of styles without definitely opting for anyone. Kathy Goes to Haiti
is both an exercise in genre pornography
and a
deconstructive
parody of it, in which the sheer
(, .irn of a life lived for sexual gratification
alone is spelled out in some detail- though the
story itself does not ever quite become boring:
it is also an.exercise in structure, in which chap-

ters at opposite ends of the text quote, reflect
and fold into each other. Acker also engages in
some savagely misandric satire on the way the
constantly tumescent males of a pulp porno
novel talk in the cliches of the singles-bar pickup; the Haiti of this novel is in large measure a
piece of scenery with the wires and struts showing - this is how people are an ywhere , if you
choose to notice them acting this way.
Yet there is more going on than schematic
games. Pages of conversation
with Betty, the
wife of the rich stud Roger, force us to realize
that there is life inside the bored masks, even if
it is a form of life which thinks John Fowles a
profound novelist: and occasional hints at the
realities of a Haiti which is not the subject of
pulp fiction save the book and the reader from
irresponsible exoticism. The final "obligatory"
scene of local colour with the voodoo soothsayer conveys a sense that there are depths and
mysteries which this mode of fiction chooses
not to engage with rather than ignores. Sex
lacks mystery here, a matter of exclamations
and ejaculations
and instruction-book
procedures. but there is darkness beyond the edges
of the text.

"Florida" improvises an accomplished se
variations on characters and themes from
film Key Largo: it moves between voices i
way that can only confuse the inattentive.
in doing so makes a serious point about
interchangeable
nature of female identity i
world dominated by men. It is one of the m
conventional things Acker has ever done: a
it disposes for good of the imputation that ~
works in experimental
modes from lack
talent rather than serious-minded
choice.
The Adult Life of Toulouse Lautrcc ss a set
exercises with identity and genre that adds
to more than one expects when reading it.
place that is neither the New York City of pu
days nor the Paris of the belle epoque provic
the setting for a series of couplings and deatl
film stars and gangsters move past each othe
lives, and both are mere masks for disco
tented young artists. Amid the arrogantly d
played lack of affect is a scathing attack (
Henry Kissinger; the refusal of good manne
which Acker describes in her preface as "wi
ting as badly as possible" is a slap in the face
American letters, an avoidance of the Co
which makes one an accomplice.

The flights of the intriguer
Mark Illis
PAUL PICKERING

The Blue Gate of Babylon
266pp. Chatto and Windus.
070113413 5

£12.95.

L
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Black comedy laughs in the face of horror because laughter is a more constructive response
than despair; horror and humour are anyway
often precariously contained within the same
event. War is a good demonstration
of this
(dox,
and the war novel which demonsi, ates it best is Catch-22. The combination
in
Paul Pick ering's novel of the Cold War, The
Blur Gall" of Bab ylon , is less subtle. The first
two-thirds of the book are mainly comedy, and
the black clement is saved for the final section.
This is damaging, because Pickering enjoys his

comedy too much: it lacks a sharp edge and
degenerates into farce, making it hard for us to
take the novel seriously when the mood
changes.
The first part of the story is set in Berlin in
1961, an amoral world apparently even more
decadent than the same city in the 1930s. Toby
Jubb, a junior diplomat in disgrace, has been
given the job of running a brothel. He is supposed to persuade or blackmail an East German tank commander, who may also be a Nazi
war criminal, into defecting. The humour at
this stage is extravagant.
Toby 'encounters
an
angry polar bear on speed and is chased by
most of the animals in the Berlin Zoo, which
have escaped to go on a rampage through the
city. (One of the novel's most memorable lines
is delivered by a Soviet delegate at a secret
conference
of the Four Powers: "Courage,
comrades.
The Second Secretary
has been

Thecoolandthebaked
Christopher Hawtree
PAULMlCOU

ne Music Programme
240pp. Bantam.
0593017366

£11.95.

Not since Shirley Temple and Morgan Leafy
has Africa seen foreign representatives
as unlikely as those in the Timbali of Paul Micou's
first novel, The Music Programme (the blurbwriter refers to David Lodge and IGngsley
Amis, but the real guiding spirit here beneath
"the uncannily vaulted sky" is William Byrd.)
Be\\ildered by native opinions (chiefly an aversion (('I pubescent European breasts). Micou's

sound [as 1 a maid might make fluffing pillows".
Other couplings are witnessed
through a
telescope and inadvertently
caught by a taperecorder - this latter breathy adultery transcends domestic imagery and prompts the hapless Kastostis's creativity to a work that sounds
as if Phil Spector had recorded "River Deep,
Mountain High" with a jug-band in a pub. But
all turns out, in this good-humoured
unAmerican romp, to be for the best; the novel is
carried by its brio over some mis-paced and
unduly
enigmatic
passages.
And,
yes,
"MCCray liked it here." .

TIMES

LITERARY

eaten by a lion. ")
Toby's task is complicated
by a series (
grotesque murders of prostitutes, the near ou
break of a Third World War, the erection (
the Berlin Wall and a vicious and long-runnin
personal vendetta. Toby, an intriguing if h
gubrious hero. is an expert on Persian culture
and the busy plot is further burdened by h:
repeated mental flights into the Babylon c
King Darius. Parallels are drawn, involvin
sacrifices, curses and various deities. These re
treats into fantasy develop into an unwield
substructure for the novel, giving every charac
ter a Persian double.
Serious themes are being addressed. Picker
ing is interested in the lessons to be learnt fror
history, including family history; in the barrier
that people raise between each other, and i
the uses and abuses of power. These theme
are submerged, however, beneath the weigr
of the over-ingenious
plot. As Toby disinte
grates, finding himself deceived on all side:
the novel moves into its black phase. He
arrested
by his arch-enemy,
drugged
an
raped, and then 'imprisoned in a hospital fc
the mentally ill and brainwashed.
The probler
is that the material is not fully integrated. Tb
story meanders while Toby is in hospital an
then jumps again, to 1988, when he leave
Pickering has to devote his final chapter befor
the Epilogue to an explanation
of his chara.
ters' motives (many of the characters her
seem little more than collections of quirk
traits) and the significance of the Babylonia
imagery. We are meant to be dismayed by th
final revelations, but it is hard by this time t
care.

SUPPLEMENT

19th

25th
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BABYLONAND BONFIRES
The Hill's resident bookworm leafs through a selection of the month's literature
Following on from his successful and
more restrained previous novels Wild
About Harry and Perfect English, Paul
Pickering's latest offering TIu Blue
Gate of Babylon (Chatto & Windus
£12.95) is too clever by half. It is unquestionably well written and at times
very amusing, but the imaginative
content finally becomes rather exhausting and leaves one battered and senseless.
The plot almost defies synopsis, Toby
[ubb, a classical scholar specialising in
Babylon, who after a series of implausibleadventuresand confusion becomes
the proprietor of a high class brothel in
Berlin, run on behalf of the secret service to lure Eastern Block soldiers and in
particular Baron Van Hollman over to
the West. Toby Jubb falls in love with
Magda, a prostitute, who in turn is
obviously in love with the Baron. This is
the first part of the book at its simplest,
what follows is a shift in scene to an
asylum in England and from there the
book really takes off, Toby Jubb is brainwashed, gets married and each para-

graph becomes crammed with imagina tive dexterity up to the finale which is
predictable. This is a shame as Paul
Pickering is a writer of considerable
skill, talent and imagination, which virtues have ail, unfortunately, got the
better of him in this novel.

Essential Art
The Bonfire of the Vanities byTom Wolfe
was such a monumentally mediocre
work that I was horrified by the idea of
reviewing a reissue of an earlier book by
Mr Wolfe, The Painted Word (Black Swan
£3.50). Fortunately, this book is considerably shorter (120 pages), considerably wittier, sharper and more entertaining. It is an essential guide for anybody
trying to understand modern art history written by a journalist at the peak
of his powers. Books on modern art
tend to be written for academics or
simpletons.
Suzy Gablick, who wrote one of the
definitive books on modern art "Has
Modernism Failed?" is a brilliant and
talented art critic, but almost incomprehensible to the gallery-going public. This

"i.le•• ~it\T

BOOKSetc,
CENTRAL

LONDON'S

FINEST

book exposes all the myths and confronts serious questions in a manner
that is instantly readable, informative
and at times hilarious.
The Reverend Papworth Everard's
latestoevre, Too Good To Check (Campden
Publishing (£9.95) is an everyday story
of newspaper folk. The hero.Alex Burns,
is a journalist simply trying to make a
living and make sense of a reality that
becomes increasingly like the fantasy
he writes.
He is pursued throughout the novel
by a series of Public Relations executives who become increasingly deranged and violent as they try to plug
their client's causes. His editor is convinced that the whole nation is indulging in the most peverse sexual practices
behind his back. The newspaper proprietor has found God and believes that
every word printed in the paper is as
holy as the scriptures. The book is at
times hilarious and harrowing, unfortunately the style is lacking in any real
quality, being more of a rollercoaster
ride along the media track. Don't even
try to buy this book. 0

BOOKSHOPS

117 ~nttill!l Hill «;;ate,l..•
mul ••11 \\'11
'I'el: 221 7n2!.

OPENING ON MAY 10TH
16 WHITELEY S OF BAYSWATER
ENTER OUR COMPETITION

Fax 7929273

Cut out this advertisement and bring it with
you to our store on 10th, 11 th, 12th or 13th May

WHILE AWAITING THOSE LONG HOT DAYS OF
SUMMER (JUST IN CASE IT'S A LONG WAIT) MAY WE
OFFER SOME ENTERTAINMENT SELECTIONS -

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
1. What is the title of John Irving's latest novel?

A

,

2. What shape is the bookshelf

.
in the children's

section?

A

.

3. On which floor is the Video section?
A

.

A DRA W WILL TAKE PLACE AT 7PM ON EACH OF THESE DA YS
FOR A £50.00 BOOK VOUCHER
BRING YOUR CHILDREN WITH YOU TO MEET PETER RABBIT
HE WILL BE IN OUR STORE BETWEEN 2 AND 5 PM WITH A
COLOURING COMPETITION FOR THEM TO DO

NAME
ADDRESS

.
.

TEL.

.'.
···...
".....
t•.........
"...
~
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V\VlH[][lflElLlEYS
OF BAYSWA1ER

'RENTAL TAPES' FOR A PERFECT EVENING
GOOD MORINING VIETNAM
BAGHDAD CAFE
PATHFINDER
BIG BUSINESS
BEETLEJUICE

COMING TO AMERICA
BIG
BUSTER
TUCKER
LESS THAN ZERO

MILAGRO BEANFIELD WAR

HIGH SPIRITS

'SALE TAPES' FOR A PERFECT EVENING AGAIN AND AGAIN
CROCODILE DUNDEE
DIRTY DANCING
BIG CHILL
U2 RATILE & HUM
CALLANETICS
ROBIN WILLlAMS LIVE

£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£11.99
£9.99
£9.99

12 ANGRY MEN
£9.99
JUDGEMENT AT NUREMBERG
£9.99
QUIET MAN
£4.99
PINOCCHIO
£9.99
CLlNT EASTWOOD COLLECTION £9.99
BBCSHAKESPEARECOLLECTION£14.99

Unless it's watching England keep the
ashes, there is no better time to be had
this summer than with US ...
- Video Cit

Elements of thriller
and farce
First Light - Peter Ackroyd (Hamish Hamilton,
£ 12.95); Jigsaw - Sybill.e
Bedford (Hamish Hamilton,.
£ 12.95); The Blue Gate of
Babylon - Paul Pickering
(Chatto & Windus, £12.95);
Forces
of Nature
Nicholas Salarnan (The Alyson Press/Seeker & Warburg, £10.95); Bug - John
Sladek (Macmillan, £ 12.95)
Over a remarkably short
space of time, Peter Ackroyd has solidly established
himself as one of our most
imaginative and intellectually
stimulating young novelists.
From The Great Fire af London by way of The Last
Testament of Oscar Wi/de,
Hawksmaor and Chatterton,
his writing has steadily increased in stature and unusually for a British writer
of novels with a real intellectual thrust (time is of the
essence) - has also steadily
attracted a wide audience
which eagerly anticipates his
next book.
First Light essentially'
the story of a group of
sexual misfits somehow involved with each other and
an archaeological dig - is
quite simply a superb piece
of writing, like so much of
Ackroyd's fiction showing
the influence of Dickens
(though the West Country
setting may incline readers
to suspect Hardy was the
( .)ur). Here, in an enthralling
narrative
which adroitly
combines elements of thriller and farce whilst utilising
a framework which shows
his continuing preoccupation with time, Ackroyd has
written a novel which deals
with our most primeval con. cerns with dying, death and
survival.
But First Ught is far from
being a dreary plod: it is a
deeply
intelligent
novel
which fizzes and sparkles
with richly comic scenes and
characters
(two
lesbians
whose role-playing is quite
the reverse of what one
would expect; a gin-soaked

GAY

antique dealer; a music hall
comic in search of his past
and his wonderfully malapropistic wife; a brace of
yokels who are in the best
tradition
of
Dickensian
clowns) and passages which
are genuinely
emotional
(particularly those between
the obsessional archaeologist and his Dickensian crippled child-bride). This is a
rich, rich reading pleasure
and there is only one thing
to do when the novel is
finished: start reading and
savouring for a second time.
Sub-titled
'An unsentimental education' and described as 'a biographical
novel', Sybille Bedford's jigsaw is a most curious hybrid:
autobiography presented as
fiction (or is it fiction presented as autobiography")
which
retraces
material
already familiar from the
novels A Legacy and A Compass Error. Ultimately though intermittently quite
fascinating this strange
excursion is deeply unsatisfying (neither fish nor fowl
nor good red meat) because
it cannot be believed as
either one thing or another:
the reader has no exact
point of truth to use as an
anchor.
Following Mrs Bedford's
life from well-heeled infancy
in pre-World War I Berlin
to a gypsyish existence between the South of France
and London pre-World War
II,Jigsaw includes 'characters
we know to be real (Aldous
and Maria Huxley, for example) and 'characters' whose
stories
are
'real'
even
though their identities have
been disguised (two German sisters living in London,
one married, one the mistress of a judge). Mrs Bedford's mother's
morphine
addiction is graphically described,
the
adolescent
crush 'Bill!' develops for a
stylish
young
married
French woman is rather
fudged (it lacks an erotic
core and was far better

TIMES
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SYBILLE BEDFORD
'Neither fish nor fowl

nor good red meat ..• '

relayed in A Compass Error).
The book is elegantly written (glowing descriptions of
food are used to place individuals) but it is too long and
- by the end - seems to
have arrived at no particular
destination.
Paul Pickering's The Blue
Gate of Babylon is a brilliantly glittering homage to certain writers of the Thirties
- notably Christopher Isherwood (the first chapter is
a nicely exact pastiche of the
opening
of Mr
Norris
Changes Trains) and Graham
. Greene (there are distinct
echoes of The Third Man)
whose entertainments were
written 'when the going was
good' (like Evelyn Waugh,
Pickering uses laughter as a
mask for pessimism).
Set mainly in Berlin in
1960, The Blue Gate of Baby-

Ion progresses from screamingly funny set piece scenes
(trying to rescue several
tons of amphetamine from
the bear pit in the zoo) to
moments of sheer horror as
events
revolving
around
espionage reel wildly outof-control.
Involving an
archetypal innocent abroad
and his prostitute mistress
and a whole gallery of cunni'ngly 'observed eccentrics,
Pickering's novel is magnificently entertaining.
5et in the lost world of an
ever-so-innocent
19505,
Nicholas Salarnan's Forces of
Nature centres on the plight
of sixteen year old Freddie
abandoned by his parents at
a bleak boarding house by
one of the bleaker lakes
with a French youth of astonishing beauty but little
command of English. Be-

ne;th a seemingly tranqi
surface, Freddie
finds
world of seething resen
ments and sexual tension which allows this beautiful
observed novel about loss
innocence
some glortoi
moments of wild farce.
John Sladek's Bug is set
a more-or-less conternpoi
ary America in which a
English science fiction nove
ist is trying to make his wa:
Bands with names like Th
Condoms are all dying fro:
Aids, a Congressional heal
ing is studying the Pre!
ident's sanity, serial killer
slaughter their way acros
the Mid-West and alrnos
everyone the hero encour
ters is a whacko of som
description. Sladek has writ
ten an astringent but ver
funny novel about America
life.
Peter Burtol

'Bound
to disgust'

1931 (all in English and with
useful synopses), is therefore understandable,
even
excuseable;
yet as time
went on and Swonn's Way
was succeeded by Within a
Budding Grove and The Cities
of the Plain the narrative
swept
critics
inexorably
along on its tide. Yet, if the
mind of man was not ready
to accept a book that dwelled largely on its own
mechanism, it was not ready
either for the introduction
of homosexuality on such a
large scale.
Considering their past literature (and sub-literature)
which had always given
greater space to the phenomenon than English, the
French critics 'took' Charlus
pretty
well.
Admittedly

Andre Maurois in 1924 an.
Raphael Cor in 1926 des
cribed him as 'sick' but a
least that was better tha,
branding him a criminal. Th.
American critic, Ethel Col
burn Mayne, goes so far a
to admit a fondness for hirr
'an astounded fondness an,
appreciation '. Needless t<
say it was the British wh<
were the most censorious
The anonymous critic in Tt»
Times of 12 March 1924 no
only 'cannot stomach' Char
Ius but suggests that Prous
'had no right to choose the
mes that are bound to dis
gust the majority of men'. I
that is not an application fo
censorship, it runs prett
close.

Marcel Proust: The Critical Heritage - Edited
by Leighton Hodson (Routledge, £49.50)
In the history of Great Publishing Disasters,
Andre
Gide's rejection
of the
manuscript of Swann's Way
looms large; but the mind of
man being a faulty apparatus
does not care for long
novels. It fears its ability to
sustain interest and, by the
same token, the author's.
Preliminary resistance, as is
evidenced in some early reviews in this selection of
Proust criticism from 1896-

I
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ELON SALMON on recent fictiori '"-, ~f'~.;'
.! -

,Grown~up;waywithwords
.

(

~

.

ventUres·

WHEN a good, established biogtapher'
into
warped. mirrors, exaggerat~~ hilarious, and very
fiction, the resultmayd1sappoint,if only because bigh
real .. -;;
'
.. ':.
:'.
.'
expectations attend .the venture.·
r- ~~ - .: !.-,;".: .'::'There Is 'nothIng- hilarious or ostensibly real about
Victoria Glendinning's first novel TheGrown-ups' __.'.1;00.0 Iyo's Snakes Nest (peter Owen £10.95). A
(Hutchinson £11.95) does not disappoint on any
mannered, sombre tale, it is a political allegory of a
count. Feminists, however, might hate it..
. .
sort, set in Brazil during the Forties.
. Do all women, ';~!~ilie,
rea1ixJove a monster?
.' The world created here seemed so--~ly still, the
·Leo Ulm is one. Ab
t social pnuosopher, Ulm is
characters more personification of ideas than real
famous, oozing With·charisma, and monumentally
. nesh and blood. A fox which strays into town, is killed.
·self-centred. Women fall slavishly at his feet: wives,
; Coincidentally, Alexandre Viana commits suicide.
daughters-in-law, their trtends, even a high·nylng.
.. If you want a darklyromantic tale of obsessive love,
..French academic, a one-night stand in Washington . ,resplendent'With
·tbefaded
glory of European
.'during a cOnference. And he is not evena jood'
.' aristoc~,
The EnChantment of Christ1na van

'IOW~
~~rid'~~~:kno~;wha:tUb;;b; ~ ~;:~:
just about anything; women want to knoW:.'oVhat
they'

(

.;

=~

~'~~~~~e~~~~1~~~ls

1f:~l.

husband of the said Christina, who Is.the enchanter,
must do to will hiS attention. .
" :.: '. '1: ~...,:: _".
~.thougb qu1te.whY,.iB not clear.:, ~.:.~~,,:::··f.·:' .. •.' .:
'.' Crippledbya stroke in a BuckinghaDl Palace garden
'. JllI!les a writer,;·meets Christina; falls in love,
party, Leo Ulm'spower over women ts; if anything,
mames her. She is a German with a past. There had
lIlrt.her .e~ced.
Until he is mysteriously killea
~.been a.~
,marriage, to a now-deceased aristocrat,
dunng a mght of a great storm.
" -/~(,'),~ ~;-.,." .r.::
..von Retzen. There 15 a collection Of rum relatives .
.:.' But the women in Leo's life in turn; exercise a'ThereIs,moreimportantly,anublledaughter,apupU
\subtly~ncea!~
power over hhi'It Is that which
.:·in a convent school, who likes James in more ways
~'Victoria Glend1nn1ngexcels in revealing. Beneath the :- ..than as a step-father. After a lot of toing and frotng
.;;.veneer of modern' civilisation, the basic caveman-eaacross Europe, the "enchantment" turns to disen..f.vewoman relationship ~~tes.
He'~
out to . chantment: Christina and daughter are reclaimed by
.:hunt. She~has to ensure he returns to her.. ;:; .. ,.~
her former in-laws; James is dumped; the coda is in a
'~~'~ThiSis a witty, well~
debut into ftctlon by'a') 'minor key.
".
,.':
"<',,' .. ;...:;, .
verY good writer .• -::;')~,;::;~;T~.-::.::.;;·:;:,'J.;"
; '... ' ';;··Tbe Finnish composer Sibellus wrote about his
'.st;l·1 often wish short stories were"sS'poPUIar hereas
'·~work "as though God the Father had hurled down bits
· they are' in. America. One of the most gifted
.~'ofmosaic from the floor of heaven and asked me to
practitioners of this rewarding but difflcult ?orm,
'work out what the pattern looked like." :"
'.':.
Wbich has produced a few truIJ- remarkable writers in
~!'The quotat!0!lro..appeaI'! in ~ futitiC1!S dl~l1es er
the USA, is Donald Barthelme. .. ., or.':r1•.,·:I.;-:; •.' ,;
Axel CarpeJa?, 'a devotee of the great composer and a· .
His latest collection Sixty Stories (Seeker IIld
. .nctable musieten in his own right. Axel (Carcanet :,;
Warburg, £14.95) is a treasure. Short and concen-. '. £14.95) !>yBo Cai'pelan (trans).ated from Swedish by" I
trated, the stories are immensely tunny. Yet gravity . ,~David M~
.'is .~'haunting, evocative' novel, .
runs t~ugh
them like a hidden.vein ~ preci~ .))articularlY~)t.:
..
J,!~ppen to know and love "
·metal Just beneath the surface .. ~.~:.,,;;
-{~~!i()J~ 1;1" ; -.: ;.~d1nav1a
.. J.··;".',i;,,:,';:'· •.• - ,.,{... ',,:, ~ (,.,,;;
. In A Shower of Gold, Peterson • '~or
art1st"Is" ., .•-Set in the 19th-century FInland, it unravels the life
J
picked on to 1lilrticipate in a New York television:
,.of;Axel Carpelan .(the author's great-uncle) as a
programme ca1led MJo am l.' During the selection 'musician,
an- observer of the period, and a trlend of :
p'rocess, the programme's producer interroptes him:. ,;S1bellus. If ..the scope of narrative is l1m1ted by .the .
'Mr Peterson, are you absurd? ... I mean;'do you., !4W'Y format,the reward is an acuteness of vision.
encounter your own existence as gratuitot1l?;;.You
.•which beautifu1lycaptures the moods.or Finland at
may not be inte~
~.absurd1ty. but,absmdityta.; .;-,the .time.A worthwhile read, ..J-;:;"~~~:.:'.:!:::{I'
I,.,
..interested in you -. =: ~'-;;
'-1t'~'-"i:o'.i:·*n (r~rot'l[;6q~!·"t~
. ·,Jf~~l in an entirel'y different way is Paul P1ckertng's .
-":'To underscore that,'. Petersonls
visited .by".,?; .: uura novel, The Blue Gate of Bahylon (Chatto and .
switchblade-wielding stranger, who introduces lilm-,;'; '"indus
112.95). A' romping story of Toby Jubb's' :
.' self as a '6:iJ.ianO" player,1ilii apartment Is invaded .. : (Oxford graduate in Greats) initiation into diplomatic .
. -by three
ornlan girls in need of love and shelter, .~ ,1ife,whorehouses, and zoos ~ all in the semi·fantastic·" and when ftnally Peterson faces the cameras, he'
ca.l decadent .world of :West Berlin, the novel is a
! ~',~}lt-~bs~
the_ absUl:d. Here is life
tFugh ;i~(~:;~~~:'.;"·,~.<~:;;'/'~:~.
"!:'~~~~';:( (;~.-

r.~.~
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Ship.. and 'passion
from the master
(

'WITH Fire Down Below
(Faber, £ 11 i95) William
Golding concludes
Edmund
Talbot's voyage to Australia
and self-discovery.
Straightway we are back at sea,
hearing sounds, aware of the motion, and learning about the disabled and becalmedship in 1814.
~ The idea of fire haunts the novel
t - the attempted repairs may set
~the ship ablaze to echo the sparks
?f fire in the heavens and .the fire
f m the soul, the latter typified by
. Edmund's love for the absent Miss
: Chumley.
, There are sparks between
I individuals
too; tensions and
jealousies among the officers as
dangers and difficulties abound.
Fire Down Below is a compelling
(and exhilarating work of art.
.
-Ian e t t e Tur.ner Hospital's
Charades (Bantam Press, £12.95)
becomes a sort of guessing game
recounted with a lively sense of
humour embedded in considerable
intensity of feeling.
What really happened? One may
well ask in reading the flickering
scenes and variations from the
past of two Australian girls. The
daughter. of one of them is involved with an American scientist
.and this veiled novel,' which
:emphasises the imprecision of all
perceptions, makes much use of

t

l

(

DURHAM

NOP.THERN

ECHO

Novels
ByWJ NESBln
metaphors from precise scientific I
theory and very successfullytoo.
.
Stone Over the Water (Seeker
and Warburg, £12.95), Carl
MacDougaU's notable first novel
.consists of a series of forays into
the mind, memory and current
experiences of Angus MacPhail,'
w ho was adopted.
from an'
orphanage when he was 12.
;
Skimming over the years of his'
life - the orphanage, his new
home, his first girl, his marriage,
his job - the story is laced with
reflections,
in particular
on
Scotland and the Scots.
Paul Pickering's third novel,
The

Blue

Gate

of

Babylon

(Chatta and Windus. £12.95) is a
sort of blue black comedy
In 1961 in Berlin, just before the
Wall appeared, scholarly young
Toby -Iubb of the Diplomatic
Service is ordered to establish and
run an officially unofficial brothel,
the Cafe Bablyon, to lure an East
.German general to defect, by
blackmail if necessary. Naturally,
Toby is subsequently sold down
the river in a grim and prolonged
debriefing that leads ultimately to
a not entirely downbeat ending.

18th May

1989
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A bizarre
story. of a
.conuc spy

(

CAMBRIDGE
27th

EVENING

Apri 1 1989

NEWS

: BLACK comedy at its best is
00 provided by Paul Pickering's
third novel.
. It features a spy wbo seems
initially to fit into the Le C~e
.' mould - be listens to classical
music and munches Dundee
; cake with his aftemooD tea.
.:~But his sanity is iD question
.~ roBowing a bizarre incident in
"his ptil.
~~ It involved a 'Crazed bear .•t
.r a Berlin Zoo, the oWDerShip of
.- a biotbei, and being chased
around the countryside by the
_ chariots of the ancient Persian
King Darius.
I
Following on the 5IIccessof
t -"Wild
About Harry"
and
"Perfect English," it wiU
I: enhance his reputation as a.
master of this genre.
"The Blue Gate of BabyIon" by Paul pickering
(Chalto and Windus, £12.95).
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Sex, drugs and spies
The Blue Gate of Babylon, bl Paul
Pickering
(Chatto and Wmdus,
£12.95).
IT'S not the sort of encounter
you'd expect on the 810 cornmuter sardine
can from Patricroft, .but this is the night train
-frorn Hanover, crossing East Germany on its way to Berlin. You
can almost smell the Cabaretstyle decadence.
Into the carriage walks Magda.
Tobv. whose diplomatic career is

MANCHESTER EVENING NEWS
13 April

1989

at an uncertain
point, is mesmerised
by Magda, an orphan
w ith dreams
of becoming
an
actress
"as famous
as Pear's
soap."
So Toby, a spy with a difference
- he eats Dundee cake and loves
Buddy Holly - begins a long journey into the dark night of drugs,
sex and international
menace.

Ray D'Arcy
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COMEDY
"The Blue Gate of
Babylon"
(Chatto
&
Wlndus", £12.95) by Paul
Plckerlng. When Toby
Jubb Is posted to the
Allied Kommandatura In
'Berlin
"to
help In
personnel"
he finds
•himself running a high
class brothel aimed at
attracting defectol'l from
the E•• t. Disregarding
adIce, he tries to run It
with love and affection .••
Plckerlng
presents 11
highly entertaining black
comedy

FAMILY SAGA
"Trespasses (Bodley
Head, £12.95) by Carollnf
Brldgewood.
Kilt)
Conway, orphaned .'
eight, Is taken In by her
eccentric relatives, the
Wlnstanleys
of
Oxfordshire. She ihares
her cousins'
simple
outlook, but as childhood
fades and fascism looms
over Europe, the first
stlmngs of diSH", divide
the family. War sees the
cousins scattered across
Europe,a family sundered
by different belletfs.

VI

\~

It hurts only
when I laugh
The Blue Gate of Babylon
by Paul Pickering (Chatto
& Windus £12.95)
Charlie Hall'
TOBY Jubb is a joke. The entire
book is a joke, but I wonder
whether Paul Picketing is a
joke. His baggy face glowers out
from the dust cover of this, his
third novel and I'm really trying
hard to work out if even this
moody,
s m o u l d e r i n.g
photograph is a joke too. This
book
should
have been
published five days earlier and
yet Chatto contrarily decided to
release it on April 6.

(

(

The humour of this book goes
deeper than the banal and
intellectual jokes that Paul
Pickering
slots
into' the
s t o r y l in e . It lies in our
preconceptions of novels and
novelists. We are confronted
with a series of images that set
off Pavlovian reactions that are
further
tantalised
by Paul
Pickering's embellishments of
what is (we presume)
an
obvious tale, and it starts
straight away; the joke, that is. '
We are not told that the
unwitting, inept and idiotically
charming hero of the book is
called Toby Jubb until we are
snuggled deep into what we
believe to be a run-of -the-rnill
public schoolboy goes to Berlin
and meets sitting lady on the train
tale, Christopher Isherwood
wishing that he was Harry
Palmer, it's all there in the first
two pages. I was convinced that I
had the measure of Paul
Pickering, Toby Jubb was easy.
Toby Jubb comes to Berlin
having been exiled from Paris by
the Foreign Office. He left
university and went to work for
the Foreign Office. He could
have tried teaching but perhaps
John Fowles and Nicholas Urfe
(another
ridiculous-named
author's victim) had covered
that area well enough. Toby
Jubb had been caught in the bed

CATHOLIC HERALD 21.4.89.

,of
the wife of a Parisian
personage and had to leave, and
as soon as the train starts,
travelling through "...
the'
snow and mud meadows of the
East", he meets "the most
beautiful girl who had ever
walked into my world." By the
time I'd read that, the third
paragraph of the book, I was
sure I could tell the way the story
would go.
And the joke is that Paul
Pickering hardly drifts away
from our cosy preconception of
the "Berlin-thriller-set-in-thecold-war". The foolish Toby
Jubb is even given the classic
sidekick, American Jew, war
criminal Black-marketeer· Stigi
Weitz and he still doesn't cotton
on to the joke.
Toby Jubb is told to run a
brothel on the East/West border
and the intention is to catch an
ex-Nazi who now works for the
"Eastie Boasties", who is Baron
Rollo von Hollmann. There's
possibly a flash of understanding
when Toby is introduced to the
kindly Madame of his brothel.
She's called Betty Bethlehem, but
we say "Well of course, that's a
say "Well of course, that's a
name invented by her (she was
probably called Betty Boop
before). "
So the farcical tale unfolds
and we hardly notice the chorus
of the story, Toby Jubb's asides
to his mother in the letters he
writes to her, although I felt
slightly uncomfortable at the
incredible sexual intimacy in
these letters. He (the troutish
Toby Jubb) makes constant
references
to his mother
throughout the story and the
denouement. The epilogue of
the tale is dominated. by another
letter to her.
All very well. But Paul
Picketing has dedicated the
book to his mother. I turned the
last page of the book and there
was Paul Pickering's bluish face
gazing knowingly out, and I still
cartt work out if he's a joke.

I

Charlie Peace

the l\'asningcoIl
Post protesting
the
r re atrnent of that country's
Indians
sets in motion a complex. somewhat
.iisjointed series of events in which a
lorie woman's starched integrity is illuminated
against a background
of
cynical compromise and pervasive corruption. The admonitory
epistle is
wntten
bv Rosa Van Meurs, freethinkinz daughter oi an esteemed an.hroooiozist. who teaches an inspired
crand oi history in backv vater Florianopoiis. Her act angers a greasy politi<i an who preiers that his interest in a
zoic mine near Indian land go unex.irnmeu. While barbs are riung at Rosa
.rorn this direction.
more danger
-ornes when her spineless cousin Fahio. a consummate liar tieeinz the service of a violent racketeer. washes up
"t
~t', anart ment.
Mason (The Illu." .,. ,..", l!lla~nat1 vely pamts such fan. :l:'tlcal scenes as Fabios cataloguing
"r ~, museum III crislv votive offerings.
:·:·:
..,':!t\n- ,iL,taii immerses the reader
.: :~." oll'ca~'lnl! sociui t'abr ic of Brazrl.
:' -: :::0.' n a rrut tve uneveruy slows and
<!"t"l~. cat cru nz', then iosinz the read"I':' .nrerest.
ami the subtle shades of
. h.: morul clJde propounded here are
-;!!;:)i::;t1caii\' rrso lveri in the denoue-

CHATIERING ~lAN
Merrill
Joan
Gerber.
Longstreet.
:518.95 ISB~ l-56352-011-7
In this collection
of short fiction.
cranky, defiant Anna Goldman lives in
two cramped rooms. each with a piano.
A fugitive from New York's Lower
East Side. Anna. now in her 70s. lives
in Los Angeles where she gives concerts at a comrnunitv center to ..the
blood pressure
bunc-h and the Alzheimer's
gang." Watching over her
daughter Carol. a widow of a suicide.
Anna trades insults with her two TVlobotomized grandchildren.
She sleeps
with a Hemlock Society card by her
bedside. "The Anna Stories: A. Novella" is a wonderfully wry look at the
outrageous
indignities of old age. In
the remaining
eight tales. veering
from the absurd to the tragic. Gerber
(King of the World) portrayswith
accuracy and compassion characters
who
include an insecure. too-hip college
couple in Berkeley. Calif.. a Brooklyn
inventor of chicken-skin sandwiches. a
quack gynecolog'ist in Miami, newlvweds in' Boston.r Sept.i
-

ANN A
Cunthia Harrod-Ecqles.

St. Mart ins/
Dunne. $25.95 ISBN 0-3l2-06290-7
In this vast yet meticulously detailed
historical
romance, veteran
British
author Harrod-Eagles
sets young English governess Anne Peters at the
center
of shifting
and cataclysmic
events occuring in Russia between
1803 and 1812. Dismissed by her stuffy
English employers because of a social
blunder. the outspoken Anne is hired
by Count Nikolai Kirov, an adviser to
the czar, to educate
his two lively
daughters, Yelena. nine, and Natasha,
two. Warmly received in the count's
diverse Petersburg household-which
includes his ineffectual wife, Irina: his
vitriolic mother, Vera; and a host of
ebullient relatives--Anne,
now called
Anna Petrovna,
predictably,
falls in
love with the count, whose response is
guarded.
Against the somber background of the Napoleonic wars and orninous portents that the French emperor has designs on Russia, tensions
within the Kirov household increase.
Anna leaves and marries unwisely,
leading a hollow existence as the wife
of a wealthy, dissolute nobleman. AIthough the plot is fairly formulaic and
much of the cast outrageously
stereotyped-there
are only devoted servants, contented
serfs, happy peasants--the
entanglements
nevertheless intrigue. Readers may look forward to the projected sequel. (Sept.)

THE ::il':\DIER WOODS
sl a rea rei Xl orle». Hodder & Stouzhton
-Tr a taiaar Square, dist.l. :524.95 ISBN
"-:>-lu·.;1~71·.)
vlovmz trorn the 1920s to the Cuban
Missile Crisis. Morleys
predictable
but sometimes
moving novel follows
three ze ne rations of Irish Catholic
women as they transform themselves
from passive and obedient to determined and independent.
Trapped bet ween her demanding
mother and the
m an she was forced to marry, Maureen Walshs only satisfaction
comes
from her job at a five-and-dime
in
Cambridge,
Mass., where an affair
with her -boss results in the birth of a
daughter. Kathleen. She, in turn. has
twins out of wedlock at 16, fathered by
her childhood sweetheart,
who is presurned dead in WW 11. Leaving the
twins in her mother's care, Kathleen
goes to New York, where she marries a
playwright. and with his encouragement becomes an actress. Eventually,
Maureen emerges as a shrewd, ereative business woman; after many
heartaches.
Kathleen
also
takes
charge of her life. Coming of age in the
'60s. her daughters follow suit. Morley
provides colorful though only incidental period details. from the advent of
frozen peas to the sounds of Chubby
Checker. and a standard cast of gos- ~
sipy neighbors, Broadway actors and
CHARLIE PEACE
Hollywood moguls. Heavy use of forePaul PickeTing. Random, $20 ISBN 0shadowing burdens the plot, but the
394-58544-5
women's perserverance
still seems a
A bizarre, wildly surreal fantasy that
triumph. t Sept.)
lampoons Christianity
and organized
38

religion. this convoluted tale makes
Salvador Dali's psychospiritual
rantings look tame. ~ arrator Jack Peachey, an English burglar hailed by
thousands as the true Jesus, turns talcum powder into cocaine and causes
the clothes of women around him to
dematerialize.
Jack is a disciple of a
religious cultist.
a former Kansas
iarmboy who became a lion tamer in a
circus
with
Christian
revivalist
themes and who assumed the name of
the circus manager. Charlie Peace, after the latter's death in a fire on the
island of Tobago. Peachey goes to
seedy Manhattan
to track down Peace
and a miniature
crystal
talisman
linked to the medieval Albigensian
heresy. There Jack meets Ottoline Ottolyne.
an heirless
linked to the
Church of the Millennium. a heretical
cult which uses sex as a sacrament.
Interrupting
these shenanigans
are
anachronistic
retellings of the Gospels
narrated, by Jack. now charged with
murder and imprisoned on Rikers Island. ~.Y. Pickerinlr(Blue
Gate ofBabylon) overworks parody and sacrilegious gags to serve his theme that
every true believer is a natural heretic. ( S ept.J
VICTORIAN' GHOST STORIES:
An Oxford Anthology
Edited by .l!ichael Cox and R. A. Gilbert. Oxford Univ .. £24.95 ISBN 0-19214202-X
Following up The Oxford Book of English Ghost Stories. Cox and Gilbert
here suggest that "ghost stories were
something at which the Victorians excelled." pointing out that the stories
reflect the insecurities
hidden in an
outwardly ordered and confident society. They note further that some of the
writers who portrayed
ladylike women encountering
ghosts at their doors
were female breadwinners
churning
out stories to keep the wolves from
theirs. Such authors as Mary Elizabeth Braddon, Elizabeth Gaskell and
Charlotte
Riddell anchored
ghostly
events in the still waters of domestic
detail, provoking
an eerie contrast,
while others, like J. S. Le Fanu and
Henry J ames, used deliberately paced
language to similar effect. The stories
in this superior anthology, each one
satisfying
on its own, represent
a
great variety of period styles and spectres. (Sept.)
SEAROAD: Chronicles of Klatsand
Ursula LeGuin. HarperCollins, $19.95
ISBN ~~16740-8
In these stories, connected loosely but
powerfully
by their rugged Pacific
Northwest
setting,
LeGuin (Buffalo
Gals; The Left Hand of Darkm88) portrays residents
of a small Oregon
shore town with sympathy and no sentiment.
Many of the tales center
PUBLISHERS WEEKL Y I JULY 25.1991
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CHARUEPEACE,
A Fable.
,
'"
By Paul Pickering.",,;,
=Random House. $20. '
,
,There's' a whiff of theundergraduate to'
, :'p~u(Pickerin&'slateSCnovel, "Charlie
" Peace," but'.CI,lsoa~~.i~of,t!ie scamp at,
.play.. ~ ...Pickering, It, B!i~b journalis~calls his book "a, fable," ,implying a
;simple narrative. ,lt~s anything .but,
.Jack'Peacheyr betngheld by the 'New '
'"y~~ ,Fity ~li~~, o~ ,~~s.J>~c:1on
of mur- ' '
-deting a ,family gt.: Jour.,in f,lorjda, tells
his checkered story, It 'involves a.miss, .ing mentor called ~bildie, peace, clspir- ,
itual descendant .of pax; the forgotten
,13th disciple ,of Jesus 'and keeper of the
.~ .~h
~~for;
Charlie
PeaceInLondon 'andNew York, Jack
gets'mto'siniatlons IDwhich heap~ars :
to cure a woman of bfuidOess:iurn~~I- ,
cumpowder Intococaine andhave .mtercourse with 'an'angel~'--lbiS maJteshim a media,:darling,: adoomed!PostPunk Jes~~. Mr~,"Pickermg 'tightly
knots his,plot lines to comment on rnisguided religious longings in a tiI;Dt~when
the faithful often,don't know whiCh'way
is up. Although the novel's blasphemies
haveall the in}pact,of Nerf balls, "Charlie Peace" often. achieves a certain
,no!!~thumbirig-,~
, :; ',~,
'
""~ ;i~~',;_",~ ; .-:;; =-r,.A1:~:' ' :,-'.:DAVID FINKLE
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A Tame Telling of the Second Coming
By CAROLYN SEE
SPECIAL

T

"

TO TIlE

liMES

CIIARLlE PEACE: A Fable
by Paul Picketing
Random House

he jacket copy of "Charlie
$20; 297 pages
Peace" remarks hopefully
.
that Paul Pickering's new
novel, "which is as blasphemous
young people between the ages
to Christianity as 'The Satanic
of 12' and 22, who have had
Verses' is to Islam, promises to
orthodox Christianity crammed
outrage a broad segment of the
down their throats in variouai.
public-and
become an instant \ lUlp'leasant ways during their'
success de scandale."
early youth.
Yes, and pigs might whistle in
There comes
time in most
four-part harmony and play the
thinking adolescents' developxylophone
with their cloven
ment when they begin to wonder
hooves.
about Mar)' Magdalene, for inAll that might happen, but it
stance, and why Christ befriendprobably won't. In the first place,
ed her instead of a nice respect"Charlie Peace" isn't very blasable girl.
phemous. In the second, a broad
They wonder about the nature
segment of the public probably
of all those miracles; why the
isn't going to see this nice little
Wedding at Cana came first and
fable, and in the third place there
why Christ changed water into
isn't very much scandale at all.
wine instead of, oh, maybe root
"Charlie Peace" takes as its
beer. They wonder about the
theme the moderately tried and
loaves and the fishes,' and how
true observation:
Lazarus felt, yanked so rudely
"If Jesus Christ was born again
from the tornh.
today, what would happen? PeoAnd some of them get fed up
ple certainly haven't improved
with all thr- "hallmark" images of
a heavily shampooed
Christ.
all that much over 2.000 years.
They begin to wonder what He.
We'd probably crucify lIim all
over again." (And, indeed, on the
roally might have been like.
title page, this fable is described
.In this Iab!c. Christ gets to be
as a "cruel-fiction.")
ho"rh again and again and again.
The audience for this I.~li('i~: Sometimes 11(' walks 011 water by

a

strolling along a coral reef just
under the surface of the Ilea.
His miracles in ancient times
include taking his best friend Pax
(the 13th Disciple) for long rides
over the desert on hIs Harley
Davidson, and conjuring baby
elephants from under ·St. Peter's
robe. The Christ figure (Charlie
Peace's) miracles in the modern
"world include (seeming to) turn
.talcum powder into cocaine.
The scenes here are divided
into three main parts: The same
ancient Israel we've gotten used
to from Sunday School, a modern
setting in the North 01 llngland
where Christ and his followers
hang out in a tattered Fun Fair,
and a mildly inaccurate .\merica
in the 1930s, where ~ disciple
tells about his Christ figure who
grows up in Kansas taking the
"Oath" (sic) of Allegiance, and
Carpetbaggers
cruise around
from the Civil War, an4 farmers·
swill whiskey in a state that is
still meticulously dry.
One doubts that any pr these
little slips in the world pr "fact"
would bother Paul Plckering.
He's writing a fable.
He wants to establish that
good and evil exist side by side,
that- when Jesus cured the sick,
that didn't necessarily mean they

wouldn't die later.
He wants to establish that
Jesus was as. interested in sex as
the next man. (Well at least
Pickering proves that he's as
interested in sex as the next'
man.)
Symbols galore float through
this book: Fossil fish hover in the
air like Cheshire cats, wounds
turn into liUies and vice versa ..
and a very important Bell, Book
and Candle aren't used in their
traditional ways, but to create
much of the "magic" inherent in
these Christian miracles with
which Pickering is so preoccupied.
If you have a kid who's beginning to sigh audibly in church, to
mutter back at the minister under his breath, this is the book to
give him (or her).
"Char lie Peace" is so respectable, so literary, so traditional in
its dissent that the dissenter In
your midst will be apt to drop it
all and take up soccer or embroidery for thrills.
There's not a breath of scandale in this safe little story.
Next: John Wilkes reviews
"From Paralysis to Fatigue" by
Edward Shorter (The Free Press).
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It's all Hollywood'sfault,

resident (Iinton. declared
war on Hollywood this
, week, and the hostilities
went almost unreported over here ..
. Which is a: pity. The issue ofviothe preferred epithet in the film bour's car: - as evidence that sick
lence in movies, video games 'and
.rap lyrics, and its alleged effect on world is: \:;Vitch-h)lnt". But the fantasies are being blatantly marteenage behaviour, is big in Amen- White. House is- convinced, first, keted to children. "Doh't make
. ea right now; the killing.of IS peo- that violent entertainment encour- young people want what your own
ple at the Colorado school-in.April . ages violent behaviour, and second- ratings system says they shouldn't
ly that - having. dutifully classi- have," he warned the studios ..
has .seen .to that- But Hollywood's
values, for better or-worse, .shape
fied violent material as "adult" Hollywood can' feign surprise .
the studios then cynically target un- at this attack. Ever since the high
the credo ai-kids from Hartlepool
school massacre, pressure has
to.Hawali, SOitis in everybody's in- der-ageaudienees with gory marketing campaigns that are irresistiterest 10 keep tabs on its power.
been mounting in Washington for' .
"something to be done".aboutjuve- '.
What' Clinton announced on ble to immature young minds.
To support this theory, Clinton nile violence, and opportunistic pol- .
Tuesday was startling: an inquiry
offered some eye-poppingstats. He iticians have lost no time in pointby the Federal Trade Commission
and .JuitiCl' Department into the claimed that the-average teenager. ing the finger of blame at the film.
marketing pracrices of film, music will see 40,000 murders acted out industry. Studio chiefs didn't h~lp
RICHARD MORRISON
on 1V or, film by the age of ut He their cause by spurnmg an mvitaand videogamecompanies.
It will
'
,
tion'to attend a White House "sumlast'IS·months •.cost $I:niillion and pointed to "300 studies in 30 years"
positing a link between "sustained
mit" on youth violence. Perhaps
people" -' and now the White
'.-,most irksomely "forthestudios ~
havethe power. to' subpoena their exposure'to violent entertainment"
they are now paying the price.
,House appears to be refining that
and violent bebaviour. And he pamOSI private. memos and e-mails.
Of course they feel miffed. They sophistry into "people donr kill
Hollywood is seething, especial: .. raded some crass magazine adver- . argue that the blame for teenage vi- people; movies do".
.
tisements far, violent video games
olence has been dumped too con-.
J. have some sympathy with their
ly as it-has-raised.fistfuls of dollars'
for Ciinton and hIS churns (only. - slogans such' .as .,::KiU·your
veniently on violent movies. Ameri- . exasperation, but not a lot. It's true
friends, guilt free",' "Get in touch ea's powerful gun lobby, they. that Clinton's move this week, tarlast.month a Beverly Hills dinner
added $2.millioll to Democrat cof-' with your gun-toting.. cold-blood- claim, has beeriallbwed to chant geting Hollywood alone, has preed, murdering side" arid "More , its usual prejJosterous mantra fers), A music industry spokesman
,empre(j'a much wider-ranging Sencalled the .Inquiry a' "cheap shot"; fun than shooting your, 'neigh- "guns don't kill-people; people kill . ate initiative that would also have
l

says Clinton

scrutinised the marketing tactics of
weapons manufacturers. In that
sense film-makers have been made
scapegoats. And the hard evidence
of a causal link between screen violence and real-life incidents is, despite Clinton's claims, still queried'
by some respected' experts.
. But are the film studios so besotted by.box-office returns that they
haven't noted the rising-panic - in
America, Britain and elsewhere _.
about the ease with which children
can access violent maierial? The
problem is not the censorship or'
classification systems, which are
usually rigorous to a fault. It'S the
fact that there is virtually no policing -of the product at the point of
sale, so all the safeguards are reduoed [0 a fatuous charade.InBritain, for instance. the last rime that
a cinema was prosecuted for admitling' an under-age punter was in
1962. Age checks invideo stores are
even less scrupulous. As for the Internet, well. anything goes.

What does Hollywood do now?
There is no, easy answer to that,
which is perhaps why the film 010guls never turned up for Clinton's
"violence" summit. A large slice of
their profits comes from teenage
audiences, and much of that audience seems to be hooked on violent
movies. Somehow the studios have.
to wean them off this weekly fix of
mayhem and gore without bankrupting themselves in the process.
Three cheers if they manage it. The
on.lypity is that such a morally reprehensihle' figure as Glimon will
then pick up the credit.
acky if Futile Gesture of
the Week? That accolade
.
must-be bestowed upon
the American sculptor Max Mulhern, who has' created an aluminiurn reproduction of the Nike of
Samothrace
the inspiring
winged statue that was .removed
from a Greek island by a ['rench·
diplomat in 1863 and. now. stands

W

in the Louvre. The islanders have
recently lodged an appeal with the
European Commission for the return of their 2,300-year-old statue.
So, as a gesture ofsolidarity, Mulhem has mounted his imitation
sculpture on a scooter: and is
wheeling (or, where appropriate,
sailing) the thing back from Paris
to it' Aegean homeland.
He commenced this epic odyssey, much to the annoyance df the •
Paris museum authorities, right by
the Louvre Pyramid last Saturday,
-and to.mark the occasion the British novelist Paul Picketing declaimed his equally epic poem
(amusingly titled Can [Walk You
Home?) denouncing the Louvre
and art ttieft generally:
Balanced Of!the scooter of necessity
He sets out to soorhe'
.
The doubtful tempest
his:OWfl 'solll
And to placate the immortal gods.

pI

Stirring stuff. Sadly, the sportsshoe company Nike declined to
sponsor this unique journey of the'
goddess Nike, claiming that it
would lead to "brand confusion".
Quite understandable. A lifesize
statue of a winged Greek goddess
is easily mistaken fora plimsoll.
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harley Peace, a new work by the British novelist Paul Picketing, is pub.:.1ished on Tuesday by Random House
in New"'\' ork, It is not, however, being published in this country - even though it
forms the second half of a two-book contract with Chatto, part of Random House's
London wing. Random Century. Why?
Stand by for a tale of passion and violence,
blasphemy and censorship, harsh words and
legal argy-bargy.
The book tells the story of a bad egg who
dreams of a God in his own image; it features the reappearance on earth of Jesus
Christ, aged 2,000 years. By rights it should
have been published in the spring of last
I year. But in June 1989, Picketing was told
by Jonathan Bumham, his editor at Chatto,
that there was a chance the book might be a
casualty of the Random House takeover.
Picketing, who has a notoriously fiery temper and pugnacious demeanour, responded
with a fury that left Burnham "shocked and
shaken", and telephoned Chauo's editorial
director in the small hours to harangue him.
The publishers declared their relationship
with the enraged author was over.

C

Much head-shaking and negotiation followed between author, agent and publisher,
but Chatto stood finn and has refused ever
since to have anything to do with Pickering.
Legal brains have been cudgelled to determine whether a written contract can be
terminated by a verbal spat.
Picketing's response to becoming the de
facto Nonnan Mailer of the British literati
has been all hurt be •.•.
ilderment. "I didn't hit
Burnharn." he insists. "It was an argument.
Nobody got thumped. I may have called
him a bourgeois bastard, but that w ·as all. I
didn't seriously want to-leave Chauo - and
I'm sure you can't abrogate a contract by
just saying you're unhappy with it, as
they're claiming." In an intriguing twist, he
attributes Chatto's reluctance to publish his
book to fear of its potentially
"blasphemous" content. (Chatto denies it.)
The row moves into a different gear with
the interventioatof the great J G (Empire of
the Sun) Ballard, who has given the new
novel a calculatedly contentious puff: "He
has written a book which is very entertaining while being genuinely subversive. Not to
publish it in Britain is pure censorship."
Aaargh! The C-word! Now, while Chauo
waits with interest for the American reviews
of its spurned volume, it may be wondered
why Picketing doesn't just try another publisher. It seems he has. Among the alternative outlets sought by his agent, Gillon
Aitken, was the Viking group, which must
have looked at him a little coldly. The last
time Aitken sold Viking a controversial
novel with a religious theme, it was called
The Satanic Verses.

